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PREFACE

This study is an outgrowth of a pilot study originally

initiated at Welfare Planning Council of Los Angeles Region

by the Day Care Committee and Lloyd Street, then Research

Director. In the pilot study directors and teachers, and

parents whose children were in their care, were interviewed

for the purpose of comparing child-rearing practices within

the day care center with those found in the home. Both the

pilot study and the current research have been supported by

the Research and Demonstration Division of the Children's

Bureau, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

A study such as this is dependent on many people.

First, our appreciation goes to the teachers and children

who permitted us to observe their experiences together, and

to the directors who granted us permission to visit in their

centers. We were impressed with the willingness of staff on

every level to extend us the courtesy of observing, despite

occasional inconvenience and discomfort. Without the cooper.

ation of everyone in the individual centers this project

could not have been carried out.

It is impossible to mention everyone who helped. Joan

Harris, worked as Associate Director during the first year,

participated in all phases of the project's early launching,

and deserves much of the credit for translating ideas into

methods and procedures. Sybil Kritchevsky, Cynthia Milich,
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and Dorothy McDonald were observers throughout the project.

Their ability to observe Objectively and at the same time to

keep alert to gaps in the conceptual scheme, their imagina-

tive suggestions and sturdy good humor strengthened the pro-

ject immeasureably. Dorothy Baranski kept track of the data

in its perilous transfer from coding sheets to IBM cards.

Her accuracy in handling monotonous detail in combination

with her grasp of the mathematics of data processing and an-

alysis was most helpful.

Ede Haselhoef, project coordinator, more than any other

person is responsible for seeing this project to completion.

Her energy, good nature, and willingness to tackle any job

are unbelievable. She participated as an observer, carried

the brunt of the data processing, supervised the endless

chores involved in preparing the manuscript and in reproduc-

ing it.

Western Data Processing Center at UCLA provided the

computer facilities for the data processing. Gale Montgomery

was particularly helpful as a consultant and programmer.

The staff at Pacific Oaks offered stimulation, criti-

cism, and suggestions throughout the project. Evangeline

Burgess should be mentioned particularly for her contribu-

tion to the initiation of the project, and Myrtle Stubkjaer

for assistance in locating sources. James Hall gave consul-

tation on problems of design.

We wish to thank our children, Leslie, Sara, and Nancy,



Christopher, Michael, Andrew, Donald, and Suzanne. Their

presence sometimes made the writing more diffk:.bult, but with-

out them we probably would not have written it at all.

Finally, our appreciation goes to our husbands, who are will-

ing to live with the consequences of having wives who persist

in extending the definition of home beyond their own front

doors.

Pasadena, California Elizabeth Prescott
Elizabeth Jones
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CHAPTER

THE PROBLEM

Introduction

The goals of Research Project #219, as described in the

original proposal, are to examine and describe differences in

program in day care centers by assessing patterns of teaching

behavior, to relate differences to social and physical vari-

ables within the day care setting, and finally to evaluate

the probable effectiveness of group day care in meeting the

developmental needs of preschool children.

This project is concerned with the basic question, Is

day care good care? While our ultimate purpose is evalua-

tive, we have found it necessary to begill with a description

of actual program in day care centers, and to explore the re-

lationship between patterns of teaching behavior and social

and physical variables within the day care-setting. These

data have provided a basis for the development of criteria

for assessing the quality of day care program, and for judg-

ments as to the types of intervention likely to be most ef-

fective in altering the child-rearing environment provided by

the day care center.

Background of the Problem

The day care center, a facility where preschool chil-

dren are cared for in a group, offers one solution to the

problem faced by families in which the mother is not
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eprovide substitute care for preschool children. Since

available for full-time care. It represents the most radical

departure from traditional patterns of care, and it is also

the most enduring organization which is regulated by society

to

their inception in 1854, these centers have spread throughout

the country and have become accepted as a recognized facility

in many urban communities.

Although the first day care centers were established by

philanthropic organizations to provide care for children of

indigent mothersr children from all socioeconomic levels may

now be found in group day care. Two recent social changes

are, in fact, altering our traditional conception in the

United States that the optimum environment for preschool

children is the home and neighborhood, where supervision is

provided by the mother as part of her role as homemaker. One

of these changes is the phenomenal increase in maternal em-

ployment which has caused many children to be removed from

the home during the preschool 7ears. The other is the devel-

opment of a technologically complex society which can no

longer provide work for the uneducated, and the consequent

realization that early intervention apparently is necessary

if all children are to acquire essential educational skills.

Both of these trends are producing an alteration of sociali-

zation patterns which involves shared responsibility for the

care and guidance of nursery age children. Since these

changes do not appear to be reversible, it has become impor-

tant to learn more about the multiple dimensions which create
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a- chi14.rearinvenvironmen14 and to assess -the -effectiveness

of the child welfare services which have been designed to

provide care and education for young children.

Functions of Day Care in

American culture

Contemporary American community values are ambivalent

with respect to support of day care. On the one hand, ac-

ceptance of -ommunity responsibility for the welfare of chil-

dren is reflected in the long history of centers established

to care for children from needy families. Provision for day

care centers is regarded as a matter of public interest be-

cause it insures the supervision of young children who might

otherwise be neglected. Health and nutrition, safety, and

the learning of appropriate social behavior can be fostered

in the center. Such provision has been justified on the

grounds that it helps to prevent later delinquency, as well

as to foster the healthy development of young children, and

thus offers a wise long-range investment.

On the other hand, provision of group care for children

implies that their mothers are working. The good mother, in

our tradition, is one who stays at home. However, definition

of the rights of the individual in a democracy has, in the

course of our history, beet. extended to include the ideal, if

not the reality, of non-discrimination by sex in the occupa-

tional sphere. Individual rights, as well as labor-force

needs for womanpower, thus demand that a woman who can
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contribute to her family's income, to her personal satisfac-

tion, and/or to the community good through exercise of her

particular talents in work should have the opportunity to do

so. On the other hand, women who prefer to maintain full re-

sponsibility for child rearing should have the right not to

work.

The majority of American women currently exercise this

right of choice by working before marriage, but withdrawing

during the childbearing years/ a considerable number again

seek jobs when children are in school or have left home.

Some, however, for reasons either of economic need or person-

al satisfaction, also work while their children are of pre-

school age. Day care services available on a voluntary basis

to families who wish to use them are aecessary to make possi-

ble such choices for women.

Conviction that mothers should have such freedom of

choice is as yet a radical position within the range of Amer-

ican community values. More typically, day care has been re-

garded as an unfortunate necessity for the sake of children

whose mothers could not stay at home to care for them. Thus

tax-supported provisions for day care, of which California's

Children's Centers provide an example, are typically restrict-

ed to the children of mothers whose need to work to support

their families is established by a means test. Few two-

parent families qualify. Such public day care represents a

modern version of the type of responsibility communities have

historically taken in behalf of "widows and orphans"; the
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contemporary context within which the centers function is

provided by high divorce and separation rates in low-income

urban families.

During their relatively short history Children's Cen-

ters have met several different types of community need. They

were originally established with federal funds in response to

a national economic emergency, the Depression of the thirties,

with the purpose of providing WPA jobs for unemployed teachers

and domestic personnel as well as nutritional services for

needy children. Most were continued through World War II with

support provided through a second piece of legislation, the

Lanham Act, to offer care for children of mothers working in

war industries. The wartime objective of releasing womanpower

has been continued to a limited extent by the California leg-

islature; Children's Centers permit enrollment of children

whose families do not meet the means test if their mothers are

employed in positions defined as essential to the state's

economy (notably, teaching and nursing). Needy families are

given preference, however, and in addition the full cost of

care tends to be greater than fees charged by private centers;

coasequently many centers_hAve few or no children of profes-

sional women enrolled.

Public child care can be justified to economy-minded

legislators because it permits mothers to work who would

otherwise-require public welfare aid. .Federal *legislation

under consideratiom in 1967 has even proposed that day care

be made mandatory for mothers receiving public welfare as-

sistance, in order to permit them to enter job training
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programs or employment. This proposal has elicited vigorous

opposition from such organizations as the National Committee

for the Day Care of Children, which strongly defends the

family's sole right to make such decisions, as well as the

importance of determining the individual child's readiness to

benefit from group day care.
1

Public and non-profit day care is available as a wel-

fare service to children from those families, usually father-

less, in which mothers cannot stay home. Public subsidy is

not available, however, to underwrite child care for mothers

who choose not to stay home (nor, incidentally, may such

working mothers list child care costs as an income tax deduc-

tion). Consequently their demand for child care has been met

primarily by commercial enterprises, established to serve the.

customer in the hallowed free-enterprise tradition. Although

the social work literature continues to assume that day care

serves problem families who have many additional needs, and

who must be given care at reduced rates (Anon., 1962;

..111111.11=1MINIONMIN10111116.101.~.11MIMOSAMMILMII

1"A good 'mandatory' day care program is a contradic-
tion in terms. No mother should be forced to place her chil-
dren in day care so that she can go to work. The judgment as
to whether a young child needs his mother's constant car? and
attention is one that, in our society, traditionally belongs
first of all to the mother. Society may intervene only when
the child is in physical danger. In this instance, however,
we are proposing to intervene in circumstances which relate
not to danger but to poverty. Such a pattern of intervention
may be appropriate in totalitarian countries. It is not ap-
ropriate in America." From Statement of NatioicaCallinlie
or Day Carebi Mardren to the Committee on Finance, United

State Senate, on H.R.12080, Social Security Amendments of
1967, September 22, 1967 (mimeo.).



Merriam, 1965; Wiener, 1956), in reality the bulk of group

day care now available in this country is offered not under

'claritable auspices for reduced fees, bUt by day care centers

operated as private bUsinesses--small service enterprises de-

signed to meet the demands of their particular market (Low,

1960). A recent study by The Child Welfare League of America

further indicated that many mothers usi4 day care are em-
1

ployed for reasons other than incidence of family problems

(Rudermah, 1964).

Nevertheless, day care for needy families remains the

only type of group care with a clearly recognized, although

minor, role in the community. Commercial care, while given

token recognition through licensing requirements, functions

barelY noticed by most of the community to serve mothers who

work by choice. Working mothers at all socioeconomic levels

are more likely to provide'care for their children through

informal arrangements with other members of the immediate

fitilY, other relatives, Or friends and neighbors than to en-

roll children in group day care (Lajewski, 1959), which many

regard a's 'a last resort for those lacking other resources.
,t

The positiVe values of group care are recognized by a small

but probablii increasing number of .familiis, some.of whom are

influenced'tqr the efforts of commercial centers (esPecially

those serving higher-inconie neighborhoods) to advertise the

educational aspetts of their programs. Many centers call

themselVeS nurseiy Schools; and some appeal to parental con-
:

cern for early education **advertising French,
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music, and accelerated reading programs as part of their cur-

riculum.

In general, in spite of the potentialities for educat-

ing young children which are inherent in the group setting,

education as an objective of day care has not received much

attention. Publicschools have been concerned only with chil-

dren six and over (or five and over, though the status of

public kindergartens is tenuous in many areas); licensing

agencies have been concerned primarily with children's

health, safety and general welfare. Nor have most of the

users of day care exerted pressure for educational standards.

There have been exceptions of several types including that

mentioned above. Some day care personnel in all types of

centers have identified themselves with nursery education,

which typically emphasizes part-day programs focused on edu-

cation of children or parents. Most important, the recent

development of federal- and state-sponsored programs for the

compensatory education of disadvantaged preschool children

is likely to add a new dimension to day care on a wide scale.

Some of these programs offer full-day care as a supplement to

their primary purpose, education. Long-established day care

centers, especially those already serving disadvantaged chil-

dren, may feel challenged to include a comparable educational

emphasis in their own programs.

In summary, a variety of conditions have helped to de-

termine the ways in which day care functions in this country.

Conditions fostering the establishment of public and
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non-profit centers have included (1) community concern for

the welfare of young children from disadvantaged families,

and (2) historical emergencies (depression and war) in which

day care programs were utilized to provide for fuller employ-

ment of women. Further expansion of such services has, how-

ever, been checked by the general belief that mothers of

young children should care for them at home, except when pre-

vented by economic necessity from doing so. Because this be-

lief is discrepant with the actual general rise in maternal

employment, a demand for supplementary services has been cre-
,

ated; and this demand, by mothers who can afford to pay for

care, has been met largely by day care centers established as

small business ventures. Finally, poverty-program concern

for the education of the young child is encouraging a reas-

sessment of the functions of day care.

Effects of Full Day Care n Young Children

In thevast, widespread'concern has been expressed for

the effects on children of separation from home and mother.

.ThiS feeling Undoubtedly stemlfrom the realization that our

. culture has no tested alternatives to the.traditional home.

%other pattern-of child-rearing, and consequently little is

known about the outcOmes of unotthodox socialization pat-

.,terns. .Tliese'alternatives seem pAtticularly Crucial to in-

fants and.preschbol' childrentnot only because of their ex-

treme dependence upon:Adults :but alsO because'it it.the

majorpart'of theiri/mking.day that is'sPent AWAy.from:Iheir

mothers..
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Studies which have been concerned with the effects on

children of umorthodox socialization experiences usually have

focused on the importance of separation from the mother. The

belief has been widely held that children should not be sepa-

rated from their parents. This position received support

from the early deprivation studies which described the ad-

verse effects on children of the complete absence of a

mother-figure or of sharp breaks in the mother-child rela-

tionship (Bowlby, 1952). These early findings were applied

to a broad range of separation experiences, from placement in

a foster home or a stay at the hospital, to the daily separa-

tion from a parent because of maternal employment. With the

realization that the term "separation" was being used to

cover very dissimilar experiences, and that some children ob-

viously emerged from similar experiences with much less ap-

parent damage than others, more specific formulations of the

separation experience have evolved. Data now indicate that

not only the type of separation, but also a child's biologi-

cal inheritance, the quality of previous care, age at separa-

tion, and the nature of substitute care all roust be consid-

ered in evaluating outcomes (Rose, 1962).

The nature of substitute care has not received much at-

tention except for that provided in an institutional setting.

Early studies showed that an institutional environment is

often associated with retarded development in children

(Ainsworth, 1962). Several later studies, homever, have
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indicated that normal children who are placed in group care

because of the exigencies of war or other reasons not associ-

ated with individual family breakdown do not appear to be ad-

versely affected by the experience (Maas, 1963; Rabban, 1951).

A study by Heinicke (1956) compared the relative ef-

fects on two-year-olds of full residential care and day nurs-

ery care. Observations of daily behavior and of individual

doll play sessions showed important differences in adjust-

ment, with residential care, but not day care, producing

severe emotional reactions and disruption of relationship

with parents. The available evidence supports the generali-

zation that day care does not produce the deleterious effects

often associated with residential care; the day care child

maintains his relationship with his parents despite the long

day away from home, and is free to participate in the activ-

ities provided by the nursery.

The conclusions which may be drawn from previous stud-

ies are that children may develop adequately under a variety

of circumstances, and that statements about outcomes of a

particular environmental alteration apparently need to be

tied to detailed information about the nature of the inter-

vening experience. In this research our aim has been the

identification of variables within the day care setting which

could serve as a basis for detailed evaluation of program.

The historical factors which have influenced the development

of day care in this country have been instrumental in deter-

mining both the organizational structure of day care and the
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program which takes place within the center.

Structural Characteristics of Day Care

Oroanization of Day Care Centers

Day care centers in this country operate under three

major types of sponsorship: public, non-profit or voluntary,

and proprietary or commercial. Two-thirds of the nation's

4,426 centers are proprietary and nearly one-third are non-

profit (Low, 1962). California, it may be noted, has an

atypical number of public facilities.2 Its proportion of

non-profit centers is correspondingly reduced.

Most public centers limit their services to low-income

families, as do some but not all of the non-profit facili-

ties. In contrast, availability of the services of proprie-

tary centers is dependent upon a family's ability to pay; the

fees charged, however, vary over a wide range.

While there is considerable variation in size of day

care centers, the majority serve more than ten but less than

fifty children (Low, 1962). Two-thirds serve preschool

children only; the remainder offer extended dAy care to

school-age children as well. While about two-thirds offer

full day care only, a substintial proportion of centers also

accept part-day enrollments (Low, 1962).

2Low gives 7% as the national figure for percentage of
centers under public auspices, hut notes that if California
were excluded, this figure would fall td 1.370.(Low, 1962, p.

, 4). In Los Angeles County nearly, one-fourth of all centers
offering full day care are public (Jones and Prescott, 1964).
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Licensing.

The policies and procedures of licensing agencies are

important influences on day care program, though they ordi-

narily establish only minimum standards, not criteria for

optimal care. Licensing requirements are variable among the

states, but common trends are evident. In 1960 three-

fourths of the states required licensing of day care centers,

and t1-4: agency most commonly responsible (in 62 percent of

the states) was the statels department of public welfare

(Low, 1962).

The laws of the state of California provide the li-

censing framework within whieh the centers sampled in this

study operate. In California all group programs for pre.

school children which are under proprietary or non.profit

auspices are licensed by the State Department of Social Wel.

fare. Its jurisdiction. includes not only fyll.day programs

but also half.day nursery schools, except for those estab-

lished by the State Board of Education and administered by

local school districts or those administered by a college

or university.

In contrast to many states, California has a long his-

tory of licensing of child cari. Licensing was well-

established by World War I. Over the years the focus of the

licensing function has shifted from a primary concern for

safety factors and matters of physical care, such as rest and

nutrition, to a much broader concern for the emotional and

developmental needs of children. This shift in emphasis is
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due partly to changes in the conception over the years of

good care for children, but it is undoubtedly also due to the

influence of social welfare supervision over day care in

California.

In order to facilitate this attitude, the Department

has developed an approach to enforcement which is flexible

and persuasive rather than legalistic, and which permits con-

cern with standards beyond the minimum legally-established

ones (California (State], 1964). Certain regulations con-

cerning space, sanitation, and ratios of children to adults

are specific and absolute, In capsule form these are:

(1) No child under 2 years of age may be accepted
in group care.

(2) Each school must have 35 square feet of usable
indoor space and 75 square feet of yard area
per child, and a kitchen used only for prepara-
tion of meals.

(3) There must be one adult for every 10 children
under age 5.

(4) A license is granted for only one year at a
time. Reapplication must be made each year.

Many other regulations are couched in general terms, such as

that quoted below for qualifications of staff.

All persons having direct contact with children
must be of suitable age and temperament for work
with children. These persons must have the fol-
lowing qualifications.

1. They must be mature responsible adults.
2. They must have the qualities of warmth

and friendliness.
3. They must have the ability to understand

and accept individual differences in
children and in all persons with whom they
will be working (California [State], 1964,
section DN-141).
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The Department has developed two procedures through

which its concerns are enforced in areas where the code can

be only nebulous. One is strict control over the issuance of

licenses to new applicants. Applicants are required, through

a schedule of meetings and interviews, to piovide extensive

proof of their experience and competence, integrity, and fi-

nancial solvency. The other is the development of and reli-

ance on consulting skills rather than rule enforcement in

supervising centers which already are in operation.

This approach requires licensing personnel who have the

skills or can be trained to implement the aims and concerns

of the Department. The qualifications for licensing person-

nel include training and experience in the social work field.

New employees are given on-the-job trainink and sent to work-

shops for specialized training in child development during

the preschool years and its application to the day nursery

field.

The placement of licensing under the jurisdiction of

the Department of Social Welfare and the decision of the

Department to concern itself with all aspects of the day

nursery environment rather than only those which can be de-

fined legally probably have resulted in (1) the exclusion

from the day care field of some persons who might have se-

cured licenses in other states and (2) a definite pressure in

established centers toward the development of practices and

progra a. which reflect current nursery school philosophy.
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Professional Influences ol.RILSEEE

The ambiguous position of day care in American.society

is not counteracted by a set of consisteat professional in-

fluences. Any occupation which is well professionalized has

codes of behavior controlled mainly by the members them-,

selves; standards are set for entering the occ.upational group

and for remaining in good standing within it. The judgment

of his peers is the professional person's most important

point of reference. Development of this form of control de-

pends on the existence of a corps of full-time workers en-

gaged in similar activities and permanently committed to

their work:

There must also be some degree of autonomy and
a sense of performing a distinctive and valued ac-
tivity. A potential profession cannot develop
when there is no work basis for cultivating a
sense of common identity (Clark, 1958, p. 152).

'Day care, far from possessing a sense of common identi-

ty, is fragmented by organizational differences and by the

widely varying backgrounds of its personnel. The persons

professionally concerned with day care services, as policy

makers, licensing staff, administrators and teachers, repre-

sent several disciplines. Social wyrk has taken the initia-

tive at the policy and licensing levels. General standards

for day care have been formulated most clearly by child wel-

fare'workers through their professional organization (Child

Welfare League, 1960); emphasis hasl2een placed on day care

as a family welfare service in which.needs of families as

well as children should determine practices.
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But social workers themselves rarely administer or

teach in day care centers. The persons who do are best de-

scribed as sub-professional, in terns of criteria of prepare-

tion, career patterns, remuneration, and professional identi-

fication. The professional identification of directors and

teachers is variable and, in many cases, non-existent. The

individuals directly involved in the day-to-day operation of

day care centers may regard themselves as educators, small

business operators, or just people who take care of little

children. Those professionally active beyond their own cen-

ter are more likely to be identified only with other public

child care teachers in Los Angeles, for example, or with

other private nursery owners, than with a profession as a

whole (Jones and Prescott, 1964; Jones, 1963).

Their relation to social work typically is limited to

contacts with their licensing worker, whose influence derives

not from her status as fellow-professional, but from her po-

sition as official representative_ofthegovernmental agency

which must approve the center's existence. While center

staff will make every effort to create a favorable impress..

sion, they may not, in fact, regard the social worker's ex7

pectations as realistic. Witness for example the large gap

between social work standards for home-center relationships

(Child Welfare League, 1960) and actual practice in most day
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care centers.
3 Further, social work as a discipline does not

provide specific suggestions to help the teacher in her most

pressing concern: what activities to include in the child's

long day.

Social workers have borrowed such suggestions from

child development theory, especially as translated into prac-

tice in nursery education; and directors and teachers may

utilize the suggestions of their licensing workers, when

these are forthcoming. Teachers also have direct access to

ideas from nursery education, through published souri,:es and

in-service education classes; from kindergarten-primary edu-

cation, in which some were originally trained; and from their

personal experience as mothers, aunts, and baby sitters.

Although those directors and teachers who regard them-

selves as professional are most likely to identify with the

teaching profession, they lack the common background which

standardized educational preparation would provide. College

curricula designed to prepare teachers of pre-kindergarten

children have not been common, nor have most day care teach-

ers completed such programs. State credential requirements

for teachers of young children, such as exist in New York,

3"(In this respect] most of the centers we observed
were seriously lacking. Since the parents, teachers, and di-
rectors who participated in this study impressed us as being
competent and committed to high standards of care, it may be
that these standards are very difficult to meet in a group
day care setting." (Prescott, 1965, p. 40)
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are exceptional. Even in a state like California with a long

history of licensing, educational requirements for day care

personnel have been limited; licensing legislation has been

more concerned with standards for health and safety than with

establishing criteria for competence of staff.

Data from several California surveys (reported in Jones

and Prescott, 1964, pp. 24-35) have indicated that the great

majority of both teachers and directors in day care centers

and nursery schools in that state have had some college edu-

cation. However, only about one-fifth of teachers and one-

third of directors surveyed in 1957 to 1962 had a bachelor's

degree or better. Since that time educational requirements

have been proposed, though not yet adopted, for personnel in

facilities licensed by the State Department of Social Wel-

fare. Revisions have also been made in the requirements for

the Children's Center Permit, which must be held by teaching

staff in public day care centers administered by the State

Department of Education. Conflicting' pressures applied in

relatiOn tO the adoption of revised educational standards

have meant that revisions have not consistently resulted in

raising standards. Nor do current regulations affect teach.

ers employed prior to a designated date', who are exempted on

the basis of their iong service. Nevertheless, opportunities

for both pre-service and in-service education fOr nursery

personnel at junior college, upper-division and graduate lev-

els have greatlY increased in recent *years. The majority of

CalifOrnia teacher6 ahd directors surveyed had taken some
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tion.

Standards for the preparation of day care and nursery

school teachers have been recommended by several national

professional organizations. Most clear-cut are those of the

Association for Childhood Education International, an organi-

zation composed primarily of kindergarten-primary teachers,

which state that nursery school teachers should qualify for

state teaching credentials and detail specifics of prepara-

tion. The Child Welfare League of America endorses these

same standards for teachers in day care centers (Child Wel-

fare League, 1960, pp. 98-99). Organizations which represent

members who have themselves completed recognized professional

preparation have thus been able to agree that professional

preparation is .a.Iso essential for teachers of young children.

Very few day care teachers, however, are active or, influen-

tial in these organizations.

Nursery education, a much more. diverse field, has its

own professional organization in the National Association for

the 2ducation of Young Children (formerly the National Asso-

ciation for Nursery.Education), in which day, care as well as

nursery school personnel have been active in leadership.

roles. This organization which seeks to be broady repre-

sentative:of the field, has not agreed on an official state-
.

ment on standards, though pressure for such a statement has

been exerted within the organization. Since its membership

includes persons whose professional roots may be in child
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development, psychologyt education, home economics and other

fields, perhaps consensus on this point is not to be expect-

ed. While this organization successfully fosters a sense of

identity among child development-oriented workers in several

fields, it does not offer a clear-cut professional identifi-

cation to those in need of one.

Significance o..f.xleStud

The varying organizational charicteristics of day care

aie iound in innumetable combinations in individual centers.

It.is to be.expected, for example, that the'large public cen-

ter' with college-educated teachere wotking under school dis-

trict Supervision; the Small propkietary center licensed by

the welfare department ancFproviding a home-like setting for

children from lower-income Negro families, and the middle-

sized day care center connected with a sectarian elementary

School and confoiming to the school's. daily schedule, will

differ in the prógtam each.offers to the children enrolled.

Goals, finanCiaii'esOUiCet:, physical'stttings, and:staff

skills are among'the.virlabies which'interact:to determine

what childken actilany'experieliàe in a.tien'day care center.

Certaiii'Ast6ects Of program ire pfedetermined by the de-

velopmental:charactetistics'and. physical needs of young chil-

dren, the necessity of supervising children's behavior in

groups, and the length of the day. All centers necessarily

share a concern for keeping children under control and rea-

sonably contented during the long day. Practical ideas for
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techniques of management and activities interesting to young

children will thus be sought by day care personnel every-

where, to be sifted and selected in terms of their own goals

and competencies and-the limitations imposed by the setting

-in which they work.

The staff of the day care center constructs program for

children by providing activities (e.g., paint, blocks, stor-

ies, swings, lunch, nap) at designated times of the day,

week, or longer period; establishing formats for their use by

children (e.g., free play, directed group activity); and in-

fluencing children's selection and use of activities through

the many individual actions and interactions which constitute

a teacher's role behavior. It is typical of day care staff

that they display more skill in constructing program than in

describing it to outsiders. Development of a vocabulary

which can facilitate such communication is of major impor-

tance in enabling day care to function most effectively.

When chile -earing is a matter shared between the home and

the day care center, communication between the two is essen-

tial. Home is the base for the child even though he spends a

large part of his day in a substitute environment; the family

is central to the young child's integrity as an individual.

The longer the hours of the piogram and the younger the

child, the more imperative it is that the family be included

in some respects in planning the nature of his experience in
.

day care.



There is no clear evidence. that day care as such is

harmful to children, but there is every reason to believe

that the benefit or detriment of the experience for a child

varies both with.his individual needs and with the type of

program offered in the center. Sponsoring agencies, licens-

ing:bodies, and professional organizations have established

standards for day care programs. However, the existence of

standards is not, beyond an absolute minimum, clearly predic-

tive of actual program quality.

While we have some understanding of the developmental

needs of young children, the ways in which day care programs

operate to meet these.needs are not well known. Given the

great diversity in characteristics of day care centers, it is

.likely that both content and distribution of children's ex-

periences in them will vary, greatly. The characteristics of

any setting in which events and behavior occur constitute in.

herent regulatory features which determine, to a considerable

extent, the activities and-types of behavior that will prob-

ably occur within its boundarieS. When a setting is. not 'op-

timal for certain activities;and.behaviors, these actions are

not likely to:occur Unless the persons in the setting are

.,-,highly motivated:to secure thewand are exceptionally skilled

in facilitating.them (Prescott, 1965, p. 1).

Under what citcumstances, we have asked, does group day

care provide an adequate child-rearing environment? Aile

group day care has a.long history .in; this country,..it'has

been gradually changing in organizational patterns'and in
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some of its objectives, and an increasing number of children

are being served. As its purposes broaden, day care may lose

some of the community support gained on the basis of its

original clear and limited welfare goals. Skill in adequate

interpretation of new objectives and the means by which they

can be achieved must be acquired by those concerned with

young children in day care.

There are certain questions to which answers are need.

ed. What actually happens in day care? What factors deter.

mine variation in what happens? What effects do different

day care programs have on children? In seeking to provide

some answers, we have found it necessary to begin by trying

to develop a usable vocabulary--a set of operationally de-

fined categories--with which to describe day care program.

de have applied this vocabulary in an observational study of

program in day care centers.

We know of no previous large-scale observational stud-

ies of program in either day care centers or nursery schools.

The existing research, which will be reviewed in the follow-

ing chapter, has either utilized teachers' reports of philos-

ophy and practic2s or, if based on observational data, has

been limited to a small number of centers. Detailed informa.

tion on the actual operation of a representative sample of

day care programs should make it possible to evaluate the ef-

fectiveness of group care as it now exists in an American

community, and to consider the ways in which group care might

best complement home care.
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In summary, the present study is designed to:

1) describe program, with emphasis on teacher behavior

and the settings in which it occurs, in a representative sam-

ple of day care centers in Los Angeles County;

2) identify the factors predictive of differences in

day care program;

3) evaluate the probable effectiveness of group day

care in meeting the developmental needs of children, and con-

sider possibilities for interventions which might alter or

support certain aspects of the child-rearing environment pro-

vided in day care centers.



CHAPTER II

THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Introduction

An environment has been described as "the sum of the

external conditions and factors potentially capable of influ-

encing an organism" (English, 1958, p. 182). In order to

evaluate the dhild-rearing environment provided by group day

care we obviously could not begin to examine all of the con-

ditions potentially capable of influencing the children. Out

of necessity we had to develop some basis for a selection of

measurable dimensions from all those which we might have ex-

amined. Since our basic concern was for the healthy develop-

ment of children during the preschool years, our conceptuali-

zation of growth during this period became central to all

choices of variables. From children's needs we moved to as-

pects of day care program, especially the behavior of teach-

ers, and to a specification of the behavior which we would

observe. At this point we were faced with selecting factors

which might best, explain or predict this behavior. We de-

cided to look not only at some of the personal cbnzacteris-

tics of the teachers, but also at variations found in the

settings in which they worked. Both factors, we felt, were

important in understanding why teachers behave as they do.

Finally, in order to evaluate the environment which we had

specified by means of the variables selected, we needed to

26
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have some basis for understanding how the separate parts

might work as a whole, so that the quality of the day care

experience for children with differing needs might be esti-

mated.

At each choice point we were guided by existing theo-

retical formulations and by previous research. The sections

which follow explain our choices and give some of the ration-

ale on which they were based.

Development in Early Childhood

In this study, healthy childhood growth is conceptual-

ized as following a series of developmental steps whose gen-

eral leatures have been outlined in the psychological litera-

ture, especially the works of Erikson (1950). The preschool

period, under consideration here, is viewed as a transition

period between infancy and entrance to school. According to

a developmental conceptualization, a most important realign-

ment of energy must occur during the preschool period. Chili.

dren must learn to direct their initiative into socially ac-

ceptable channels and to postpone their wishes to be adults.

The process appears to follow a pattern which is somewhat

different for boys than for girls and is best facilitated by

the presence of both the mother and the father. When this

shift is successfully completed, a child is free to devote

his full powers to the tasks of *the school years. If this

development'does not occur', the child cannot utilize his in-

terests in ways which are supported by society, with the
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result that his initiative is crippled.

During infancy, the child's energy is directed primari-

ly toward obtaining bodily satisfaction. .After children have

mastered the physical skills necessary for moving about free-

ly and easily and have learned to depend upon adults to pro-

vide for basic needs, they ordinarily direct their attention

toward the world about them. Characteristic of the pteschool

period are increased language skills which enable children to

play cooperatively with their peers and to observe and act

out adult roles. They also begin to understand that they be-

long to one sex and not to the other, and that they will some

day become adults.

The type of help which the child needs from adults dur-

ing this period differs from that reiluired during infancy.

The infant most n3eds adults who can give dependable nurture

and patient physical cere. During the preschool period a

child needn adults who are friendly, but who also are strong

and clear in their directives and capable of participating in

and extending the child's enthusiasm for a widen4mg world.

The adult must communicate clearly to the child the rules of

society (both directly and as a model) end constantly show

the child how he may accompliih his o.ln purposes within the

framework imposed by these rules.

To be most effcctive, the adult also needs to help the

child translate his wishes, feelings, and ideas into language.

The acquisition of a high degree of language skill appears to

increase the child's ccatrol of hin own behavior and also
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gives him a powerful tool for comprehending the physical and

social environment and for making himself understood (Vygot-

sky, 1962; Luria, 1961). Although factors within the child

have been demonstrated to affect the course of growth (Murphy,

1962; Escalona and Heider, 1959), the im;act of physical and

social environment has always been recognized.

Interpersonal learning is of particular importance dur-

ing the preschool period. In interaction with other persons,

particularly with adults, though also with children, the

child is gaining an understanding of who he is, what he can

do, and what is expected of him. He learns by watching what

adults do, by entering into activities and experiences which

they provide for him, and by reacting to the circumstances

which elicit adult attention, either positive or negative.

The Teacher's Role in Child Rearing

The centrality of the teacher's role in influencing

children's behaVior has been demonstrated by studies of both

preschool and elementary school classrooms. Glidewell et al.

(1966) have summarized many of these findings, which they re-

gard as confirming the "great social power" of the classroom

teacher. While most such studies have been conducted at the

elementary level, H. H. Anderson's studies on the influence

of dominative and integrative teacher behavior (1939a, b)

were made in nursery and kindergarten settings.

Both in planning activities for children and in her ac-

tual behavior with children, the teacher determines the nature
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of the nursery experience for the child. Consistent differ-

ences among teachers in methods used and in the climate or

atmosphere creaied in the classroom have been observed by

Landreth'et al (1943), Tucker (1940), and Reichenberg-Hackett

(1962). Those studies which have examined the effects of

teacher behavior upon child behavior (Anderson, 1939a, b;

Thompson, 1944; Johnson, 1935b; McClure, 1936; Moore, 1938)

are summarized by Swift (1964) as follows:

In general, the research findings .indicate that

techniques.which take into account the child's own
interests and goals, which build on these to fur-

ther educational goals, and which are specific and

clearly understandable to the dhild, will be most

effective in promoting learning. In order to carry

out these techniques the teacher must be child-
.

centered in her approach, aware of the child's

needs, and willing to adapt to his goals while pur-

suing her own (educational goals) for him. (Swift,

1964, p. 268)

Swift has also summarized a variety of experimental

studies of adult-child interaction (see Swift, pp. 268-270)

as further emphasizing the importance of the teacher's role.

These studies indicate that the young child is highly de-

pendent on the adult for approval, direction and attention,

and Shows strong tendencies to model his behavior on that of

a nurturant adult.

Our conceptualization of the components of teacher ac-

tivity draws particularly on the research of Reichenberg-

Hackett (1962), which was aimed at identifying the techniques

by which nursery school teachers influence child development

and the attitudes ind values transmitted to children in these

early group experiences. We assume that teacher behavior
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which promotes healthy development will include, in varying

degrees, all of these aspects:

Encoura ement: Teacher behavior which facilitates
eci sexpression of his ideas and helps

him to expand his own self-initiated activities.
Also behavior which increases the child's
knowledge in the areas of physical and social
skills, intellectual attainment, and self-
responsibility. (Some of this behavior will be
coded as Teacher Direction.)

Guidance: Teacher behavior which helps the child
to understand procedures and rules.

Restriction: Teacher behavior which makes it
.clear to a child, without damaging his self.
esteem, that there are limits which must be.
respected.

Neutral: Teacher behavior which results in ex-
----a-Ege of information or expression of opinion

which facilitates mutual understanding, but is
characterized by equality and absence of intent
to influence.

It is a combination of teacher activity, rather than a

single type, which will provide the framework to support the

child's developmental needs. 2mphasis on any one component

may not provide the child with the experience to deal ade-

quately with later demands placed upon him. The framework

which is thus provided must have these three characteristics:

(1) it must be clear and not confuse the child about his

rights nor undermine his self-esteem; (2) it must provide

opportunities for the child to use his initiative and to ex.

perience autonomy, (3) it must be broad enough to provide the

child with competence and knowledge which can be used depend-

ably in his expanding world of school and society.

The formulation of specific coding categories described
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in Chapter III is based on this conceptualization. However,

the coding categories have been expanded to include teacher

behavior which does not necessarily contain elements consid-

.ered optimal (e.g., restrictive behavior which is damaging to

the child's self-esteem).

Summary

The adequacy of the child-rearing environment provided

by day care centers has been conceived as a function of (1)

the developmental needs of children and (2) the opportunities

for meeting these needs which are provided by the teacher.

In this study the impersonal factors in the environment (i.e.,

the physical setting and its contents) will be considered

primarily as they appear to determine or to implement the

behavior of the teacher as she plans experiences for and in-

teracts with children. We have thus adopted the development-

al theorists' emphasis on the primacy of interpersonal learn-

ing in the early years of childhood.

The presentation in the sections which follow reflects

our threefold goal: to describe program in day care centers,

to develop predictors of teacher behavior and program format,

and to evaluate selected aspects of day care program. We

shall review our approaches in the light of previous research

and delineate the variables selected for use in this study.

Description

Our first goal is to describe what we have observed,

looking for regularities which can be communicated and
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consequently.examined. We began the pilot phase of this

study.:with the aim of observing day care program and the con-

viction:that teacher behavior was a principal component of

program; beyond this, our guidelines for.proceeding were few.

Initially we attempted to describe not only teacher behavior,

in terms of the categories stated in our conceptual frame-

work, but also the activities engaged in by both teacher and

childr n.

Ihe resultant mass of data proved both unmanageable and

unfruitful. To the extent to which individual children were

engaging simultaneously in different activities, with the

teacher moving from one to another--and a large amount of day

care program fits this description--our descriptive data pre-

sented a patchwork not amenable to categorization. We were

not attempting in this study to describe the environment as

experienced by the individual child, but as it constitutes

experiences potentially available to all the children. What

we eventually hit upon was a scheme for indicating the extent

to which experiences actually were made available to all the

children, and in what way. This classification of program

format also gave us a way of summarizing some essentials of

both activities and schedule.

As previously stated in Chapter I, we are conceptualiz-

ing day care program as involving four components: activi-

ties, schedule, format, and teacher behavior. We have found

that the last two lend themselves best to the sort of system-

atic observation and generalization at which ue are aiming.
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Actually,curriculum content--equipment, materials, and ac-

tivities--and the daily schedule within which these are made

available are fairly standard in programs for young children.

The manner of their presentation, however, takes distinct

patterns in different centers, and it is this aspect of pro-

gram, together with the teacher's ongoing interaction with

children, that we have chosen to emphasize as crucial in de.

termining the environment for young children in day care.

Before we go on to review related research, we may

note that it would be feasible to describe activities and

scheduling in more detail by developing a classification of

types of activities. In our description of physical space (to

be discussed in Chapter VIII) we have developed such a class-

ification of types of outdoor equipment and used it as a

measure of.the variety of experiences offered children. We

could not have applied such a classification to activities,

however, without carrying out far more extensive time sam.

pling in centers than Ire did; and as elsewhere described, the

amount of observation we scheduled appeared to be the maximum

agceptable to directors in many centers.

Previous Research on Group Programs

for Young Children

Few previous studies have been concerned with identify-

ing program differences in day care centers or nursery

schOols, and none have described program as it is actually

carried out in a large sample of centers. Sears and Dowley
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(1963) proVide an informative review of program differences

'examined in terms of objectives in nursery school teaching;

their reView summarizes general writings in the field, rather

thin reporting survey-type data on actual programs. They

identify two kinds of goals:

1) Those which emijhasize the learnings of children as

a Efoup--". . . the efficient learning of routines, of abil-

ity to follow directions in a group, of acceptance of author-

ity, and of attitudes conducive to harmony between individual

children's wishes and th2 needs and wishes of the group" (p.

816). Teachers in such programs tend to look at the pre-

school as an extension of the elementary school downward;

they strive to socialize children in prepaiation for kinder-

garten and first grade.

2) Those concerned with modifying and directing the

behavior of individual children. The teacher plans curricu-

lum for each child, rather than emphasizing routines and

learnings for all the children together. The nursery school

is seen "as an extensiOn of the child's home outward--a sup-

plement to the experiences and relationships he has known

within his family. Recognition of the child as an individual

with a need to discover, experiment, and explore the world

outside his home determines the objectives of his learnings.

Conformity is less emphasized" (p. 816).

Many studies (reviewed in Sears and Dowley, 1963;

Swift, 1964) have been concerned with the development and as-

sessment of specific activities for stimulating selected
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learnings in young children in group settings. These stud-

ies are typically experimental in design. They have general-

ly found that the acquisition of a skill is dependent on both

maturation and experience, and that the value of practice de-

pends on the skill involved. Effective program planning for

young children is thus based on identifying the child's de-

velopmental readiness for certain types of learning and pro-

viding appropriate experiences.

Reichenberg-Hackett's study of differences in teacher

behavior in ten nursery schools has been mentioned above and

will, be described more fully below. It provides the closest

parallel to the present study, which, however, is based on a

much larger sample and comeniedexclusively with full day

care.

Moustakas and Berson (1956) conducted an extensive

questionnaire study of theories and practices in a nationwide

sample of nursery schools and child care centers. Informa-

tion was secured from 312 teachers by means of a question-

naire of 40 theory and 40 practice items dealing with five

basic aspects of the curriculum: physical well-being, emo-

tional climate, social values and growth, intellectual and

artistic experience, and parent-teacher relations. Questions

were designed to test teachers' adherence to "four major edu-

cational theories" identified by the authors and described at

length in their report of the study: laissez-faire (empha-

sizing nonintervention, individuality, free expression), au-

thoritarian (teacher direction, group standards, social
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values), democratic (democratic leadership, individuality,

group responsibility), and child-centered (empathic respon-

siveness, self-exploration and enhancement). None of the

teachers studied followed any one theory exclusively; some

were basically oriented toward one or another, while others

were eclectic.

Patterns of Program Format

Tte conceptualization of program format used in the

present study resembles in part those reviewed above, but has

its base in the empirical data gained in pilot observations

made foi: this study. We identified four commonly occurring

patterns (in addition to lunch time and other necessary rou-

tines):

Free play: Children are free to choose among all
u'aM-7'etivities available in the room or yard such as

swings, sand pile, climbing equipment, etc.
The teacher has not made prior preparations, but
uses the play area as it exists.

Free choice: Children are free to choose among all
activities available; however, the teacher has
made prior preparation and has set up one or more
activities especial:a for this play period such
as a clay table or water play.

Teacher-directed group activity: The teacher leads
''176717117113=a37871Eraildren participate as

a group, such as story time, music, or rhythm
games. Children are expected or required to
participate.

Teacher-directed individual activit The teacher
-'-b-ii-Flanneu an activity in which all children

are expected to participate, but which is car-
ried out individually by each child such as
painting, pasting, puzzles, or drawing.
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Ilk hypothesize that several or all of these fofmats

will be found in all centers, bu't that centers will differ in

their choice of a predominant program format: Patterns Of

program format are expected to show a consistent relationship

with patterns of teacher behavior.

Patterns of Teacher Behavior

The observational scheme developed for the present

study draws most heavily on Reichenberg-Hackett (1962), who

developed a method of observation based on an "episode" tech-

nique originated by Barker (1954) and used it to examine

teacher behavior in selected nursery schools. The behavior

of teachers in ten schools was classified by combining a

number of the dimensions of teacher behavior included in.
other studies (Anderson, 1939a, 1939b; Thompson, 1944;

Bishop, 1951). In the teacher motivating techniques of en-

couragement and discouragement, as well as in the values

stressed and the amount of child-centered behavior exhibited,

Reichenberg-Hackett found large differences among teachers,

reflecting the wide range of experiences to which children in

different nursery groups may be exposed.

Throughout the day children initiate contacts with the

teacher which will require a response from her. She in turn

also will initiate contacts which will change the course of

action both for the group and for the individual child.

These contacts between teacher and children are viewed as

choice points, because they require a decision on the part of
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the teacher.. Some choice points are defined by the children,

but many are defined by the .teacher's decision to interyene.

This conceptualization implies that the teacher is fAceid with

two problems of decision-making: (1) when to act, gnd. (2)

how to act. It is assumed that teachers will differ greatly

in their definition of choice points and in their response to

them. They may also differ in ease of decision-making and in

versatility of response. It should be possible to elucidate

these differences by examining the total teacher behavior

wbich falls into each of the categories described. "Further-

more, it is expected that these differences will not.bi en-

tirely idioiyncratic, but will form patterns which can be

described and analyzed.

These differences will be reflected in the amount of

interaction with children. 'They also will be reflected by

the frequency with which teachers habitually select responses

in the categories of encouragement, guidance, and restric-

tion. This tendency to respond to various choice pOinti in

predictable ways is defined as a pattern of"teacher behavior.

These patterns will depend upon the particular ways in which

a teacher definesber job responsibility and upon other fac-

tori which will facilitate or impede her jo6 performance.

As we. made episodic observations in the pilot phase of

thia study,it seemed' to us that the data they provided on
.

. :

teacher behavior were in6omplete. Because we wanted to cor-

relate our impressions with apeCific data, We added giObal
; ".) ". .

.
ratings On tea-cher manner, 'tempo, amount of teacher
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verbalization, and lessons taught. The latter category is

adapted from Reicheuberg-Hackett, and ratings are made based

on the observer's perception of the teacher's activity during

the observational period. The total situation is judged by

the observer as reflecting teaching emphasis on physical

skills, social skills, intellectual attainment, or self-

responsibility, with sub-categories in each area.

Summary

In describing program format and teacher behavior in

day care centers, we are simultaneously gaining information

about day care programs as they currently operate and identi-

fying the dependent variables about which we are interested

in making predictions. Once we can describe what happens in

day care, we Should be able to identify factors which are

related to the differences we observe in program. The next

section considers the background variables which we selected

as likely predictors of teacher behavior and program format

in day care.

Prediction

Underlying this study is the assumption that program in

day care centers can not only be systematically described,

but also can be predicted on the basis of variation in other

selected variables. It is our hypothesis that program will

be structured by the interpersonal setting, the physical set-

ting; the attitudes of teaching staff, and the.leadership

style of the director. These variables will in turn be
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influenced by the professional preparation of the staff and

by sponsorship and other organizational characteristics.

.
The examination of relationships among variables to es-

tablish bases for prediction of variation in day care program

will occupy the larger part of our data analysis. In this

section a conceptual background will be provided for the pre-

dictive variables which we have selected.

Interpersonal Setting

'The setting in which teacher behavior occurs includes

the social characteristics of others, particularly the chil-

.dren. Of readily identifiable characteristics, age of chil-

. dren and their socioeconomic status have been most widely

described as influential on teacher behaior.

Age differences are readily recognized by parents, de-

velopmental theorists and curriculum planners alike as basic

in determining differences in children's behavior and needs.

Group care is generally regarded as inappropriate.for chil-

dren under two, and its suitability for two-year-olds has

been questioned (Child Welfare League, 1960). 4ithin the

rather narrow age range served by the day care center, does

teacher behavior vary with age of children?

Other studies have provided some basis for predicting

such variation. Foster (1930), Appel (1942) Landret.h (1943),

and Reichenberg-Hackett (1962) have all reported relatively

consistent differences in teacher behavior related to the age

of children in the nursery group.
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Socioeconomic differences among the recipients of pro-

fessional behavior have been cited by a number of studies as

influential in determining that behavior. Hollingshead and

Redlich (1958) have documented differential response to pa-

tients by psychiatrists; Hollingshead (1949), among others,

has described teachers' differential treatment of public

school students according to social class. It is difficult

to.anticipate whether these findings are generalizable to the

nursery level. Prescott (1964, 1965) has presented some pre-

liminary findings concerning the relationship of emotional

climate in day care centers and socioeconomic level of cli-

ents.

Physical and Temporal Environment

It is to be expected that program format and teacher

behavior will be regulated in part by the physical setting in

which they occur. The importance of these variables is im-

Plied by the widespread establishment of legal standards for

space per child, sanitary and kitchen facilities, number of

children in a group, number of children per adult, and so on.

While such standrds are desdribed as insuring health and

safety, they will necessarily set limits on the teacher's be-
-

haviOr as well. A teacher with many children to supervise in

a small space cannot behave as flexibly as the teacher in a

more optimal setting.

It is widely assumed that certain environments such as

faris, slums, crowded housing institutions, large and small
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classes have a differential effect on children, and that

adults can and do work more effectively with children in

some settings than in others (Murphy, 1961; Hess, 1963;

Barker and Gump, 1964; Jersild, 1949). Characteristics of

physical setting have received some attention as predictors

of children's,though not directly of. teachers',behavior

(Updegraff and Herbst, 1933; i':arkey, 1935; Body, 1955).

Findings of earlier studies concerning the effect of amount

of space and presence of equipment on children's aggressive

behavior (Green, 1933; Johnson, 1935a;Jersild and Markey;

1935; Murphy, 1937) imply the likelihood of variations in

teacher response elicited by children's varied belavior under

different physical conditions.

Some recent work concerned specifically with the physi-

cal setting for child behavior provided by the nursery

(Shure, 1963) has been stimulated by the "psychological

ecology" of Barker and his associates, whose studies have es-

tablished that certain milieus or settings do regulate the

range and nature of children's activities and value judgments

(Barker and Wright, 1954; Kounin et al, 1957).
. .

In the day care center. children engage in many activi-

ties throughout the day. Some are routines relating to phys-

ical needs and occur in all day care centers. Others are ed-

ucational and play activities which may differ among centers

as to both content and format. Some centers present many

structured group activities, while others keep group activi-

ties to a minimum and emphasize free play or individual
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choice. It is postulated that selection of an activity will

determine certain aspects of a teacher's behavior during the

conduct of that activity.

Physical aspects of the setting also are expected to

alter teacher behavior. The number of persons in a given

setting, for example, will vary. As the number of persons

within a setting increases or as the amount of free space

available to each person decreases, the range of behavior

permitted to individuals in the setting becomes more re-

stricted; therefore, the role of the teacher must be altered

to meet these changes.

Each of these factors is visualized as placing re-

strictions on the.behavior of participants. Some settings,

as a result of the activity and its physical aspects, are

highly restrictive compared with others; i.e., group story

time requires that all participants remain silent and quiet,

while outside play permits each participant freedom to talk

and move about. These two activities are expected to elicit

different responses from teachers.

In the present research our initial categories for spa-

tial analysis were very simple. Field experience led us to

feel that these dimensions were inadequate to describe the

effect of the physical setting, and that a scheme of analysis

should take into account certain arrangements and configura-

tions of space which appeared to be important in determining

both teachers' and children's perceptions and consequently,

their use of the setiing. We have tried, thdtefore, to
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consider the structuring aspects of play areas, developing a

functional analysis which will enable us to rate quality of

both indoor and outdoor space. The nature of the basic

space, the arrangement of equipment within the basic space,

and the number of people occupying a given space help to de-

termine activity within the setting.

The Teacher's Definition of Role

All persons who accept a teaching position must assume

responsibility for guidance and control, two functions which

a teaching role requires. Am long as these functions are

fulfilled, tlle teacher is free to establish her own style of

leadership and conception of purpose. This indiv5dualized

tonception of required fLactions is considered tO be a

teacher's definition of role. Her cenccption of this role

will determine preferences for selection of certain responses

from her repertore of alternatives.

A teacher rxst have some conception of what sate is try-

ing to accomplish in her daily relations with children. This

conception of purpose may be deducelf from her description of

important asp2cts of her job and from her hope for the

children's experiences. In an earlier study by Prescott

(1964, 1965) the major purposes of teacher activity were for.

'Avalated into thre2 categories on the banis of interviews with

;darcare teachers, as follows:

Custodial: The teacher sees her role as keeting
fErErildren safe, happy and comfortable. Em-.
phasis is primarily on physical aspects' of
,c-,tre, with little consideration for educational
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experience, although opportunities for initia-
tive may occur without teacher planning.

Adult-centered: The teacher hopes to teach chil-
drenTiMa behavior which are valued by
adults, such as educational Skills or etiquette..:
The goals of the teacher may be narrow or
broad, but they are based on'a.conception of
desirable accomplishments, without considera-
tion of experiences which develop autonomy and

initiative.

Child-centered: The teacher clearly relates her
goals to fEe self-initiated activities of chil-;,
dren for the purpose of expanding and support-
inutheir experience and contact with the
world.

Teachers may also differ in the manner of leadership by

which they implement their major purpose. Two components,
r'
type of authority and warmth, appeared in the same study to

account for variation in leadership style.

Authoritly.: The teacher must accept responsibility
Is t e head of the group to control and direct
it. She may consider her source of authority
to be arbitrary or situational. If the source.
of authority is arbitrary, it is based on the
preferences or demands of the teacher. Situa-
tional authority is based on the demands im-
posed by the purposes and context of the set-
ting. In either case the actual rules may be
similar, but differences in origin become ap-
parent if authority is questioned. Teachers
who believe in situational authority are not
concerned with obedience, but only that safety
and necessary order be maintained. rlf author-
ity is questioned they are willing to re-
examine and to explain or to demonstrate the
need for their policies. Teachers who see au-
thority as arbitrary visualize obedience in it-
self as important and emphasize enforcement
rather than re-examination.

Warmth: This is a;characteristic-implying ap-
proachability and accessibility of the teacher
as these qualities might be perceived by chil-
dren. Warmth is operationally defined as
teacher willingnes& to give and receive affec-
tion, such as hugging and holding children, and
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to accept dependency behavior, such as clinging

or demands for help.

These individual conceptions of role differ in level of

complexity. Teachers who are concerned with care and protec-

tion can set up routines to be followed with little varia-

tion. Since they have few expectations for the children,

teacher-initiated actions are directed toward a few simple
4

goals Which are met with a minimum of effort. Teadiers with

adult-centered goals have added to the custodial goals expec-

tations for educational experience, and consequently must in-

itiate actions which will accomplish these ends. They must
:

also deal with children who do not learn, or wish to learn,

what the teacher wishes to impart. Child-centered goals im-

rnse the most difficult and complex role upon the teacher.

She Also 'assumes custodial and edueational responsibilities,

but in addition she must perceive individual desires and

select behaviors which will help each child understand how

he may- accomplish his own purposes in acceptable ways. In

addition, teachers who are warm and situation-centered are

willing to consider a wider range of behavior as pertinent to

their decision-making thair teachers who are less approachable

and more arbitrary.

.A methodOlogical 'as well as a substantive concern of

this research has to do with the consistency between teacher

attitudes and observed behavior and prdgram. It has been

common in studies of teaching practice, and even more so in

studies of child rearing (see for example Sears, 1957; Davis
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and Havighurst, 1946), to rely on interviews with teachers or

parents for information concerning their behavior in relation

. to children. Tests of the predictive value, for actual be-

havior, of interview data have not often been made.

Moustakas and Berson (1956) found inconsistencies between

teachers' reported philosophy and their reported behavior.

We will consider the teacher's definition of role as

one predictor of her behavior in interaction with children.

The teacher's actual behavior represents her performance of

role. The congruence between role difinition and role per-

formance will depend on several intervening variables: ad-

ministrative setting, physical and temporal environment,

interpersonal setting, and teacher competence (as determined

by education and experience).

Professional Preparation

Professional preparation, here defined to include both

teaching experience and education, is expected to be related

both to definition and performance of role. We hypothesize

that high levels of education and experience will be associ-

ated with consistency between role definition and perform.

ance, and with more complex role definitions (i.e., child-

centered rather than custodial). Experience is seen as af-

fecting decisiveness and ease of choice among alternative

responses. It is also possible that it may be associated

with less flexiuility, unless experience is coupled with for-

mal education which has given the teacher a broad background

for choice. Professional experience and training of the
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teacher have been correlated with teacher behavior by

Landreth et al. (1943); Nesibtt (1943); and Reichenberg-

Hackett (1962). The latter author found some relationship,

while concluding that the teacher's personality and attitudes

were the most important determinant of the child's nursery

experience. A far more extensive literature on teacher per-

sonality and characteristics related to teacher behavior ex-

ists for the elementary school level; it has been reviewed

by Getzels and Jackson (1963).

Administrative Setting and Climate

Regardless of her definition of role, a teacher must

integrate her performance into the ongoing operation of the

center. The director as administrator is responsible for

determining the policies and purposes which will govern the

center. If she is part of a larger administrative unit or

reports to a board of directors, many of these administrative

decisions will not be hers. The sponsorship of the center

(i.e., public, proprietary or non-profit) will determine her

freedom to formulate purposes and policy. Center size will

define the scope of administrative demands. Regardless of

sponsorship or size, the director is responsible for imple-

menting both purpose and policy within the center.

The way in which she does so will depend, as with the

teacher, on her definition of role as defined.by the experi-

ence which she wants for the children (purpose) and style of

leadership. The director, however, must add the dimension of

administration to her definition of role;
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Definition of role as conceived by the teacher and di-

rector may or may not coincide. Tte director may, by her

conception, wish to restrict or expand the role of the teach-

er. If their conceptions are not identical, the director may

attempt to alter the teacher's role. The outcome of this

role discrepancy probably will depend on the style of leader-

ship exercised by the director.

To measure this administrative factor, we will'rely on

interviews with directors on dimensions of warmth, authority,

and role definition (leadership style), and on an examination

of organizational characteristics such as sponsorship, size,

and type of service offered.

A day care center is conceived to operate as.an inte-

grated unit in which there is mutual adaptation among direc-

tor, teachers, and clientele to the surroundings ahd to indi-

vidual definitions of role. As a result of these accommoda-

tions, each center is believed to develop a prevailing atmos-

phere which becomes stablized and is conceived for the pur-

poses of this study as climate.

In a previous study, four types of climate were de-

scribed.(Prescott, 1964). . Based on attitudes expressed by

directors, these.were labeled as warm-nonauthoritative, warm-

authoritative, cold-nonauthoritative and cold-authoritative.

The factor which differentiated among them was type of lead.

ership with its two dimensions of warmth and auttoritye,. In

this study we are interested in developing a conception of

climate based on behavioral data, and in examining the forces
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which are associated with variati1/41Ins.

The conceptualization of the interaction pr/xess in

small groups developed by Bales (1950) and his associates is

suggestive of possible ways of looking at climate by examin-

ing teacher-child interaction in the small groups of a day

care center. These.groups are not clearly perceived as task-

oriented by all members, nor are they made up of equals.

Bales's formulation has, however, been applied to various

types of groups, including families, by Parsons and Bales

'(1955) and others. If there are general principles of small

. group interaction, as these writings suggest, they should

have potential value for the analysis of groups in day care

centers.

For example, Bales has described two "series of

strains" as characteristic of any social system: one begins

in the need to adapt to the outer situation, and tends to

produce division of labor and differences of status, the'

other begins in the need for integration of the system, and

emphasizes solidarity at the expense of differences (Bales,
.

1950, p. 157). While all social systems tend to swing back

and forth between these two poles, the latter can also be re-

garded as end points on a continuum descriptive of the adap-

. tation of any group at a given time.

Thus, in day tare centers, a range of differences in

emphasis on adaptation to the external environment at the ex-

pense of teacher-child solidarity should be expected. Dimen-

sions regarded as emphasizing adaptation to the environment
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include authority, adult-centered role definition, restric-

tion, control and restraint. When these diMensions are pres-

ent, we shall look for organizational characteristics which

might be fostering this type of adaptation.

Summary

In identifying predictors of teacher behavior in day

care, we have set the stage for recommendations concerning

effective intervention to improve day care program. Does day

care need improving? qhom does it serve-best? These ques-

tions will be discussed in the section on evaluation, which

follows.

Evaluation

2valuation implies the adoption of standards to be used

as a reference point. Our standards for evaluating day care

program are derived from our conception of healthy develop-

: ment- during the preschool period, and our conception of the

function of day care in the life of the child. The criteria

which we specify for evaluation will act as a yardstick by

wilAch we shall compare the adequacy of program as it was ob-

served to the responsibilities of program, as we conceive

them, in fulfilling the needs of children.

Healthy Development During the

Preschool Period

We have already presented a developmental point of view

which emphasizes the growth of autonomy, initiative, and

self-esteem in.the young child (Erikson, 1950) as the basis
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which we chose for evaluating healthy development during the

preschool period. As an outgrowth of this viewpoint we have

emphasized the importance of the adult in establishing for

the dhild a clear framework of acceptable social behavior

based on trust and mutual esteem.

In addition we have emphasized the opportunities for

learning which stem from a rich environment which is fully

available to the child.

. . . research indicates that much important
learning takes place in a nonspecific way as the
child explores his environment, is exposed to dif-
ferent types of experience,'and has the opportun-
ity to experiment at first hand with many kinds of
materials. Behavior that often seems purposeless
to the observer supplies the child with basic ex-
periences from which he draws the data to solve
problem situations which may arise later . . .

(Swift, 1964, p. 263)

Child-Rearing Functions of Day Care

We are making the assumption that full day care, which

affects children during most of their waking week-day hours,

should serve.two functions:

1) to substitute for the home in providing appropriate

developmental experiences, and

2) to compensate for possible deficiencies in the hqme

environment by enriching children's experiences in desirable

areas.

Day Care as a Home Substitute

A good home provides a setting in which love and re-

spect among individuals of different sexes and different ages

can be dependably experienced by the child, and in which care
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for his physical needs is accompanied by care for him. In

regard to physical care, the rituals children in families de-

velop around eating and sleeping are probably of particular

significance to the young child in demonstrating that he is

an important person, one whose idiosyncratic needs are worthy

of adult time and attention.

A good home also provides age-appropriate learning ex-

periences by giving the child an environment characterized by

variety and opportunity for sensory experience, which can be

explored.by the child in his own time and in his own way. In

,substituting for the home, a good day care program will, make

every effort to provide considerate attention to the particu-

lar needs of the individual, offering him sufficient oppor-

tunities,for personal attention and personal.choices to bal-

ance.the demands for his conformity to group behavior pat-

terns.

Day Care as Compensatory for Home Deficiencies

The zocial or individual characteristic of-some homes

may render them partially deficient as Child-rearing environ-

ments, either from the standpoint of preparation for useful

roles in the wider society or in terms of healthy personality

development. Current programs designed to provide compensa-

torli ethication for preschool children from poverty-level fam-

ilies have grown out of reCognition that many families are

unable to provide children with a foundation for achievement

in school. Nursery schools for middle-class children also

derive part of their support from parental conviction that
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the group environment is superior to the home in offering op-

portunities for some types of learning.

As we conceive it, homes can be deficient in terms

either of 1) quality or range of experience in personal re-

lationships, or of 2) physical environment adequate to sup-

port the child's needs.

Some children in day care may be deprived of warm, un-

hurried, and stable relationships with their parents. Many

children in day care do not have fathers in the home. Day

care also appears to be selective according to ordinal posi-

tion in the family. An earlier study (Prescott, 1964) found

that 47 percent of the children enrolled in s,..mp1e centers

were only children, and an additional 40 percent were the

youngest in their families. These children may have rela-

tively limited opportunity at home for social experiences

with peers.

For many reasons parents may be unable to offer an op.

timal physical environment. Some lack the education or ex-

perience to select experiences which are valuable to chil-

dren. Others lack the resources to do so, either because of

poverty or because of the housing patterns which urban living

requires.

If day care is to compensate for deficiencies in the

home, it should provide personal relationships which are both

varied and supportive and an environment appropriate to young

children's needs.
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Criteria for 2vAluation of Day Care_Program

On the basis of our assumptions concerning healthy de-

velopment and the functions of day care, we will evaluate

programs in terms of criteria derived from 1) observations of

teacher behavior, 2) observation of physical space, 3) ob-

servation of children's responses, and 4) information about

differences among children enrolled in day care, and among

the types of programs in which they are enrolled.

Teacher Behavior

In good programs:

1. The teacher's behavior is balanced among encourage-

ment, guidance, restriction and neutral actions. 2ncourage-

ment, however, will characterize a high proportion of her
OA.

interactions with children.'

2. The teacher's manner toward children is friendly

and sensitive.

3. The teacher places relatively high emphasis on

children's development of verbal skills.

4. A relatively high.number of lessons is taught by

the teacher.

physical 3nvironment

In good programs the physical environment offered to

children is rich and varied, in age-applopriate terms, and is

characterized by inherent rather than teacher-imposed limits

on activities.
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Children's Response

We have.introduced 'the variable, Ckiildren's'Response,

for the specific purpose of providing an evaluative criterion.

ObServation Of the exteht to which children' are 'involved and

interested or bored, restiess'and lethargic:should provide a

valid'measure'of the quality of d y care based on the reac-

tions of the actual recipients of techer behavior. It seems

reasonable to assume that those teacher behaviors and program

arrangements which elicit a strong positive xesponse from

children will tend to be most conducive to children's healthy

development, when viewed in the context provided by other

criteria.

2a1:
.........fferencesatandProrams

We assume that children's needs differ, and that a pro-

gram rated gobd by our:other criteria will not necessarily be

good for all children. Consequently, we will consider the

possibie effeci of placement on children with various charac-

teristics (i.e., age, socioeconomic status, ordinal position

in family, presence of father, certain personality traits)

into the types of programs which will be delineated. Also to

be considered is whether or not an existing program actually

is available to a child whose needs it might fit.

Summary

Our evaluation ii designed to answer.these questions:

In good day care programs, what do teachers do?'Whai'experi-

ences does the environment offer? Do children respond to the
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program? Which programs are appropriate for which children?

Cur goal in evaluating program is to recommend types of in .

tervention which have potential for improving day care cen-

ters as an environment for children's growth. ;le are testing

the hypothesis that tile interactions which we have observed

among teachers and children are not chance occurrences, but

are closely tied to the varied aspects of the social and

physical setting in which they take place. Where relation-

ships among variables are predictable, intervention which ef-

fects change in any one variable in an interrelated pattern

should result in eventual change in other variables as well.



CHAPTER III

THE STUDY DESIGN

The Population Studied

The intent of this study is to provide information use-

ful to persons throughout the country even though the salt's.

pling was limited to centers in Los Angeles County. Conse-

quently, it seems important to distinguish those features of

day care centers in Los Angeles which resemble the national

pattern from others which appear unique to this area.

Uhen this study began there were 380 licensed day care

centers in Los Angeles County which offered full day care for

nurscry age children. This figure represents 8.6 percent of

the nation's total facilities. Centers found in Los Angeles

County are similar to those found nation-wide with respect to

size of center, the provision in many centers for inclusion

of both preschool and school-age children, and the proportion

of programs which offer dual services, providing both part-

day and full day care to meet the needs of working mothers

(Low, 1962).

In Los Angeles County, as in the rest of the country,

the majority of day care services (66.3%) cre offered under

proprietary auspices. Los Angeles County does differ from

other geographical areas in its paucity of non.profit centers

(11.0%). Of these only 28.6 percent are sponsored by

59
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agencies other than churches. Suburban churches sometimes

offer day care not only to meet community needs in areas

where strict zoning limits the availability of commercial

centers, but also to increase their operating budget through

optimal utilization of facilities on week days. These church

centers most commonly do not subsidize care and expect their

day care program to be self-supporting. Day care for low-

income families is provided primarily by Children's Centers

which, rather than being sponsored by community welfare agen-

cies, are administered by local boards of education which re-

ceive financial assistance from the state.

Selecting the Sample

Our purpose was to obtain a representative sample of

day care centers. We decided to use a simple random sample

because it would enable us to generalize not only about the

range of programs available, but also about their frequency

of occurrence. Using a table of random numbers, a sample of

100 centers was drawn from a listing of the 380 centers which

at that time offered full day care in Los Angeles County.

Our intention was to obtain a minimum of 45 centers from this

list. Centers were contacted systematically beginning with

number one. Seven centers were eliminated because they ex-

ceeded our arbitrary limit of 40 miles or one hour's driving

time. Eleven had closed or no longer offered full day care.

Of the remaining centers, nine were contacted in which we

were unable to arrange for observations. Of these, three re-

fused to participate, and six gave reasons for postponing any
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commitment for participation. These six were subsequently

contacted a minimum of three times following their initial

refusal.

The final sample consisted of fifty centers. Of these

thirty were proprietary (commercial), five were non-profit,

and fifteen were public (board of education Children's Cen-

ters). After the sample of fifty was completed another five

centers were selected for special sampling. Data from these

centers are included only where noted.

Gaining Access to the Centers

A letter of introduction was mailed to each director

whose center had been selected in the random sampling. This

letter contained a brief explanation of our objectives and

asked permission for an interview so that we might disCuss

our project in greater detail (see Appendix Al). After the

letter had been received, the project Secretary telephoned

the director of the center and arranged an appointment for

the project Director or Associate to visit the center.

The initial interview began with a full explanation of

our purpose. Our explanation went something like this:

:Je have received a three-year research grant
from the Children's Bureau, Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, dashington, D. C. The
Children's Bureau, in recent years, has been con-
cerned with the tremendous increase in working
mothers, especially those with young children.
They are wondering about the types of care which
will be available throughout the United States if
more mothers continue to work. They are particu-
larly interested in group care, because of its de-
pendability, and they want to know more about it.
Since the Los Angeles areas has large numbers of
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working mothers and many day care centers under all
types of sponsorship it is an ideal community for
this study. We have been given the job of answer.
ing their questions about what programs are now
available, in a large metropolitan area, to working
mothers who wish to place their children in care.
Prom the nearly 400 centers in Los Angeles which
offer full day care, the name of your center was
drawn in a random sample; that is how we happened
to contact you.

This is what we would like to do. We would
like to visit your center twice during your regu-
lar morning program. Then we would like to come
once again in the early morning and once in the
late afternoon so that we might get an idea.of how
the entire day fits together.

If the director agreed we proceeded to interview her

using the Interview Schedule in Appendix A2. During this in-

itial interview we obtained basic.data on the school, its

size, type of clientele, program emphasis, attitudes and ed-

ucational background of the director. At the end of the in-

terview we set up a schedule of visits and explained our pro-

cedures.i:. greater detail. This interview was followed by a

letter of confirmation which included the names of the ob-

servers. Letters to the teachers explaining our procedures

in the groups were also enclosed (see AppendiX A3).

Procedures in the Center

Each center was scheduled for four visits by our team

of observers: two visits during the morning, usually from

9:00 A.M. to 11:30 or 12:00 noon; one during the early morn-

ing, from approximately 7:00 to 9:00 A.M.; and one during the

late afternoon from about 3:30 to 5:30 P.M. The exact timing

varied slightly depending on the center's scheduled The num-

ber of observers scheduled for each center was deteimined by
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its size and grouping practices. A small center with only

one group of children would be scheduled for nine hours of

observations with only one observer present at any given

time, while'at a larger center with three or more age groups

approximately nineteen hours of observation would be complet-

ed by several observers during the four scheduled visits.

During the pilot phaLe we experimented with a more ex-

tensive visiting schedule. Additional hours of observation

did not appear to add significantly to the quality of infor-

mation collected. The schedule which was finally adopted

also appeared to be the maximum in visitation which would be

acceptable to personnel in many of the centers.

During our visits we tried to remain as unobtrusive as

possible. The observer recorded two 20-minute observations

each hour and then rotated to another group. Each observer

entered and left the groups quietly and usually sat at a

slight distance from the group. To avoid participation the

observer maintained silence and did not invite conversation

from the children. When approached by a child, the.obserVer

kept her responses to a minimum to prevent disruption of the

program and the observation. Observers were systematically

rotated throughout the study so that each teacher .wa6 ob-

served by two or more observers. No more than three observ-

ers were present in a center at any one time.

Teachers were not interviewed until the bulk of the ob-

servations were completed. (For Interview Schedule, see Ap-

pendix A4.) Since the removal of a teacher from the group
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presented staffing problems in many centers, our interviews

were short (approximately 10 minutes)'and scheduled according

to the wishes (and ingenuity) of the director. At the time

of the interview, teachers were reminded that information was

available only to project staff and was to be used only for

the purposes of the study.

The observational data were collected by three observ-

ers who remained throughout the entire project. In addition,

the project Director and Associate (who was later replaced as

observer by a project coordinator) also participated exten."

sively in collecting the observational data, making a total

of six observers in all. Reliability of the observational

method is presented in detail later in this chapter.

The center directors were interviewed only by the proj-

ect Director and Associate. The coding for each interview

was checked by both and any differences reconciled. Each

teacher for whom a minimum of ten observations was obtained

was interviewed by one of our staff members. The

interviewer's coding was always checked by another member of

the project staff.

All staff members were college graduates who had, at

one time, placed their own children in nursery or day care

programs. Their similarity in educational level was balanced

by markedly varied life experiences and a cross-section of

ethnic and religious backgrounds. Their were trained during a

pilot phase and participated in the' teSting and development

of protocols and procedures. Throughout the study each staff
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member was encouraged to contribute reactions and observa-

tions in addition to those included in the formal observa-

tional format.

A twenty-minute observation of teacher behavior was the

basic instrument of data collection. The number of observa-

tions scheduled for each center varied according to its size

and grouping practices.. Our plan was to obtain.ten 20-minute

observations of each teacher who was in charge of a group.

In actual practice, this goal was not always achieved because

of.the wide varietrof staffing practices which TAfe encoun-

tered. Those teachers ior whom ten observations were ob-

tained are called "sample teachers." All other teachersob-

served, including personnel such as directors or cooks tempo-

rarily serving in a teaching capacity, are called "miscella-

neous teachers."

Categories of Teacher Behavior

Observers divided the flow of teacher behavior into

units, using procedures originally developed by Barker and

Wright (1954). Foi this purpose a definition of units devel-

oped at the Merrill-Palmer Institute by Dorothy Haupt for

nursery school observation was used. A unit of teacher ac-

tivity is "an act on the part of the teacher which involves

discernible contact with an object or person. Any change in

the direction of the activity or behavior terminates a par-

ticular unit" (Haupt, per. comm., 1963). For example:
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Teacher sets up easel
Teacher asks John if he wishes to

paint, John nods affirmatively
Teacher tells him to get an apron

1 unit

1 unit
1 unit
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Observers recorded units of teacher behavior on a tally

sheet which enabled them to code while observing. This meth-

od of recording produced an average of 85 units of teacher

behavior in a 20-minute period. Our schedule was designed to

obtain information about (1) the teacher's behavior as com-

municative or non-communicative, and if communicative,

whether directed toward individuals or groups of children,

(2) the apparent purpose of the teacher's behavior (e.g.,

encouragement, guidance, restriction), and (3) the amount of

teacher behavior judged to encourage verbal skills in chil-

dren.

The following coding categories were used for these

purposes.

(Nc) Non-communicative: All teacher behavior
WITEN733=6Firivolve any interchange be-
tween the teacher and children.

(Nc
1
) Child-centered: Teacher prepares mate-

17571=377ETTaren, such as arranges
chairs, straightens play area, etc.
Removed from children, but related to
children.

Criteria: Teacher is not in contact
with children. Activities must be re-
lated to what children have done or
will do.

Example: Teacher gets out craft mate-
rials, cots. Teacher mixes paint.
Teacher pours juice at counter while
children sit at table.



(Nc
2
) Neutral: Behavior which occurs without

11177Face to children, or equipment or

materials being prepared on their behalf.

Criteria: Teacher is not in contact with

children and the activity does not relate

to children's activities.

Example: Teacher combs hair. Teacher

prepares coffee for other teachers.
Teacher works on her record books. Teach-

er walks across room (purpose not stated).

(Nc3) Silent Su ervision: Surveying or watching
TEE-Troup or ln ividual children. No corn-

munication.

Criteria: Teacher is watching children
but is not in contact with them.

(Ca) Conversation: Communication with persons
EIT71 than fhe children.

Criteria: Any teacher contact with other
teachers or individuals not enrolled in
school regardless of age.

Example: Teacher talks with children
through fence in elementary school yard.
Teacher speaks with cook. Teacher speaks

to older child picking up younger sibling.

(C) Communicative: Teacher behavior which involves

37TETETZETEEe between persons. It may be ver-

bal or non-verbal. Social interaction is the

criterion for non-verbal activity. This contact

may be directed toward:

(Cl) Individual child: Behavior directed to-
;7737707Eaninly.

(C2) Subgroup: Behavior directed toward a por-
tion of the entire group'(i.e., two or

more children).

(C3) Group: Behavior directed toward entire

group for which teacher is responsible.

(E) Encoura ement: All units of activity which give

e p, support, approval, pleasure, confidence,

and knowledge.
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(Bl) Su ortin /extending: Teacher activity
c ear y relates to ihe self-initiated
activities of the child for the purpose
of supporting the extension of his ac-
tivity or for expanding the content di-
mension of his play. Such teacher ac-
tivity will be characterized by acts
which involve the active participation
of the teacher as contributor to the
child's activity--as opposed to teacher
activity which diverts children's ac-
tivities.

(B2)

Criteria: Teacher must adapt her behav-
ior to child's activities. She must
give of her time, energy, initiative,
imagination.

Example: Child wishes to make bow and
arrow and teacher discusses supplies
which will be needed and helps him find
them. Teacher listens attentively to
child's story. Teacher expands on
child's question and shows its rele-
vance to other information.

Responsive: Teacher activity clearly
relates to self-initiated activity of
child, but is of brief or undemanding
nature, as compared to El.

Criteria: Teacher must show by her re-
sponse that she is aware of the child's
activity as well as of the child.

Example: Teacher pushes child on swing.
Teacher suggests to child painting that
he might like to use the new red paint.
Boy is making a pie and teacher asks
"what kind?"

(E3) Routine: Teacher gives a friendly or
neutral response to child's approach.
Teacher response is routine or stereo-
typed, as opposed to responsive catego-
ry where teacher is brief but clearly
related to child's self-initiated ac-
tivity.

Criteria: Teacher responds to child in
an appropriate, but routine or stereo-
typed manner. If teacher responds with
refusal or rejection, code simple re-
striction or belittling/disparaging re..
striction.
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Example: Teacher says, "Yes, I see
you." Teacher says, "Yes, your socks
are blue." Teacher smiles and nods in
response to child's comment. Child
asks "Nay I do (something)" and teacher
says, "Yes."

(5A) Approval/nurturance: Teacher activity
'which gives the child praise, confidence,
encouragement, pleasure or affection,
comfort or help if nurturance is obvious.

Criteria: Teacher must show recognition
of child's accomplishments, or help child
to handle discomfort, pain, or hurt
feelings.

Bxample: "That is a lovely painting."
Child shows new shoes to teacher, who ex-
claims over them. Teacher permits a
child to crawl into her lap and hugs her.
Mter disciplining a child, teacher hugs
him and encourages him to join the group.

(T) Teacher Direction: 'The teacher initiates, but
does not anticipate that the child necessarily
will accept her goals. Teacher .sets goals
without specifit evidence that child is inter-
ested.

(T1) Te a che r pestion: Teacher initiates
an ac ivity which extends the child's
world. This may be play or educational
activities as in supporting/extending
encouragement. The emphasis here is on
the teacher's initiation of "extending"
activities. Children have not shown in-
terest.but there is no demand for com-
pliance 10T only by suggestion. When the
teacher focuses her attention on getting
compliance, the coding probably will be-
come "4rect" or "indirect guidance."
If factual information is conveyed, code
also "informational" under verbal skills.

Criteria: Teacher initiates the activ-
ity. It must be,for,the purpose of edu-

,..cating, entertaining,' or occupying the
children. Children,have not determined
the choice. They may or may not be
pleased at its introduction.
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Example: "Today we are going to paint."
"Here is a new book about Indians."
"Let me show you how a magnifying glass
works." "Does anyone know wha dye is?"
"aho wants to tell a story?" (Extends
invitation.) "Would you like to paint?"
(Extends invitation.) Teacher shows
child how to tie a bow, explains meaning
of words, reads, initiates play with
dough, etc.

(T2) Teacher Approval: Teacher gives praise
or approval of child behavior which ap-
proximates adult standards, or gives ap-
proval for required work.

Criteria: I-raise must be for behavior
which meets teacher standards or for
completion of required work. Child may
or may not solicit praise.

Example: ."Yoil are a good eater."
"That's fine, John, now ctlor the
goats." "Mary has finished her work--
that's fine, Mary."

(G) Guidance: Guidance is assumed to have both
facilitative and restrictive properties. It
may guide, control, train and/or,direct the
children (child). Included here are routine
mechanics of management, handled without evi-
dence of conflict.

(G1) Direct: The teacher tells the child(ren)
iTaris to be done or she requests spe-
cific behavior. There is no emotional
content to this.type of guidance, but it
is clear that authority is vested in
the teacher. It includes reminders with
no evidence of conflict. If the teacher
explains to the child or gives him a
reason, this unit of activity should al-
so be coded as "interpretive" develop-
ment of verbal skills.

...riteria: Teacher phrases her request
as an imperative sentence. She may be
friendly or neutral, if she is definite-
ly irritable, code "restriction."
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Example: "John, put the Mocks over
there." If the teacher adds, "So we

will have the table clear for juice,"

then code "direct guidance" and "inter-

pretative" under verbal skills. Teaca-

er calls children by name to come.
"Vackie, David." "Sit down, please."
"John may go to the table."

(G
2
) Indirect: This category includes sug-

MTIVE'requests or statements of fact

which indicate to children what is ex-
pected, such as "Have you washed your
hands?" or "Time for juice." The impli-

cation of directive guidance is present
but not stated. Again, there is no emo-

tional overtone. Reminding is included

here. Teacher gives reason for what to

do next--to guide child's behavior.

Criteria: Teacher expects compliance
but does not use'the imperative form.

If wording is informational, but teacher
obviously expects compliance, ccide here.

Child is supposed to know how to comply.

Example: "Let's go." "Time for juice."
"dould you like to put your picture over

there?"

(G3) Manipulative: Teacher uses subtle in-
TITIZFETTMEh obscure§ real reasons for

the request or makesit difficult for
child to distinguish his wishes from
tho6e of the teacher,, Teacher forceful.
ly labels or defines behavior or experi-
ence in terms of her standards.

Criteria: Teacher is making a request
or statement and expects compliance as
in direct or indirect guidance; however,
t6acher uses child's relationships with
people as a motiyator for compliance.

Example: ""Nice people don't do that."
"Everyone is going to have a fun time."

(cajoling) "John, do it for nrs. Brown."
To one child: "de don't want to do that,
do we?" "You're such a good boy, you
wouldn't want to do that." "I'm going to
watch and see who sits up the nicest."



(G4) Distraction/redirection: Teacher at-
-MM.-TBI-top an acfnity which she
considers undesirable by diverting
child's attention or substituting or
suggestiag another activity with no ex-
planation to child. The emphasis here
is on substituted activity.

Criteria: Teacher's action must appear
from context to be initiated for purpose
of stopping.ongoing activity of child or
children. Teacher does not call child's
attention to misbehavior.

Eximple: (Child is bumping into another
child while playing.) "Bring your truck
over here." Child is acting up at story
time--"dhat story would you like?"

(R) Restriction:. Teacher behavior which deals with
MITTIZT-retween child's wishes and those of
teacher. Conflict existS where child does not
accept teaaher's goals and teacher moves to ob-
struct child's activities.

(R ) Simple: Teacher calls attention to fact
1

hat dhild is not accepting teacher's
baoals or standards. Teacher warns or re-
minds (if no evidence of conflict, code
as "guidance"). Teacher calls child to
attention, refuses with no explanation,
postpones abrupt,ly. If teacher moves to
enforce her goals', it'becobes "firm en-
forcement of limits."

Criteria: Teacher goal and child behav-
ior must be in conflict. This is indi-
cated by child's attitude or by irrita-
tion of teacher.

Example: Children are restless and inat-
tentive, Teacher: "We're not paying at-
tention today." Teacher looks sternly at
children in line, says: "de'll wait un-
til you're quiet."

(R2) Firm Enforcement of Limits: Teacher
;inn it very clear lo TEF child that
there are limits which must be respected
and that she will impress these limits on
the child. This may be done by benching,
lecture or other means. The determining
factor is firmness and absence of intent
to hurt.
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Criteria: Teacher may show exasperation

and angry concern, but she must convey
firmness and absence of intent to hurt.

Example: "John, those blocks must be

picked up." "Bill, you will 'I'Mto sit
down until you are ready to take turns."

"John, you cannot play in the sand any

more, go and sit down."

(R3) Belittlin /dis ara in Conflict situa-

tion in w ic eacher activity is de-

signed to lower the child in esteem, to

discredit his activity or behavior. Al-

so includes scolding and physical pun-
ishment, such as grabbing the child by

the shoulder or tapping (slapping) him

on the hands, and deliberate ignoring of

child by teacher. Teacher shows no ac-
ceptance of child's viewpoint. There

must be an indication of desire to punish

or hurt.

Example: "Can't you do anything right?"

"I don't want to listen to anything you
have to say., young man." "You're fooling
around and trying to attract everyone's

attention. Pay attention to yourself."

Child says: "Goodbye, teacher"; teacher

says: "I don't appreciate your calling

me teacher. You know my name."

(N) Neutral Activities: Teacher behavior which has
Wririremill"767ETSurage, manage, or restrict.

(N1 ) Information 3xchange: Exchange of con.
versation or information without any at-

tempt to influence and characterized by

equality. Also any kind of communicative
behavior which had no reference to child

or children or where the teacher is the

reference point. Example: Teacher asks

for information about the equipment, or
teacher says: "I need to blow my nose."

Teacher expresses opinion without any at-

tempt to influence.

Criteria: Initiation may be by teacher

or children. The determining factor is

absence of intent either to teach, guide

or restrict.



Example: Teacher says: "Do you want any
more meat?r "Has anyone watered the
flowers?" "I'll send your picture home
tonight."

2
) Care of PhtsiFal Needs.-

Criteria: Teacher may or may not speak
with the child. If she gives attention
and affection along with care of physical
needs code instead as "Encouragement,
Approval/nurturance,A

Example: Teacher ties shoes, passes out
food. Teacher and children walk from one
room to another.

(S) Develoement of Verbal Skills (if present, coded
in addition to above categories): Teacher ac-
tivity which develops the child's ability to
listen, express himself, or understand by means
of verbal communication.

(Si) Espetitive: Adult introduces verbal pat-
terns or conventions which children re-
peat. Children may or may not partici-
pate.

Example: Teacher and children sing to-
gether. Children say grace. Children
count. Children recite Pledge of Allegi-
ance. Teacher insists on Please and
Thank you.

(S2) _Expressive: Teacher behaves in a way
-(17.e., asks a question) which enables the
child to express his own ideas--yes or no
will not answer the question.

Example: "Jhat could you do to make it
work?" "Which is bigger?" "Then what did
you do?" "Tell me about it." "Ohat kind
of pie are you making?

Inter retive: Teacher puts feelings,
reasons, i eas or problems into words.
The emphasis here is on explanation of
interpersonal relations as opposed to
factual informatin. Information is ap-
propriate and transferable to other sit-
uations.
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Example: "John is trying to tell you he
doesn't like that." "Put on an apron so
that you don't get paint on your dress."

Informational: Teacher explains the
meanings of words, gives factual infor-
mation, introduces concepts, calls at-
tention to form and organization.

Example: "Dye makes things have color,
like your clothes." Teacher calls at-
tention to order or pattern: "Peas and
potatoes are both vegetables."

(X) Not Ascertainable: All behavior which is un-
codable or canna be decided. Behavior which
appears to have no reference point.

(Tx) Teacher-initiated: Behavior which is
lEromprehensible because it is unheard
or context is unknown. If uncertain who
initiated it, code here.

(ax) Child-initiated: Teacher responds to
child-initiated contact, but nature of
response is uncodable either because it
is unheard or context is unknown.

The following example shows how the coding was used to

record, simultaneously, the direction and purpose of the

teacher's behavior, along with inclusion of verbal skills, if

present.

John: "Teacher, see my pier/

Teacher: "That looks delicious. What kind of pie
are you making?"

The teacher's response would be coded as C132S2. The

CI means that she directed her answer to an individual child;

the B2 that it was classified as responsive encouragement.

Tbe S2 is recorded because her question about the kind of pie

required an answer from the child. If she had said, instead

of the question, that the pie looked like her favorite kind,

the episode would have been coded only as c122.
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Global Ratings

Global ratings, which represented a summary of the 20-

minute observation period, were utilized to describe educa-

tional content and certain characteristics of teacher style

and children's responses. Observers were instructed to rate

according to their perception of the entire period. This

rating was intended to be independent of tallies of teacher

behavior. We cannot establish the degree to which it was, in

fact, completely independent. However, we do know that ob-

servers perceived it as independent and welcomed the oppor-

tunity to record their impression of the total effect. Four

characteristics were rated on continua as follows:

Tempo (Pace of program)

1. Lethargic, non-stimulating
2. Slow, relaxed, easy-going
3. Average
4. Stimulating
5. Rushed, hurried

Teacher Verbalization

1. Very little, non-verbal
2. Less than average
3. Average
4. Talkative
5. Extremely talkative

Teacher Manner

1. Exceptionally sensitive, responsive,
responses relevant

2. Friendly, pleasant, warm
3. Neutral, neither of the above
4. Irritable, sharp



Children's Responses

1. Children are disinterested, bored, hyper-
active, restless, lethargic

2. Children are somewhat disinterested
3. Children generally are involved, moderate-

ly interested
4. Children are involved and interested

5. Children are exceptionally involved aad
.genuinely interested

I*

i2222n2.1a2a1
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The content of the teacher's activity has been labeled
en.

"Lessons Taught." This rating.is' based on the observer's

perception Of the teacher's educational emphasis during the

20-minute observational period. Observers were instructed to

judge lessons taught according to what the teacher did during

the observational period. 3ven though a teacher's choice of

activity or materials might encourage certain lessons, these

are not counted unless the teacher actively and effectively

introduced them. Clarity, interest, and effectiveness of

both positive and negative reinforcement are the basis for

these judgments.

The observer was permitted to identify three lessons

taught during the observational period, using a rank of #1,

#2, #3, or to use only a #1 rank. If #2 or #3 were used

without #1, the #1 slot was checked "no lesson" or "can't

decide."

Rank 1. Observer feels strongly that the "lesson"
checked was the major emphasis of the
teacher during the period of observation.

Rank 2. Teacher emphasis was present but secondary

phasis than #1.
to #1, or was present but with less em-



Rank 3. Teacher emphasis was preseritp.lmt.to a
lesser extent than #1 and #2.

The fifteen choices were grouped under the following

headings: .

Physical akills

1. Large Muscle Activity: Teacher actively
encourages and piala6s climbing, trike
riding, jumping, or other siM4ar_skills..,

2, eye-Hand Coordination: Teacher actively
encourages and prairgs skills whose suc-
cessful performance requires eye-hand co:-
ordination--i.e., ball-playing, cutting
with scissors, coloring within lines, etc.

3. Verbal-Physical Coordination: Teacher en..
ZBUTI"FTWO70517T-WaiViTies which can
only be performed by following auditory
and/or visual cues such as following songs
or games with directions, Simon-Says etc.

Social Skills

4. Rules of Social Living: Teacher intro- .

Waes andCourages manners, etiquette,
and rules of conduct.

5. Dealing with Other Children: Teacher.iii.-
structs and encourages children to solve
their problems, does not settle differ-
ences by arbitrary action of her own.

6. Consideration of Rights and Feelings:
Teacher provides a model for consideration
and insists that each person's rights and
feelings be respected. By her actions she
may also teach rules for social living,
but the emphasis here is on cohtent and
meaning, not on form or ritual.

Intellectual Attainment

7. Formal Skills: Teacher actively encourages
and calls attention to pattern and order of
intellectual experience; encourages children
to test memory and practice recall', encour-
ages'counting, labeling, precise observa-
tion, etc.
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8. Knowledu and'Awareness of World: Teacher
encourages and calls attention to facts
and information about plants, animals,
customs, communication, etc.

9. Sense of Pleasure, Awe, Wonder: Teacher
provides experiences which are specifically
directed toward genuine feelings of pleas-
ure, or which fill children with wonder,
astonishment, and awe--such as breaking
soap bubbles or holding guinea pigs.

Self-Respons,ibility

10. Self-suffciency and Independence: Teacher
encourager=hows alpect =children
managing their own affairs, performing
tasks which are often done by adults--such
as taking initiative for clean-up, lacing
their own shoes, etc.

11. Creativity aad Experimentation: Teacher
encourages and'Draises child's own efforts
to create something new and different, and
to experiment, even though the product may
not be praiseworthy by adult standards.

12. Control and Restraint: Teacher encourages
3707===="rdren inhibit their
impulses and follow the teacher's request
--such as getting completely quiet, obeying
teacher request regardless of personal
preference.

13. Dealing with Strong Emotions: Teacher
e ps children idenHfy s rong emotions and
feel comfortable and competent with them.

Other

.14. Can't Decide: Observer feels something was
TrOrTarTannot make a choice.

15. No Lesson Taught

Other Variables

In addition to the behavioral variables which have been

described, information also was collected for four other ma-

jor variables. Structural variables were identified by

Via
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observers while they were in the centers; other characteris-

tics of the center and of its personnel were obtained through

director and teacher interviews. Data were grouped as fol-

lows:

Structural Variables

Number of persons in the setting
Type of activity
Time of day
Type of physical space

Attitudinal' Variable-i

Definition of role
Type of leadership

Staff Characteristics

Education
Experience
Age
Bthnicity

affanizaIional Characteristics

Type of children (age, socioeconomic status)
Size of center
Administrative framework

For the convenience of the reader, the measurement of

these. variables wilibe discugged.wheri-they are introduced

into the results.

Reliability
The problem of reliability in this study was twofold:

it concerned both the amount of aareement amona the observers0 a

and the adequacy of the sampling of teacher behavior and cen-

ter program. During the pilot phase we experimented with a

variety of procedures and ultimately selected those whiCh of-

fered maximum reliability in combination with sufficient
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flexibility to meet the idiosyncrasies of individual cen-

Throughout the study we had only limited control over

decisions on sampling because of the necessity to present and

follow a clear-cut visiting schedule which would be accept-

able to all types of personnel in a wide variety of settings.

We had much more control over our observers, who were care-

fully trained during the pilot phase and were rotated sys-

tematically during all observations throughout the study.

Observer Agreement on Teacher Behavior

Cur original design called for observers who would

write verbatim reports of teacher activity to be coded by

project staff. This separation of the observational and cod-

ing functions did not prove to be as feasible as anticipated.

Although coders who mre not present during an observation

could achieve acceptable reliability, their reliability was

not as high as that of the observers who had actually seen

the teacher in action. Apparently, perception of teacher ac-

tivity also depends on additional material which does not ap-

pear in the verbatim report. In addition, the amount of

clerical work necessary to process the interviews was consid-

erable and also introduced additional opportunities for er-

ror.

A method of simultaneous coding and recording was sub-
.

stituted for the cumbersome procedure of recording, trans-

cribing and then coding. The change to the new method of re-

cordina11, resulted in an increase in the amount of information
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which observers could record, but it did not alter percent-

ages within categories nor reliability as measured by paired

observations.

dhen observers recorded in long-hand, the mean number

of episodes during a 20-minute observation was 51. During

the transition this figure increased to 61. As the staff be-

came more skilled it increased to 85 and remained at approxi-

mately this figure. The use of long-hand recording had made

it physically impossible to record every detuil,.consequent-

ly, it was necessary to summarize the sequences involved in a

transaction such as "getting a ball from the cupboard at a

child's request." With precoded tallies it is possible to

record child and teacher talking as they walk to the cup-

board, teacher selecting ball at child's request, and teacher

and child returning to play area.

The increase in total number of episodes was examined

to determine whether the over-all percentages in each catego-

ry had remained constant, indicating that more detail of each

transaction was being recorded, or whether the increase oc-

curred only in specific categories. A comparison of 30

paired observations, 10 from each phase of the study, indi-

cated that the percentage distribution had remained essen-

tially the same regardless of the method of recording. The

only category which appeared to show a small increase after

the change was the category of direct guidance.

We analyzed our data by observers and found that one

observer appeared to be recording consistently more episodes
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than our other observers. Closer examination led us to be-

lievethat each observer has a top speed beyond which she

cannot record. This observer had a majority of observations

well within the normal range, but she was capable of record-

ing up to 220 episodes in an observation period and thus had

a group of observations which exceeded, in number of epi-

sodes, those of the other observers. An observational scheme

wILIch specified recording in time intervals such as that used

by Bishop (1951) avoids this problem. However, since our ob-

servers were rotated faithfully, differences in episoding may

produce random error, but should not distort the results in

any systematic manner.

Since the reliability of data collection was a major

concern throughout the study, we endeavored to maintain a

regular schedule of paired observations among observers by

scheduling one paired observation in each center. This pro-

cedure was difficult to follow because of the necessity to

adapt to a most unpredictable variety of settings. .Despite

difficulties, 44 paired observations were obtained in the.50

centers included in this study. These are in addition to

the 43 completed during earlier phases of the project. ,

Throughout the study observers were concerned about

their choice of cut-points for an episode of interaction.

The cut-point (when a teacher changes the direction of her

attention or action) which marks the termination of one epi-

sode and the beginning of a new one is not absolute. In ac-

tual practice this definition requires a certain amount of
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judgment and is subject to the observer's ability to follow

the speed of the program. In the 44 paired observations the

discrepancy between observers on the total number of episodes

which were recorded per observation averaged 11.1 out of a

mean total of 84.2. This figure was reduced to 8.7 per ob-

servation for the number of communicative episodes.

The differences between the means for total episodes

and for communicative episodes for the paired observations

were analyzed. Both these differences were found to be non-

significant (t = 1.16 for total episodes, t = 0.82 for com-

municative episodes).

The degree of reliability between paired observations

for the categories of teacher behavior was computed in two

ways. The first method provided information on the amount of

disagreement when observations weie compared according to

percentage of behavior in each category. According to this

method, the frequency of teacher behavior in each category

was divided by the frequency of communicative episodes, giv-

ing a percentage. The amount of disagreement between paired

observers was computed by obtaining the difference between

the percentages for observer A and observer B in each catego-

ry for every paired observation. To determine the average

amount of disagreement, means for each category were computed

for the total of the 46 paired observations. (See Table 1.)

We also wanted an estimate which would give. an indica-

tion of the amount of agreement based on tallies rather than

percentages, and balanced for the difference in the frequency
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with which cfrtain behaviors occur, since much of our data is

reported as frequencies. Also reliability varies with the

amount of use which a category receives, and we wished to es-

timate the accuracy of sub-categories which seldom received

high tallies. For this purpose Wright's Estimate of Accuracy

was used (Wright, 1967). (See Table 2.)

TABLE 1

MEAN PERCENTAGE OP DISAGREEMENT BETWEEN OBSERVERS

IN 44 PAIRED OBSERVATIONS

311111:1111111111r 411111111111101111111V

CATEGORY
% OF

DISAGREEMENT CATEGORY

Non-Communicative
Child-centered
Neutral
Supervision
Communication w/adult

Encouragement
Supporting/extending
Responsive
Routine
Approval/nurturance

Teacher Direction
Teacher suggestion
Teacher approval

3.0
1.0
3.2
1.3

% CP
DISAGREEMENT

Restriction
Simple
Firm enforcement
Belittling/disparaging

3.0
0.4
0.1

Neutral
-7717gmation exchange 4.8

0.4 Care of physical needs 2.4
4.9
4.9 Not Ascertainable
2.2 "."7111737:4717TERr.

initiated 2.3
Unheard, child-initiated 1.3

3.6
0.4 Verbal Skills

Repetitive
Expressive
Interpretive
Informational

Guidance
Direct 5.7
Indirect 3.7
Manipulative 0.7
Distraction/redirection 0.5

0.8
1.9
3.4
1.9

Episodes marked by Observer A marked also
by Observer B

Wright's Estimate = Episodes marked by Observer A +
of Accuracy those marked by Observer B

2



TABLE 2

RELIABILITY BETWEEN OBSERVERS IN 44 PAIRED OBSERVATIONS

USING WRIGHT'S ESTIMATE OF ACCURACY

EINE

8 6

CATEGORY

Directed
to

Individual

BEHAVIOR

Directed
to Grout

Directed
to

Sub rou

Non-Communicative
Child-centered 77.31 ... ...

Neutral 73.60 ... ---

Supervision 79.41 --- --_,

Communication with adult 90.06 ... ...

Total 86.71 ... ---

Encouragement
Supportfng/extending 66.67 0.0 0.0

Responsive 80.47 49.41 0.0

Routine 70.11 20.00 33.34

Approval/nurturance 77.42 25.00 0.0

Total 87.70 52.73 47.62

Teacher Direction
'Macher suggestion 76.61 44.78 88.43

Teacher approval 66.67 0.0 66.67

Total 77.40 43.48 88.16

Guidance
DiFFEt 86.01 58.02 82.54

Indirect 68.57 30.44 57.63

Manipulative 55.17 0.0 61.54

Distraction/redirection 55.17 0.0 100.00

Total 89.17 66.67 72.59

Restriction
Simple 77.38 61.54 80.00

Firm enforcement 75.00 75.00 0.0

Belittling/disparaging 50.00 0.0 100.00

Total 77.42 62.86 66.67

Neutral
-"TETErmation exchange 80.14 42.31 37.04

Care of physical needs 81.97 66.67 33.33

Total 88.19 60.27 46.67



TABLE 2 (CONT)
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CATEGORY
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BEHAVIOR

Directed Directed
to to Directed

Indual Sup.group to Group

Not Ascertainable
-*--Taiin7-171raTer-initiated 65.30 58.82 0.0

Unheard, child-initiated 40.68 0.0 100.00

Total 70.74 61.82 0.0

Verbal Skills
''-"XFUErariF. 45.83 0.0 78.72

Expressive 55.56 0.0 59.38
Interpretive. 71.32 20.00 60.87

Informational 54.08 25.00 42.86
Total 74.16 10.26 77.00

ill.1111111Na. =11001101P111111111111MIRIIIIIIII11=1111MININIMM11.01

We feel that the reliability is adequate except for those

categories where frequencies are very low (for example, ver-

bal skills directed to subgroups). In analyzing the data we

will seldom use any category where the estimate of accuracy

falls below 70. Data on teacher behavior will be analyzed

according to total counts in categories. Data in which cen-

ters are compared will be analyzed according to percentages

within categories based on the total number of episodes ob-

served in each center.

Global Ratings

At the end of each observation observers rated the

teacher on amount of verbalization, tempo, and children's

responses along a five-point continuum from low to high.

Teacher manner was given a four-point rating. The reliability
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of these ratings was computed according to the distance be-

tween the ratings of paired observers. Thus for the five.

point continuum, no agreement would be a four-point differ-

ence. Table 3 shows the extent of agreement on the global

ratings.

TABLE 3

PERCENTAGE OF AGREEMENT BETAEN OBSERVERS FOR GLOBAL

RATINGS IN 44 PAIRED OBSERVATIONS

CATEGORY

/NENE/

Com016te AgreeMent
One-Point Disagreement
Two-Point Disagreement
Three-point Disagreement
Four?Point Disagreement

GLOBAL RATINGS
Teacher Teacher Tempo Childrenrs
Verbal- Manner Response

(N24.11.2airld.Observations) ization

59.1%
38.6
2.3
0.0
0.0

100.0%

86.4%
9.1
4.5
0.0
0.0

100.0%

63.6% 61.4%
31.8 36.4
4.5 0.0
0.0 2.3
0.0 0.0

100.0% INT%

As can be seen, these ratings seldom exceeded a one-

point disagreement.

Lessons Taught

in rating lessons taught observers not only had 15

choices, but also were permitted to rate a maximum of three

categories in any observation. Agreement was considered to

be complete if both observers gave an identical rating for

both rank and category of lessons taught. Agreement was re-

garded as partial if the same lesson was selected by both ob-

servers but their ranking differed. Disagreement occurred

when one observer selected a lesson which was not chosen by



the other. The results of paired comparisons on lessons

taught were as shown in Table 4.

'TABLE 4

PERCENTAGE OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN OBSERVERS FOR

LESSONS TAUGHT IN e4 PAIRED OBSERVATIONS

LESSONS TAUGHT AGRaElIENT
(by

category
and rank)

89

PARTIAL DISAGREEMNT
AGREENENT

(by
category

only)

Primary Lesson (Rank #1) 6C.2% 1C.2%* 13.6%
Secondary Lesson (Rank #2) 52.3 13.6 34.1
Tertiary Lesson (Rank #3) 59.1 13.6 27.3

*Of these, 3,or 1370,were checked in the "Can't Decide"
category.4

As indicated by the table, observers had more difficul-

ty in agreeing on the intensity of a lesson than on its con-

tent. There is high agreemeht on the presence of the primary

lesson--much less agreement on the second or third. In ana-

lyzing the data, lessons taught were weighted so that a pri-

mary lesson received 1-1/2 times the weight of Rank #2, and 3

times the weight of Rank #3.

Validity

de do not know to what extent our results describe the

essential features of day care program. de have given our

basis for selecting the variables which were measured and we

have described the reliability of our efforts, indicating
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that a certain amount of error, hopefully random, did exist.

In this section we will discuss the adequacy of our sampling,

describe some of the problems which we encountered and quote

some of the doubts of our observers.

The factor which gives us greatest confidence in our

results is the active participation of all staff members at

every stage of the research. Our most valuable ideas stemmed

from observers' persistent concerns that essential informa-

tion was being lost or distorted.

Problems of Sampling: Teacher Behavior

As previously indicated, one of the goals of this study

was to describe patterns of teacher behavior. This goal was

based on the assumption that there are different and discern.

ible patterns of teacher behavior which can be defined by a

strategic choice of observational categories and sufficient

sampling.

In addition to selecting categories of behavior to be

recorded we had to decide on the amount of observation neces-

sary to obtain a sample of teacher behavior which would be

adequate for our purposes. During the pilot phase we experi-

mented with a range of 20-minute observations, from six to

twelve, and decided that ten 20-minute observations were both

feasible and an adequate measure of consistencies in teacher

behavior. Our decision was based partly on records for six

teachers for each of whom twelve o6servations were obtained.

de totaled the behavior for each teacher in samples of six,

eight, ten, and twelve observations and computed the
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percentage of behavior in each category for these samples.

We then compared the differences in percentages within cate-

gories between the various samples. (See Table 5.)

TABLE 5

SHO4ING THE EFFECT, IN MEAN DIFFERENCES BY PERCENTAGES,

OF INCREASES IN NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS ON CATEGORIES

OF TEACHER BEHAVIOR FOR SIX TEACHERS

CATEGORY OF
BEHAVIOR COMPARISON BETWEEN

6 and 8 8 and 10 10 and 12 6 and 10 6 and 12
observ- observa- observa- observa- observa-
ations tions tions tions tions

(N=6) (N=6) (N=6) (N=6) (N=6)

Encouragement 1.8% 2.5% 1.270 3.570 4.0%
Teacher Direction 1.6 1.0 0.9 1.4 1.4
Guidance 2.6 1.3 1.6 3.1 3.6
Restriction 1.2 0.6 1.3 1.6 1.0
Verbal Skills 1.2 1.8 1.6 2.6 2.4

In addition to the procedure described above, we com-

puted rank correlations for the same sample of six teachers.

The lowest rank correlation between any of the pairs of ob-

servations in the five groups shown in the table above ex-

ceeded .80 in all categories, indicating that even six or

eight observations differentiate among teachers. We conclud-

ed that our experience appeared to correspond with previous

research on the amount of observation necessary to obtain an

adequate sample (Medley and Mitzel, 1963; dithall, 1952), and

settled on ten observations as our sample of teacher behavior.
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Problems of Sampling: Center Program

A similar problem of consistency also applied to our

sampling of center program. Our decision to select one early

morning, one late afternoon, and two mid-morning samples of

three age groupings of children was based partly on our judg-

ment that program will vary somewhat with time of day and age

of children, but that it does not differ radically from day

to day. More important was our finding'during the pilot

----
phate t1iàt this sChedille. -615.0-6 died to be. .the maximum which

I

commonly would be acceptable to directors who must grant_us

permission to visit. We do not have figures on the differ-

ences which might have occurred from a larger sample of cen-

ter program,.. kJe did try much larger.Lsamples of program in

two centers during the pilot phase and found day-to-day for-

mat to be quite stable. de arbitrarily decided that the

over-all validity of the study would be better served by

keeping refusals to participa-te at a minimum and thus sari-

pling a wider range of centers, rather than by increasing the

, amount of observation in a more restricted sample of centers.

Other Problems Encountered

By the end of the pilot study we felt reasonably satis-

fled with the technical details of our coding scheme. Our

satisfactions and concerns were well summed up at the time by

one of the observers as follows:

In general, the observational scheme and coding
categories function rather effortlessly--except
for those times when the interaction defies all
attempts to pigeon-hole it according to the



pre-established plan--and you play fantastic games

of eenie-meenie-minie-mo! (take heart--these mo-
ments are rare!)

I see, therefore, the major problem of the
study to be less of technical detail than validity

--that great bugaboo of the research study. Are

we really measuring what we set out to measure--
are we seeing what is really there, or what we
need to see there due to the design of the study?
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Furthermore, there are certain questions which we cannot an-

swer.

But more important, how are we perceiving the
teacher's behavior? As she would intend it; as
the children understand it; as our biasesboth
personally and study-inducedforce us to see it?
Hopefully by being distributed between five ob-

servers the observational material will approxi-

mate some degree of truth and the items on the
checklist will offer necessary enlightenment.

A major problem centered on the difficulty of devising

precise observational measures which also were flexible

enough to meet the never-ending diversity of circumstances

encountered as we moved from one center to another.

It is an interesting phenomenon that some of

the most pleasant schools, as far as warmth and
child orientation go, are often so technically
difficult to observe in. The manner in which our
schedules are set up is actively geared to--and
gives a favorable edge to--the highly structured
school.

Will the "good" schools end up looking merely
chaotic and disorganized? Undoubtedly the re-
sponses to checklist items such as teacher manner
and children's response will bail them out never-
theless; the more flexible the program, the more
intimate the relationship between teachers and
children, the more frantic will be the observer's
lot in trying to keep up with the kaleidoscopic
aature of things. Accuracy of observations may
well suffer.

In the early stages we had hoped to obtain samples of

teacher behavior during specified activities. In actual

practice this goal proved impossible. Centers differed in
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program format so that some categories of activities were not

found in all centers. Teachers vanished, or combined groups,

or departed most disconcertingly from the director's descrip-

tion of morning format. The weather, absences due to ill-

ness, and other circumstances were beyond our control.

. . . there is always of course the problem of
"to follow or not to follow"--when the teacher
leaves, will she be back in one minute or ten?
Shall the observer trail along behind the group
into the bathroom to salvage the observation or
shall she be discreet and lose some possible ma-
terial? I think there must be some more ideal
plan, from the viewpoint of the study, but it
might simply not be feasible for observers or
schools. Such a plan would give more leeway, tem-
porally speaking/ so that the observer could fol-
low through a solid unit of activity, and reject
unimportant bits such as the teacher suddenly
leaving the group to sweep the sidewalk/ an activ-
ity which she might pursue for ten minutes. The
need for shifting from one teacher to the other,
close to presence of other observers, sometimes
complicates things and would make such an ideal
plan impossible.

We cannot know how our presence altered program. The

presence of visitors obviously was a common occurrence in

some centers, and an unusual event in others. One of our ob-

servers commented:

There is the eternal question of not knowing
how much of the "Performance" by the teacher qua
actor is being directed to the observer as audi-
ence, judge and jury. (I recall one instance when
I arrived in the late afternoon to do an observa-
tion and, finding no one indoors, walked to the
back door. I looked out the window, saw the
teacher I was to observe, and who had been warm
and nurturant that morning, giving the kids holy
hell!) tlroblem--is this change of character due
to fatigue or the fact that the teacher didn't
know she was being watched?

Our reception varied from relaxed hospitality to a dis-

tant or nervous tolerance. Some teachers undoubtedly altered
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their behavior because of our presence. Probably most teach-

ers tried especially hard to do what they.felt was expected.

ae may have missed examples of unusually harsh behavior or

the relaxed informality which stems from.the absence of out-

siders, but.since we were essentially interested in -0,e

teacher's conception of acceptable program, wp felt Ahat

changes due to our presence did not necessarily invalidate

the study.

YAX2.2f_LE2EIIELL122I2

The reader will find it helpful to keep in mind that

-1

three sources of data will be used throughout the text. One

is all 20-minute observations which were recorded in the 50

centers sampled for this study. These observations have an

N of 1604, and data from this source include frequencies for

categories of teacher behavior, global ratings including les-

sons taught, and other variables (such as type of activity,

setting, number of children to adults, etc.) which could be

identified at the time of the observation.

The second source represents sample teachers, those

teachers- for whom both ten observations and an interview

were obtained. Data for these teachers are reported for

their overall behavior as revealed by the ten samples. The N

for sample teachers is 104. Relationships betweenthese

teachers' observed behavior and their attitudes as indicated

by interviews, are reported.

The final source represents centers (N=50: Tas in-

formation was obtained by converting all observatiOnal data
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obtained within each center into percentages based on the

total number of episOdes recorded within that center. Spe-

cial summary ratings on.a number of variables were developed

for the centers. Usually these were based on a ranking sys-

tem. .Procedures are explained at the times that the data are

introduced.

Certain variables, such as teacher manner, are reported

in slightly varying form depending on the source of data.un-

der discussion. Although always based on the original 20-

minute observation, such data have been summarized for sample

teachers and for centers. Consequently they differ from

those based on total dbservations (N=1604), and take a

slightly varied form depending on whether the converted,

ranked data are for sample teachers or for centers.

Data will be reported in three forms:

1) Frequencies, usually expressed as means. Frequen-

cies are used most oftea in reporting on categories of teach-

er behavior and on lessons taught for the entire sample

(N=1604) and occasionally for sample teachers.

2) Percentages, used most often in summarizing the

combined behavior patterns of all teachel-s observed in a cen-

ter (N=50). Percentages also are used for reporting ordinal

and nominal data, such as tempo or sponsorship.

3) Rankings, occasionally used to examine variables

which are characterized by a wide range from high to low.

These rankings may be based on either frequencies or percent-

ages.
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Statistical tests of significance are reported in what

may appear to be a haphazard fashion throughout the text. 1$

ratios are reported for data which do not appear to violate

grossly the assumptions for a one-way analysis of variance.

Chi-squares are reported for some data, especially in Chapter

VIII. Much of the data has been transformed or regrouped,

rendering tests of significance of doubtful value. Through-

out the study our decisions regarding its design have been

based on recording those data which seemed most important to

the understanding of an environment, rather than on the col-

lection of data which, though of unquestionable accuracy, ap-

peared to be less pertinent to our basic questions.

We have chosen not to formulate a series of specific

hypotheses, nor have we attempted to establish rigorous sta-

tistical proof for our findings. The major purpose of our

analysis is to obtain an overview of the functioning of the

day care center as a working unit, based on observation of

teacher-child interaction within a variety of settings which

contain certain features and are peopled by individuals of

varying characteristics. To the extent that our data bring

into focus many specific features of day care and suggest how

these specific features contribute to the experience offered

to the child, we feel that our approach is justified.

In the chapters which follow we shall move from a de-

scription of teachers and center program to an examination of

the series of variables which appear to predict variations in

teacher behavior and program format. Then we shall try to
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tie together our findings in a discuseion of physical space

(Chapter VIII). Finally, we shall evaluate the types of day

care which we have delineated, and conclude with recomw ends.

tions for possible intervention.



CHAPTER IV

DESCRIPTION OP PROGRAM IN DAY CARE

In this chapter we will describe what teachers do and

what center program is like. The relationship of the behav-

ior of individual teachers and of teacher behavior as a com-

ponent of center program will be discussed within the context

of the type of program format found in the centers. Through-

out this chapter we will establish for the reader certain

basic relationships within the data which will recur through-

out the report.

Teacher Behavior

What Do Teachers Do?

The first question which we set out to answer was,

simply, what do teachers do in day care centers? We wanted

to get some idea of the amount of time which teachers in this

type of environment normally spend in the various categories

of interaction which we have described.

Figure 1 shows the percentage of time which a hypothet-

ical average teacher spends in each of the possible general

behavior categories in a sample of ten observations or 200

minutes of activity. It can be seen that approximately one-

fifth of her time is spent in non-communicative activities

(such as preparation of materials, housekeeping duties, or

99
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silent supervision) which do not bring her into direct con-

tact with children. Guidance and encouragement account for

nearly one-half of her total activity. Restriction accounts

for a relatively small percentage of her total behavior.

Figure 1

Table 6 shows how an average teacher distributes her

time when she is actively involved with children. It de-

scribes the distribution of teacher behavior by percentages

within the categories of communicative behavior only. As can

be seen from Table 6, when a teacher is making contact with

children she most often directs her attention to individu-

als. Seventy-seven percent of all teacher behavior was found

to be directed to the individual child. Fifteen percent was

directed toward the entire group, while only eight percent

was directed toward a subgroup consistiag of two or more

children. Thus it can be seen that a teacher in a group pro-

gram still places primary emphasis on contact with children

one at a time.
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TABLE 6

DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHER BEHAVIOR WITHIN

CATEGORIES OF OOMMUNICATIVE BEHAVIOR

CATEGORIES OF
TEACHER BEHAVIOR

(N=10A teachers)

MEAN PERCENTAGE OF TEACHER BEHAVIOR
birected to

Encouragement
Supporting/extending
Responsive
Routine
Approval/nurturance

Total

Teacher Direction
Teacher suggestion
Teacher approval

Total

Guidance
--"DIFFET

Indirect
Manipulative
Distraction/redirection

Total

Restriction
5impie
Firm enforcement
Belittling/disparaging

Total

Neutral
"Tircifmation exchange

Care of physical needs
Total

Not Ascertainable
Total

Indi-
viduals

Sub-
rou s

Groups Total

0.3% 0.1% 0.1% 0.5%
8.7 1.0 0.7 10.4
8.7 0.1 0.3 9.1
3.1 0.1 0.1 3.3
20.8 1.3 1.2 23.3

6.7 1.0 7.5 15.2
1.9 0.1 0.3 2.3
8.6 1.1 7.8 17.5

19.6 2.5 2.6 24.7
3.4 0.7 1.0 5.1
0.7 0.0 0.3 1.0
0.5 0.0 0.0 0.5
24.2 3.2 3.9 31.3

6.2 0.7 0.3 7.2
0.7 0.0 0.0 0.7
0.6 0.0 0.0 0.6
7.5 0.7 0.3 8.5

7.5 0.8 1.3 9.6
7.1 0.5 0.0 7.6
14.6 1.3 1.3 17.2

1.8 0.4 0.0 2.2
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TABLE 6 (CONT.)

is

OF
1317FErEcrto
Sub-

CATEGORIES OF MEAN PERCENTA
TEACHER BEHAVIOR

Indi-
(N=104 teachers!,

Verbal Skills*
--MVETTFIVZ 0.3% 0.1% 2.1% 2.5%

Expressive 2.8 0.2 1.7 4.7
Interpretive 4.2 0.5 0.6 5.3
Informational 1.8 0.2 0.9 2.9

Total 9.1 1.0 5.3 15.4

Total (minus Verbal Skills)* 77.5% 8.0% 14.5% 100.0%

1111111111M0100 111, ArftioNsoroeor.....rwrow...dommosimy

*In contrast to other categories, which were mutually exclu-
sive, Verbal Skills were always coded in combination with
other categories. They are therefore excluded from all
totals.

.MMIM=1111116,11111,

Certain behaviors are strongly associated with the di-

rection of the teacher's action to individuals or to groups.

Encouragement and restriction, for example, are highly asso-

ciated with action toward individuals. Teacher direction is

more commonly utilized with children in a group, as is repe-

tition of verbal patterns such as grace before meals. About

15 per cent of the zverz..p teas:aer's communicative behavior

was coded as also vs2bal skills.

Early in the study, it became apparent that variation

in teacher behavior could not be wholly separated from the

type of activity setting in which the teacher and children

were engaged. The role of the activity setting will be dis-

cussed in the chapter which follows. In this chapter we are

principally examining general patterns of teacher behavior to

ascertain which aspects of teacher behavior were most
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consistently present or absent throughout a series of ob-

servations on a single teacher.

Since each of our sample teachers was observed for ten

times during our visits to a center, we used a split-half

correlation to compare odd-numbered and even-numbered ob-

servations (i.e., we compared observations #1, 3, 5, 7 and 9

with observations #2, 4, 6, 8 and 10). Table 7 sholom all

correlations of .60 or higher. Reference to Table 6, page

104 will enable the reader to see which categories of behav-

ior are less consistent. Those with a mean percentage of

less than 6.0 rarely correlate at .60 or higher, while those

with higher mean percentages invariably do correlate except

in two categories, teacher direction and neutral behavior.

Apparently these two categories of behavior are most

likely to vary with activity setting. In contrast, encour-

agement and restriction are the most stable behaviors in the

teacher's repertoire. Apparently these represent dimensions

of teaching style substantially independent of changes in ac-

tivity setting. In general, teachers are relatively con-

stant in their approaches to children from one observation to

the next.

What Do Teachers Teach?

Teachers varied greatly in the extent to which they

were actively engaged in implementing educational goals for

children, as judged by our observers. Each sample teacher,

who was observed ten times, could have been rated for ten
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TABLE 7

CATEGORIES OF TEACHER BEHAVIOR: CORRELATION OF

ODD- AND EVEN-NUMBERED OBSERVATIONS*

1111110.111111111

Total episodes .75
Total communicative episodes .72

Encouragement

Responsive to individuals
Routine to individuals

Teacher Direction
'Man' approval to individuals

Guidance
=Ur to individuals
Direct to individuals
Indirect to individuals

Restriction
Total io individuals
Total to subgroups
Total to groups
Simple to individuals
Firm enforcement to individuals

Neutral
--TaBrmation exchange to individuals

Verbal Skills
-Mal to individuals

MET7737171FIT6ns o

. 80

. 71

. 68

. 60

. 66

. 61

. 65

. 79

.60
. 66
. 65
. 66

. 61

. 64

or a ove are s own.
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primary (rank #1) lessons taught, as well as ten secondary

(rank #2) and ten tertiary (rank #3) lessons. That the case

was far otherwise is shown in Table 8, which indicates the

frequency with which sample teachers were rated for lessons

taught during ten observations. The greater mean frequency

of secondary than of primary lessons reflects the extent to

which observers rated primary lessons in the "can't decide"

category. Only two teachers (1.9%) were rated for a primary

lessons taught in every observation, while nearly one-fifth

were rated as teaching a primary lesson no more than once in

the ten observations. The majority of teachers taught no

primary lessons, as rated, in more than half the observa-

tions.

Of course, the absence of a rating does not mean that

the children were learning nothing. Many teachers set up a

rich environment for children to pursue their own activities

and then withdraw to observe unless help is needed. Ratings

for lessons taught record the teacher's emphasis during the

20-minute period as measured by her words and actions. Table

9 shows the total number of ratings which were recorded for

each category of lessons taught for the entire sample of 1604

observations. Lessons such as dealing with strong emotions

or large muscle skills occurred with very low frequency,

while those in rules of social living and control and re-

straint were quite common.
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TABLE 8

!

r;

LESSONS TAUGHT:! 7.FREQUENCY OFAIATINGS

:SAMPLE '111EACHERS :DURING TEN ..OBSERVATIONS
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ANNIIIIMNI1111r11111111.111171*

NUMBER OF LESSONS TAUGHT PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS RATED
..BV SAMPLE:TEACHERS LESSONS TAUGHT

FOR

HSecoridary. Tertiary

- *CN.= 104 teachersY:'

Allimmemomeowmar

0

.,

1.0% 3.8%
1 13.5 3.8 5.8
2 14.4 11.5 18.3
3 24.0 16.3 19.2
4 13.5 24.0 21.2
5 9.6 16.3 15.4
6 10.6 12.5 8.7

3.8 5.8 6.7
.

3.8 3.8 0.0
9 1.0 2.9 1.0

10 0.0 1.9 0.0

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Mean frequency for 10
observations 345 4.4 3.7

Amor

* Percentages represent the proportion of teachers in each
category. The first figure in the first column should
be read: 5.87 of teachers were rated as teaching no
primary lessons in 10 observations.
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TABLE 9

DISTRIBUTION OF LESSONS TAUGHT BY CATEGORIES

LESSONS TAUGHT

(N = 1604 observations) Rank #1 Rank #2 Rank #3 Total

Physical Skills
Large muscle 13 13 11 37

Eye-hand coordination 17 37 21 75

Verbal-physical coordination 34 48 60 142

Social Skills
Rules of soclal living 56 101 79 236

Dealing with other children 13 44 42 99

Consideration 55 57 40 152

Intellectual Skills
Formal ikills 71 74 54 199
Knowledge and awareness 54 45 37 136
Pleasure, awe and wonder 37 40 33 110

Self-Responsibility
"---rilf-suiticiency 44 56 53 153

Creativity & experimentation 31 69 31 131

Control and restraint 56 85 116 257
Dealing with strong emotions 0 3 9 12

Can't Decide

Total Lessons Taught

No Lesson Taught

622 672 586 1880

9e2 932 1018 2932
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The reader should keep in mind that our criterion for

rating lessons taught was active teacher empnasis. The cri-

terion biased the frequencies for certain categories. For

example, many play yards are designed to elicit much large

muscle activity in children, regardless of teacher emphasis,

but lessons in control and restraint and rules of social liv-

ing require a teacher's intervention and thus were rated much

more frequently. Ideally we would have preferred a measure

of lessons taught which did not ignore environmental oppor-

tunities. However, such rating presents great difficulty un-

less children are observed systematically, and we had already

committed ourselves to observe teacher behavior.

According to our observational format a teacher could

be rated as teaching three lessons, if the observer felt that

three emphases had been present during a 20-minute observa-

tion. In actual practice a rating of three lessons in one

observation was infrequent. Of 1604 observations only 165 ot

10.3 percent were rated as having included three lessons dur-

ing one observation. Certain lessons, however, tended to be

rated together with a relatively high degree of frequency.

Table 10 chows the lessons ranked as #1 which were found in

relationship with #2 ranked lessons more than 15 percent of

the time. (Lessons ranked #3 are not presented here, because

these relationships were both low and scattered. See Appen-

dix B1 for complete table.)

Interestingly, lessons in pleasure, awe and wonder oc-

curred with greatest frequency in conjunction with emphasis
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on physical skills. Rules of social living and ratings on

control and restraint are highly interrelated, while creativ-

ity and experimentation is associated with the social skills

of consideration and dealing with other dhildren.

TABLE 10

CO-OCCURRENCE OF LESSONS TAUGHT*

LESSONS TAUGHT
RANKED #1

LESSONS TAUGHT
RANKED #2

Percenta e of Co-occurrence

Eye-hand coordination
Consideration

Rules of social living
Dealing with other

children
Control and restraint
Pleasure, awe and wonder
Pleasure, awe and wonder

Knowledge and awareness
Consideration

Large muscle skills

35.3/0
27.3

26.8

23.1
21.4
18.9
18.9

18.5
15.4

15.4

Air

Formal skills
Creativity and

experimentation
Control and restraint
Creativity and

experimentation
Rules of social living
Knowledge and awareness
Verbal-physical

coordination
Formal skills
Dealing with strong

emotions
Pleacure, awe and wonder

* Only co-occurrences which exceeded 15% are shown.

IMMEMI11101.11..MMIMI'

How Did Observers Perceive Teachers?

Because observers felt during the pilot phase of the

study that information was being lost when observation was

restricted to categories of episodic teacher behavior, global

ratings were added for each 20-minute observation. These in-

cluded, in addition to lessons taught, ratings of teacher

manner, tempo, and teacher verbalization. Ratings were not
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to be tied to recorded observational data, but marked as

over-all global impressions. Both tempo and teacher verbali-

zation were characterized by split-half correlations above

.70, indicating consistency of teachers in these ratings.

Teacher manner was more variable. In this section the rela-

tionship of these global ratings to categories of teacher be-

havior and to lessons taught is examined.

Teacher Manner

As described previously, teachers were rated at the end

of each observation according to their manner during the 20.

minute period; i.e., sensitive, friendly, neutral or irrita-

ble. Table 11 shows the relationship of teacher manner to

categories of teacher behavior. Teachers who were perceived

as sensitive or friendly used significantly more encourage-

ment of all types except routine, and less restriction than

teachers rated in other categories. Encouragement and re-

striction have already been described as characterized by

consistency in performance. Teacher manner is also related,

however, to other aspects of behavior. Large amounts of

guidance are associated with less favorable ratings on teach-

er manner. Teacher direction tends to be associated with

neutral ratings.

It appears that teachers who are rated consistently as

sensitive in teacher manner not only use large amounts of

nonroutine encouragement, but also refrain from using re-

striction--especially that which is belittling and disparag-

ing. Teachers who are rated less favorably apparently spend



TABLE 11

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEACHER BEHAYIOR AND TEACHER MANNER

(Figures are mean frequencies)

TEACHER BEHAVIOR TEACHER MANNER

111

AVINMEINIMMBO

Sensitive Friendly Neutral Irritable

= 1604 observations) (N=234) (N=727) (N=584) (N=59)

Non-communicative

aNNINI1111111.11116.

I11041Y44411A1JIRS.5214_.4.10ESLII
--SWISUFTIWERTirialiew

Responsive**
Routine*
Approval/nurturance**

Total**

Individ_ual Teacher Direction
Teacher suggestn=
Teacher approval*
, Total

Individual Guidance
--1517e7V4r

Indirect**
Manipulative**
Distraction/redirection

Total

Individual Restriction
SiMpIe**
Firm enforcement**
Belittling/disparaging**

Total .

Individual Verbal Skills
...............

Repetitive
Expressive
Interpretive**
Informational*

Total

Group Guidance
Direct**
Indirect*
Manipuiative**
Distraction/redirection

Total
igni ican

11NIMIIINNONNO

15.1 17.7 17.1 . 18.6

0.7 0.3 0.0 0.0

11.1 7.0 3.6 . . 2.4

5.1 5.6 6.1 4.0

4.2 2.8 1.3 0.7

21.1 15.7 11.0 7.1

4.4 4.2 4.0 2.1

0.8 0.9 1.2 1.4

5.2 5.1 5.2 3.5

10.5 11.7 14.7 18.3

2.8 2.4 2.1 1.3

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6

0.4 0.3 0.3 0.5
13.9 14.8 17.7 20.7

2.2 3.1; 5.4 9.3
0.2 0.3 0.6 1.5
040 0.1 0.5 3.2
2.4 3.5 6.5 14.0.

0.2 0.1 0.2 .0.1

2.0 1.8 1.8 0.7
3.3 2.7 2.6 .1.8

1.4 1.2 1.0 0.6
6.9 5.8 5.6 3.2

1.0 1.4 2.0 2.3

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.3
0.0 0.0 0.3 0.2
0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
1.5 2 0 3 1 2.8

eve ra io
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much more time in guidance and restriction of all types.

They consistently use very little responsive encouragement.

Both numbers and types of lessons taught appear to be

related to observer judgment on teacher manner. (See Table

12.) Teachers rated as sensitive have high percentages of

lessons in consideration for rights and feelings of others,

pleasure, awe and wonder, and creativity and experimentation.

Teachers rated as irritable are high in lessons on rules of

social living and are exceedingly high on control and re-

straint. Friendly ratings for teachers seem to be associated

with a wider spread of lessons taught, especially in physical

and intellectual skills. Teachers rated as neutral are high

on rules of social living, control and restraint and formal

skills.

The density of lessons taught, as indicated by percent-

age of lessons taught for each of the three rankings, is

shown in Table 13. As teachers are perceived as more sensi-

tive, they also are perceived as teaching more lessons. Ir-

ritable teachers rate high on primary lessons (mostly control

and restraint), but then fall off rapidly.

The tempo of each 20-minute observation period was

rated as lethargic, relaxed, average, stimulating, or rushed.

Looking at the entire sample, it can be seen that the most

ratings were from relaxed to stimulating, and that only a

,

smfpall number were rated as rushed or lethargic. Teacher be-

havior varies with tempo. (See Table 14.)
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TABLE 12

RELATIONSHIP BET4T2EN LIISSONS TAUGHT AND TBACHER WINER

(Figures show lessons taught as a percentage of all observa-
tions in each cateaor *)

LESSONS TAUGHT TEACHER MANNER

(N = 1004 observations)
Sensitive Friendly Neutral Irritable
(N=141) (N=460) (N=369) (N=34)

Physical Skills
Large muscle 3.5% 2.5% 2.2% 0.0%
Eye-hand coordination 2.1 5.7 5.2 1.4

Verbal-physical
coordination 4.5 9.3 6.3 0.0

Social Skills
Rules orsocial living 2.9 9.6 22.4 22.5
Dealing with other

children 6.8 7.0 2.3 4.2
Consideration 21.2 9.3 1.7 0.0

Intellectual Skills
Formal skills 6.5 11.7 15.5 7.0
Knowledge and awareness 6.3 8.1 4.6 0.0
Pleasure, awe & wonder 15.3 6.1 0.0 0.0

Seif-res onsibility
9.4 7.2 7.7 0.0é1fsutticiency

Creativity &
experimentation 15.5 10.2 0.9 0.0

Control and restraint 0.6 4.4 23.5 60.6
Dealing with strong

emotions 1.2 0.4 0.3 0.0

Can't Decide 4.1 8.4 7.4 4.2

*Data in this table are presented in a manner which will be
followed throughout the text, unless otherwise indicated.
The frequencies within categories for all ranks have been
weighted and then added. The weight of a rank #1 lesson is
twice that of a rank #2 lesson and three times that of a rank
#3 lesson. The weighted totals have then been transformed
into percentages based on total number of points accrued in
this manner.
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TABLE 13

LESSONS TAUGHT FOR THREE RANRINGS BY TEACHER MANNER

(Figures show lessons taught as a percentage of all observa-
tions)

RANK NUMBER TEACHER MANNER

Sensitive Friendly Neutral Irritable

(N = 1004 observations) (N=141) (N=460) (N=389) (N=34)

Rank #1 (Primary) 61.7% 38.7% 26.3% 47.1%
Rank #2 (Secondary) 65.2 45.2 30.6 26.5
Rank #3 (Tertiary) 46.1 33.0 33.1 14.7

TABLE 14

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEACHER BEHAVIOR AND TEMPO*

(liaises are mean frequencies) 4111111111111111111111111111

CATEGORIES OF
TEACHER BEHAVIOR TEMPO

(N = 1604 observations)

Lethar- Re- Aver- Stimu-
gic laxed age lating Rushed

(N=78) (N=490)(N=622) (N=389)(N=25)

Communicative episodes 40.9% 58.7% 64.9% 78.0% 91.9%
Non-communicative episodes 23.4 20.1 17.3 14.0 15.0

All nonroutine encouragement 4.5 11.4 9.3 11.8 4.6

All teacher direction 2.2 6.1 9.6 18.6 17.0

All guidance 16.3 17.2 21.7 22.9 33.1

All restriction 6.4 5.2 5.4 5.8 13.0

Belittling/disparaging to
individuals 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.3 2.9

All information exchange 4.1 5.5 6.4 7.7 9.1

All care of physical needs 3.4 4.4 5.2 4.3 9.8

All verbal skills 2.9 8.2 8.5 14.7 7.7

*Only relationships significant at .01 level (F ratio) are
shown.
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Numbers of episodes increased steadily with a perceived

increase in tempo, although nonroutine encouragment was rela-

tively high for both relaxed and stimulating tempo. Restric-

tion was proportionately high for extremes in tempo. For

both rushed and lethargic, restriction accounts for nearly

fifteen percent and guidance approximately thirty percent of

total episodes. Tempos rated as stimulating appear to em-

phasize teacher direction and verbe. skills, while relaxed

tempo is lower in these categories, but equally high in non-

routine encouragement.

The relationships between tempo and lessons taught are

shown in Table 15. Verbal-physical coordination, formal

skills, knowledge and awareness, and pleasure, awe and won-

der were all important lessons in observations rated as stim-

ulating. Relaxed tempo was associated with high ratings on

consideration and creativity and experimentation, but was

relatively low in total lessons taught. Average tempo rated

relatively high on control and restraint and rules of social

living, but relatively low in total lessons taught. Rushed

tempo resulted in a very high percentage of lessons in con-

trol and restraint.

Teacher verbalization is positively correlated with

tempo. Unfortunately, this variable was omitted from our

data processing on tempo. The relationship of teacher ver-

balization to other aspects of teacher behavior is indicated

in the factor analysis which follows.



(Figures show lessons taught as a percentage of all observa-
tions)

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LESSONS TAUGHT AND TEMPO*

LESSONS TAUGHT

TABLE 15

TEMPO
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Lethar- Re- Aver- Stimu-
gic laxed age lating Rushed

(N = 1604 observations) (N=78)(N=490)(N=622)(N=389)(N=25)

physical Skills
1.3% 0.8% 0.3% 1.5% 0.0%--Large muscle--

Eye-hand coordination 0.0 1.0 1.3 1.0 0.0
Verbal-physical

coordination 0.0 0.8 1.8 4.9 0.0
4, .

Social Skills
---Tramii-Zriacial living 3.8 1.8 4.8 3.6 0.0

Dealing with other
children 0.0 1.8 0.3 0.3 4.0

Consideration 0.0 5.9 2.1 3.3 0.0

Intellectual Skills
Formai-skills 0.0 1.0 4.2 9.8 8.0
Knowledge and awareness 0.0 2.0 2.4 7.2 4.0
1.1easure, awe & wonder 0.0 1.4 1.4 5.4 0.0

Self-Responsibility
2.6 2.2 3.2 2.8 0.0

Creativity &
experimentation 0.0 3.5 1.4 1.0 4.0

Control and restraint 6.4 1.6 4.7 2.6 16.0
Dealing with strong

emotions1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Can't Decide 9.0 10.4 7.1 9.3 12.0

Total Lessons TauglI 23.1 34.2 35.1 52.7 48.0

No Lesson aught 76.9 65.5 64.9 47.3 52.0

* Primary (Rank #1) lessons only.

1
Dealing with strong-emotions was not rated as a primary
lesson.
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Patterns of Teacher Behavior

We had postulated that there are common elements of

teacher style which would enable us to describe patterns of

teacher behavior. For this purpose we selected fifty-two

variables, which were reliable atd of theoretical signifi-

cance, for the purpose of discovering which ones were suffi-

ciently intercorrelated to form patterns. A factor analysis

using a principal components solution disclosed four patterns

of teacher behavior. (See Appendix 32.) Only loadings of

.29 or above are preFented in the data which follow.

Certain transformations of data may be confusing to the

reader. The use of the word "all" means that total behavior

within a given category directed to individuals, to sub-

groups, and to groups has been added together giving a grand

total labeled as "all." The term "nonroutine encouragement"

means total encouragement minus the category of routine en-

couragement.

Pattern I: Lncoura ement/Restriction

This pattern was the strongest (as indicated by eigen-

values) and was definitely bi-polar. Fifteen teacher behav-

ior categories were represented in this factor as shown in

Table 16.

This factor appears to describe the alternative ways in

which teachers respond to the feelings and behavior of chil-

dren. Those teachers who accept and elaborate on children's

behavior account for high positive loadings on encouragement

and on lessons in consideration and creativity. This type of
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behavior occurs in the absence of large amounts of restric-

tion and use of control and restraint, behaviors which char-

acterize teachers who respond repressively to children's

feelings and behavior.

TABLE 16

TEACHER BEHAVIOR PATTERN I:

ENCOURAGEMENT/RESTRICTION

TEACHER BEHAVIOR FACTOR LCWING

Nonroutine encouragement to individuals .89
All nonroutine encouragement .87
All encouragement .81
Approval/nurturance to individuals .68
Consideration* .53
Creativity and experimentation* .52
Total verbal skills to individuals .48
Interpretive verbal skills to individuals .47
All routine encouragement .34
Pleasure, awe and wonder* .33
Information exchange to individuals .32

Rules of social living* -.31
Total restriction to individuals -.57
All restriction -.62
Control and restraint* -.68

essons aug t

41=O1=111111111111111111111111111

Pattern II: Conformity to Routine

This pattern appeared as the second factor, with fif-

teen variables present in varying degrees of strength. (See

Table 17.)

This factor appears to reflect the extent to which a

teacher is concerned with enabling individual children to

adapt to the routines of social living. There is high
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emphasis on guidance and on care of physical needs and other

neutral activities. Restriction and, to a lesser degree,

control and restraint also appear high in this fictor, possi-

bly because the emphases described can be achieved only by

the use of restrictive discipline.

TABLE 17

TEACIER BEHAVIOR PATTERN II:

CONFORMITY TO ROUTINE

11111.4111111111110 .0111111111MINEMNIMININ

TEACHER BEHAVIOR FACTOR LOADING
1111111

Total behavior directed to individuals .90

Total guidance to individuals .83

Total neutral behavior to individuals .81

Information exchange to individuals .77

All guidance .76

Total restriction to individuals .63

High teacher verbalization .61

All restriction .59

Interpretive verbal skills to individuals .59

Care of physical needs to individuals .51

Total verbal skills to individuals .42

Past tempo .40

All routine encouragement .31

Control and restraint* .31

Total behavior directed to subgroups .30

7-ressonmg-TTUESI
1.11

Verbal skills also appear high on this scale, but they

are not accompanied by ratings for any lessons taught which

are indicative of educational emphasis. The presence of an

emphasis on verbal skills may be tied more to an explanation

of instructions than to explanations of social relationships.

The high loadings for tempo and teacher verbalization
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indicate that these teachers are active and talkative. How-

ever, in the absence of nonroutine encouragement or of indi-

cations of lessons taught, except for a low loading for con-

trol and restraint, it would appear that these teachers are

not warmly involved and have relatively little effective edu-

cational contact with dhildren.

Pattern III: Group Teachin

The third factor, containing sixteen variables, is bi-

polar, indicating that the major variables are present when

large amounts of non-communicative and neutral behavior are

absent. (See Table 18.)

This factor appears to describe an emphasis on group-

centered teaching. Activity directed to groups is high, and

there is a marked absence of attention to physical care.

Attention is directed primarily to teaching, evidently with

particular emphasis on verbal skills, such as those taught

in lessons on verbal-physical coordination and on formal

skills. The loadings for tempo and teacher verbalization in.

dicate that these teachers, like those described in the pre-

ceding factor, do not function at a relaxed pace. Behavior

directed to individuals is particularly characimized by

teacher suggeiltion, teacher approval, and emphasis on verbal

skills.
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TEACHER BEHAVIOR PATTERN III: GROUP TEACHING .

.1.1MMIONINIOMOM
.M11IMMEMMMa=r1IMMINMININM1.011111111111MINOMMIM
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TEACIEr. BEHAVIOR FACTOR LOADING

menneamm...11M11111111116.

All behavior directed to groups
Formal skills*

.72
et7

All verbal skills .64

Teacher suggestion to individuals .63

Teacher approval to individuals .59

High number of lessons taught .58

Verbal-physical coordination* .54

Total verbal skills to individuals .47

Fast tempo .45

High teacher verbalization .45

All routine encouragement .35

Knowledge and awareness* .34

Rules of social living* .34

Total neutral behavior to individuals -.30

Non-communicative behavior -.41

Care of physical needs to individuals -.55

essons iaug.... .....msordevaisma.2MortrVIMI

Pattern IV: Independence

The last factor to be extracted is also bi-polar and

draws more on content, as indicated by the predominance of

lessons taught, than on approach, as indicated by the paucity

of loadings in categories of teacher behavior. It includes

only eight variables. (See Table 19.)

This factor appears to describe teachers who spend lim-

ited time in communicative interaction with children, who en-

courage children to solve their own problems, and who are ac-

ceptant of actions and feelings. These teachers use rela-

tively little routine encouragement or praise for correct
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response. Their primary attitude appears to be one of fos-

tering independence and of restraint from active involvement

which might detract from the child's ability to -fork out his

own solutions. The high loading for low numbers of lessons

taught further points to an absence of any indicators for

consistent involvement with children.

TABLE 19

TEACHER BEHAVIOR PATTERN IV: INDEPENDENCE

TEACHER BEHAVIOR

Low number of lessons taught
Self-sufficiency*
Dealing with strong emotion*
Non-communicative behavior
Consideration for rights and feelings*
Dealing with other children*

Teacher direction to individuals
All routine encouragement

FACTOR LOADING

. 71

. 59

. 50

.47

. 39
. 36

-.29
-.29

Lessons aug

Summary

In these sections we have described some of the basic

features of teacher behavior. We found that, even though

teachers are working with groups of children, they direct

most of their activity to children as individuals. The larg-

est part of their tiiTe is spent in guidance, followed closely

by encouragement and non-communicative behavior.

The features of a teacher's behavior which appear to be

most consistent over a series of observations are the
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frequent use of either encouragement or restriction. Appar-

ently, few teachers make high use of both, rather, they uti-

lize one in the absence of the other. A second feature which

appears to be fairly stable is the activity level of the

teacher as indicated by the amount of teacher verbalization

and number of communicative episodes.

Both of these characteristics are indicated in the fac-

tor analysis. Pattern I, 2ncouragement/Restriction, de-

scribes teachers who are high in encouragement and low in re-

striction, or vice versa. Patterns II and III both appear to

describe teachers whose general activity level is high. How-

ever, the second factor describes activity which seems prima-

rily concerned with maintenance of routines of daily living,

while the third factor describes activity which is definitely

educational and is directed primarily to groups of children.

The fourth factor has few loadings in the categories of

teacher behavior. It appears to identify teachers whose

level of communicative activity is lower than those who are

characterized by Patterns II and III. Their activity is de-

signed to encourage independence in children, and thus, it

may be surmised, to reduce the necessity for active teacher

intervention.

In the next section teacher behavior will be considered

as a component in program, the total patterns of all behavior

which characterize each center.
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patterns of Center program

In the preceding section we have discussed patterns of

teacher behavior for the purpose of elucidating teacher

style. Center program, however, is expected to represent

something more than the sum of individual teaching styles.

Program includes the selection of activities within a center

as well as the format in which they are presented. We would

expect, therefore, that patterns of program would resemble

teaching patterns, but also that they would reveal certain

differences because of these additional factors.

The data on which information regarding center program

is based arc totals for all observed behavior within each

center, converted into percentages within categories. A fac-

tor analysis (principal components solution), using forty

variables, again disclosed four major factors which describe

patterns of program in centers.

Two factors are quite similar to those for teachers.

The first and strongest resembles teacher Pattern I, Encour-

agement/Restriction, the other describes an emphasis on group

teaching comparable to that of teacher Pattern III. In the

center pattern, however, both group teaching and the alterna-

tive pole of teaching directed toward individuals are brought

more clearly into focus.

The other two patterns bear some resemblance to teacher

patterns of conformity to routine and independence, since

they appear to deal with style of leadership. Here again,

the patterns for center program show a more clearly drawn
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bi-polar dimension.

Although certain center patterns closely resemble thoae

describing teacher style, we have assigned them different ti-

tles in order to facilitate separate identification of each.

(For complete factor analysis see Appendix 83.)

Pattern I: Freedom-Restraint

The first factor, and clearly the strongest (eigenvalue

of 10.56), appears to describe the way in which centers ap-

proach the problem of self-expression. (See Table 20.)

TABLE 20

CENTER PATTERN I: FREEDOM-RESTRAINT

saftell..11111MMAOMMON
mr........onamlmounmowms

CENTER PATTERN
FACTOR LOADING

Sensitive teacher manner .83

A/1 nonroutine encouragement .78

Total encouragement to individuals .63

Pleasure, awe and wonder* .59

Dealing with other children* .59

Creativity and experimentation* .55

Consideration*
.34

Dealing with strong emotions* .30

Teacher approval to individuals -.37

Total guidance to groups -.45

Total guidance to individuals -.60

All guidance
-.66

Rules of social living*
Total restriction to individuals
All restriction -.86

Control and restraint* -.86

essons aug t

At one extreme are centers which encourage children to

act on their own, as indicated by high loadings for
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encouragement, dealing with other children, and creativity

and experimentation. Teachers also appear warm and pleasure-

giving as indicated by sensitive teacher manner and lessons

in pleasure, awe and wonder and consideration.

At the other extreme are centers which emphasize con-

trol through restriction, lessons in control and restraint

and rules of social living. This emphasis is also accompa.

nied by large amounts of guidance.

Pattern II: Active-Inactive Teacher Leadership

The second factor appears to describe the educational

approach of centers. (See Table 21.) At one extreme are

centers at which educational experiences are actively intro-

duced. Verbal skills, formal skills, knowledge and awareness

of the world ake emphasized, and learning is fostered by

teacher approval.

At the other extreme are centers which are rated low in

nuMbers of lessons taught. These centers are high in non-

communicative behavior and in activity directed to subgroups.

Tte high ratings for subgroups probably reflect a practice of

directing requests and comments to a small group of children,

instead of individualizing requests. For example, teachers

in these centers might say to three children, "Pick up the

blocks" while other teachers would make the same request to

each child individually. Teachers in these centers provide

physical care and necessary guidance, but apparently do not

take the initiative in extending children's experiences;

self...sufficiency is the only lesson frequently taught. High
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ratings in these categories indicate teachers who tend to be

distant with children. (Many teachers have little behavior

classified as physical care because shoe-tying and hair-

combing are done affectionately and consequently are coded as

approval/nurturance.)

IftmlowilmeM

TABLE 21

CENTER PATTERN II: ACTIVE-INACTIVE

TEACHER LEADERSHIP

CENTER PATTERN FACTOR LOADING

IIIMMINIPINNIMINNIMMEMINO

Total behavior directed to subgroups .55
Care of physical needs to individuals .50
Self-sufficiency* .46
Non-communicative behavior .44
All guidance .32
Low number of lessons taught .31

Total behavior directed to groups -.31
Rules of social living*
Total verbal skills to groups -.41
Total teacher direction to groups -.46
Knowledge and awareness* -.50
Formal skills* -.50
Total verbal skills to individuals -.56
Teacher approval to individuals -.58
All verbal skills -.65
Teacher suggestion to individuals -.82
All teacher direction
Total teacher direction to individuals -.89

essons Taught

Pattern III: Individual-Group Program

Factor III contrasts programs in which children are ap-

proached as individuals with programs in which teachers work

with entire groups of children. (See Table 22.)
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TABLE 22

CENTER PATTERN III: INDIVIDUAL-GROUP PROGRAM

CENTER PATTERN PACTCR LOADING

Total behavior directed to individuals .82
Consideration* .58
Information exchange to individuals .46
All nonroutine encouragement .45
Creativity and experimentation* .44
Total verbal skills to individuals .43
Knowledge and awareness* .41
Total encouragement to individuals .40
Total neutral behavior to individuals .30

Eye-hand coordination* -.30
Formal skills* -.34
Verbal-physical skills* -.44
All teacher direction -.50
Total verbal skills to groups -.66
Total teacher direction to groups -.69
Total guidance to groups
Total behavior directed to groups -.84

essons iaug

Both ends of this factor have high load:Ags for educa-

tional content and verbal skills. The preference for an in-

dividual or a group program appears to determine the type of

educational content within that program. Program in which

teachers deal primarily with individuals are high in encour-

agement and emphasize consideration, creativity and experi-

mentation, and knowledge and awareness. Programs with a high

group teaching component emphasize verbal-physical coordina-

tion, formal skills, and eye-hand coordination.
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Pattern IV: Direct-Indirect
superticial

Factor IV appears to describe opposite ways in which

centers provide for a somewhat superficial involvement with

children. (See Table 23.)

TABLE 23

CENTER PATTERN IV: DIRECT-INDIRECT STYLE OF

SUPERFICIAL INVOLVEMENT

CENTER PATTERN FACTOR LOADING

Total neutral behavior to individuals .64
Care of physical needs to individuals .48
Information exchange to individuals .43
Self-sufficiency* .37
Total behavior directed to individuals .34
Non-communicative behavior .30

Total verbal skills to groups -.33
All verbal skills -.44
Routine encouragement to individuals -.83
All routine encouragement -.84

T"LIMBEi-nirdrir

At the one extreme are centers in which teachers are

characterized by neutral behavior, especially care of physi-

cal needs, and by fostering of self-sufficiency. These

teachers are high on non-communicative activity and appear to

withdraw and maintain a certain distance betmen themselves

and the children. At the other extreme are teachers who use

large amounts of routine encouragement. They appear to be

much more active, but their response although frequent prob-

ably is perfunctory, rather than based on involvement in



children's activities and interests.

Summary

Underlying all the factors there appears to be a theme

of alternative convictions concerning effective child rear-

ing. At one pole are adults who socialize children by pro-

viding them with prescribed forms of behavior-cultural givens

which it is children's task to iicquire with assistance from

adults. At the other extreme are adults with the viewpoint

that individualized forms of social behavior can be developed

from within the child himself, if they are drawn out, recog-

nized by the child, and confirmed by adults.

These divergent views lead to logically opposite con-

clusions about the kinds of competence which should be fos-

tered in children. Those who believe that form must be giv-

en, choose to teach factual information and give generous

feedback for right and wrong. Those who seek to develop

children's individualized behavior attempt to foster general

attitudes of consideration for others and an experimental,

questioning approach to the environment.

A second dimension suggested by the factor analysis is

that of the teacher's involvement and her experience of her-

self as an active force in the environment. Teachers who use

their power actively are high in encouragement or restriction,

and in numbers of lessons taught. Teachers who view them.

selves as less powerful appear to maintain minimal involve-

ment either by large amounts of non-communicative behavior,

attention to physical care, or the use of routine
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encouragement.

Fromm Format

The explanation for the differences between patterns of

center program and patterns of teacher behavior lies, we be-

lieve, in the type of program format found within centers.

These formats describe the mode of presentation, and deter-

mine to some extent the content, of activities which are made

available to children.

Four modes of presentation of activities were described

in the conceptual framework and are repeated here for the

convenience of the reader.

Free play. Children are free to choose among all
""---TETTVities available in the room or yard such

as swings, sand pile, climbing equipment,
etc. The teacher has not made prior prepara-
tions, but uses the play area as it exists.

Free choice. Children are free to dhoose among
available, however, the teach-

er has made prior preparation and has set up
one or more activities especially for this
play period such as a clay table or water
play.

Teacher-directed group activity. The teacher
ac ivity In Zia the children par-

ticipate as a group, such as story time,

music, or rhythm games. Children are expect-
ed or required to participate.

Teacher-directed individual activiy. The teacher
ich all children

are expected to participate, but which is
carried out individually by each child such
as pasting, puzzles, or drawing.

Each center appears to orgsnize its program around a

certain mode of presentation which we have called program

format. This choice of format, in turn, appears to regulate
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aspects of teacher behavior and consequently, to determine

the nature of the environment offered to children.

Our method for classifying centers according to program

format was based on the frequency with which each of the four

modes of presentation described above was dbserved during the

total time spent in each center. Specirically, every 20-

minute observation within each center was classified as rep-

resenting one of eight activity settings. These included, in

addition to the four modes of presentation just described,

lunch time, clean-up, nap time, and juice or snack. If an

activity setting lasted for less than 20 minutes the obaerva-

tion was rated as representing the activity setting which

predominated during the observation period. Each category

of activity setting was then converted into a percentage of

the total activity settings observed withinthe center. The

four program formats on which we have based our classifica-

tion were identified according to the following criteria,

which fit all oursample centers.

Free play format. Free play exceeds 20% of total
ac ivr y. Tree choice is less than 20%,
teacher-directed (group or individual) less
than 35% of total activity.

Free choice format. Free choice exceeds 20% of
total activity. Free play is less than 20%,
teacher-directed less than 35%.

Teacher-directed/free play format. Free play ex-
ceeds of toia1 aciivity and teacher-
directed exceeds 35%.

Teacher-directed format. Free play is less than
2070 of total activity, teacher-directed exceeds
35%. Free choice is unspecified, except that
it does not exceed 35%.
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The frequency with which these formats were found in

our sample is shown below. (See Table 24.)

TABLE 24

CLASSIFICATION OP CENTERS BY PROGRAM FORMAT

TYPE OP FORMAT FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE OF
(14=90) TOTAL SAMPLE

Free play 15 30.0%
Free choice 10 20.0
Teacher-directed/free play 14 28.0
Teacher-directed 11 22.0

,111111111111111.

100.0%

NINMEINA

The assignment of centers to each of these categories

depends, of course, on the activity setting which we happened

to observe while within the center. These observations may

have been inadequate to obtain an accurate sample of program

format in every center. Some centers were borderline accord-

ing to our classification scheme, and may have been classi-

fied as free play when, in reality, a teacher-directed/free

play classification would be more accurate. Also there is a

point at which one can not determine absolutely whether a

setting is free play or free choice, especially when a wide

variety of activities is built into a setting to which only

minor props have been added. The least satisfaCtury classi-

fication, from our standpoint, is the teacher-directed

mat. It was classified as a separate format because the in-

cidence of free play was consistently low. Seven of the
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eleven teacher-directed centers had at least 20% free choice,

Except for the four centers which were low in free choice,

this classification could be called a teacher-directed/free

choice format. Despite these vagaries we feel that this

over-all scheme of classification fitted the data with a min-

imum of forcing.

Program formats place varying demands on participants.

In free play and free choice formats children are free to

choose among all of the activities which are available. Tle

teacher's responsibilities, also, are flexible and open. She

is somewhat less free, however, within a free choice format

because of the necessity for supervising special (and some-

times time-consuming) activities such as painting or water

play.

In the two teacher-directed formats the roles of par-

ticipants are more tightly defined. To the extent that par-

ticipation is required of children, active participation is

obligatory for the teacher as well. She is likely to be

simultaneously involved in directing the activity of the ma-

jority of the children and attempting to control the periph-

eral behavior of any reluctant participants.

Table 25 shows the distribution of categories of teach-

er behavior in centers according to program format. There

are significant differences by program format in amount of

responsive encouragement, total teacher-direction,

distraction/redirection, total neutral behavior and group

guidance. In addition there are certain consistent
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differences between the "free" formats and those which are

more teacher-directed. The free play and free choice formats

rate higher on encouragement and on neutral behavior, while

the teacher-directed fomats rate higher on all types of

teacher direction.

TABLE 25

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEACHER BEHAVIOR

AND PROGRAM FORMAT

(Fi ures are mean fre uencies)

CATEGORIES OF
TEACHER BEHAVIOR PROGRAM FORMAT

Free
play

Free Tch-Dir/
choice free play

Tch-Dir.

(N=50 centers) (N=15) (N=10) (N=14) (N=11)

Communicative Episodes 76.9 78.4 73.5 74.7

Non-communicative 2pisodes 23.8 22.3 19.5 20.0

Encoura ement to Individuals
0.4 0.6 0.2 0.2upportxng ex en lng

Responsive* 10.2 13.0 7.2 8.7

Routine 8.3 7.0 9.0 9.0

Approval/nurturance 4.3 4.2 3.2 3.4

Total 23.2 24.8 19.6 21.3

Teacher Direction to Individuals
Teacher suggestion 5.0 6.1 6.7 7.4

Teacher approval 1.1 1.2 2.1 1.7

Total* 6.1 7.3 8.8 9.1

Guidance to Individuals
Direct 20.5 18.2 19.8 19.0

Indirect 3.3 4.1 3.1 3.8

Manipulative 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.6

Distraction/redirection** 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.5

Total 24.7 23.7 24.2 23.9
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TABLE 25 (CONT.)

l ere '

TEACHER BEHAVIOR

(N=50 centers)

Free
play

(N=15)

=ameamminMe =lamm.

Restriction to Individuals
5.8

Firm enforcement 0.6
Belittling/disparaging 0.6

Total 7.0

Neutral to Individuals
MrolliFfra'REEWEEF 7.9
Care of physical needs 8.3

Total* 16.2

Verbal Skills to Individuals
'Repetitive 0.2
Expressive 2.5
Interpretive 3.8
Informational 1.4

Total 7.9

Teacher Direction to Groups
6.4Total

Guidance to Groues

Toial** 3.1

igni icant eve

WNW

PROGRAM FORMAT

Free Tch-Dir/
choice free play

Tch-Dir.

(N=10) (N=14) (N=11)

5.3 7.5 5.5
0.5 0.6 0.7
0.2 0.6 0.5
6.0 8.7 6.7

9.4 6.9 7.5
6.8 5.5 6.3

16.2 12.4 13.8

0.2 0.3 0.3
3.1 2.7 3.0
4.7 4.0 4.3
2.4 1.5 1.8
10.4 8.5 9.4

5.2 8.4 7.4

2.4

ra lo

4.9 4.0

111114.111111116,1011111011

When centers are ranked according to their over-all

percentages of encouragement and restriction (directed to

individuals and subgroups and groups) the relationship be-

tween teacher behavior and program format is apparent. (See

Table 26.) Free play shows a wide range in all categories,

but is most characteristic of centers rated average on en-

couragement and restriction. Free choice is clearly not
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characteristic of centers which are ranked low in encourage-

ment or high in restriction. The teacher-directed/free play

.format is found especially in centers with low encouragement

and high restriction. The teacher-directed format is also

low in encouragement, but over one-third of centers with this

format also rank as low in restriction.

TABLE 26

DISTRIBUTION OF PROGRAM FORMAT IN CENTERS RANKED

BY ENCOURAGEMENT AND RESTRICTION

IC

TEACHER BEHAVIOR

(N=50 centers)

PROGRAM FORMAT

Free Pree Tch-dir/
play choice free play
(N=15) (N=10) (N=14)

All Encoura ement
ig op

Average (middle third)
Low (bottom third)

All Responsive Encouragement
"Righ

Average
Low

All Restriction
High
Average
Low

26.6%
46.7
26.6

10-0.0%

26.6
46.7
26.6

1.00.6%

26.6
46.7
26.6

Toir:D%

50.0%
40.0
10.0
100.0%

21.4%
35.7
42.8
TUUM

70.0 14.3
30.0 42.8
0.0 42.8

MUM% 100.0%

10.0 50.0
40.0 50.0
50.0 0.0
'EMT% TOM%

Tch-
dir.
(N=11)

18.2%
45,4
36.4
MUM%

18.2
36.4
45.4
MUM%

9.1
54.5
36.4=MI

There are also certain differences in lessons taught-

according to program format. (See Table 27.) A free choice

format is significantly higher in consideration for rights

and feelings of others, and is also high in creativity and
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experimentation. The teacher-directed formats are high in

control and restraint and rules of social living, two areas

in which free choice formats tend to be low. The free play

format is notably higher on self-sufficiency than the

teacher-directed/free play format.

TABLE 27

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LESSONS TAUGHT AND

PROGRAM FORMAT

LESSONS TAUGHT

(N=50 centers)

Physical Skills

PROGRAM FORMAT

Free
play
(N=15)

Large muscle 0.7%
Eye-hand coordination 3.9
Verbal-physical coordination 6.7

Social Skills
Ruleil6F-g6cial living 12.0
Dealing with other children 7.0
Consideration** 8.5

Intellectual Skills
-"`FOTITIFT-Farrer--

Knowledge and awareness
Pleasure, awe and wonder

Self-Responsibility.

8.5
10.3
6.9

Self-staticiency 12.6
Creativity & experimentation 8.1
Control and restraint 14.4
Dealing with strong emotions 0.2

Free Tch-dir/
choice free play
(N=10) (N=14)

dir.
(N=11)

2.6% 1.6% 3.5%
0.3 4.6 8.2
5.4 6.4 9.6

8.0 18.1 13.7
6.4 3.1 3.1

19.4 5.2 5.5

10.2 18.1 12.8
11.1 6.8 8.6
6.9 7.0 7.1

9.0 4.0 8.5
12.1 5.5 7.0
7.0 13.6 11.8
1.3 0.5 0.6

Significant at ** .01, * .05 level (F ratio)

Teacher manner also varies by program format. Center

ratings for teacher manner were determined by the following

procedure. The ra`Angs for all observations within each
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center were transformed into percentages for each of the pos-

sible categories. Points then were assigned on the basis of

these percentages.

Sensitive

0- 4% 0
5-14 +1
15-25 +2
25-50 +3
Over 50 +4

Friella Neutral Insensitive

Under 30% 0 no points
30-50 +1

Over 50 +2

0- 3% 0
3-6 -1
7-15 -2
Over 15 -3

Centers with a total of -2 to 0 (none had -3) points

were given a teacher manner rating of insensitive; those with

+1 or +2, a neutral rating; those with a total of +3, a

frieadly rating; those with +4 or +5 points, a sensitive

rating.

As shown in Table 28, free play formats are character-

ized by a relatively even distribution of teacher manner

throughout the continuum from sensitive to insensitive. Cen-

ters with a free choice format have the largest percentage of

sensitive teachers. Both of the teacher-directed formats

have large percentages of teachers in the neutral and insens-

itive categories.

Each center was given a rating for tempo based on the

percentage of observations which fell in each category of a

5-point continuum from lethargic to rushed. The criteria for

classification were as follows:

Relaxed. More than 50% of the observations in the
center were within the lethargic and relaxed
categories.
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Average. itiore than 50% of the observations in the
center were rated as average in tempo.

Stimulating. More than 50% of the observations in
the center were rated as stimulating and
rushed.

Unclassified. The center met none of the above
-----771TeTra because tempo varied markedly during

the day.

TABLE 28

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEACHER MANNER

AND PROGRAM FORMAT

CENTER RATING FOR
TEACHER MANNER PROGRAM FORMAT

Free
play

Free Tch-dir/ Tch-
choice free play dir.

(N=50 centers) (N=15) (N=10) (N=14) (N=11)

Sensitive 33.3% 70.0% 7.1% 9.1%
Friendly 20.0 0.0 14.3 18.2
Neutral 26.7 30.0 42.8 54.5
Insensitive 20.0 0.0 35.7 18.2

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

.11M111100MINN.

Tempo appears to vary with program format. (See Table

29.) Free play formats are primarily variable (unclassified)

in tempo. Free choice programs have a similar distribution

with more centers in the "relaxed" category. Both of the

teacher-directed formats have a sizeable percentage of cen-

ters in the average tempo category, and few centers classi-

fied as relaxed or stimulating.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEMPO AND PROGRAM FORMAT

es71111111110111101711111armin. IimmINIIIII=00.110111140.111...11.11
011111011011.0111..)111111..111.1111.41=Mi

CENTER RATING
FOR TEMPO

141'

PROGRAM FORMAT

Free
play

Free Tch-dir/
choice free play

Tch-
dir.

(N=50 centers) (N=15) (N=10) (N=14) (N=11)

Relaxed 13.3% 30.0% 7.1% 18.2%
Average 0.0 10.0 35.7 36.4
Stimulating 20.0 10.0 0.0 9.1

Unclassified 66.7 50.0 57.1 36.4

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

AN111...1.11110011110.111=111.1., ,IMMIIINIIIMIW.M=1111111MlimINV
SONftwelow =10111111riasim.

Patterns of Teacher Behavior Center

Program and Profram Format

The four patterns of teacher behavior and of center

program which were described by the factor analyses do not

coincide exactly with the four program formats.. One can,

however, identify certain patterns which are obviously re-

lated to program format.

Free Play. This format has consistently established
.....sammBe~..WWW~IO

itself as variable, especially in regard to encouragement,

restriction, and teacher manner. It is high, among the for-

mats, on non-communicative activity, care of physical needs,

and lessons in self-sufficiency.

Free Choice. This format presents a more consistent

picture. It is high on encouragement and low in restriction.

Teacher leadership is active and directed primarily to
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individual children. Superficial involvement is probably hot

common; where it exists, it is likely to be indirect in

style.

Teacher-Directed/Frop Play. This format also appears

relatively consistent. Restriction tends to be high; encour-

agement of the nonroutine type is low. Teacher leadership is

active, and the educational approach is characterized by

group activity. Involvement of a superficial nature is fre-

quent as indicated by the high incidence of routine encour-

agement.

Teacher-Directed. This format, like free play, is

somewhat variable. Encouragement is relatively low, but so

is restriction. Teacher leadership is active, and education-

al activity is group-directed. Superficial involvement prob-

ably takes an active form.

Summary

Characteristics of teacher behavior have been described

in this chapter, with particular attention to patterned vari-

ation in individual teaching styles as revealed by a factor

analysis. Teachers clearly differ in their use of encourage-

ment or restriction, in the extent to which they promote con-

formity to routine, in the extent to which they adopt an ac-

tive teaching role directed toward the entire group of chil-

dren, and in their emphasis on developing independence in

children.

Because our major goal involves the description of pro-

gram in day care centers, rather than the behavior of
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individual teachers, we have also analyzed patterns of cen--

program, as these are reflected in the behavior of all teach

ers within the center and characterized by variation in the

mode of presentation of activities (program format), The an-

alysis of factors in center program has clarified the previ-

ously identified patterns of teacher behavior and added in.

dices of teacher leadership and teacher involvement in cen-

ters. We have described two basic dimensions in the child-

rearing environment of the day care center which appear to

underl:41 the variations we have found: the first is a con-

ception of the source of socialization as located either in

adults as models and rule-enforcers, or within children as

spontaneous and creative individuals; the second, teacher eX-

ercise of power, is indicated by the extent to which teachers

take an active and involved role with children.

Program format is clearly associated with variations in

teacher behavior within centers. The choice of format ap-

pears to set limits on the range of behavior available to

teachers. Format is particularly crucial in establishing re-

quirements, or lack thereof, for active teacher participa-

tion, and it also appears to be predictive of the extent to

which teachers impose forms for behavior or seek to elicit

them from children.

In the chapters which follow other predictors of pro-

gram in day care centers will be examined. We will look suc-

cessively at structural characteristics, staff attitudes, or-

ganizational characteristics (center size and sponsorship),
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and characteristics of the physical environment. Establish-

ment of predictable relationships among variables will set

the stage for our concluding chapters, which consider the

quality of day care program.



CHAPTER V

PREDICTION: STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

Introduction

The variables which are presented in this section are

called structural characteristics because they appear to form

an inescapable matrix within which a teacher must function.

We have hypothesized that certain characteristics have the

effect of permitting the teacher more non-communicative ac-

tivity nonroutine encouragement, and neutral information ex-

change. Other characteristics we visualize as coercive, de-

manding from the teacher a higher level of activity, as indi-

cated by communicative episodes, higher amounts of guidance,

restriction, and teacher direction.

The structural characteristics which will be presented

are type of activity setting, time of day, type of physical

setting, number of children per adults, and age of children.

Actiyity Setting.and Teacher Behavior

In the preceding chapter we discussed the mode of pre-

sentation of activities as the basis for program format. In

this chapter we shall discuss these modes of presentation

from another perspective, that of activity settings. An ac-

tivity setting includes in its configuration people, physical

space, and purpose. In this study the following activity

1 45
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settings were examined: those which are (1) optional and

have been utilized to examine program formate in centers such

as free play, free choice, teacher-directed group (stories,

singing, etc.), and teacher-directed individuals (drawing,

pasting); and (2) essential activity settings such as lunch,

clean-up, toileting and nap time.

The activity setting within which a teacher performs

her duties defines, by its natureocertain aspects of her be-

havior. Table 30 shows the categories of teacher behavior

for five of the eight activity settings. Only those observa-

tions have been included in which the setting remained con-

stant for the entire 20-minute observation period (which re-

duces the N for this table from 1604 to 911).

TABLE 30

CATEGORIES OF TEACHER BEHAVIOR

BY ACTIVITY SETTING

(Fi ures are mean frequencies)

CATEGORIES OF
TEACHER BEHAVIOR TYPE OF ACTIVITY SETTING

Free Free
play choice

(N=911 observations)(N=292)(N=221)

Tch-dir. Tch-dir.
group indiv.
(N=208) (N=128)

Lunch
(N=62)

Total episodes 67.4 77.4 84.5 90.5 93.4
Total communicative

episodes 46.8 56.3 75.2 74.6 73.6
Non-communicative

episodes 20.6 21.1 9.3 15.9 19.8

Encouragement to Individuals
Supportingtextmuling "1.3 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.3
Responsive 7.2 9.2 4.5 7.8 3.7

Routine 3.8 6.1 5.4 8.1 7.2
Approval/nurturance 2.8 3.5 1.6 2.3 0.6

Total 14.1 19.2 11.6 18.5 11.8



TABLE 30 (CONT.)

CATEGOPTES OP
TEACHER BEHAVIOR TYPE OF ACTIVrTY SETTING

Free Free
play choice

(N=911 observations)(N=292)(N=221)

Teacher Direction to Individuals
Teacher suggegn="176-'778
Teacher approval 0.1 0.4

Total 1.7 4.2

Guidance to Individuals
Direct 9.9
Indirect 1.4
Manipulative 0.3
Distraction/

redirection 0.3
Total 11.9

10.1
2.1
0.3

0.5
13.0

Restriction to Individuals
374 3.8

Firm enforcement 0.4 0.4
Belittling/

disparaging 0.2 0.7
Total 4.0 4.9

Neutral to Individuals
Tntormation

exchange 3.9 5.8
Care of physical

needs 2.6 2.5
Total 6.5 8.3

Verbal Skills to Individuals
Repetitive 0.5 0.1
Expressive 0.7 2.0
Interpretive 2.0 3.5
Informational 0.4 1.6

Total 3.6 7.2

Guidance to Groups
otal 0.6 0.3

All routine
encouragement 3.9 6.3

All nonroutine
encouragement .12.0 14.4

All encouragement 15.9 20.7

Tch-dir. Tch-dir.
group indiv. Lunch
(N=208) (N=128) (4=62)

6.9 8.4 0.9
1.8 2.8 0.5
8.7 11.2 1.4

10.2 14.4 15.4
1.9 2.8 2.5
0.5 0.5 1.3

0.3 0.2 0.2
12.9 17.9 19.4

3.7 4.2 4.5
0.4 0.4 0.5

0.3 0.7 0.8
4.4 5.3 5.8

2.7 6.5 9.4

1.8 3.3 16.9
4.5 9.8 26.3

0.4 0.2 0.2
2.9 2.6 1.1
2.0 3.2 2.1
0.9 1.9 0.8
6.2 7.9 4.2

6.2 1.9 1.9

6.3 8.3 7.4

9.1 11.4 4.7
15.4 19.7 12.1



TABLE 30 (CONT.)
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CATEGORIES CT
TEACHER BEHAVIOR TYPE OF ACTIVrTY SETTING

Free Free Tch-dir. Tch-dir.
play choice group

(N 911 observations)(N=292)(N=221) (N=208)
indiv. Lunch
(N=128) (N=62)

All guidance 14.1 14.7 20.3 21.1 21.8

All teacher direction 2.4 5.1 26.7 15.2 3.0

All restriction 4.6 4.6 5.7 6.1 6.1

All neutral 7.1 9.0 6.3 11.8 29.2

All verbal skills 3.8 8.1 18.4 10.4 5.5

Those settings which require a teacher to assume an in-

strumental role, such as teacher-directed group or individual

activities or lunch, would be expected to have small percent-

ages of non-communicative behavior. Encouragement is highest

in free play and free choice settings, in which the teacher's

participation is more optional and she can enter or withdraw

as she chooses. The percentage of restriction remains fairly

stable and appears to depend more on teacher style, although

it is lowest during free play and free choice. Guidance

shows the same pattern as restriction.

Certain behaviors are highly related to activity set-

ting, such as neutral behavior during lunch time, and teacher

direction during group activities. Bmphasis on verbal skills

reaches a peak with group activity settings, but is also high

during free choice, a time in which teachers can introduce

these skills into children's ongoing activities.
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Actiyauht
Both the numbers and content of lessons taught vary

with choice of activity setting. As might be expected,

teachers are most frequently rated for lessons taught in a

setting which requires their active participation. Table 31

shows, for each activity setting, the percentage of observa-

tions in which lessons taught were rated.

TABLE 31

LESSONS TAUGHT BY ACTIVITY SETTING

(In percenta es)*

RANK OF
LESSONS
TAUGHT TYPE OF ACTIVITY SETTING

Clean-
Tch- Tch- up,

Free Free dir. dir. Juice, Nap, Toilet-
play choice group indiv. snack Lunch Quiet ing

(N=978
observ.)(N=292)(N=221)(N=208)(N=128)(N=18) (N=62)(N=20)(N=29)

OW. ooll..,1ONorox111.1. riOnol 41.=11111111

Rank #1 19.2% 33.5% 66.3% 48.4% 33.3% 40.3% 15.0% 27.6%
Rank #2 27.7 45.7 60.1 50.3 27.8 46.9 20.0 20.6
Rank #3 25.0 46.2 38.0 41.4 11.1 33.9 25.0 24.0

*Frequency of occurrcnce over Column N

11111111111

It can be seen that nap time was the lowest in lessons

taught, followed by free play. Teacher-directed activity

settings were highest, followed closely by lunch--also essen-

tially a teacher-directed activity. The percentage of les-

sons taught during free choice rises as rank number decreas-

es. This increase appears to be an indication of the
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frequency with which teachers respond to individual children.

Much teacher behavior is instructive though not the major

theme of the 20-minute period. Again the reader must remem-

ber that children learn many things from free exploration of

a rich environment, so that one cannot assume that a free

play period is necessarily devoid of learning experiences for

children.

The relationship between activity setting and type of

lessons taught is shown in Table 32. In this table activity

settings have been placed under two headings, essential or

optional. Routines found in all day care centers are con-

sidered essential. The numbers for these activities are rel-

atively small, because only those essential settings are in-

cluded here, which lasted throughout a 20-minute observation.

(This requirement in itself may give a somewhat distorted

picture of juice time, clean-up, and nap time, since in the

majority of centers these activity settings did not cover a

full observation.) Such activity settings rate relatively

high on social skills and self-responsibility, with particu-

lar emphasis on rules of social living, consideration, self-

sufficiency, and control and restraint.

Activity settings classified as optional are offered at

the discretion of the director or teacher. Of these, free

play and free choice both rate high on percentages of lessons

taught in the areas of social skills and self-responsibility,

while teacher-directed activity settings tend to the opposite

pole with emphasis on intellectual and physical skills.
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(Actually, the physical skills emphasized might be more ac-

curately viewed as a form of intellectual activity.)

It appears that activity settings revolving around

physical needs (i.e., essential) offer opportunities for

children to learn both self-sufficiency and the ways of the

culture as reflected by rules of social living. Free play.

apparently offers many opportunities for experimentation in

getting along with peers, but a minimum of intellectual stim-

ulation through interaction with teachers. Free choice,

while similar in emphasis to free play, rates higher in les-

sons which draw the teacher into a closer personal relation-

ship with the child, such as consideration and creativity and

experimentation. The opportunities for learning which an en-

vironment offers thus appear to depend in considerable part

on the types of activity settings which are scheduled within

the center.

Activity Setting, Tempo, and
eac er Verbalization

The pace of the program, and of the teacher as indi-

cated by her- talking,..varies_ somewhat with activiti. -Table

33 shows the means (based on 5-point continua on which a

score of 1 is low) for both of these factors according to ac-

tivity.

It can be seen that free choice and free play usually

move at a slower pace than do routine or teacher-directed ac-

tivities. Teacher-directed activities characteristically

move most rapidly.



TABLE 33

TEMPO AND TEACHER VERBALIZATION BY

ACTIVITY SETTING
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ACTIVITY SETTING
(N=978)

MEAN
TEMPO

MEAN TEACHER
VERBALIZATION

Free play 2.7 2.4

Free choice 2.6 2.4

_:-,acher-directed group 3.3 3.2

Teacher-directed individual 3.0 2.9

Juice, snack 2.6 2.5

Lunch 2.6 2.7

Nap, quiet 1.9 1.6

Clean-up, toileting 2.8 2.7

Activity Setting, and Teacher Manner

Ratings on teacher manner are also related to type of

activity setting. Free choice appears to be associated with

ratings of sensitive teacher manner. Lunch and other rou-

tines are associated with relatively large percentages of ir-

ritable teacher manner, while free play resembles the pattern

set by the two activities requiring teacher diyection with

the majority of observations characterized as friendly or

neutral in teacher manner. (See Table 34.)

Summary

In summary, teacher behavior can be substantially pre-

dicted by type of activity. This relationship is particular.

ly strong for the categories of teacher direction and neutral

behavior; it is found to a lesser extent for encouragement,

restriction, and guidance. Activity settings which are
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strongly task-oriented, such as those related to essential

routines or teacher-directed individual activity, evoke high-

er amounts of guidance and restriction. Activity settings

categorized as essential routines emphasize conformity to so-

cial demands as reflected in lessons on control and restraint

and rules of social living. Free play and free choice, which

do not involve adult-established tasks, are high in the re-

maining lessons in social skills. The two teacher-directed

activity settings emphasize intellectual attainment.

TABLE 34

TEACHER MANNER BY ACTIVITY SETTING

TEACHER
-MANNER

ACTIVITY SETTING*
A T '- AL ACTIVTI/r
Tch- Tch- "Tlean-

Free Free dir. dir. Juice, Nap, up,

(N=978 Play choice group indiv. snack Lunch quiet toilet
obs.) (N=292)(N=221)(N=208)(N=128)(N=18)(N=62)(N=20) (N=29)

Sensitive 11.3% 21.3% 14.9% 11.7% 16.7% 9.7% 5.0% 3.5%
Friendly 46.9 45.2 51.0 43.0 50.0 33.9 30.0 48 3

Neutral 38.4 32.6 31.2 41.4 27.8 48.4 65.0 37.9

Irritable,
sharp 3.4 0.9 2.9 3.9 5.6 8.1 0.0 10.3

100.0% 100.n100.0% 100.07400.0% 100.ou0o.0% 100.0%

*Frequency of occurrence over Column N

Although teacher manner tends to be somewhat more sens-

itive during activities which place fewer demands on the

teacher, these differences are slight. Essential settings

evoke somewhat more insensitive ratings than those which are

optional.
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Time-2ERa
Although the average day care center is open from 10 to

12 hours a day to accommodate the range in working hours of

parents, neither all teachers nor all Children remain in the

center from its opening to closing. Typically, children are

arriving for several hours from the time of opening until

about 9:00 A.M. or 9:30 A.M., and will be leaving, one by

one, from about 4:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M. Consequently teacher

schedules are adjusted to fit the variable number of chil-

dren, so that teachers who arrive early, leave early and vice

versa.

Program must be designed to fit the flexible early

morning and late afternoon hours as well as the required

lunch and nap periods. These exigencies tend to divide the

day into segments, as follows:

Opening to approximately 9:00 A.M.,
Approximately 9:00 A.M. to lunch,

Lunch and nap,
Late afternoon to closing.

It is only during the mid-morning and lunch time that the

full complement of staff and children is present.

Activity setting and time of day are interrelated.

Essential settings occur only at specified times (i.e.,

lunch, nap) but optional settings which determine program

format in centers vary by time of day.

Among optional settings, teacher-directed activities

occur more than twice as often during the mid-morning period

than at other times. Free choice predominates in the early

morning while free play rises markedly in the late afternoon.



(See Table 35.)

IMINIMENIMINI111.4111,
11101110(

TABLE 35

OPTIONAL ACTIVTTY SETTINGS BY TIME Cf DAY

ACTIVITY SETTING

AIIMINIFINIM=111111110011.10011
aftEMMIPIOIM1111111.1110111=1111111===MIN...

(N=847 observations)

Free play
Free choice
Teacher-directed group
Teacher-directed individual

OMIPM1111.1.1111M..
TIME OF DAY
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Before 9:00 A.M. End of nap
9:00 A.M. thru lunch to 6:00 P.M.

(N=137) (N=586) (N=124)

29.9% 31.4% 53.2%
48.9 21.0 25.0
10.9 30.0 12.9
10.2 17.6 8.9

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

We examined categories of teacher behavior during the

time segments described and found that they also vary signif.

icantly by time of day. The amount of teacher activity (as

indicated by total episodes) appears to increase from an

early morning low to a peak in the middle of the day and then

return after nap period to a pattern similar to that of the

morning hours. Teacher direction and emphasis on verbal

skills are highest during the main morning activity period.

2ncouragement does not drop at the end of the day, nor does

simple restriction rise. Firm enforcement of limits always

is low, but it does increase by the end of the day. (See

Table 36.)

Time of day also has a marked effect on numbers of les-

sons taught. The percentage of lessons taught (incidence

divided by total observations) is approximately 27 percent

for both early morning and late afternoon as compared to
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approximately 42 percent for the mid-morning and lunch peri-

od. (See Table 37.) Content of lessons did not vary marked-

ly by time of day except for the strong lunch time emphasis

on social skills and, to a lesser degree, on self-sufficienc%

and the concentration of teaching of formal skills into the

mid-morning period.

TABLE 36

CATEGORIES OF TEACHER BEHAVIOR BY TIME OF DAY*

(Fi ures are mean fre uencies)

CATEGORIES OF
TEACHER BEHAVIOR TIME OF DAY

Before 9:00 A.M. Lunch End of nap
9:00 A.M. to lunch pre-nap to 6:00 P.M.

(N=1604 observations)(N=190) (N=1105) (N=108) (N=201)

Total episodes 72.5 85.0 94.0 76.8

All nonroutine
encouragement 11.6 10.2 5.2 12.1

All teacher direction 5.4 12.7 4.3 6.1

All direct guidance 12.3 16.9 18.9 14.3

All simple restriction 3.4 5.1 5.5 4.1

All firm enforcement 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.7

All information
exchange 5.3 6.3 9.7 6.3

All care of physical
needs 2.9 4.1 16.3 3.7

All verbal skills 7.1 10.8 6.5 7.3..140
* Only relatioaships significant at .01 level (F ratio) are

shown.

.1.11.lie(1, 1111111111111011MIIMIM00.111.4.1111MillAl11n.

Teacher manner appears to remain relatively stable

throughout the day (see Table 38), although the lunch and

pre-nap period has fewer ratings of sensitive or friendly

teacher manner. Teacher manner appears to hold up well in

the late afternoon as indicated by continuing steady ratings
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TABLE 37

LESSONS TAUGHT BY TIME OF DAY

lessons ur es are isItarlfreauenc

LESSONS TAUGHT

ANNA

TIME OF DAY

Before 9:00 A.M. Lunch End of nap
9:00 A.M. to Lunch Pre-nap to 6:00 P.M.

(N=1604 observations)(N=190)

physical Skills
Large muscle 1.1
Eye-hand coordination 0.5
Verbal-physical

coordination 1.1

Social Skills
Rules of social

living
Dealing with

other children
Consideration

Intellectual Skills
:formal skills
Knowledge and

awareness
Pleasure, awe

and wonder

3.2

0.5
5.8

1.6

0.5

0.5

Self-Responsibility.
Self-sufficiency 3.7

Creativity and
experimentation 0.5

Control and restraint 0.0
Dealing with strong

emotions 0.0

Can't Decide 8.4

Percentage of
trgacrirrar-wEt (Total) 27.4

NO.......11.11.11.411., 111111,

(N=1105) (N=108) (N=201)

1.0 0.9 0.0
1.4 0.0 0.5

2.8 0.0 0.5

2.7 10.2 4.5

0.6 0.0 2.5
3.3 4.6 1.0

6.0 0.9 0.5

4.2 0.9 2.5

2.9 0.0 2.0

2.4 7.4 1.5

2.3 0.0 2.5
4.4 3.7 1.5

0.0 0.0 0.0

8.8 13.0 7.0

42.8 41.6 26.5

rwrgasmorlesi
411,1111110111P
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in these categories. It must be kept in mind that teachers

in late afternoon often are extra teachers, such as college

students who fill in for two or three hours.

TABLE 38

TEACHER MANNER BY TIME OP DAY

...=1111111MIMMENIIIMONINftWOYIrallso0 MANNIMM.r...somma.M.MwmamMOINOMIMARMW .1...1.10
TEACHER MANNER TInE OF DAY

Before 9:00 A.M. Lunch 78nd of nap
9:00 A.M. to Lunch pre-nap to 6:00 P.M.

(N=1604 observations)(N=190) (N=1105) (N=108) (N=201)

Sensitive 14.7% 14.6% 13.9% 14.9%

Friendly 50.0 44.9 36.1 48.3

Neutral 34.7 36.8 42.6 32.3

Irritable, sharp 0.5 3.7 7.4 4.5

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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appear to increase the amount of guidance and restriction.

Roomy settings are associated with a decrease both in

teacher-child interaction and in numbers of communicative ep-

isodes. Nonroutine encouragement is higher in outdoor set-

tings especially those rated as roomy. Routine encouragement

appears to decrease in roomy settings.

Number of Children per Adult

We examined the effect of the number of children per

adult on teacher behavior, since it is widely assumed that

small groupings are superior to large ones. (See Table 40.)

TABLE 40

TEACHER BEHAVIOR BY NUMBER OF CHILDREN PER ADULT

(fiores are mean frecinencies)

CATEGORIES OF
TEACHER BEHAVIOR NUMBER OF CHILDREN PER ADULT

4 or 2001?

less 5 - 9 10-14 15-19 more

(N=1301 observations)* (N=48) (N=652) (N=412) (N=66) (N=40)

Communicative episodes 49.5 65.8 68.4 70.0

All encouragement
All guidance
All restriction

59.3

14.4 16.4 15.0 16.6 15.7

13.7 20.2 22.4 21.7 16.9

3.0 5.5 6.4 5.7 4.7

* Observations in which numbers were indeterminate or vari-

able have been omitted from the original N of 1604.

ror.01110mme VIINNI.481 .11.0111110011111111.1011110

As can be seen from the table, our sampling is somewhat lim-

ited since almost all of our groups fall within the size

range of five to fourteen children. (The licensing code pre-

scribes one adult for fifteen children.)
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Our data show few relationships of teacher behavior to

group size. This lack may be due to our poor choice of cut-

ting points for group size. However, as the study progressed

we began to feel, and other data appear to support this view,

that the organization of space, program format, and deploy-

ment of teachers are more important than variations of group

size which are permitted within the limits of the licensing

code.

The amount of teacher communicative activity appears to

rise slowly as group size increases and then drops once the

size exceeds nineteen. At this point it is probable that a

group must be essentially self-regulating without constant

teacher attention, or it will be unmanageable.

There do seem to be certain relationships between num-

bers of adults to children and type of activity setting, es-

pecially free choice. Two-thirds of all free choice occurs

in a group size of five to nine children or in a group where

the size is variable. The variability of group size is

caused primarily by children entering and leaving the activ-

ity for which the teacher is responsible, a characteristic of

many free choice settings. (See Table 41.)

Group size is related not only to the type of activity,

but also to the ase of children. This relationship will be

discussed in the section which follows. These entanglements,

plus our limited sample of group size, obscure any clear re-

lation between lessons taught and numbers of adults to chil-

dren.
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TABLE 41

NUMBER OF CHILDREN PER ADULT BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY

4111111.11
41MIMINI01..losmilW

NUMBER OF CHILDREN
PER ADULT TYPE OF ACTIVITY SETTING

(N=849 observations)

Free
play
(N=292)

Free Tch-dir. Tch-dir.
choice group indiv.

(N=221)(N=208) (N=128)

4 or less 2.7% 6.8% 2.9% 3.1%

5 to 9 40.2 38.0 38.1 54.7

10 to 19 36.3 21.3 39.4 32.0

20 or more 4.1 1.8 6.7 0.0

Indeterminate 3.8 3.6 0.5 0.0

Variable 13.0 28.5 12.5 10.2

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

N111111111=101=11110,

Age of Children

Teacher behavior shows some slight differences accord-

ing to age of children. The amount of total communication,

individual guidance, and neutral behavior toward individuals

appears to decrease as age of children increases. Group

guidance increases slightly with age. Where age grouping is

not practiced, total communication and group guidance appear

to be lower.

Our age groupings are not precise because they varied

among centers. Twos usually meant two-year-olds and young

threes. Threes did refer to three-year-olds, fours to fours

and/or young fives. (See Table 42.)
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TABLE 42

CATEGORIES OF TEACHER BEHAVIOR BY

AGE OF CHILDREN

(Fi.ures are mean frequencies)

CATEGORIES OF
.TEACHER BEHAVIOR

OWMINIMINIK
AGE OF CHILDREN

Twos Threes Pours Ungrouped
(N=1604 observations) (N=375) (N=207) (N=348) (N=674)

Communicative episodes 68.4 67.9 65.9 62.8

Encouragement to
individuals 14.8 13.7 13.8 14.8

Teacher direction to
individuals 5.1 5.8 5.6 4.5

Guidance to individuals** 18.5 17.1 14.1 15.1
Restriction to

individuals 5.2 5.1 4.1 4.7
Neutral to individuals** 11.8 10.1 8.7 8.4
Verbal skills to

individuals 5.6 5.9 5.6 6.2

Guidance to groups** 2.3 2.8 3.1 1.9

** .01 level of significance (P ratio)
ANNI11~1111110

Differences in lessons taught by age are slight, al-

though the youngest children appear to receive more instruc-

tion in rudiments of group liviag as indicated by lessons in

control and restraint and rules of social living. Four-year-

olds receive more instruction in formal skills and knowledge

and awareness. Observations rated as ungrouped by age often

are outdoor free play and, therefore, rate lower in over-all

percentage of lessons taught although they are high on les-

sons in consideration. (See Table 43.)
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LESSONS TAUGHT BY AGE OF CHILDREN

(Primary lessons onl --firTurts are mean frequencies)
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LESSONS TAUGHT AGE OF CHILDREN

Twos Threes Fours Ungrouped

(N=1604 observations) (N=375) (N=207) (N=348) (N=674)

Physical Skills
Large muscle 0.3 1.9 1.7 0.3

Eye-hand coordination 1.6 0.5 1.7 0.6

Verbal-physical
coordination 3.2 1.4 2.9 1.3

Social Skills
Rules of social living 4.5 1.9 3.7 3.3

Dealing with other
children 1.1 0.0 0.9 0.9

Consideration 2.9 2.4 3.2 4.1

Intellectual Skills
Formal skills 3.2 4.8 8.6 2.8

Knowledge and awareness 2.4 4.3 6.3 2.1

Pleasure, awe and wonder 1.9 3.4 2.0 2.4

Self-Responsibility
Self-sufficiency 4.0 2.4 3.2 1.9

Creativity and
experimentation 1.3 3.9 2.6 1.3

Control and restraint 6.4 2.4 4.0 1.9

Dealing with strong
emotion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0

Can't Decide 8.5 12.6 5.2 9.6

Total Lessons Taught 41.3 42.0 46.0 32.5
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Teacher manner does not vary markedly with age, al-

though two-thirds of the teachers of two-year-olds are rated

as sensitive or friendly, in comparison to 51 percent for the

middle group and 61 percent for the older children. (Table

not shown.)

Age of children is not independent of adult-child

ratio. Table 44 indicates a strong tendency for younger

children to be placed in groups of smaller size.

TABLE 44

NUMBER OF CHILDREN PER ADULT BY

AGE CT CHILDREN

NUMBER OF CHILDREN
pER ADULT AGE OF CHILDREN

(N=1604 observations
Twos
(N=375)

Threes
(N=207)

Fours
(N=348)

Ungrouped
(N=674)

9 or less 72.5% 47.3% 38.7% 28.9%
10 - 14 18.4 43.9 45.5 26.3
15 or more 3.0 1.5 8.9 9.1
Indeterminate or variable 6.1 7.2 6.8 35.8

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Seventy-two percent of all our observations of two-year-olds

were in groups of nine or fewer children. This interrela-

tionship of small group size and age of children probably ob-

scures the effect of both age and grouping on other vari-

ables. Younger children apparently evoke more guidance and

restriction from adults because they are inexperienced and

lack skills necessary for living with other children. Since
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these also are the children most often found in small groups,

one cannot expect to find guidance and restriction drop as

group size decreases.

Summary

In this section we have discussed the effects of struc-

tural characteristics upon teacher behavior. These charac-

teristics are varied, but they tend to have one common fea-

ture--that of their effectiveness in structuring the behavior

of the teacher. The presence of certain characteristics ap-

pears to be coercive, forcing the teacher into increased ac-

tivity. Others appear as permissive, letting the teacher re-

lax her act.Lvity level and withdraw or respond as she chooses.

The following characteristics seem to be relatively co-

ercive and demanding of teachers: 1) activity settings which

are essential, such as lunch and clean-up; 2) the time period

during late morning and before lunch; 3) settings which are

crowded, either indoor or outdoor; 4) group size from ten to

nineteen children, especially 5) if the group is composed of

twos or threes.

Other characteristics are optimal from the viewpoint of

offering the teacher wider latitude in her choice of partici-

pation or withdrawal. These include: 1) activity settings

which are optional, especially those of free play and free

choice; 2) early morning or late afternoon--times when not

all children are present; 3) settings which are not crowded,

especially roomy outdoor settings; and 4) group size of nine

or smaller, 5) composed of 4-year-olds or ungrouped.
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The type of settings which were first characterized de.

mend active participation by the teacher, regardless of her

skill. The second type permit a teacher to be more inactive

if she chooses. Other factors which appear to influence the

teacher's style of participation will be discussed in the

sections which follow.



CHAPTER VI

PREDICTION: ATTITUDES AND CTMER

CHARACTERISTICS OP STAFF

Attitudes of Staff

Both the role of teacher and that of director imply a

strong management function. Throughout the day teachers and

directors must constantly make decisions about what is to be

done and in what manner. These decisions, we assume, usually

are not haphazard, but are based on certain aspects of a

person's underlying value system. Furthermore, we have as-

sumed that the nature of these decisions is reflected in

teacher behavior, and that the sum of staff decisions deter-

mines the character of center program.

This consistency in decision-making will be called

style of leadership. Basic attitudes underlying leadership

style are conceived to be focused on the valuation of adult

authority and warmth in dealing with children. In addition,

the tacher bas a conzept sole which inciwisippope faz

children's experiences and definition of her own responsibil-

ity. These attitudes should be pretactive of her behavior..

Teacher performance within the center reflects not only

each teacher's own attitudes, but also her interaction with

other staff members, primarily the director. A center is ex-

pected to operate in a somewhat integrated fasLion; conse-

quently, the director leadership style and role concept

169
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should be predictive of both teacher attitudes and teacher

behavior. Further, an individual's choice of leadership

style and concept of role is not considered to be entirely

idiosyncratic, but is expected to bear some relationship to

such personal characteristics as amount of experience, gener.

al education, and special training.

In this chapter we shall describe teachers' leadership

styles and role concepts, and examine the relationship of

teacher performance to these same characteristics of direc-

tors. Finally we shall relate these attitudinal measures to

other selected characteristics of staff.

Leadership Style

Attitudes toward Authority

To examine teachers' and directors' attitudes toward

authority we followed an approach developed by Miller and

Swanson (1960, pp. 80-81). These authors assumed that from

parental attitudes toward obedience one could infer an under-

lying general attitude toward authority. To measure atti-

tudes they used a two-part question (1) "How important do you

feel it is for a child to obey? (2) Why do you feel this

way?"

We rated teachers' and directors' responses to the

first question, according to Miller and Swanson's procedure,

on a 5-point continuum from low to high as follows: (1) does

not expect obedience, (2) insists on obedience in only a few

things, (3) values obedience but makes some concessions to
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child's needs, (4) expects Obedience because adults know what

is right, (5) expects blind obedience. On the second ques-

tion, teachers and directors who regarded obedience as a sit-

uational necessity rather than as a value in itself, and who

were concerned with maintaining the child's integrity through

mutual participation in decisions, were rated as permissive;

those who emphasized the autonomy of the child, but also

specified areas in which the child must obey were rated as

conservative; those who emphasized that the child must con-

form, saw obedience as a duty and the Child as subservient,

were rated as authoritarian.

On the basis of these two ratings teachers and direc-

tors were then assigned to one of two categories, situation-

al1 or arbitrary requests for obedience, depending on their

answers to both parts of the question. An assignment to the

"situational" category was made for a rating of 1, 2 or 3 on

expectations for obedience and permissive or conservative on

reasons for obedience. Those categorized as "arbitrary" were

rated 4 or 5 on expectations and authoritarian on reasons for

obedience. Because analysis of data revealed further dis-

tinction between permissive and conservative within the situ-

ational category, data will be reported to show this break-

down.

1Miller and Swanson (1960) use the term "explained,"
but we felt situational is a more meaningful label for the

purposes of this study.
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Examples of responses in each category are given below:

Situational: Permissive

Children have their own needs and wants--even
adults find it hard to obey. I work with them and
show them why it is needed. You almost have to
leave it up to them. If it's a real problem, you
need to examine it.

There are certain things which children need to
do like wash before eating. They cannot alwa s
have a choice of where to play, but our deman s
are few and our time limits are wide. We try to
keep relaxed and flexible.

Situational: Conservative

It's necessary to conform to a certain amount.
You have to have some obedience. I'm old enough
to believe in that. I feel that they want to and
I try to prepare them for it.

It's important, but they can't always be con-
formists. They will learn in time with disapprov-
al or approval to follow directions.

Arbitray

In general 100%, 4f they learn to obey in minor
thinp they mill learn to obey in major things.
It is very 4mportant that um obey all rules always
--both adulti and children.

It is very important! What they learn now will
stick for the rest of their lives. All people are
under some supervision in society. They need to
learn to take discipline.

Attitudes toward Warmth

In a previous study (Prescott, 1964, 1965) measured at-

titudes toward warmth, that quality of friendly responsive-

ness which appeared to be strikingly present or absent in

centers, according to teacher and director answers on the

following questions concerning affection and dependency

(adapted from Sears, 1957):
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How do you feel about a teacher holding chil-
dren or hugging them or showing affection?

How do you handle it when a child sticks close
and demands attention?

Answers to each question were coded on a three-point

continuum from I (permissive) to 3 (not permissive). A

teacher was rated as high in warmth if she was rated as 1

(permissive) on one question and no less than 2 (moderately

permissive) on the other, making a total score of 3 points or

less. Teachers were rated as low in warmth if the combined

scores for both questions totaled four points or more. An

example of high warmth would be the following answer:

Affection

I think it's wonderful--everyone needs it.

Dependency

Keep him close, he needs it. Make him feel
secure, redirect without pushing him away.

This teacher's position is not quite so clear, but she was

rated high in warmth.

Affection

I think some affection should be shown to all
children; especially you must have time and pa-
tience if they want to stop and talk to you.

Dependency

If they are new we go along with it, after that
I try to interest them in something until they
know Mommy always comes. You have to go along
with them.

This teacher was rated as low in warmth:

Affection

I don't like that at all. It is obnoxious to
me.
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Dependency

You have to put up with it a little. They do
get away from it if you stop it as soon as possi-
ble.

This teacher was also rated low in warmth, although her atti-

tude is more moderate.

Affection

Not too mudh, you lov2 them, but you must even
it up and treat the children the same.

1222=1.2.1.11c

Make them all do the same thing, work in a
group so there are no hurt feelings, not too much
attention or affection to one another.

On the following pages, teacher attitudes and their re-

lationship to teacher behavior are discussed. Director atti-

tudes as predictors of day care program will be discussed

separately following the material on teachers.

Relationshi of Teacher Attitudes
Toward Authority_and Toward Warmth

Attitudes toward warmth are not independent of atti-

tudes toward authority. Table 45 shows the interrelationship

of these attitudes. 'Over 70 percent of the teachers who in-

dicate a preference for situational authority also are rated

high in warmth.

Warmth is highest when attitudes toward authority are

most permissive. As emphasis on aribtrary authority rigemq

ratings on low warmth increase. Despite the relationship,

however, nearly one-third of a11 teachers rated as favoring

arbitrary authority also are rated as high in warmth.
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Because of the marked association between attitudes

toward authority and warmth one would expect to find similar-

ities in behavior among teachers who favor situatbnal author-

ity and high warmth or, conversely, arbitrary authority and

low warmth. This expectation, with few exceptions, is borne

out by the data.

TABLE 45

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEACHER ATTITUDES TOWARD

AUTHORITY AND TOWARD WARMTH

TEACHER ATTITUDE
TOWARD AUTHORITY

TEACHER ATTITUDE
TOWARD WARMTH

High Low
(N=104 teachers) (N=57) (R=47)

Permissive 19.3% 2.1%

Conservative 52.6 27.7

Arbitrary 28.1 70.2

100.0% 100.0%

Teachers and directors were asked an additional ques-

tion concerning their expectations for children's behavior.

The following question (taken from Sears, 1957) deals with

their attitudes regarding aggressiveness of children toward

adults:

Sometimes a child will get angry at his mother
or teacher and hit or kick her or shout angry
things at her. How much of this sort of thing do
you think adults ought to allow in a child of

nursery age?

Responses were coded in three categories.
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acseztant
Respondent's first and basic concern is for the

meaning of the child's behavior, his feelings and
his growth.

Example: 'It's not a matter of allowing--you
work with it when it happens. You don't stop the
troUble by not allowing. There is a limit to how
they express it--you don't allow a child to punish
you.'

Toleranterrirrillmr~.

(a) Respondent's primary concern is for control
through rechanneling expression of feelings, or
(b) there is no mention of reasons for the behav-
ior, but some permissiveness for aggression.

Example: 'It should be diverted. I encourage
activity--give them a chance to exert some energy.
I ignore in the beginning and then divert.'

Prohibitive

Respondent's entire concern is for control,
with no mention of the reasons for behavior or de-
sirability of rechanneling expression of feelings.

Example: 'I don't allow this at all. I don't
spank, but I remove them immediately, mainly so as
not to have the other children see.'

Table 46 shows the relationship between attitudes to-

ward authority and warmth and toward aggression to adults.

Teachers who favor arbitrary authority and low warmth also

tend to prohibit any demonstration by children of aggressive-

ness to adults.

Teacher Attitudes Toward Authorit
ria7Wilmth as Preiictive Variables

Table 47 shows the relationship of teacher behavior to

teachers' attitudes toward authority and warmth, Teachers

favoring situational authority are characterized by high re.

sponsive encouragement and low restriction of the belittling
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type. They also exhibit somewhat more neutral behavior, in-

dicating exchange of information.

TABLE 46

RELATIONSHIP OF TEACHER Annum TOWARD

AGGRESSION TO ATTITUDES TOWARD

AUTHORITY AND WARMTH

ATTITUDE
TOWARD
AGGRESSION

TEACHER ATTITUDES

ATTITUDE TOWARD AUTHORITY WARMTH

Situational Arbitrary High Low

Permissive Conservative
(N=104
teachers) (N=12) (N=43) (N=49) (N=57) (N=47)

Acceptant 16.7% 27.9% 2.0% 22.8% 4.3%

Tolerant 58.3 58.1 46.9 57.8 46.8

Prohibitive 25.0 13.9 51.0 19.3 48.9

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Teachers favoring arbitrary authority rate lower in all

types of encouragement and higher in use of belittling/

disparaging restriction. Interestingly, they also exhibit

less teacher direction, less neutral activity, and less guid-

ance (although not significantly so). Their fostering of

verbal skills is lower than for the conservative group and

resembles that of the permissive teachers.

Within the group favoring situational requests, certain

differences can be noted. Those rated conservative rank

highest in every category of encouragement. Those rated per-

missive seldom use teacher approval.
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High warmth is positively related to responsive en-

couragement and approval/nurturance. It is negatively re-

lated to simple restriction and total restriction. Signifi-

cant differences also appear in other categories, but not to

such a marked degree.

Table 48 summarizes the important relationships between

categories of teacher behavior and attitudes of warmth and of

authority. Amount of routine encouragement and total teacher

direction are affected by attitudes toward authority, but not

warmth. On the other hand, teacher approval, manipulative

guidance, simple restriction and total restriction are sig-

nificantly related to attitudes toward warmth, but not au-

thority.

Table 49 shows the relationship of lessons taught to

attitudes of authority and warmth.

Both groups favoring situational authority rate high on

creativity. Teachers permissive on authority rate highest

for lessons in consideration for rights and feelings, also

for self-sufficiency, and dealing with strong emotions. Tbey

are rated more frequently for teaching which is placed by ob-

servers in the can't decide category, probably indicating ef-

fective teaching on a less focused and perhaps more individu-

al level. Teachers favoring arbitrary authority do not at).- --- --

pear to place significantly more emphasis than others on

rules of social living or on control and restraint (although

the latter figure is slightly higher).
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TABLE 48

SUMMARY: TEACEER BEHAVIOR BY TEACHER ATTITUDES

TOWARD AUTHORITY AND WARMTH

CATEGORIES Cf
TEACEER BEHAVIOR TEACHER ATTITUDES

AUTHORITY WARMTH

.111k7-24.114aTIT_III_ISLIgg4Y.411_44 +**2 +**

Routine +*

Approval/nurturance
Total +** .1.**

Teacher Direction to Individuals
'TETEEFF'WFMTrir''''

-*

Total .*

Guidance to Individuals
Indirect +* + *

Manipulative
.*

Restriction to Individuals
Simple

.**

Belittling/disparaging
* * .*

Total

Neutral to Individuals .*
Information ange

Verbal Skills to Individuals
Interpretive

Total

Significant at ** .01, * .05 level (P ratio)

2A + sign represents a positive correlation between the

teacher behavior and situational authority or high warmth; a

- sign signifies a negative correlation.
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In general, attitudes toward warmth and toward author-

ity predict similar differences in lessons taught. These

differences may be summarized as follows. (See Table 50.)

Lessons in dealing with other children, pleasure, awe and

wonder, are sensitive to attitudes toward warmth, though not

authority. Self-sufficiency, however, is more sensitive to

authority than to warmth.

TABLE 50

SUMMARY: LESSONS TAUGHT BY TEACHER ATTITUDES

TOWARD AUTHORITY AND WARMTH
3

LESSONS TAUGHT

TEACHER ATTITUDES
AUTHORITY WARMTH

4

VenmoryvtpImonM.M.....

De4ling with other children
Consideration
Pleisuke, awe and wonder
Self-sufficiency
Creativity & experimentation
Control and restraint
Dealing with strong emotions
Can't Decide

`110411R

Significant ** .01 level (F ratio)

The relationship between leadership style and teacher

manner as indicated in a sample of ten observations was

3A + sign represents a positive correlation between the
lessons taught and situational authority or high warmth; a -
sign signifies a negative correlation.

4Significance levels not available for warmth.
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examined. To do this a summary rating for teacher manner was

made for all sample teachers according to the following pro-

cedure. Teachers were given 1 point for each sensitive rat-

ing, 2 points for friendly, 3 for neutral, and 4 points for a

rating of irritable, sharp. The points which were accumu-

lated for 10 observations by each teacher were totaled.

Teachers were then ranked and divided into five groups on the

basis of accumulated points. (Scores fell in such a way that

five groups appeared preferable to four.) When this rating

is utilized it will be called summary rating for teacher man-

ner. (See Table 51.) Although the relationship is not abso-

lute, it appears that teachers who describe their attitudes

toward affection and dependency (warmth) as permissive and

who also prefer situational authority are more often observed

to be sensitive and friendly than are teachers who are less

warm and more arbitrary. However, it is also apparent that

some teachers rated low in expressed attitudes toward warmth

and arbitrary in authority are not perceived by observers to

be lacking in those behaviors characteristic of "warm"

teachers.

Teachers who adopt a leadership style based on a pref-

erence for situational authority and high warmth contrast in

a variety of ways with teachers who prefer arbitrary author-

ity and low warmth. These two variables, authority and

warmth, are most commonly found in the combinations just de-

scribed. It is apparent that certain teacher behavior and
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lessons taught vary according to these attitude*. In general

these differences parallel those described in Chapter IV as

Pattern I, Encouragement-Restriction. At one extreme are

teachers high in nonroutine encouragements and lessons in

consideration, pleasure, awe and wonder, and creativity. At

the other extreme are teachers high in restriction and les-

sons on rules of social living.

TABLE 51

TEACHER MANNER BY TEACHER ATTITUDES TOWARD

AUTHORITY AND WARMTH

(Summary...Eating)

TEACHER
MANNER

(N=104
teachers)

Sensitive
Friendly
Average
Moderately

insensitive
Insensitive

VP/
ONG

TEACHER ATTITUDES
ATTITUDE TOAARD AUTHORITY WARMTH

Situational Arbitrarx Hiah Low
Permissive Conservative

(N=12) (N=43) (N=49) (N=57) (N=47)

41,7%
25.0
8.3

16.7
8.3

100.0%

9.3%
23,3
44,2

20.9
2.3

100.0%

10.2% 22.8% 2.1%
12.2 28.1 6.4
34.7 33.3 38.3

18,3 12.3 27.7
24.5 3.5 25.5

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

In the next section we will discuss teachers' concept

of role and its relationship both to leadership style and to

observed behavior.

Concept of Role

We postuaated that teacher behavior and teacher per-

formance in centers would differ not only with leadership
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style, but also according to the conception of role held by

both teachers and director. By role we had in mind what the

teacher hoped to accomplish and what she conceived of as her

major responsibility.

To get at the first dixension we asked the following

question. "What do you hope that the children will get out

of their experiences here?" During the pilot phase of this

study answers appeared to pull toward one of two poles: (1)

that which placed first and primary emphasis on the child and

his development, or (2) that which placed primary emphasis on

mastery of cultural demands, such as proper behavior and aca-

demic accomplishments. Answers were placed in one of five

categories, according to the following criteria:

Child-centered: Response emphasizes the child
himself765Mmunicating a deep, genuine concern
for his growth and development of initiative
and confidence.

Semi child-centered: Response emphasizes emotion-
""m11 securiy, sei-acceptance, pleasure in so-

cial adjustment. Some reference to the child's
own feelings--security, happiness, etc.--must
be included.

Ctstodial: Response emphasizes keeping the child
sate and healthy (and happy) without elaboration.

Semi adult-centered: (a) Response emphasizes aca-
--"WETErifarEF manners, with child's happi-

ness mentioned, or (b) social adjustment
stressed without reference to child's happiness.

Adult-centered: Response emphasizes learning con-
tent witht reference to children themselves;
academic content, manners, conforming behavior.

These are some of the ways in which roles were described by

reSpondents in this study.
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Child-centered:

That they learn to handle themselves, their
minds and their bodies, that they have a good so-
cial experience and learn something about the
mores of our society, but most of all that they
have a feeling of self-awareness.

[Pause] Expression--the ways of working out
feelings, re-creating them and finding a position
with other children.

Semi child-centered:

It should be education suitable for their years
--to get along, security, benefit emotionally, get
onto routines easily.

A social benefit--learn how to cope with things
--enjoyment.

Custodial:

They should be safe and happy--well taken care
of.

Keep them safewell cared for.

Semi adult-centered:

They will learn to play with other children--to
cooperate, to follow directions.

Main thing is to get along with other children.

Adult-centered:

Learn to take directions, sit quietly, toilet
training, songs and nursery rhymes if they are in-
clined.

I'm trying to make them realize what a good
citizen is--that's my main purpose.

The percentage of teachers in each category is as fol-

lows in Table 52.

Originally we had planned to base our criteria for role

concept on answers to two questions. In addition to that de-

scribed above we asked another question designed to elicit
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descriptions of the responsibility for performance which

teachers and directors perceived. They were asked:

What do you see as your most important job in
working with the children (supervising the center)?

TABLE 52

ROLE CONCEPT OF TEACHERS

ROLE CONCEPT TEACHERS

(N=103)

Child-centered 18.4%
Semi child-centered 28.2
Semi adult-centered 33.0
Adult-centered 20.4
Custodial 0.0

100.0%

,AMMIIMMO

We had anticipated that child-centered personnel would empha-

size responsibilities related to needs of children or neces-

sary administrative implementation, and that adult-centered

personnel would describe tbe provision of teaching experi-

ences and educational preparation of children. Our predic-

tion was wrong. Instead, it was in answer to this question

that personnel frequently gave a custodial response, i.e.,

to see that the children are safe and happy. (This reaction

does emphasize the concern for children's safety in day care.

2ven normal accidents can cause unpleasant complications--not

only personal, but legal.) According to our anticipated dual

classilication of role concept, 58.0 percent of the directors

and 41.3 percent of the teachers would be classified as
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ambiguous, because of a combination of roles. Consequently,

we have based concept of role solely on descriptions of hope

for children's experiences.

We also examined answers to the question on hope for

children's experiences for any insight which they might give

as to specific expectations for educational achievement.

Both the description of categories and educational expecta-

tions according to role concept are presented in Table 53.

TABLE 53

RELATIONSHIP OF TEACHER EDUCATIONAL

EXPECTATIONS TO CONCEPT Cf ROLE

EDUCATIONAL
EXPECTATIONS OF
TEACHER

(N=103 teachers)

TEACHER CONCEPT OF ROLE

Semi Semi
Child- child- adult- Adult-
centered centered centered centered
(N=19) (N=29) (N=21) (N=34)

Low, does not mention
educational expectations 78.9% 62.1% 71.4%

Medium, does mention
preparation for school 21.0 27.6 28.6

High, describes cognitive
skills or specific
curriculum 0.0 10.3 0.0

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

52.9%

29.4

17.6

100.0%

Adult-centered personnel voice more specific expectations for

mastery of cognitive skills or, at least, preparation for

school. Both child-centered roles show much lower expect-

tions in this area.
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Relationshi betweel'eaOler Role Conceit

Type of role concept is related to teachers' attitudes

toward both authority and warmth. (See Table 54.) Teachers

who are most child-centered most often report permissive at-

titudes toward authority and high warmth. As teachers move

toward an adult-centered role they also more frequently re.,

port arbitrary attitudes toward authority and low warmth.

Attitudes of teachers who report a less clear-cut role (those

in the "semi"-categories) are much less predictable.

TABLE 54

RELATIONSHIP OF TEACHER CONCEPT OF ROLE TO

ATTITUDES TOWARD AUTHORITY AND WARMrH

TEACHER
CONCEPT
OF ROLE

TEACHER ATTITUDES
ATTITUDE TOWARD AUTHORITY WARMTH

Situational Arbitrari
Conservative

(N=43) (N=48)

Low

(N=103
teachers)

Permissive

(N=12)

_tut..

(N=57) (N=46)

Child-centered 41.7% 27.9% 4.1% 31.6% 2.2%
Semi
child-centered 41.7 32.6 20.8 35.1 19.6

Semi
adult-centered 8.3 20.9 22.9 17.5 23.9

Adult-centered 8.3 18.6 52.1 15.8 54.3

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 1.00.0% 100.0%

Teacher Role Concept as a
Predictive Variable

Tle most marked differences in teacher behavior accord-

ing to role concept are found, as has been the case for other

relationships, in the categories of encouragement and



restriction. Child-centered teachers were observed to use

the largest amount of nonroutine encouragement, adult-

centered teachers the least. Conversely, child-centered

teachers use the least restriction, adult-centered the most.

Guidance appears also to vary by role, interestingly, the

"semi" teachers are rated as using less guidance than teach-

ers in the firmer roles. These teachers also use less firm

enforcement of limits than either adult-centered or child-

centered teachers. While the frequency of manipulative guid-

ance is low, it appears to be associated with an adult-

centered role, (See Table 55.)

The differences between the child-centered and adult-

centered roles avin stand out in lessons taught. Child-

centered teachers are high in numbers of lessons in consider-

ation, in self-sufficiency, in pleasure, in creativity and

can't decide. Adult-centered teachers are low in these

areas, but high in rules of social living, formal skills, and

control and restraint. The "semi" groups appear to vary in

an unpredictable pattern. (See Table 56.)

Teacher manner also varies with concept of role.

Child-centered teachers often are rated as exceptionally

sensitive, a rating seldom given to adult-centered teachers.

Ratings for the two "semi" groups are nearly identical and

fall between these extremes. (See Table 57.)
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TEACHER BEHAVIOR BY TEACHER CONCEPT OF ROLE

Pi ures are mean fre uencies)
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CATEGORIES OP
TEACHER BEHAVIOR TEACHER CONCEPT OF ROLE

Child- child- adult- Adult-
centered centered centered centered

(N=104 teachers) (N=20) (N=29) (N=21) (N=34)

Non-communicative episodes 19.5 17.2 16.8 15.7

Encoura ement to Individuals
Supporting extending** 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.1

Responsive** 8.3 5.7 6.5 4.6

Routine 5.9 5.3 6.6 6.2

Approval/nurturance* 2.8 2.3 2.1 1.6

Total* 17.4 13.6 15.3 12.5

Teacher Direction to Individuals
Teacher suggestion 4.0 4.4 4.9 4.9

Teacher approval 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.6

Total 5.1 5.5 6.2 6.5

Guidance to Individuals
Direct 13.7 12.4 12.6 14.9

Indirect* 3.2 2.1 1.9 2.4

Manipulative** 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.8
Distraction/redirection* 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.3

Total* 17.8 15.0 15.2 18.4

Restriction to Individuals
Simp/e** 3.8 3.4 3.6 5.8
Firm enforcement** 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.7
Belittling/disparaging** 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.6

Total** 4.7 3.9 4.0 7.1

Neutral to Individuals
Information exchange 6.0 4.5 4.9 5.3

Care of physical needs 5.2 4.9 4.5 4.9
Total 11.2 9.4 9.4 10.2

Verbal Skills to Individuals
Repetitive 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2
Expressive 1.9 2.4 1.6 1.9
Interpretive 3.5 2.7 2.5 2.9

Informational 1.3 1.1 1.4 1.2
Total 6.8 6.4 5.8 6.2

Significant at ** .01, * .05 level (F ratio)
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TABLE 56

LESSONS TAUGHT BY TEACHER CONCEPT OF ROLE5

(Fi ures are mean percenta es)
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LESSONS TAUGHT TEACHER CONCEPT OF ROLE

(N=103 teachers)

Child-
centered
(N=19)

Semi
child-
centered
(N=29)

Semi
adult-
centered
(N=21)

Adult-
centered
(N=34)

,Physical Skills

Large muscle 1.4% 2.4% 3.7% 1.0%
Eye-hand coordination 1.7 2.3 5.4 5.6
Verbal-physical

coordination 3.7 11.0 6.2 7.6

Social Skills
Rules of social living 8.0 8.6 9.9 15.0
Dealing with other

children 2.4 5.1 4.5 2.1

Consideration 9.9 11.0 8.2 3.5

Intellectual Skills
Formal skills 8.2 11.8 10.9 16.5
Knowledge and awareness E.2 5.9 11.9 6.3
Pleasure, awe and wonder 8.2 5.1 7.1 4.5

Self-Responsibility
Self-sufficiency 8.9 10.7 8.5 4.6
Creativity and

experimentation 12.1 6.8 7.4 2.6
Control and restraint 6.5 10.3 4.3 21.7
Dealing with strong

emotions 0.2 0 7 0.6 0.0

Can't Decide 20.7 8.5 11.4 8.9

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

1110.1111111.111.111$110110.AMIIIIIIMOICANINEW .2111011

5.Significance levels not available

====n131===



TABLE 57

TEACHER MANNER BY TEACHER CONCEPT OF ROLE

(Summary rating)
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TEACHER MANNER TEACHER CONCEPT OF ROLE

Child-
centered

Semi
child-
centered

§imi
adult- Adult-
centered centered

(N=103 teachers) (N=19) (N=29) (N=21) (N=34)

Sensitive 31.5% 17.2% 9.5% 2.9%
Moderately sensitive 26.3 17.2 33.5 2.9
Neutral 21.1 41.4 33.3 41.2
Moderately insensitive 15.7 17.2 14.3 26.5
Insensitive 5.3 6.9 9.5 26.5

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 160.0%

...11P11111101=1111,011011=0~MIMENINFIMMOM11.101~ =
1110=MIMIIMINEWMPON.1101111.1,

4111111M1111111MMOMMINISIMINIMMINM

Summary

Teachers who favor situational authority and high

warmth also tend to be child-centered in their role concept.

Conversely, teachers who favor arbitrary nuthority and low

warmth tend toward an adult-centered concept of role. Only

40 percent of the teachers, however, described their role

clearly and specifically as child- or adult-centered. These

roles are representative of the opposite poles described in

teacher pattern I, Encouragement-Restriction. A child-

. centered role is predictive of high encouragement and low

restriction, lessons in consideration, pleasure, and creativ-

ity and sensitive teacher manner. An adult-centered role is

predictive of opposite behaviors, and of emphasis on rules of

social living, formal skills, and control and restraint.
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Director Attitudes as Predictors

of Day Care Program

Director Leadership Style and
Teacher PerformanceOliaNstgraml~1IMINMUSNO

Since teachers' attitudes toward authority and warmth

were so closely related we examined these attitudes for di-

rectors by combining them into the four possible categories

as follows in Table 58.

TABLE 58

DIRECTOR ATTITUDES TafffiRD AUTHORITY AND WARMTH

,=1110111MININMIIMVIIIIIIN11111LIIIININIMMNIIM0=111.011.1111IIMINMERNWOMIINIONIMMIWI

ATTITUDES

High warmth + situational authority
High warmth + arbitrary authority
Low warmth + situational authority
Low warmth + arbitrary authority0.

DIRECTORS

25
8
5

12

yarosegor......roremarlistromialopee/M.M....6

For directors, as for teachers, the two styles which

are most common are the opposites, high warmth in combination

with situational authority and low warmth with arbitrary

authority.

Leadership style of directors is predictive of differ-

ences in teacher performance in centers. The significant re-

lationships which appear in Table 59 are summarized on the

top of-page 197.

The categories sensitive to director's leadership style

are similar to those which were significant for teachers, ex-

cept that neutral behavior and verbal skills (both



TABLE 59 196

TEACHER BEHAVIOR BY LEADERSHIP STYLE OF DIRECTOR

TEACHER BEHAVIOR LEADERSHIP STYLE Cf DIRECTOR
HINMEE-'7C6171WEINEff''

(N=50 centers)

Situa- Arbi-
tional trary

Situa- Arbi-
tional trary

Non-communicative episodes 22.3 17.4 23.6 21.6

Encoura ement to Individuals
Supporting extending 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.2
Responsive* 10.6 11.6 10.2 6.1
Routine 8.9 8.1 7.7 7.6
Approval/nurturance 4.1 3.8 2.8 3.3

Total** 24.0 23.9 21.0 17.2

Teacher Direction to Individuals
Teacher suggestion 6.2 6.5 4.5 6.8
Teacher approval** 1.0 2.2 1.2 2.2

Total 7.2 8.7 5.7 9.0

Guidance to Individuals
Direct* 18.9 17.3 19.6 22.2
Indirect 3.5 4.1 4.1 2.9
Manipulative* 0.4 1.1 1.0 0.8
Distraction/redirection 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.3

Total 23.3 23.0 25.3 26.2

Restelction to Individuals
.1.1101.111

5.6 6.0 7.2 6.7Simple
Firm enforcement 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.8
Belittling/disparaging* 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.9

Total 6.5 7.0 8.1 8.4

Neutral to Individuals
Inraation exchange 7.7 8.6 8.8 7.3
Care of physical needs 7.1 5.3 8.1 6.6

Total 14.8 13.9 16.9 13.9

Verbal Skills to Individuals
Repetition 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4
Expressive 2.7 2.6 2.7 3.1
Interpretive 4.4 4.1 4.2 3.7
Informational 1.7 2.0 1.9 1.4

Total 9.0 8.9 9.0 8.6

Guidance to Groups
2.1 1.8 2.5 3.5

Total* 3.1 3.0 4.1 5.1

Significant ** .01, .05 level 0 ratio)



significant for teachers) are not included.

Category of teacher
performance

Total encouragement to
individuals

Teacher approval to
individuals

Direct guidance to
individuals

Manipulative guidance to
individuals

Belittling/disparaging
restriction to individuals

Guidance to groups

Positive correlation
with director's:

High warmth

Arbitrary authority
High warmth +

arbitrary authority
High warmth + arbitrary

authority and Low warmth +
situational authority

Low warmth + arbitrary
authority

Low warmth + arbitrary
authority

197

For lessons taught there is a marked significant dif"

ference in creativity with a high for centers with directors

who express warmth-situational attitudes, and a low for lowQ

ummth arbitrary centers. Lessons in control and restraint

and rules of social living are high in the latter category of

centers. (See Table 60.)

Table 61 shows the relationship of teacher manner with.

in centers to leadership style of director. In centers

where leadership style is both situational and warm, teachers

re most frequently observed to be sensitive and friendly.

Where it is arbitrary and lacking in warmth,centers were not

zated as sensitive in teacher manner and friendly ratings

were infrequent. Insensitive teacher manner is associated

with low warmth as expressed by directors.

High or low warmth of director appears to bear some re-

lationship to program format. Directors rated as high in at-

titudes toward warmth appear to use all of the formats with



TABLE 60

LESSONS TAUGHT BY LEADERSHIP STYLE OF DIRECTOR

LESSONS TAUGHT

(N=50 centers)

pe r cent age) 41.111....011.1..11001111.111111

19,8

INNEINIWIMMmino1+111611111MmRw.

Physical Skills

Large muscle
Eye-hand coordination
Verbal-physical

coordination

Social Skills
Rules of social living
Dealing with other

children
Consideration

Intellectual Skills
Formal skills
Knowledge and awareness
Pleasure, awe and wonder

111.1.7.11212212EitilitY
Self-sufficiency
Creativity and

experimentation**
Control and restraint
Dealing with strong

emotions

AIIIMIIIIIMMI1111111101111110111111111

LEADERSHIP ST7LE OF DIRECTOR

High Warmth Low Warmthammriarrirreamosnrars
Situa- Arbi-
tional trary
(N=25) (N=8)

Situa- Arbi-
tional trary
(N=5) (N=12)

2.4% 1.6% 1.4% 1.4%
4.8 3.9 0.4 5.1

6.4 5.5 7.4 9.2

9.9 14.5 14.0 19.2

5.3 6.1 3.8 3.9
9.4 12.7 11.6 5.2

11.2 10.0 12.4 16.9
9.4 12.4 7.0 7.1
8.7 9.4 3.2 3.2

9.3 5.4 12.8 7.5

11.4 6.4 7.6 1.9
10.6 12.6 17.2 18.7

0.9 0.1 0.8 0.2

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Significant ** .01, * .05 level (F ratio)
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approximately equal frequency. Directors /ow in warmth have

centers more variable in format, notably, no center charac-

terized by low warmth and arbitrary authority used a free

choice format. (See Table 62.)

TABLE 51

TEACHER MANNER BY LEADERSHIP STYLE OF DIRECTOR
vsellImeall

TEACHER MANNER

(N=50 centers)

LEADERSHIP STYLE

BiltiLEntb.
Situa- Arbi-
tional trary
(N=25) (N=8)

Cf DIRECTOR
Low Warmth
Situa- Arbi-
tional trary
(N=5) (N=12)

Sensitive
Friendly
Neutral
Insensitive

44.0%
20.0
24.0
12.0

100.0%

25.0%
0.0
62.5
12.5

100.0%

AffileiNNIONIII000

20.0% 0.0%
0.0 16.7

40.0 50.0
40.0 33.3

100.0% 100.0%

TABLE 62

PROGRAM FORMAT BY LEADERSHIP STYLE OF DIRECTOR

PROGRAM FORMAT

(N=50 centers)

LEADERSHIP STYLE
High Warmth
Situa- Arbi-
tiona1 trary
(N=25) (N=8)

OF DIRECTOR

Free play
Free choice
Teacher-directed/free play
Teacher-directed

Director Role Concept and
Teacher Performance

32.0%
20.0
24.0
24.0

767.7%

25.0%
25.0
25.0
25.0

100.0%

Low Warmth
Situa- Arbi-
tional trary
(N=5) (N=12)

20.0% 33.3%
60.0 0.0
20.0 41.7
0.0 25 0

100.0% 100.0%

Directors were classified according to role concept as

follows in Table 63. Since only one director described a
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custodial role, this category has been dropped from the an-

alysis which follows Table 63.

TABLE 63

ROLE CONCEPT OF DIRECTORS

(N=50)

Child-centered 6 12%
Semi child-centered 18 36

Semi adult-centered 12 26
Adult-centered 13 24
Custodial 1 2

-070%

The relationship between role concept and leadership

style was ambiguous for the "semi" roles but clear and con-

sistent for adult- or child-centered roles. Only two direc-

tors (of 30) who believed in situational authority were

classified as adult-centered. Conversely, no director (of

20) who believed in arbitrary authority was classified as

child-centered. (See Table 64.)

TABLE 64

HOPE FOR CHILDREN'S EXPERIENCES BY

LEADERSaIP STYLE OF DIRECTOR

HOPE FOR CHILDREN'S
EXPERIENCES

LEADERSHIP STYLE OF DIRECTOR

itua- r 1-
tional trary tional trary Total

(N=49 centers) (N=24) (N=8) (N=5) (N=12) 421mali~

Child-centered 5 0 1 0 6

Semi child-centered 12 1 2 3 18

Semi adult-centered 5 3 2 3 13

Adult-centered 2 4 0 6 12
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Director's role concept is highly predictive of expec-

tations for educational achievement. Adult-centered direc-

tors have higher educational expectations for children, as

defined, than do child-centered directors. (See Table 65.)

TABLE 65

RELATIONSHIP OF DIRECTOR EDUCATIONAL

EXPECTATIONS TO CONCEPT OF ROLE

1=111=11:11011:2110011M

EDUCATICWAL
EXPECTATIONS
OF DIRECTOR

(N=49 directors)

Low, does not mention
educational expectations
Medium, does mention
preparation for school

High, describes cognitive
skills or speclfic

DIRECTOR CONCEPT OF ROLE
Semi Semi

Child- child- adult- Adult-
centered centered centered centered

(N=6) (N=1,) (N=13) (N=12)

66.7%

16.7

61.1%

33.3

46.2%

38.5

8.3%

50.0

curriculum 16.7 5.6 15.4 41.7

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

When teacher performance in centers is examined ac-

cording to the director's role concept, the direction of the

results is similar to that based on teacher's role concept

except that fewer categories of behavior reach significance.

An exception is the category of interpretive verbal skills.

(See Table 66, compared with Table 55, page 192.) Lessons

taught show a similar relationship to teachers for clear cut

adult- and child-centered roles. Pleasure, self-sufficiency,

and creativity are high and consideration remains exceedingly

high in centers with child-centered directors, rules of
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TEACHER BEHAVIOR BY DIRECTOR CjNCEPT OP ROLE

(agala.2.11-112.2211.2EIESIII2E2P)

CATEGORIES OP DIRECTOR CONCEPT Of ROLE

TEACHER BEHAVIOR Semi Semi
Child- child- adult- Adult-

(N=49 centers)
centered centered centered centered
(N=6)

Non-communicative episodes 20.6%

Encoura ement to Individuals
Supporting extending* 0,6
Responsive 11.6
Routine 7.9
Approval/nurturance 4.8

Total* 24.9

Teacher Direction to Individuals
-"WWER-7-WiiiiFFETE-------6716

Teacner approval 0.6
Total 6.6

Guidance to Individuals
Direct 18.3
Indirect 4.2
Manipulative 2.8
Distraction/redirection 0.8

Total 26.1

Restriction to Individuals
'.13715;1117' 3.8

Firm enforcement 0.4
Belittling/disparaging* 0.1

Total* 4.3

Neutral to Individuals
"-Trinn-natiin exchange 8.4

Care of physical needs 6.5
Total 14.9

Verbal Skills to Individuals
repetitive 0.2
Expressive 2.7
Interpretive* 5.1
Informational 2.1

Total 10.1

(N=18) (N=13) (N=12)

22.1% 19.8% 22.1%

0.4 0.3 0.1
10.7 9.2 7.2
9.5 8.3 7.9
3.9 3.5 3.3

24.5 21.3 18.5

6.0 6.1 6.9
1.2 2.0 1.8
7.2 8.1 8.7

19.2 19.0 21.1
3.4 3.6 3.2
5.7 9.5 7.7
0.4 0.4 0.4

28.7 32.5 32.4

5.3 7.5 6.9
0.5 0.7 0.8
0.3 0.6 0.9
6.1 8.8 8.6

7.9 7.5 708
7.5 6.1 6.4

15.4 13.6 14.2

0.3 0.2 0.4
2.6 3.3 2.6
4.2 4.2 3.5
1.7 1.5 3.7
8.8 9.2 8.2

Significant ** .01, * .05 level (14 ratio)
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social living is exceedingly high and control and restraint

also remain high in centers with directors reporting adult-

centered role concepts. The "semi" roles show.less variation

for directors and resemble more closely the pattern for a

child- or adult-centered role than in the case for teachers.

(See Table 67.)

TABLE 67

LESPONS TAUGHT BY DIRECTOR CONCEPT OF ROLE

LFSSONS TAUGHT

(N=49 centers)

physical Skills
--Large musere-
Eye-hand coordination
Verbal-physical

coordination

Social Skills
-77;17e7-717;cial living*

Dealing with other
children

Consideration

Intellectual Skills
Formal skills
Knowledge & awareness
Pleasure, awe & wonder

Self-Responsibility.
Self:iufficiency
Creativity &

experimentation**
Control and restraint
Dealing with strong

emotions

DIRECTOR CONCEPT OF ROLE

Child-
centered
(N=6)

Semi
child-
ceLtered
(N=18)

Semi
adult-
centered
(N=13)

Adult-
centered
(N=12)

1.5% 2.1% 0.8% 3.3%
3.8 5.1 1.6 6.4

5.0 7.9 3.7 10.2

6.0 9.5 18.8 16.9

6.2 5.8 4.7 3.7
17.7 5.8 12.2 7.0

11.0 12.4 11.5 13.8
6.0 9.6 11.3 7.0

11.2 8.0 5.0 4.2

11.5 10.9 6.8 6.0

11.8 10.2 6.2 4.2
6.8 11.7 16.8 17.2

0.8 0.8 0.4 0.3
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Significant ** .01, * .05 level (F ratio)
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Director's role concept appears to be a good predictor

of teacher manner. All centers with child-centered directors

have a rating on teacher manner of sensitive or friendly.

Virtually no centers with adu1t-centered directors rate in

these categories. (See Table 68.)

TABLE 68

TEACHER MANNER BY DIRECTOR CONCEPT OF RC1E

TEACHER MANNER DIRECTOR CONCEPT OF ROLE

Child-
centered

Semi
child-
centered

Semi
adult-

centered
Adult-
centered

(N=49 directors) (N=6) (N=18) (N=13) (N=12)

Sensitive 83.3% 16.7% 30.8% SA%
Friendly 16.7 33.3 0.0 0.0
Neutral 0.0 44.4 38.5 50.0
Insensitive 0.0 5.6 30.8 41.7

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Program format also is related to role concept of di-

rector. (See Table 69.)

TABLE 69

PROGRAM FORMAT BY DIRECTOR CONCEPT OF ROLE

PROGRAM FORMAT DIRECTOR CONCEPT OF ROLE

Child-
centered

Semi
child-
centered

Semi
adult- Adult-
centered centered

(N=49 directors) (N=6) (N=18) (N=13) (N=12)....-.......---.......-.....

Free play 0.0% 33.3% 45.1% 16.7%
Free choice 66.7 11.1 23.1 8.3
Teacher-directed group 16.7 27.8 23.1 41.6
Teacher-directed individual 16.7 27.8 7.7 33.3

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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Child-centered directors avoid a free play format,

showing a strong preference for free choice. Adult-centered

directors seldom use free choice, characteristically choosing

teacher-directed formats.

Summary

Director leadership style of high warmth with situa-

tional authority is predictive of teacher performance which

is high in encouragement, low in restriction, high in lessons

in creativity, and sensitive in teacher manner. It is not

predictive of program format. At the other extreme, a lead-

ership style of low warmth with arbitrary authority is pre-

dictive of teacher behavior which is low in encouragement,

high in restriction, and high in lessons which emphnsize

rules of social living, formal skills, and control and re.

straint. Teacher manner is more frequently neutral or in-

sensitive. Directors expressing preference for low warmth

and arbitrary authority do not use a free choice format.

Attitudes toward authority appear to be more predictive

of role concept than attitudes toward warmth. Directors pre-

ferring situational authority usually do not describe an

adult-centered role while those directors who prefer arbi-

trary authority do not describe a child-centered role.

A child-centered role is highly predictive of teacher

behavior described for center program Pattern I, Freedom-

Restraint, namely, sensitive teacher manner and the teacher

behavior and lessons taught which are associated with it. An
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adult-centered role is predictive of the behavior and lessons

taught described by the opposite pole of this factor (re-

straint).

The "semi" role concepts are much less predictive of

center program.

Staff Consistency

An attempt was made to evaluate staff consistency in

expressed attitudes, using ratings on role concept, author-

ity, warmth, and attitude on aggiession toward adults. Lack

of consistency for each of four categories between the direc-

tor and a teacher was said to exist only if the teacher ex.

pressed attitudes at the opposite end of the continuum from

those expressed by the director. If either occupied a center

position in the continuum, their attitudes were considered

consistent (or at least somewhat compatible). The four cate-

gories with the opposite positions within each are presented

below:

Authority
Warmth
Aggression toward

adults
Role concept

Situational vs. arbitrary
High vs. low

Permissive vs. prohibitive
Child-centered ys. adult-centered

Centers in which there was no inconsistency in all four

categories were rated as consistent, those with one incon-

sistency as mainly consistent, two inconsistencies somewhat

inconsistent, three as inconsistent. No center had personnel

who disagreed in all categories. (See Table 70.)



TABLE 70

RELATIONSHIP OF STAFF CONSISTENCY TO

DIRECTOR ATTITUDE TOWARD AUTHORITY

STAFF CONSISTENCY

(N=49 directors)
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DIRECT(R ATTITUDE TOWARD AUTHORril;

Situational
Permissive Conservative

(N=7) (N=23)

Arbitrary

(N=19).

Consistent
Inconsistent in one

28.6% 39.1% 52.6%

category
Inconsistent in two

14.3 30.4 42.1

categories
Inconsistent in three

42.8 30.4 5.3

categories 14.3 0.0 0.0

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

esslavammlialUtimiktosIMP111W 110011111MINIIIIIMINornmsarestagormimirwer

Summary

Tiwoughout this section a sharp contrast, predictive of

differences in teacher behavior and performance in centers

has been drawn between personnel who express a preference for

situational authority, high warmth, and child-centered role

and those who prefer arbitrary authority, low warmth, and

adult-centered role. These clear extremes parallel the teach-

er pattern, Encouragement-Restriction, and the center program

pattern, Freedom-Restraint.

Teachers and directors who describe other combinations

of attitudes and a role concept which is only semi child- or

semi adult-ceAtered present a picture which is much less

clear or predictable. Some of these persowael, we feel, are

most likely to fit the patterns which describe teachers who

are inactive (Pattern II) or those who are inclined to
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superficial involvement (Pattern IV).

Data on attitudes obtained by interview were predictive

of performance as observed. As might be expected, interview

data proved to be most reliable for those persons who express

clear-cut extremes in attitude. Predictions can be made only

for groups not for individuals. Throughout this chapter it

is apparent that not every teacher behaved as predicted by

her attitudes. Some teachers profess high warmth yet do not

perform in this manner, moreover, other teachers who profess

a dislike for warmth were found to behave in a "warm" manner.

This lack of congruence between expected and observed

behavior may be due to the inadequacies and inaccuracy of

language, vagueness of attitude, or to circumstances within

the milieu in which the teacher performs which pull her away

from her expressed attitudes. External circumstances which

appear to affect staff performance will he discussed in the

following chapters.

Other Characteristics of Staff

For the purpose of examining the effect on day care

program of certain personal attributes of staff, teachers and

directors were asked about their age, previous experience,

formal education, and special training for work with young

children.

Some of these variables proved of little importance.

For example, age of personnel did not appear to be a predic-

tive variable and showed no significant relationships with
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other variables. Table 71 Is included to show the age dis-

tribution for directors and teachers. As might be expected,

directors are not found in the lowest age category, although

at the opposite end of the age range, percentages are quite

similar.

TABLE 71

AGE OF TEACHERS AND DIRECTORS

TEACHERS (N=104) DIRECTORS (N=50)a~..01111MOYMM.1110.11=0..01....YIVIMIte........r.4111..WW4~P~Sa,

Under 30 years 27.9% 30 - 40 years 20.0%
30 - 50 36.5 41 - 60 72.0
51 - 60 28.8 Over 60 8.0
Over 60 6.8

100.0% 100.0%

VIIllisMINOM*4110e..414.0. iwwFM..___..aflsSaWa,

Previous experience, possibly because it was difficult

to classify, was also a poor predictor of performance. We

arbitrarily limited it to previous experience working in a

group program for preschool children (i.e., day care or nurs-

ery school). In actuality many of our teachers had had other

experience which one could hardly discount, such as mothering

their own children, teaching in elementary and Sunday school,

baby sitting, and volunteer activities. Previous experience

was predictive of no significant differences in teacher per-

formance or attitude.

Formal education also was not a simple variable to

evaluate. Many personnel with a cotlege degree or a substan-

tial amount of college work had completed it up to 30 years
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earlier at one of a variety of normal schools and unaccredit-

ed colleges. Such an educational background hardly seems

comparable to a liberal arts degree from a well-known uni-

versity. The distribution of personnel by amount of formal

education is shown in Table 72. Except in the highest and

lowest categories, percentages are quite similar for teachers

and directors.

TABLE 72

FORMAL EDUCATION OF TEACHERS AND DIRECTORS

FORMAL EDUCATION TEACICRS DIRECTORS

(N=103) (N=50)

High school only 27.1% 12.0%
Some college 54.3 52.0
College degree (BA or BS) 14.5 20.0
Graduate training and/or degree 3.9 16.0

100.0% 100.0%

ANIMMINIMISIOMMIR 4311111101111

Amount of Special Training

Amount of special training for work with preschool

children proved to be both a more specific and a more power-

ful variable. Amount of special training was divided into

five categories defined on the basis of answers received in

previous interviews (Prescott, 1964, 1965).

1. None

2. Attendance at workshops These usually last for one
day ana are given several times a year by such
groups as the Preschool Association and the South-
ern California Association for Nursery Education
(SCANE).
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3. Some course work and possible worksho s Courses

re evan o say care eac ing, suc as Child

Psychology and Curriculum in the Nursery School,

are offered by the various junior colleges.

4. Certificate This term is used to cover completion

-07--Fmre-F-ro a core program offered by university

extension, which is a 16-unit plan of minimum prep-

aration in nursery eduation, or (2) requirements

for a Children's Center permit, based on 60 units

of course work including a limited amount in early

childhood.education.

5. pagEss_in.eliulpsynxmit or equivalent.

In our sample the range in amount of special training

was extensive, for both teachers and directors. (See Table

73.)

TABLE 73

SPECIAL TRAINING OF TEACHE S AND DIRECTORS

SPECIAL TRAINING

None
Workshops
Some course work
Certificate
Major in child development

111111110111Mili

TEACHERS DIRECTORS

(N=104) (N=50)

28.8% 18.0%
9.6 10.0

44.2 36.0
11.5 28.0
5.8 8.1

100.0% 100.0%

mimmoximisiwisamizaMiamwOw000.10

apcial Trainin of Teachers

Teacher behavior does vary in certain categories ac-

cording to amount of special training. (See Table 74.)

Teachers with no training show the lowest frequencies for all

types of encouragement and the highest use of all types of

restriction. They also use little indirect guidance, and are

rated lower in development of verbal skills. Those with
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certificate training show the highest frequency for respon-

sive encouragement and the lowest frequencies for restriction

and for manipulative guidance.

TABLE 74

TEACHER BEHAVIOR BY SPECIAL TRAINING OF TEACHERS

(Figures are mean frequencies)

CATEGORIES OP
TEACHER BEHAVIOR SPECIAL TRAINING OF TEACHERS

Some Major in
Work course Certif- child devel-

None shops work( icate opment
(N=104 teachers) (N=30) (N=10) (N=46) (N=12) (N=6)

Encouragement to Individuals
Supporting/extending 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
Responsive* 4.4 7.4 6.2 8.1 6.3
Routine** 5.1 8.5 6.0 5.9 6.6
Approval/nurturance* 1.5 3.2 2.2 2.6 1.6

Total** 11.1 19.4 14.7 16.9 14.8

Guidance to Individuals
Direct 13.8 15.4 13.0 12.1 15.2
Indirect** 1.7 3.3 2.4 2.4 3.2
Manipulative* 0.6 1.0 0.4 0.3 0.6
Distraction/

redirection 0.2 0.3 0.3 0 3 0.5
Total 16.3 20.0 16.1 15.1 19.5

Restriction to Individuals
Simple* 5.5 4.3 3.8 2.7 4.7
Firm enforcement* 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.3
Belittling/

disparaging 0.7 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3
Total** 6.9 4.7 4.5 3.0 5.3

Verbal Skills to Individuals
Repetitive 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.2
Expressive 1.4 2.5 2.1 2.9 1.7
Interpretive 2.3 3.7 3.0 3.3 2.9
Informational 1.0 1.7 1.3 1.3 1.1

Total* 4.8 8.2 6.6 7.6 5.9

Significant at ** .01, .05 level (F ratio)



Teachers also show differences in lessons taught ac-

cording to special training. (See Table 75.)

TABLE 75

LESSONS TAUGHT BY SPECIAL TRAINING OF TEACHERS

(Pigures are mean frequencies
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LESSONS TAUGHT

(N=104 teachers)

MaisaLaila
Large muscle**
Eye-hand

coordination
Verbal-physical

coordination

SPECIAL TRAINING OF TEACHERS
Major in

Work Some Certif- child devel-
None shops courses icate opment

(N=30)

0.1

1.4

1.6

Social Skills
Rules of social

living 3.1
Dealing with

other children* 0.5
Consideration** 0.6

Intellectual Skills
Formal skills 3.2
Knowledge and

awareness 2.4
Pleasure, awe

and wonder 1.2

Self-responsibility
Self-sufficiency 1.1
Creativity and

experimentation 1.2
Control and

restraint* 5.0
Dealing with

strong emotions 0.0

Can't Decide 2.1

(N=10) (N=46) (N=12) (N=6)

0.2 0.5 2.0 0.0

2.3 0.8 0.3 0.5

2.2 2.0 2.0 1.0

3.7 2.4 2.2 4.3

0.8 1.0 2.1 0.0
1.6 2.6 4.4 1.3

4.9 3.2 1.5

1.3 2.3 1.2 1.3

3.5 1.4 1.6 1.2

1.7 2.6 2.3 3.5

1.3 2.0 1.7 4.4

2.9 2.2 1.2 3.7

0.0 0.1 0.3 0.2

2.4 3.6 3.5 4.5

Significant at **.01, *.05 level (F ratio)
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Teachers with certificate training teach significantly more

lessons in large muscle skills, dealing with other children,

and consideration for rights and feelings of others. They

also are lowest on lessons in control and restraint. Teach-

ers with no training present a pattern directly opposite to

certificate teachers, ranking lowest in areas where certifi-

cate teachers are highest. They also are highest in lessons

in control and restraint. Teachers with training in child

development rank surprisingly high on rules of social living

and control and restraint and low in consideration. They are

high in creativity and self-sufficiency, although not.signif-

icantly so.

These apparently inconsistent findings may result from

the low number of teachers with child development majors or

may, in fact, accurately reflect the current status of re-

quirements for day care teachers in California. The Depart-

ment of Social Welfare's proposed educational standards for

teachers in licensed nurseries are reflected in the certifi-

cate program. Teachers in public centers are supposed to

meet permit requirements, but a large proportion of such

teachers have been employed on a provisional basis. Teachers

we have classified at "certificate" level are in fact more

likely to have had recent course work pertaining directly to

their teaching than teachers classified as having a major in

child development. Most of the latter have completed pro-

grams in home economics or kindergarten-primary education,

the majority of them a number of years ago. As a general
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rule (to which there are exceptions), individuals qualified

by current standards to teach in the California public

schools do not teach in day care.

Table 76 shows the relationship between teacher manner

and special training. Teachers with certificate training ap-

pear to have the highest ratings, those with no training the

lowest. However, both teachers with no training and those

with a major in child development have lower percentages in

The two highest categories than teachers with mrderate levels

of training.

TABLE 76

TEACHER MANNER BY SPECIAL TRAINING OF TEACHERS

(Summar ratinv)wrimmi,Mmromom
TEACHER MANNER SPECIAL TRAINING OF TEACHERS

Major in

(N=103 teachers)
None
(N=29)

Work
shops
(N=10)

Some Certif- child devel-
courses icate opment
(N=46) (N=12) (N=6)

Sensitive 10.3% 0.0% 19.6% 16.7% 0.0%

Moderately
sensitive 6.9 30.0 17.4 33.3 /6.6

Neutral 27.6 50.0 34.8 41.7 50.0

Moderately
insensitive 24.1 10.0 19.6 8.3 33.3

Insensitive 31.0 10.0 8.7 0.0 0.0

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

yil141111moffiLlininni10

Attitudes toward authority, warmth, and concept of ro1P

vary according to amount of special training. Teachers' at-

titudes toward authority appear to become less arbitrary as

the amount of training increases. (See Table 77.)
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TABLE 77

RELATIONSHIP OF TEACHER ATTITUDE TOWARD

AUTHORITY TO SPECIAL TRAINING

TEACHER ATTITUDE
TOWARD AUTHORITY SPECIAL TRAINING OF TEACHERS

Major in
Work Some Certif-child devel-

None shops courses icate opment
(N=104 teachers) (N=30) (N=10) (N=46) (N=12) (N=6)

Permissive 6.7% 0.0% 15.2% 25.0% 0.0%
Conservative 26.7 50.0 34.8 66.7 100.0
Arbitrary 66.7 50.0 50.0 8.3 0.0

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Teachers' ratings for warmth show a clear relationship

to amount of special training. As the amount of training in-

creases, expressed attitudes of warmth also increase.

Table 78.)

TABLE 78

RELATICNSHIP OF TEACHER ATTITUDE TOWARD

WARMTH TO SPECIAL TRAINING

(See

AinmamnNED

TEACHER ATTITUDE
TOWARD WARMTH SPECIAL TRAINING OF TEACHERS

(N=104 teachers)
None
(N=30)

Major in
Work Some Certif- child devel-
shops courses icate opment
(M=10) (N=46) (N=l2) (N=6)

High
Low

30.0%
70.0

60.0%
40.0

58.6%
41.3

83.3%
16.7

83.3%
16.7

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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Teachers! concept of role does not show aJ clear a re.

lationship to special training as do authority and warmth.

However, there is a marked tendency for child-centered atti-

tudes to be more frequently described by teachers as amount

of special training increases. Conversely, adult-centered

attitudes are more often described by teachers with limited

or no training. (See Table 79.)

TABLE 79

RELATIONSHIP OF TEACHER CONCEPT OF ROLE TO

SPECIAL TRAINING

TEACHER CONCEPT
OF ROLE SPECIAL TRAINING OF TEArwERS

(N=103 teachers)
None
(N=30)

Major in
Work Some Certif- child devel-
shops courses icate opment
(N=10) (N=45) (N=12) (N=6)

Child-centered 6.7% 20.0% 20.0% 33.3% 33.3%
Semi child-centered 20.0 10.0 28.9 50.0 50.0
Semi adult-centered 56.7 50.0 26.7 16.7 0.0
Adult-centered 16.7 20.0 24.4 0.0 16.7

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Milmmomminell101111Meminlyllie1111=11111111011111MIMIMMIIIIWIN11.1101111
Vaiammii./M

In summary, amount of special training predicts not

only certain teacher behavior, but also style of leadership,

and to a lesser degree, role concept. In general, as teach-

ers receive more training they rate higher in encouragement

and lower in restriction, higher in lessons of consideration

and dealing with other children and lower in control and re-

straint. Teachers with larger amounts of special training

also increasingly prefer authority which is situational and
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express feelings of high warmth.

§.EEEilL2EILILIE2S.JILLE.EnE

The amount of special training reported by directors

has some effect on program, but this is not as pronounced as

is the case with teachers. Its relationship to teacher per-

formance in centers is negligible. (Table not shown.) Cer-

tain differences can be noted, however, in lessons taught

within the center. (See Table 80.) Eye-hand coordination is

much higher in centers where directors have had no training.

Creativity and experimentation appears to increase with

training,as does consideration.

Teacher manner within centers shows some tendency to-

ward more ratings of warm and sensitive when amount of di-

rector training is certificate or better. However, nearly

one-third of the directors with certificate training have

centers which rate low in teacher manner. (See Table 81.)

There is some relationship between the training of di-

rectors and their attitudes toward authority. Directors with

the least training are not permissive, while those with more

extensive training are seldom arbitrary. (See Table 82.)

The relationship between warmth and special training of

directors is slight. High warmth shows a small increment

with certificate or child development training. (See Table

83.)



TABLE 80

LESSONS TAUGHT BY SPECIAL TRAINING OF

DIRECTOR

(Fi ures are mean percentages)
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LESSONS TA UGHT SPECIAL TRAINING OF DIRECTOR

(N=50 centers)
None
(N=9)

Major in
Work Some Certif- child devel-
shops courses icate opment
(N=5) (N=18) (N=14) (N=4)

physical Skills

Large muscle 3.7% 1.8% 1,5% 1.3% 2.5%
Eye-hand

coordination* 10.4 1.4 3.5 3.6 0.5
Verbal-physical

coordination 4.6 8.0 9.6 4.9 7.2

Social Skills

Rules of social
living 16.6 11.0 14.1 11.8 10.2

Dealing with
other children 6.0 7.6 4.0 5.1 3.0

Consideration 6.1 9.2 7.1 11.6 16.5

Intellectual Skills

Formal skills 11.8 13.4 14.4 15.0
Knowledge and

awareness 8.4 11.2 8.5 9.0 11.0
Pleasure, awe

and wonder 6.3 9.4 5.7 9.2 3.0

Self-Responsibility
Self-sufficiency 5.4 11.4 7.4 12.1 5.2
Creativity and

experimentation 8.1 3.4 5.9 10.1 14.2
Control and

restraint 12.1 12.4 17.9 10.3 10.0
Dealing with

strong emotions 0.6 0.0 0.1 1.1 0.8

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Significant * .05 level (F ratio)



TABLE 81

TEACHER MANNER BY SPECIAL TRAINING OF DIRECTOR

TEACHER MANNER

(N=50 centers)

Sensitive
Friendly
Neutral
Insensitive

None
(N=9)

22.2%
22.2
44.4
11.1
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1111111.111.0111111.111111410,1

SPECIAL TRAINING OF DIRECTOR

Major in
Work Some Certif- child devel-
shops courses icate
(N=5) (N=18) (N=14)

0.0%
20.0
80.0
0.0

16.7% 50.0%
11.1 7.1
44.4 14.3
27.8 28.6

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

opment
(N=4)

50.0%
25.0
25.0
0.0

100.0%

ONIIIMMOPIMMINIWIN~
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TABLE 82

RELATIONSHIP OF DIRECTOR ATTITUDE TOWARD

AUTHORITY TO SPECIAL TRAINING

DIRECTOR
ATTITUDE TOWARD
AUTHORITY SPECIAL TRAINING OF DIRECTOR

Major in
Some Certifi-child devel-
courses icate opment

(N=4)
None

Work
shops

(N=50 centers) (N=9) (N=5) (N=18) (N=14)

Permissive 0.0% 0.0% 11.1% 14.3%
Conservative 55.6 60.0 38.9 57.1
Arbitrary 44.4 40.0 50.0 28.6

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

75.0%
25.0
0.0

100.0%

There is no clear-cut relationship between amount of

director training and director role concept. There does ap-

pear to be a tendency for those with little training to avoid

a clearly child-centered role, and for those with certificate

or better to avoid an adult-centered role. (See Table 84.)
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TABLE 83

RELATIONSHIP OF DIRECTOR ATTITUDE TOWARD

WARMTH TO SPECIAL TRAINING
WINONNassoseIWOLVwi/a/s/01=/./M....iamsbe

DIRECTOR ATTITUDE
TOWARD WARMTH SPECIAL TRAINING OF DIRECTOR

IMMOMIMMONftwa.M.m....11Waw....11..,

Work Some Certif-
None shops courses icate

(N=50 directors) (N=9) (N=5) (N=18) (N=14)+.1.1111011NINOMMx........**.~.../0.......*.t

Major in
child devel-
opment

(N=4)

High
Low

66.7% 60.0% 61.1%
33.3 40.0 38.9--.. --.

71.4%
28.6

75.0%
25.0

100.0%100.0%100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

TABLE 84

RELATIONSHIP OF DIRECTOR CONCEPT

OF ROLE TO SPECIAL TRAINING
41..1111111111.1411.1.1,

DIRECTOR CONCEPT
OF ROLE SPECIAL TRAINING OF DIRECTOR

None

Major in
Work Some Certif-child devel-
shops courses icate opment

(N=50 centers) (N=9) (N=5) (N=18) (N=14) (N=4)

Child-centered 0 0% 0.0%,11.1% 21.4% 25.0%
Semi child.

centered 44.4 60.0 33.3 21.4 50.0
Semi adult-

centered 22.2 20.0 22.2 35.7 25.0
Adult-centered 33.3 20.0 33.3 14.3 0.0
Custodial 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.1 0.0

100.0% 100.0%100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Two of the four program formats show a relationship to

training of director. Incidence of free choice format in-

creases with training, while incidence of teacher-directed/
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free play decreases. The free play and teacher-directed for-

mats show very little relationship to special training. (See

Table 85.)

TABLE 85

PROGRAM FORMAT BY SPECIAL TRAINING OF DIRECTOR

NAmowl01111.01111111mm.
PROGRAM FORMAT

Imsam

SPECIAL TRAINING OF DIRECTOR

Liajor in
Work Some Certif- child devel-

None shops courses icate opment
(N=50 directors) (N=9) (N=5) (N=18) (N=14) (N=4)

Free play 22.2% 40.0% 27.8%
Free choice 0.0 0.0 16.7
Teacher-directed/

free play 44.4 20.0 44.4
Teacher-directed 33.3 40.0 11.1

28.6%
35.7

7.1
28.6

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

50.0%
50.0

0.0
0.0

100.0%

AMES-

In summary, the amount of special training of teacliers

appears to be more predictive of both their behavior and at-

titudes than is the case for directors. Although relation-

ships for directors similar to those for teachers are dis-

cernible, they are much less clear and predictable. The lack

of a clear relationship between a director's special training

and teacher performance in the center under her direction, as

well as between a director's training and her attitudes, un-

doubtedly is due to several factors. First is the fact that

a director's role is administrative and course work in the

area of early childhood may not prepare her for her most im-

portant function. Second, organizational characteristics
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beyond her direct control may have a marked effect on her

philosophy and job responsibilities. These will be discussed

in the next chapter.

Summary

Throughout this chapter we have described two constel-

lations of attitudes which are predictive of teacher behavior

and performance in centers. The first constellation consists

of expressed attitudes favoring high warmth, situational

authority and a child-centered role concept. The second is a

preference for low warmth, arbitrary authority and an adult-

centered role concept. The behavior associated with these

two extremes closely resembles that described for teacher

pattern, Encouragement-Restriction, and center pattern,

Freedom-Restraint.

Among teachers, preference for high warmth, situational

authority and child-centered role is predictive of special

training consisting of a certificate program or better. Con-

versely,preference for low warmth, arbitrary authority, and

adult-centered role is predictive of little or no training.

Teachers who express attitudes and concept of role

which do not clearly fit the clusters described are less pre-

dictable both in their behavior and their amount of special

training.

The same relationship described for attitudes and role

concept of teachers also holds for directors. Amount of

special training of directors, however, is not predictive of
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teacher performance in centers. While special training of

teachers appears to facilitate teaz,her behavior which is as-

sociated with a child-centered concept of role, the training

of directors does not appear to facilitate administrative

functions which produce a program which is child-centered.
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CHAPTER VII

ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Organizational characteristics typically are so closely

interrelated that it is difficult to separate and describe

them one at a time. Centers may differ according to size,

sponsorship, grouping practices, type of clientele, variety

of services offered, and authority vested in the director.

Of these characteristics, two stand out as most decisive in

determining the specific character of a center, namely, size

and sponsorship. Both are powerful indicators of other char-

acteristics and they also are interrelated. (See Table 86.)

TABLE 86

RELATIONSHIP OP CENTER SIZE TO SPONSORSHIP

CENTER SIZE

(N=50 centers)

SPONSORSHIP

Proprietary Non-profit
(N=30) (N=5)

Public
(N=15)

Total
(N=50)

Under 31
31 - 60
Over 60

children
children
children

9
15
6

3

1

7

11
25
14

The relationships which this table indicates are impor-

tant to an understanding of the data which follow, namely,

that small size and private sponsorship are nearly

225
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synonymous, and that large size accounts for almost half of

all the public centers, but only one-fifth of the private

ones.

Size of Centers

The classification of centers by size was based on the

number of preschool children which they accommodated. Cen-

ters with fewer than thirty children were considered to be

small, and centers with thirty-one to sixty children, medium;

those with more than sixty were classified as large. We

maintained this classification even though thirteen centers

in our sample also had an extended day program for school age

children and were, in effect, larger. In some centers the

number of these children was small and their presence, in

early morning or late afternoon, was hardly noticeable. In

other centers, especially those located on school grounds in

neighborhoods where split-shift attendance was necessary,

these children occupied both space and teacher time. How-

ever, most centers in which this condition occurred enrolled

more than sixty preschool children, so their classificaticn

would not have been altered.

Teacher behavior did not differ markedly by size of

center except for direct guidance, which was high in large

centers. Medium-sized centers appeared high in responsive

encouragement and were lower in restriction than either large

or small centers. Teacher direction was higher in small than

in large centers. (See Table 87.)
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TEACHER BEHAVIOR BY SIZE OF CENTER

(ualam.m.s.rap an percenta,es)
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CATEGORIES OF
TEACHER BEHAVIOR

(N=50 centers)

Non-communicative

EnsomumentlaIndividuals
Supporting/extending
Responsive
Routine
Approval/nurturance

Total

Total nonroutine

Teacher Direction to Individuals

Teacher suggestion
Teacher approval

Total

Guidance to Individuals.....--........-. ..0,00~

Direct*
Indirect
Manipulative
Distraction/redirection

Total

Restriction to Individuals
Simple
Firm enforcement
Belittling/disparaging

Total

Neutral to Individuals
Information exchange
Care of physical needs

Total

Verbal Skills to Individuals

Repetitive
Expressive
Interpretive
Informational

Total

SIZE OP CENTER

Under 31 31 - 60
(N=11) (N=25)

21.2% 22.0%

0.2 0.4
8.3 10.7
8.2 8.0
3.3 4.1
20.0 23.2

11.8 15.2

7.5 6.2
1.7 1.3
9.2 7.5

20.0 18.3
3.4 3.8
0.7 0.6
0.3 0.6

24.4 23.3

7.5 5.3
0.7 0.6
0.6 0.4
8.8 6.3

7.9 7.9
5.3 7.5
13.2 15.4

0.4 0.2
3.4 2.5
3.7 4.3
1.9 1.7
9.4 8.8

Significant at * .05 level (F ratio)

Over 60
(N=14)

20.7%

0.3
8.7
9.0
3.4
21.4

12.4

5.2
1.8
7.0

21.4
3.2
0.8
0.4
25.8

6.4
0.6
0.6
7.6

7.6
6.7
14.3

0.2
2.8
4.2
1.6
8.8
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Differences in lessons taught by size of center were

more marked. (See Table 88.)

TABLE 88

LESSONS TAUGHT BY SIZE OF CENTER

(Fi ures are mean percentages) 111.11111.1111110.11
LESSONS TAUGHT SIZE OF CENTER

(N=50 centers)
Under 31
(N=11)

31 . 60
(N=25)

Over 60
(N=14)

Physical Skills
Large muscle 3.7% 1.3% 1.7%
Eye-hand coordination 4.5 4.7 3.5
Verbal-physical coordination 6.6 6.6 8.1

Social Skills
......-----.........

Rules of social living* 19.6 9.2 15.5
Dealing with other children* 2.4 7.0 3.6
Consideration 8.1 10.4 7.7

Intellectual Skills

Formal skills 14.9 11.1 13.1
Knowledge and awareness 8.8 9.6 8.5
Pleasure, awe and wonder** 2.1 11.1 3.4

Self-Responsibility
Self-sufficiency 6.5 10.1 7.5
Creativity and experimentation 5.8 9.5 6.8
Control and restraint** 16.6 8.4 20.2
Dealing with strong emotions 0.3 0.9 0.4

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Significant at * .05 level, ** .01 level (F ratio)

IMIONMENIMOINIMOMMAIMMINIENE.M.MONIilelsimallIHNINII1110

Medium-size centers rate highest for lessons taught in

consideration, self-sufficiency, and creativity and experi-

mentation, and significantly highest for dealing with other

children and pleasure, awe and wonder. Large and small cen-

ters have somewhat similar patterns, both rating
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significantly high in rules of social living, and control and

restraint. Large centers are especially high in the latter

category.

Teacher manner also tends to differ by size of center.

(See Table 89.) The largest percentage of sensitive teachers,

aJ well as the smallest percentage of insensitive ones, are

found in medium size centers. Small and large centers have a

much larger number of teachers categorized as insensitive.

Small centers, as compared to large centers, have a somewhat

larger percentage in the sensitive category and a smaller

percentage in the category of insensitive.

TABLE 89

TEACHER MANNER BY SIZE OF CENTER
WIIIMI110

...MW 10110.12./ .......M.P.IMINM.M.ftlial

TEACHER MANNER
SIZE OP CENTER

Under 31 31 - 60 Over 60

(N=50 centers) (N=11) (N=25) (N=14)

Sensitive
18.2% 44.0% 7.1%

Friendly
9.1 12.0 21.4

Neutral
45.5 36.0 35.7

Insensitive
27.3 8.0 35.7

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

41111MINII~1111111
.amabmailimmilmwoMMOIm

Program format differs by center size. (See Table 90.)

Centers of medium size use all formats with almost equal fre-

quency and are more likely than other centers to have a free

choice format. Small centers seldom have a free play format,

showing instead a preference for a teacher-directed/free play

format. In large centers, free play:appears to be the
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preferred format.

TABLE 90

PROGRAM FORMAT BY SIZE OF CENTER

.111111MIIMM=IMMI

PROGRAM FORMAT SIZE OF CENTER

Under 31 31 - 60 Over 60
(N=50 centers) (N=11) (N=25) (N=14)

Free play 9.1% 28.0% 50.0%
Free choice 18.2 24.0 14.3
Teacher-directed/free play 45.5 24.0 21.4
Teacher-directed 27.3 24.0 14.3

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Center Size and Grouping Practices

Centers vary in their grouping practices. Some have

the children grouped by age throughout the major part of the

day; other centers may group children for selected activities

or for lunch, but organize part of the day for participation

by a wide age range (i.e., ungrouped). Other centers do not

group children by age.

We considered centers as basically grouped if less than

25 percent of the observations were of ungrouped children;

occasionally ungrouped if 25 to 75 percent of observations

were of age-grouped children; ungrouped if 75 percent of

observations were of children ungrouped by age. In our sam-

ple 24 percent' of the centers were basically grouped, 58per-

cent occasionally ungrouped, and 18 percent ungrouped.

Grouping practice proved to be highly determined by

center size. (See Table 91.) No small centers had children
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basically grouped, and nearly one-half of these centers were

found to have no age grouping. Large centers present the

opposite picture, always having some grouping. Medium-size

centers characteristically have some grouping, although any

one of the three practices may be found in them. Of the nine

centers which were essentially ungrouped, five were small

centers and four were of medium size.

TABLE 91

RELATIONSHIP OF GROUPING PRACTICE TO SIZE

OF CENTER

.111MILW-Ar'

GROUPING PRACTICE

(N=50 centers)

SIZE OF CENTER

Under 31 31 - 60 Over 60
(N=11) (N=25) (N=14)

Basically grouped 0.0% 20.0% 50.0%

Occasionally ungrouped 54.5 64.0 50.0

Ungrouped . 45.5 16.0 0.0

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Centers with some form of grouping use any of the pro-

gram formats with approximately equal frequency. Centers in

which grouping is not practiced appear to use free play or

teacher-directed/free play with much greater frequency than

other formats. (See Table 92.)

Center Size and Incidence of

Mixed Activity Settings

Throughout the study we had two types of observations,

those in which the activity setting remained constant for the
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20-minute period and those in which there was a change in

setting within the twenty minutes. Our observers commented

that in some centers it was more difficult to obtain a full

20-minute observation of one activity setting than in others.

TABLE 92

PROGRAM FORMAT BY GROUPING PRACTICES

.111100111111MIONIMMONINIONIMIIMN=~1111111111.6.,

PROGRAM FORMAT GROUPING PRACTICE

(N=50 centers)

Basically
grouped
(N=12)

Occasionally
ungrouped

(N=29)
Ungrouped

(N=9)

Free play
Free choice
Teacher-directed/free play
Teacher-directed

25.0%
25.0
16.7
33.3

27.6%
20.7
31.0
20.7

44.4%
11.1
33.3
11.1

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

We rated all centers according to the frequency of mixed ac-

tivity settings. Those with 50 percent to 70 percent mixed

were rated as average, those under 50 percent or over 70 per-

cent as deviating from the norm. Table 93 shows the results

by size of center. Centers of medium or large size have a

similar pattern, but small centers have an exceptionally high

percentage of mixed activity settings.

Probably the association of small center size with high

incidence of mixed activity settings is related to the lack

of flexibility of personnel within a small center. Teachers

more often have to stop one activity abruptly to meet another

demand, such as preparation of juice. In larger centers,
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housekeeping personnel and other teachers fill in, a luxury

not available to teachers in small centers.

TABLE 93

RELATIONSHIP OF INCIDENCE OF MIXED ACTIVrTY

SETTINGS TO SIZE OF CENTER

AINE11101/111111111/111141=1.111MIIIMM1101MMIIMMION/1.1.1.11111.M10111.11101111.111

INCIDENCE OF MIXED
ACTIVITY SETTINGS SIZE OF CENTER

(N=50 centers)

Average (between 50% and 70%)

Under 50%
Over 70%

Under 31 31 - 60 Over 60

(N=11) (N=25) (N=14)

9.1% 66.0% 64.3%
27.3 20.0 14.3
63.6 20.0 21.4

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Center Size and Type of

Physical Setting

The frequency with which indoor settings were judged by

observers as crowded or roomy is related to size of center.

Settings in which 30 percent. or more of the observations

were rated as roomy were found most often in large centers.

No crowded settings were observed in large centers. Tab 94

shows the percentage of total observations within centers

which were rated as crowded or roomy.

Center Size and Incidence of

Teaching Directors

In most centers the director's duties are primarily ad-

ministrative, even though she may occasionally take over a

group of children for short periods. In other centers,
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however, the director has regular teaching responsibilities.

This combination of roles is most common in small or medium-

size centers, which account for thirteen of the fourteen

cases in which this dual role occurred in our sample. Only

one director of a large center was considered a teaching

director.

1111111MIIMMall

TABLE 94

RELATIONSHIP OP TYPE OF PHYSICAL

SETTING TO SIZE OF CENTER
.A1011m1IMINPONIMMI1111.11111111.

SETTING

(N=50 centers)

Roomy
Less than 18%
18 - 29%
30% or more

SIZE OF CENTER

Under 31 31 - 60 Over 60
(N=11) (N=25) (N=14)

Crowded

Less than 18%
18 - 29%
30% or more

90.9%
9.1
0.0

700.0%

72.7
18.2
9.1

100.0%

92.0%
4.0
4.0

100.0%

80.0
12.0
8.0

100.0%

78.5%
14.3
7.1

100.0%

100.0
0.0
0.0

100.0%

Center Size and Attitudes of Staff

Leadership Style

Attitude toward authority did not appear to differ

markedly for either teachers or directors by size of center.

Differences in warmth (affection and dependency) were more

evident. (See Table 95.)
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In small centers most teachers are permissive or moder-

ate in attitude toward affection, but directors are highly

permissive. In medium-size centers all staff hold similar

attitudes and are very seldom rated as not permissive. Large

centers present a somewhat different picture. Teachers are

similar to those in small centers (i.e., generally permissive

or moderate). Directors, however, are infrequently permis-

sive toward affection.

TABLE 95

RELATIONSHIP OF STAFF ATTITUDES TOWARD AFFECTION

AND DEPENDENCY TO SIZE OF CENTER

ATTITUDES OF STAFF ...SIZE OF CENTER

(N= 50 directors)
Under 31

Tchr. Dir.
31 - 60

Tchr. Dir.
Over 60

Tchr. Dir.

(N=104 teachers) (N=18) (N=11) (N=53) (N=25) (N=33) (N=14)

Affection
Permissive 44% 72% 60% 68% 46% 21%

Moderately
permissive 39 9 32 28 39 57

Not permissive 17 18 8 4 15 21

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Dependency

Permissive 34% 18% 38% 36% 30% 43%

Moderately
permissive 28 64 51 60 45 29

Not permissive 39 18 11 4 24 29

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

4M111111IIMMINIIIIMM0)=.111=11mr
410111111.1110411011111111/1111141111MINIMIMIIM11010111M

Most staff tend to be more liberal in their attitudes

toward affection than toward dependency. In large centers,

however, directors express attitudes which are more acceptant
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of dependency than of affection. Directors in large centers

are more likely than other directors to express attitudes to-

ward dependency which are either permissive or not permis-

sive. Although the sample size is too small for definite

conclusions, we suggest that children's problems of depend-

ency increase as center size increases, leading directors

either to accept or to attempt to ignore the problem. As a

result of the differences described, over-all director atti-

tudes toward warmth are rated considerably higher in small-

and medium-size centers than in large ones. (See Table 96.)

TABLE 96

RELATIONSHIP OF DIRECTOR ATTITUDE TOWARD

WARMTH TO SIZE OF CENTER

WARMTH

(N=50 centers)

SIZE OF CENTER

Under 31 31 - 60 Over 60
(N=11) (N=25) (N=14)

High 72.7% 80.0% 35.7%
Low 27.3 20.0 64.3

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Role Concept

Concept of role also varies with center size. Direct-

ors in small centers tend to be adult-centered, those in

medium-size centers to be child-centered. Neither trend is

apparent in centers of large size. (See Table 97.) Teachers

in small and medium centers follow a pattern somewhat similar

to directors, except in large centers where large numbers are

adult-centered.
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RELATIONSHIP OF CONCEPT OF ROLE TO

SIZE OF CENTER

10111111NOMOOMIONNIONISOM1110001.40111111111.....~.0111. limerrammonow
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CONCEPT OF
ROLE SIZE OF CENTER

Under 31 31 - 60 Over 60
(N=49 centers) Tchr. bir. Tch. bfr. TEET=177""
(N=104 teachers)

Child-centered
Semi child-centered
Semi adult-centered
Adult-centered

(N=18) (N=11) (N=53) (N=24) (N=33) (N=14)

11.1% 0.0% 24.5% 20.0% 12.1% 7.1%
27.8 18.2 30.2 44.0 24.2 35.7
27.8 36.4 20.8 16.0 15.2 35.7
33.3 45.4 24.5 16.0 45.5 21.4
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

410.011ft=1.00011..01111=111.110.11111..11111.1111.1111i..111111111~011.1

Center Size and Amount of Special Ttaining

As size of center increases the amount of special

training of personnel appears to increase. Large centers

have the lowest percentage of relatively untrained teachers

and the highest percentage with certificate or better train-

ing. (See Table 98.) This same relationship holds to a more

marked degree for directors. (See Table 99.)

Summary

Size of center does appear to influence the behavior of

teachers. Medium-size centers appear most likely to foster a

pattern of program similar to the Freedom pole of Pattern I,

Freedom-Restraint. These centers are high on encouragement

and lessons of pleasure, creativity, and dealing with other

children, and low in restriction, rules of social living, and
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control and restraint. They are characterized by a relative-

ly high proportion of sensitive teacher manner.

TABLE 98

RELATIONSHIP OF SPECIAL TRAINING OF

TEACHERS TO SIZE OP CENTER

1...100.1001=1.111.E.10411110e1.1.0.0.111,11

SPECIAL TRAINING

(N=103 teachers)

SIZE OP CENTER

Under 31 31 - 60 Over 60
(N=18) (I 52) (N=33)

None 38.8% 25.0% 24.2%
Workshops 5.6 13.2 6.1
Some courses 44.4 46.2 45.5
Certificate 11.1 11.5 12.1
Major in child development 0.0 3.8 12,1

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

TABLE 99

RELATIONSHIP OF SPECIAL TRAINING OP

DIRECTOR TO SIZE OF CENTER

SPECIAL TRAINING SIZE OP CENTER

Under 31 31 - 60 Over 60
(N=50 directors) (N=11) (N=25) (N=14)

None 45.5% 12.0% 7.1%
Workshops 9.1 12.0 7.1
Some course work 27.3 36.0 42.9
Certificate 18.2 36.0 21.4
Major in child development 0.0 4.0 21.4

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

The behavioral data show a rather similar pattern for

small and large centers. Both are lower on encouragement and

higher on restriction than are the medium-size centers and
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thus closer to the Restraint pole of Pattern I for center

program. They are high on lessons in rules of social living

and control and restraint, but low in pleasure, dealing with

other children, creativity, and self-sufficiency.

This curvilinear relationship between center size and

teacher behavior is unexpected in view of the other relation-

ships between variables established in this and preceding

chapters. These relationships constitute a predictive frame-

work which can be summarized as follows:

Small centers Large centers

Teacher-directed/
free play Free play

lyse of setting: Crowded Roomy

Role concept: Adult-centered Not adult-
centered

EMEEEE.LEEII:

Special training:

Teachers Less More

Directors Little Much

All of the variables associated with small size of cen-

ters are those which have been previously described as tend-

ing to be associated with center program in which teachers

are characteristically restrictive, low in encouragement and

active in prescribing forms of behavior for children. These

predictions hold up quite well for small centers.

However, the predictors for program in large centers

would lead us to expect teacher behavior which is high in

sensitive teacher manner, encouragement, and the lessons

which usually accompany these behaviors. Instead, wy find

program which is high in guidance, control and restraint, and
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rules of social living, and quite high on restriction. More-

over, teachers and directors in large centers are lower in

warmth and much less likely to report permissive feelings

about affection than staff in small centers. Previous data

on the effects of role concept and special training on teach-

er behavior and attitudes would lead us to predict the oppo-

site relationship.

Apparently size of center operates as a limiting factor

which directly affects staff attitudes and behavior. The in-

creased number of relationships and concomitant organization-

al complexity of large centers seem to leave staff less free

for warm and accepting relationships with children. In con-

trast, small ,c,enters appear to draw staff and children into

closer proximity with the potential of closer relationships,

as indicated by absence of constant grouping, absence of

roomy settings, and frequent participation in teaching by the

director.

In comparison with variables previously discussed, size

of center appears to regulate performance more powerfully

than program format, expressed attitudes, or amount of spe-

cial training.

Sponsorship

There are few differences in teacher behavior according

to sponsorship. (See Table 100.) The only significant dif-

ference is in total amount of teacher direction, which is

lowest in public centers. The categories of encouragement



and restriction show no significant difference.

TABLE 100

TEACHER BEHAVIOR BY SPONSORSHIP

(EigHlaa_IEE-E1.42-faWalSies)
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CATEGORIES OF
TEACHER BEHAVIOR SPONSORSHIP

Proprietary
(N=50 centers) (N=30)

Non-profit
(N=5).,

Total Encouragement to
Individuals 21.2 24.9

Total Teacher-Direction to
Individuals 8.6 8.3

Total Guidancf! to Individuals 24.1 22.5

Total Restriction to Individuals 7.4 6.7

Total Neutral to Individuals 14.5 12.1

Total Verbal Skills to
Individuals 8.3 10.0

Public
(N=15)

23.4

5.6
24.9
7.0
15.6

9.8

Significant at * .05 level (F ratio)

.0.....110...,..----,. ./amsrge....mammareabaigramwslowei~warirr

Lessons taught appear equally unaffected by sponsor-

ship. (See Table 101.) No significant differences in les-

sons taught were found, although some difference is indicated

in lessons on verbal-physical coordination, consideration,

and dealing with strong emotions.

Table 102 shows differences in teacher manner according

to sponsorship. Public centers have a higher percentage of

teachers in the sensitive category; however, one-fifth of

these centers rate as insensitive in teacher manner. The

overall differences in teacher manner by sponsorship are

slight.



TABLE 101

LESSONS TAUGHT BY SPONSORSHIP

(figures are mean percenta es.)

LESSONS TAUGHT4.1.1110

(N=50 centers)
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SPONSORSHIP

Proprietary Non-profit Public
(N=30) (N=5) (N=15)

Physical Skills

46AA..m111.011

Large muscle 1.9% 1.6% 2.1%
Eye-hand coordination 5.8 1.8 2.3
Verbal-physical coordination 8.1 5.4 5.4

Social Skills

Rules of social living 14.4 13.4 11.0
Dealing with other children 4.0 7.0 6.1
Consideration 7.1 14.2 11.5

Intellectual Skills

Formal skills 12.5 16.2 11.2
Knowledge and awareness 9.5 6.2 9.3
Pleasure, awe and wonder 6.9 6.4 7.3

Self-Responsibility.

Self-sufficiency 7.3 6.8 11.7
Creativity and experimentation 7.5 6.4 9.2
Control and restraint 14.7 13.4 11.3
Dealing with strong emotions 0.3

IIMM....111.1111
0.2 1.3

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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TABLE 102

TEACHER MANNER BY SPONSORSHIP

TEACHER MANNER SPONSORSHIP

Proprietary Non-profit Public

(N=50 centers) (N=30) (N=5) (N=15)

Sensitive 20.0% 40.0% 40.0%

Friendly 16.7 0.0 13.3

Neutral 40.0 60.0 26.7

Insensitive 23.3 0.0 20.0

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

In contrast, program format does appear to be Influ-

enced by sponsorship. (See Table 103.) Proprietary centers

seldom use a free choice format, while no public center had a

teacher-directed/free play format, the one most commonly

found in proprietary centers.

TABLE 103

PROGRAM FORMAT BY SPONSORSHIP

PROGRAM FORMAT SPONSORSHIP

Proprietary Non-profit Public

(N=50 centers) (N=30) (N=5) (N=15)

Free play 23.3% 40.0% 40.0%

Free choice 9.9 20.0 40.0

Teacher-directed/free play 40.0 40.0 0.0

Teacher-directed 26.7 0.0 20.0

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Perhaps because of differences in program format, cer-

tain differences in tempo appear to be related to sponsor-

ship. No public center was found to have tempo ratings which
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were consistently average or stimulating. All these ratings

were confined to proprietary or non-profit centers. (See

Table 104.)

TABLE 104

TEMPO BY SPONSORSHIP

WMP1. MMWMM11.61011111.
TEMPO

AN.
SPONSORSHIP

1000110110=0011.

(N=50 centers)
Proprietary

(N=30)
Non-profit

(N=5)
Public
(N=15)

Unclassified 56.7% 20.0% 60.0%
Relaxed 3.3 20.0 40.0
Average 26.7 40.0 0.0
Stimulating 13.3 20.0 0.0

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

411.110=111.11,011111111111111.1111111111fts.

Sponsorship and Attitudes and Other

Characteristics of Staff

Teachers' attitudes toward authority show some rela-

tionship to sponsorship. Directors who prefer permissive

situational authority are found almost entirely in public

centers. Preference for arbitrary authority is similar Eor

proprietary and public centers, but much higher for centers

under non-profit sponsorship (however, the N is small). (See

Table 105.)

Amount of training varies for both teachers and direc-

tors by sponsorship. Staff in proprietary centers have less

special training than either teachers or directors in public

centers. Tte N for non-profit centers is small and amount of

training appears to be variable. (See Table 106.)



TABLE 105

RELATIONSHIP OF TEACHER ATTITUDES TOWARD

AUTHORITY TO SPONSORSHIP
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TEACHER ATTITUDES
TOWARD AUTHORITY

(N=104 teachers)
(N=50 directors)

Permissive
Conservative
Arbitrary

Proprietary
TZET-'1517:
(N=59) (N=30)

6.8% 13.3%
47.4 46.7
45.8 40.0

100:6% 100.0%

SP.2NSORSHIP

Non-profit
176177-51E7
(Nzi...12 (N=5)

0.0%
27.3
727

7676%

Public
ISFE-5177
(N=34) (N=151

20.0% 23.5%
0.0 35.3

80.0 41.2

1557701537%

13.3%
66.7
20.0

100.6%

.MIllitIM.OMINIYINININIM11140111.1111111

s TABLE 106

RELATIONSHIP OF SPECIAL TRAINING OF TEACHERS

AND DIRECTORS TO SPONSORSHIP

SPECIAL TRAINING OF
DIRECTORS & TEACHERS

Proprietary
ITE:77-15.3.r7

(N=50 centers)

None
Workshops
Some course work
Certificate
Major,child

development

SPONSORSHIP

Non-profit
rrack-47--= chr..

Public

(N=59) (N=30) (N=11) (N=5) (N=34) (N=15)4491.14.

37.3% 23.3% 27.3% 20.0% 14.7% 6.7%
16.9 13.3 0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0
37.3 43.3 45.5 40.0 55.9 20.0
5.1 16.6 27.3 0.0 17.6 60.0

3.4 3.3 0.0 20.0 11.3 1.3.3

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%100.0% 100.0%

41.141.41..exr10.....10010..fno,MMTONIA., Tie ."11, nywprirr.MalliftnewillnoWOL
o.......v..m.,...N..di.e.it"A..nur.o.T142notoworwirczrnst,arpRlswr.S.tfuInwIAMas*:.VN-aalrs..I.Pe

Sponsorship and Type of Services Offered

Centerz differ widely in the services which they offer

to the public. Some offer only day care five days a week.

In addition to this 'basic service, centers also may offer
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extended day care for school age children or a one-half day

nursery school program. To these variations can also be

added the possibility of taking children for one or more days,

or at any irregular hours which meet the needs of mothers.

The frequency with which we encountered these programs in our

sample was as follows in Table 107.

l'ABLE 107

TYPE OF SERVICES OFFERED BY CENTERS

111111111/

TYPE OF SERVICES
.=11.Mul11~1

IMINEWWW .1POIMMO "MIN.WANI%
oNms

Center offers only weekly day care for
preschool children

Center offers weekly day care and extended
day care for school age children

Center offers day care only--either weekly
or part time

Center offers both day care and nursery program
both weekly and part time

Center accepts both preschool and school age
full time or part time

36.0%

26.0

14.0

18.0

6.0

100.0%

Table 108 shows the relationship of type of service of-

. fered to both size and sponsorship of center. It can be seen

that type of service offered has a slight relation to size,

but considerable relation to sponsorship. Public centers are

permitted by statute to offer only day care for preschool

and/or school age children. Both proprietary and non-profit

centers have cogent economic reasons to offer the services

which are most in demand in their neighborhoods. The five

non-profit centers are omitted from Table 108. Four offered
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day care only, the fifth, a large center in a suburban church,

offered nursery and day care, both part and full time.

TABLE 108

RELATIONSHIP OF TYPE OF SERVICES TO SPONSORSHIP

AND SIZE OF CENTER

TYPE op

SERVICES Under 31 31 - 60 Over 60
PUBTITTOW17PUblicPropri= Public Tropirr Total

etary etary etary

SIZE OF CENTER

(N=45
centers) (N=1) (N=9) (N=7) (N=15) (N=7) (N=6)

samisftas

Day care service only

Day care,
preschool
children
only 0 3 5 4 3 2 17

Day care,
preschool,
extended 1 1 2 2 4 0 10

Day care,
full and
part time 0 2 0 4 0 1 7

Day care and nursery
Nursery and
day care,
full and
part time 0 3 0 4 0 1 8

All ages,
all time 0 1 2 3

Large public centers are most likely to offer extended

day services. (Our N is small, but this statement is probab-

ly true.) Four out of six of the large proprietary centers

offer services other than day care only. As the size of a
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center increases, the frequency with which other services are

offered appears to increase.

Type of care does not appear to produce a marked effect

on teacher performance either in regard to teacher behavior,

lessons taught, or teacher manner. There do, however, appear

to be certain substantial differences in program format and

attitudes of personnel depending on whether the type of serv-

ice offered is day care only, or a combination of day care

and half-day nursery school.

Table 109 indicates that centers which offer day care

only may use any of the program formats. In contrast, cen-

ters which offer combined services were not found to use a

free choice format. Instead they rely heavily on teacher-

directed/free play or a free play format; these two formats

account for 75 per cent of these centers.

TABLE 109

PROGRAM FORMAT BY TYPE OF SERVICE

lmlinUONIIIMMINII..Mill.11111111111411MMINNINOINIMMIn milmasONNION.41
NO..1111.1M

PROGRAM FORMAT
x0.4.

TYPE OF SERVICE
Day care and

Day care only nursery school
(N=50 centers (N=38) (N=12)

Free ?lay 28.9% 33.3%
Free choice 26.3 0.0
Teacher-directed/free play 23.7 41.7
Teacher-directed 21.1 25.0

100.0% 100.0%

Although there were no differences in other attitudes,

attitudes of directors toward dependency appear to show some
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relationship to type of service offered. Directors offering

services in addition to day care appear to be somewhat more

permissive of dependency than those offering day care only.

Again, we suggest that dependency is more of a problem in

these centers, because of the number of children who are

there for short or irregular hours. (See Table 110.)

TABL13 110

RELATIONSHIP OF DIRECTOR ATTITUDE TOWARD

DEPENDENCY TO TYPE OP SERVICES

4.1.40...1....111111~~11.0~100

DIRECTOR ATTITUDE
TO DEPENDENCY

..~...*01.11/1
DAY CARE DAY CARE AND
SERVICE ONLY NURSERY SCHOOL

(N=50 centers) (N=38) (N=12)

Permissive
Moderately permissive
Not permissive

36.8%
44.7
18.4

25.0%
75.0
0.0

100.0% 100.0%

Ilid111.1111.0010=1.1.11111

Sponsorship and Grouping Practices

We have already described the relationship of grouping

practice to size of center. This relationship also varies by

sponsorship. Both proprietary and non-profit centers use all

forms of grouping practice, but no public center was encoun-

tered in which children were ungrouped. (See Table 111.)

Several significant differences besides size and spon-

sorship appear related to grouping practice. Teaching di-

rectors are found most frequently in centers which are es-

sentially ungrouped. Seven of nine directors in ungrouped
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centers express high warmth. Also, ungrouped centers more

often have crowded settings. The combination of actively in-

volved directors of high warmth working in settings which

bring participants into close contact may explain the signif-

icantly higher incidence (.05) of approval/nurturance found

in ungrouped settings.

TABLE 111

RELATIONSHIP OF GROUPING PRACTICE TO SPONSORSHIP

GROUPING PRACTICE SPONSORSHIP

Proprietary Non-profit Public
(N=50 centers) (N=30) (N=5) (N=15)

Basically grouped 16.7% 20.0% 40.0%
Occasionally ungrouped 56.7 60.0 60.0
Ungrouped 26.7 20.0 0.0

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Paler. 11../ 1111111M1111111111=111111

Sponsorship and Men in Centers

One striking difference between public centers and

others is the opportunity for exposure to men. (See Table

112.) We noted the presence of men in centers and also clas-

sified them according to the role which they played. A clas-

sification of exceptionally strong meant that they actively

participated in the program and were known to the children

individually in a strong and fatherly male role. The next

classification (strong) most often was applied to an owner

who represented male authority, but did not actively partici-

pate in the program. A classification of weak referred to
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janitors, college students, or other men who were present,

but not in a fatherly or authoritative male role. Almost 40

percent of both proprietary and non-profit centers offered

children the opportunity for close contact with a.man in.an

authority role. This opportunity occurred in only one public

center, in which the custodian assumed a grandfather role

with the children (apparently accepted and encouraged by the

director) and spent large amounts of time with them.

TABLE 112

RELATIONSHIP OF MEN IN CENTERS TO SPONSORSHIP

MEN IN CENTERS

(N=50 centers)

SPONSORSHIP

Proprietary
(N=30)

Non-profit
(N=5)

Public
(N=15)

Exceptionally strong role
Strong role (owner)

13.3%
23.3

20.0%
20.0

0.0%
6.7

Weak (peripheral) 20.0 0.0 20.0

None 40.0 60.0 73.3

Don't Know 3.3 0.0 0.0

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%1111111111.1wiammiMInmaia.......=111....../...m.p.orr

Sponsorship and Amount of Director Authority

In our previous study (Prescott, 1964, 1965) we noticed

the differing amounts of authority which were invested in the

role of director. In this study we attempted to ascertain

the amount of the director's authority by asking the follow-

ing questions:

Do you have a board or advioory group to whom you

report?
How do you go about obtaining a new teacher?
If a teacher's performance is unsatisfactory, what

do you do?
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If you had a question about a matter concerning
the center, to whom would you turn for advice?

If a director reported to no one, hired and fired

teachers without recourse to another's opinion, and if she

sought advice from persons not in a supervisory role, we

rated her authority as full. If she sought or was required

to obtain approval in these areas we rated her authority as

moderate. If she made it clear that she deferred in all

these matters to supervisory figures, her authority was rated

as limited.

Amount of authority differed primarily by sponsorship.

(See Table 113.) Directors of proprietary centers clearly

had the greatest amount of authority. Unless a director in

a public center was in an unusual position (typically, long

tenure in a small district) her authority was moderate, and

many directors of public centers viewed their auth,tity as

limited.

TABLE 113

RELATIONSHIP OF DIRECTOR'S AUTHORITY

TO SPONSORSHIP

11=1=21=1

DIRECTOR'S AUTHORITY SPONSORSHIy

Proprietary Non-profit Public
(N=50 centers) (N=30) (N=5) (N=15)

Full 93.3% 40.0% 13.3%
Moderate 6.6 40.0 60.0
Limited 0.0 20.0 26.7

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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Socioeconomic Status of Clientele

We divided centers into four categories according to

socioeconomic status (SES) estimated on the basis of a previ-

ous study (Prescott, 1965). Centers which primarily serve

parents with college degrees and professional occupations

were ranked SES I. Those which primarily serve stable two-

parent families with good income and employed typically in

white collar occupations were rated SES II. Those primarily

serving families with high school education, or one-parent

families where the mother held a clerical position were

rated SES III. Those centers rated SES IV primarily served

one-parent families in which the mother was employed in a

small factory or as a domestic and had attained no more than

a high school education.

Table 114 shows socioeconomic differences of clientele

by sponsorship of centers.

TABLE 114

RELATIONSHIP OP SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

OP CLIENTELE TO SPONSORSHIP

mins..1011111eallslim.mln....m.r.
4111101111M

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
OF CLIENTELE SPONSORSHIP

(N=50 centers)
Proprietary

(N=30)
Non-profit

(N=5)

SES I 16.6% 0.0%

SES II 56.7 40.0

SES III 26.7 40.0

SES IV 0.0 20.0

100.0% 100.6%

MMMalms

Public
(N=15)

0.0%
0.0
80.0
20.0

.71576%
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Proprietary centers do not serve the lowest SES group, nor do

public centers serve families of higher SES. Centers under

all forms of sponsorship serve parents of moderately low so-

cioeconomic status. As described in our previous study,

(Prescott, 1965, p. 4) parents within this range conceivably

can choose among centers by sponsorship in selecting day care

for their children.

Type of service offered also is related to SES. (See

Table 115.) Parents in the lower socioeconomic group most of-

ten place their children in a program which offers only day

care services. Parents in the higher SES groups can select a

center which also offers a nursery school (half-day) program.

TABLE 115

RELATIONSHIP OF SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

OP CLIENTELE TO TYPE OF SERVICES

4011111111MINOMMINIMMMOIO

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
OF CLIENTELE TYPE OF SERVICES

Day care, Day care, Also
pre-school full nursery
extended part time school

(N=50 centers) (N=31) (N=7) (N=12)

SES I 6.4% 0.0% 25.0%
SES II 22.6 57.1 66.7
SES III 58.1 42.9 8.3
SES IV 12.9 0.0 0.0

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

N.=
Armi Sim

Our sample shows no strong relationship between SES and

size of center. However, we feel that the trend shows a re-

lationship which probably prevails, namely, that many small
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centers primarily serve parents who are eligible for public

child care but do not use it, as well as two-parent families

in relatively moderate circumstances. (See Table 116.)

411=10111111&

TABLE 116

RELATIONSHIP OF SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

OP CLIENTELE TO SIZE OP CENTER

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
OF CLIENTELE SIZE OF CENTER

(N=50 centers)

Under 31
(N=11)

31 - 60
(N=25)

Over 60
(N=14)

SES I 0.0% n 0% 143%
SES II 45.5 4.0 14.3

SES III 45.4 36.0 57.1

SES IV 9.1 4.0 14.3

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
milams

While there were no noteworthy differences in the cate-

gories of teacher behavior, there were some differiences in

lessons taught according to SES. (See Table 117.) There are

significant differences in two of the three physical skills.

Large muscle skills are most often encouraged in centers

serving children from the lowest SES, while eye-hand coordi-

nation is markedly higher in centers serving children of

college-educated parents.

There are two other differences which are not statis-

tically significant, but are worth considering for the effect

which they might produce if they held to be true for a larger

sample. One is the low frequency of lessons in pleasure, awe

and wonder for low SES children. The other is the consistent
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increase of lessons in self-sufficiency as SES drops. If

these relationships do exist they would indicate that low SES

children probably are learning early independence and looking

to their peers for pleasure and help rather than to adults.

Neither of these learnings would be expected to be predictive

of success in elementary school.

TABLE 117

LESSONS TAUGHT BY SES OF CLIENTELE

(fila22.212.1222.ESESEIELEs)

LESSONS TAUGH17 SES OF CLIENTELE

(N=50 centers)
I

(N=5)
II

(N=19)
/II

(N=22)
IV

(N=4)

Physical Skills
Large muscle* 2.6% 1.1% 1.5% 7.8%
Eye-hand coordination** 14.0 4.2 1.8 6.8

Verbal-physical
coordination 7.0 7.6 6.7 6.3

Social Skills

Rules of social living 13.2 12.7 14.4 10.0
Dealing with other

children 3.4 4.9 5.0 6.8
Consideration 7.8 8.8 10.0 7.5

Intellectual Skills
Formal skills 8.2 12.5 13.8 10.8
Knowledge & awareness 10.2 10.1 7.7 10.8
Pleasure, awe & wonder 6.2 7.2 7.6 2.8

Self-Responsibility
Self-sufficiency 4.2 7.7 9.6 12.8
Creativity and

experimentation 8.4 8.7 7.3 7.3
Control & restraint 14.6 13.9 13.8 9.3
Dealing with strong

emotions 0.0 0.4 1.0 0.5

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Significant at ** .01, .05 level (F..ratio)
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Summary

Size of center appears to regulate teacher performance

within the center, either facilitating or inhibiting warm in-

teraction despite expressed attitudes of staff and program

format.

Sponsorship does not appear to determine teacher per-

formance or program, but it is a powerful regulator both of

the characteristics of persons who come together in a center

and the range of experience which is open to them as a re-

sult. Sponsorship determines, to a great extent, the amount

of training completed by directors and teachers in the cen-

ter, and the SES of its clientele. Proprietary centers are

wore likely than others to be small in size, keep children

ungrouped by age, have directors who participate in teaching,

have men present to assume a father role with children, and

offer morning-only nursery school experience to some children

in addition to full day care for the rest.

In the chapter which follows we shall consider further

the variety of experience which centers offer based on the

quality of the physical environment.
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CHAPTER VIII

PHYSICAL SETTINGS IN DAY CARE CENTERS:

TEACHERS, PROGRAM AND SPACE

by Sybil Kritchevsky

Introduction

One of the goals of this study has been to consider the

effect of physical space on program. We began with the pre-

mise that settings in which events and behavior occur possess

inherent regulatory features. These features stem from the

purposes for which the setting exists and also from its phys-

ical attributes. Certain attributes (indoor or outdoor; num-

ber of people in the setting; time of day; amount of space

available--i.e., crowded or roomy) were noted on our original

observations of teacher behavior. As observation progressed,

all of the staff became aware that these dimensions were in-

adequate to describe the effect of the physical setting. We

began to see great variation in both content and arrangements

of space, and to suspect that much child and teacher behavior

was related to this variation.

In some centers, teachers seemed almost harassed and

spent much of their time suggesting activities, directing or

restricting children. Such teachers seemed to have little or

no opportunity to watch the children at play, and to select

258
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appropriate moments to extend children's play with new ideas,

related equipment or relevant concepts (i.e., to offer en-

couragement of child-initiated activities). Some play areas

seemed to hold relatively little interest for children, who

consequently spent less time with equipment and more time

roaming the empty space. Other spaces seemed overcrowded,

with either equipment or children, so that there was repeated

interruption of any play that was occurring. Still others

had large empty areas where we frequently saw children rough-

housing and then being restricted and/or redirected by

teachers.

It appeared to the observers that much of the

children's behavior was being determined by what was in the

space and how it was arranged. Some teachers rarely had much

choice in their behavior, being continually forced into imme-
AMA

diate responses to what the children were doing. On the

other hand, the same spatial content and arrangement which

kept the children higlily involved in play also provided time

for teachers to observe their group and to choose when and

how to interact with the children.

Accordingly, midway through the research an exploratory

study was initiated for the purpose of delineating spatial

characteristics, particularly along the dimensions of inter-

est, organization, and use, so that we could:

1. describe center space, estimate its relative qual-

ity, and make comparisons between centers;
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2. determine the relationship between physical setting

and other dimensions examined in the study, particularly

children's and teachers' behavior;

3. describe the kinds of physical setting that might

best meet the needs of children and their teachers in full

day care; and

4. contribute to the development of a general analytic

framework within which the effect of many settings designed

for preschoolers might be better understood.

The initial perception of "differences in settings" and

its elaboration into a conceptual underpinning for the meth-

odology of this sub-study, were influenced from three

sources: (1) a particular point of view about child develop-

ment and the role of the teacher in supporting this develoo-

ment (see Chapter II); (2) ideas about the special needs of

children in full day care (see Chapter II); and (3) an ex-

ploration of the literature from a variety of disciplines.

Several studies have connected children's behavior with spa-

tial factors (Johnson, 1935; Jersild and Markey, 1935;

Murphy, 1937; Muste and Sharpe, 1947; Body, 1955), but no

single previous study was founa which defined and measured

all those areas we felt were important.

The fields of architecture and landscape architecture

produced discussions of halls, pathways, the purposeful or-

ganization of space, and the capacity of space to direct, or

fail to direct, the human movement expected within it (Wu,

1963; Kenneay, 1953; Encyclopedia Britannica). The ideas of
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Barker (1963) on psychological ecology and Hall (1966) on

proxemics ("interrelated observations and theories of mants

use of space as a specialized elaboration of culture") were

also most helpful. The literature in nursery education, par-

ticularly Read (1955), has influenced our ideas about equip-

ment.

Definitions
VONNIOmme./~1.=1111ftImmememl

We developed some descriptive concepts relat d to the

two aspects of space with which we were concerned: contents,

and the empty space around and between those contents. The

contents with which we are primarily concerned are play units

and potential units. A play unit is a piece of play equip-

ment and the space around it necessary to its use. (Storage

sheds, shade trees, bushes, and so on may on occasion meet

the criteria for play or potential units.) For example, the

jumo-off-walk-around space which surrounds a slide, and the

space outside a jungle gym where children swing their legs or

stretch their arms, belong to the play unit. These spaces

are not really free for other uses. If other children need

to use this space to move through the yard, there will quite

naturally be conflicts and interruptions of play.

A boundary is the outer edge of a play unit (or a yard).

Some boundaries are easily determined. They have solid edges

and are tangible and/or visible, like the closed sides of a

playhouse or storage shelves, or the line where concrete and

dirt touch one another. Other boundaries are intangible and

not visual and must be approximated, such as the outer edge
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of the space around a unit necessary to that unit's use. All

boundaries have vertical as well as horizontal dimensions.

Thus the boundary of a sand box would be intangible, about

three feet out from each side, and as high as the tallest

child. Boundaries of units overlap if a child on one unit

can reach a child on another unit.

A potential unit is empty space with boundaries that

are in large part tangible and/or v4,sible. Common potential

units are bare tables, a bare rug, the shaded area under a

tree or umbrella, and cozy spaces among bushes or under

stairs. Potential units can provide flexibility for teachers

and allow for greater spatial variety from day to day. How-

ever, an unrecognized potential unit can be a source of

trouble. Accesa to space under stairs, if off limits, may

need to be boarded up. When the space between bushes invites

children into a forbidden area between the fence and a long

row of bushes, the space may need to be closed off in some

way, perhaps by the solid back of a play unit across the

opening.

We divided play units into three kinds on the basis of

the relative number of children they can accommodate at one

time and their relative capacity to keep children interested:

Sim le unit: a play unit that has one obvious use
and does not have sub-parts or a juxtaposition
of materials which enable a child to manipu-
late or improvise. (Examples: swings, jungle
gym, rocking horse, slide)

Complex unit: a play unit with sub-parts or jux-
-----175BiTTion of two essentially different play

materials which enable the child to manipulate
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or improvise. (Examples: sand table with
digging equipment, play house with supplies)
Also included in this category are single play
materials and objects which encourage substan-
tial improvisation and/or have a considerable
element of unpredictability. (Examples: all
art activities such as dough or painting; a
table with books to look at; an area with ani-
mals, such as a dog, guinea pigs, or ducks)

Super-unit: a complex unit which has one or more
addiTonal play materials; i.e., three or more
PrirEFTFFials juxtaposed. (Examples: sand
table with play materials and water; tunnel,
movable climbing boards and boxes, and large
crates)

Super-units accommodate the most children at one time

and hold their interest longest; complex units rank second

and simple units third. Some conflict in yards was seen to

be related to the presence of unrecognized complex and super-

units. A table with kitchen equipment placed a foot or two

from a sand box is a super-unit to a child, and if sand must

stay in the sand box, it is wise to move the table either

away from or into the sandbox.

Our ideas about the free space around and between the

units in a play apace can be discussed in terms of paths. A

path is the space that chil.dren use to move from where they

are to where they want to go; a clear path is broad, elongat-

ed, and easily visible. It helps children move quickly and

directly from one place to another, and it clearly separates

units from one another. While paths are rather difficult to

describe in words, when they exist they are very easily seen.

If an observer looking at a play yard asks himself, "How do

the children get from one place to another?" and can't an-

swer easily, then probably the children can't either, and
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there is no clear path.

Paths may be unclear for a variety of reasons, and it

sometimes helps to watch children at play. The adult who

kneels down himself and places his eyes at a child's level

can better see just where and how clear the path really is.

In one large yard that we visited, children often ran through

a centrally placed sand box. From an adult height the sand-

box certainly was visible. But from the height of the child,

looking at the inviting high-climbing equipment beyond, the

sand box was very difficult to see and it made perfectly good

four-year-old sense to run straight across the yard, through

the suddenly-present sand box, and on to the jungle gym. The

same solt of principle seemed to be operating where children

regularly walked under a U-shaped climbing and hanging lad-

der. Here the children were sighting tricycles beyond the

ladder unit, and with eyes focused at trike-level they were

walking a direct route under the apparently unseen ladder to

their goal.

Sometimes in order to provide adequate visibility for

the path, the teacher must plan to make play units and their

boundaries more clearly visible. Jungle gyms, ladders, and

the like occasionally camouflage themselves, and it may be

necessary to surround them with more empty space, or place

them near a solid fence or tall green bushes in order to make

them clearly visible. The sand box described above would

benefit greatly from a high open-lattice roof, sun could

still shine through, and the several roof supports and the
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roof itself would make the sand box clearly visible. (Sand

box roofs need to be high enough to give children the sense

of freedom they need to stand and stretch and move with ease.)

A total absence of path because of too much equipment

placed too close together is very evident. The adult can not

see a path, and neither can the children. There is always

some empty space in which the children mov&around, but in

this kind ef yard children will bump into one another and

will interfere, accidentally and often, in one another's pday.

Some yards lack a path for another reason. They have

what we have called dead ripace, a large amount of empty space,

roughly square or circular in shape. Dead space is usually

at least partly in the central area of the yard. Play units

may be far enough from one another to create partial paths

here and there, but entering this dead space becomes a spe-

cial kind of trap for children. Partial paths will lead

children into, but not out of, dead space; instead, disorgan-

ized running and wrestling activity often develops, and

adults have to restrict and/or redirect the children in-

volved. (Again, this is a hard concept to put into words,

but we feel teachers who work around this kind of space will

readily recognize it.)

Dead space can be eliminated in a variety of ways. The

addition of a play unit may help, or the moving of a fence.

It is sometimes possible to extend other units into the

space; boxes and boards can be added to a jungle gym or a rug

placed in front of the play house. Much equipment can be
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shifted, extended, or added so as to develop an elongated

space for the pathway. But it seems to us that somewhere

worth going (interesting, varied equipment) is needed to make

a path function at its best.

Figure 2 shows how equipment is placed in one yard so

as to provide a clear path. The yard is used by eighteen

four-year-olds and supervised by one teacher in a free choice

program format. Without the jungle gym and boards and boxes

(or some equipment) in that particular spot, the yard would

probably have had dead space in the center. The cement patio

area was a potential unit and was so used consciously by the

teacher. On another day when we observed, a play house area

and "stagecoach" were set up, one at each end of the patio,

and empty table C then functioned as a boundary between the

two units. Most of the yard is hard packed dirty and the

tricycle riding area is the central part of the pathway. The

path itself is clear, broad, and allows easy access to all

parts of the yard.

We are including Figure 3 to show a different kind of

tricycle area, and an example of what might look like too

narrow a path with boundary overlap, but is in fact a poten-

tia1 complex unit.
1 The yard is used by ten children, 21/2 to

31/2, and supervised by one teacher in a free choice program

format.

AmmmommlImomilm ,m11011

1Potential complex units were very rare in the yards we

observed and so are not a separate category in the results.
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1. crawl barrel
2. packing crates

3. table (generally complex)

4 car-train with steering
wheel

5. low cradle, large enough

for one child
6, crate "sink"

7. crate "stove"
8. equipment storage

The path between the sink and stove and the cradle is

narrow, and children, because they face the fence, usually

begin by playing alone. But because of the closeness of

equipment and the ease with which children can touch one an-

other, what began as parallel play was frequently seen to de-

velop into cooperative "house" play, eliminating this end of

the path as such.

If, instead of the cradle, an easel were set up at this

point, the path would be analyzed as non-existent in this

part of the yard because of boundary overlap between painting

and house play. While we feel this is a uniquely appropriate

development of space for younger children, older children

would probably need more house equipment and a clearer
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definition of the "houben boundary.

A distinction was made between centers which were orig-

inally gesigraq for use as a day care center, and those which

were converted from some other use (notably houses and

stores). We felt that when property is converted from a pre-

vious use to a day care center, the original land-plus-

building combination can be determining. For instance, a

house with a front and a back yard is easy to develop into a

two-yard center; while a store which abuts the sidewalk may

well have its outdoor space only to the rear and be most eas-

ily developed into a one-yard center. Conversely, in a de-

signed center there is an opportunity :%r ideas, about pre-

school children and their needs, and program and its purposes,

to influence selection of land, design of building, placement

of building on the land and various aspects of the yards.

Many designed centers are such that the present staff can de-

cide whether to have a single or multiple-yard center, since

the outdoor space can easily be used as a single yard or di-

vided in two by movable fences. In other words, the past

history of the land-building combination has a high likeli-

hood of strongly influencing the present spatial use and

quality and therefore the children's and teachers' behavior.

Procedures

Development of Check List for Rating Space

Since Southern California has a mild climate which per-

mits children to spend large amounts of time outdoors, the
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major play area is usually the outdoor yard. For this reason

we gave primary attentiol to outdoor space, although the

specifications are, with slight modification, applicable to

indoor space as well. We also rated indoor space in less de-

tail, in order to be able to compare it with characteristics

of its associated outdoor space.

A preliminary check list for play yards was developed,

and the six members of the research staff used it independ-

ently in four play yards. In addition, each person drew a

map of each yard. Subsequent discussions resulted in refine-

ment and agreement on concepts and their definitions, and a

final check list was developed. All staff members then vis-

ited a fifth play yard and their disagreements were noted,

discussed, and resolved.

The final check list provided information in the fol-

lowing areas: (see Appendix C4 for detailed form).

1. Center use of outdoor space: number of yards, dis-
tance-EaWariE7B-M-Earding, number of adults

per yard, number of children per yard and their

age.

2. General appearance of the yard: shape, composition

7-7571175-6TWa, renTIVEgize, and what can be

seen beyond the yard.

3. Functional characteristics of the yard: yard
BOZEMIZT70-patOMT-1-176FUFFE-7-6F yard covered

by physical objects, presence of special problems--
such as lack of shade, or broken equipment.

4. Yard contents: a detailed listing by name of play
TJAITEEBTWria other contents, made under the cate-

gories of simple, complex, and super-units, poten-

tial units and miscellaneous. For each play unit,

the type of boundaries and whether or not it was

fixed were also noted.
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5. Indoor s ace: relative amount of space, relative
amount df equipment, ease of movement through the
building (Is space functional?), and noise level.

Tte Sample

All observations of teacher behavior and interviews had

already been completed when the staff was assigned to revisit

centers in rotating pairs to rate for physical space. We

felt that gathering informatim on space after our other ac-

tivities had been completed tended to reduce any "halo ef-

fect" that might result from concvarent space and teacher ob-

servations. Observer pairs were instructed to rate each yard

and its associated indoor silAce independently and then rec-

oncile any differences in their ratingv. A single rating for

each yard plus Pts indoor space, and a basis for estimating

reliability were thus obtained at the same time. Where fea-

sible, ratings were made from adjacent sidewalks or alleys so

as not to disturb program. Occasionally, where the yard

could not be seen easily, the observers approached directors

for permission to enter the yards.

Our sample is taken from the fifty centers in the ma-

jor study, with several modifications. We eliminated five

centers from any revisiting because we felt our reappearance

would be unwelcome, even on a sidewalk adjacent to the yard.

Forty-five centers with seventy-nine yards were revisited.

We had to eliminate ten yards from study for a variety of

reasons, ranging from reconstruction to lack of clarity of

yard boundaries, Which was so pronounced in one large center

that observers were able to rate only two of its four yards.
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Our final sample for space analysis, then, consists of sixty-

nine yards, and their associated indoor space, at forty-five

centers.

Reliability

This study of space has been primarily exploratory, and

some information on the rating scale is in the form of ob-

server impressions and judgments of relative amount. Many of

our definitions were necessarily far from rigorous when the

data were gathered, and it is only in retrospect that we can

define some of our dimensions adequately and designate with

some feeling of surety what needs to be accounted for, and

how precisely, in understanding space.

Reliability of ratings was generally adequate, and use

of pooled observations was made when appropriate. In cases

of data on a continuum, observers were never more than one

point away from one another, except in one instance where one

observer was unaware that a yard continued around a corner.

Where applicable, sketches of the yard were used to resolve

differences in ratings.

In some cases, disagreements between observers were

carried as separate categories, or categories were redefined

so as to include disagreements. Paths presented a particu-

larly difficult problem. We began by looking for differences

in shape and-asked all observers to sketch yards and path-

ways. From the sketches and observer commentary on the

schedule it became obvious that differences in shape were un-

important. As finally defined, paths were present throughout
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the yard, only in part of the yard, or not there at all. The

yard content was defined as the total of all the different

things both observers reported. We assumed that it is easy

to overlook one item among twenty but difficult to invent

items not actually present.

There are additional reasons for feeling confidence in

the reliability of our data. First, the observers had been

visiting day care centers for some time and were well quali-

fied to make certain judgments such as relative amount of

(indoor) equipment and the conflict-potential of equipment

arrangement. Indoor space was rated from memory, and we felt

observers could be expected to remember with reasonable accu-

racy those aspects that directly affected their work in the

center--such as noise level, the functionality of the space,

and the relative amount of space.

In some instances we do not know, with the kind of ac-

curacy we would like, just what constitutes an average (or

above or below) amount of something. However, we are confi-

dent, for instance, that most indoor spaces designated "lim-

ited" are smaller than most indoor spaces designated "aver-

age," and that most indoor spaces rated as below average in

amount of equipment have less than those rated as having an

average amount. By and large, we feel our data are suffi-

ciently reliable to allow us to make statements about group

differences, though we cannot be sure each individual space
is accurately categorized on every dimension.

Finally, we have found a variety of dimensions of
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teacher and child behavior which vary with spatial differ-

ences. We feel these findings tend to confirm the reliabil-

ity of our method for describing space.

Development of Summary Ratings of Space Quality

Although for the purposes of analysis it is possible to

discriminate the sub-parts of a single large space, we as-

sumed that space itself is perceived and responded to as a

whole. In other words, no aspect of space exerts its influ-

ence independent of its relationship to other parts of that

space. We felt that as the content and organization of the

space as a whole became less effective in directing children

to and holding their interest in play equipment, teacher

guidance and restriction would rise, and encouragement would

decrease. We therefore selected what we felt were five cru-

cial dimensions: organization, complexity, variety, presence

of special problems, and mount to do per child.

A scoring system was devised based on our estimate of

the degree to which the rating on each dimension reflected

interference with a child's seeing, moving to, and/or staying

with equipment. Each dimension was scored as representing

(1) Minimum, (2) Moderate, or (3) Maximum interference. The

definitions and details of the scoring system are as follows:

1. De-ree of or anization: The relationship between
yard boundaries, pa way, and the amount of yard
surface covered with physical objects was used to
define yard organization as maximum, moderate, or
minimum.
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Sub-score

Mostly physically defined and easily
seen

Mostly physically defined but not
easily seen because of size or
shape 2

Not physically defined in some large
part 3

lb. Pathway

Clearly defined throughout the yard 1

Partial path--path disappears or is
partially blocked 2

No path, because of either equipment
blocking or dead space 3

lc. Proportion of yard covered by physical
objects (This was a difficult judg-
ment for observerrJ. In all but one
case, mhich was averaged, ratings
were within one point of one another
and were categorized as follows0

Almost all covered, or almost all (one
observer) and 2/3 (one observer) 3

2/3 covered or 2/3 and 1/2 covered 1
1/2 covered 1
1/3 covered, or 1/3 and 1/2 covered 2
Very little covered, or very little

and 1/3 3

Organization: The sum of the above sub-scores
on boundaries, pathway, and proportion of yard
covered by physical objects.

Sum of
Sub-scores Score

Maximum organization 3 or 4 1
Moderate organization 5 or 6 2
Minimum organization 7, 8 or 9 3

(On examination, boundaries proved unrelated to yard quality,

consequently, ratings on organization reported.in the results

are based on pathway and proportion of yard covered only.)



2. Degree of com lexity of equipment: The relative
number o comp ex an super-uni s was used to meas-

ure the capacity of a play space to sustain
children's interest over a period of time.

Score

High complex interest: Three or more complex
units plus one or more super-units 1

Moderate complex interest: Four or more com-
plex units but no .super-units; or two or
fewer complex units plus one super-unit
(There were no yards with two or fewer
complex units and more than one super-
unit.) 2

Low complex interest: Three or fewer complex
units and no super-units 3

3. Variety of equipment: The number of different
kinds ot uni s tiiithe space contained was used
to measure the relative capacity of that space to
elicit immediate interest from dhildren. Catego-
ries included rockers, digging areas, vehicles,
climbing equipmentv playhouse, etc. (see Appendix
for detailed listing). For example, a play yard
with twelve vehicles, two sand boxes with digging
equipment, a rocking boat and a tumble tub has
three different kinds of things. Our sample vari-
ety ranged from 4 to 16.

Score

5 or fewer different units 2
6 or more different units 1

4. S ecial problems: Categories were developed from
data repor e on check list under special problems.

Score

No problem 1

Lack of shade 2
Broken or extremely shabby equipment 2
Both lack of shade and shabby equipment 3

Amount to do per child: A ratio between the number
of simp177-complex and super-units and the number
of children in the yard was used to measure amount
to do per child. It seemed to us that supercounits
would hold children's interest longest and provide
room for the most children at once; complex units
would rank second; simple units third.
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We assigned a value of 4 to complex units on the
basis that complex units will generally accommodate
about four children at once. Considering the
unique potential of super-units we felt they were
worth two complex units and so we valued them at 8.
Though many simple units can be used by more than
one child at a time, the fact that they are less
continuously interesting than complex led us to as-
sign a value of 1 to all simple units.'

~1.........* ...10.110010.1Iwalli..k

2The implications of this dimension are most easily ex-
pressed through an analogy in which play is likened to the
game of musical chairs. However, for purposes of the analogy
we shall assume that the objective of the game is not to
eliminate participants, but to provide each child with a
chair each time the music stops. In a game with twenty
chairs and ten children, (2.0 chairs per child), when the
music stops, children will probably easily find an empty
chair without help. If there are ten children and fifteen
chairs (1.5 chairs per child), some children will probably
have occasional difficulty finding an empty chair. The
closer the number of chairs is to the number of children, the
more likely will it be that a teacher will need to help
dren find the empty chairs. If there are fewer chairs than
children, either some one (or more) must stand every time the
music stops or children must double up on chairs. If the
teacher is in charge of the music, shifting from chair to
chair will take place for all children at once and be much as
described above. However, if the teacher wants the children
to listen to their owa "inner music", further difficulties
are introduced. When the number of chairs is close to one
per child, and a child wants to change chairs, choice will be
severely limited, and the teacher will probably need to help.
If several children want to change chairs in close succes-
sion, the demands on the teacher will be extreme.

The difference between 2.0, 1.0 and 0.5 units per child
to children and staff can perhaps be "felt into" through this
analogy. The first quartile point (1.0) and the median (1.5)
of the distribution of this dimension in all yards provided
probable points at which this particular limitation on chil-
dren and staff, would first begin to be felt, and then shift
sharply in its implication. Scores were assigned according-
ly.
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In the example given on page 267 the yard would

have 22 units (14 simple and 2 complex); if the yard

had eleven children there would be 2 units per

child.

Amount to do per child was based on a distribution

with a range from 0.3 to 4.1 and a median of 1.5.

Cutting points were based roughly on quartiles.

1.0 and fewer units per child
1.1 to 1.5 units per child

1.6 and more units per child

Score

3
2
1

The scores on each of the above dimensions were summed

for each yard, and seven yard quality categories were differ-

entiated on a 7-point continuum ranging from high to low

quality. (See Table 118.)

TABLE 118

DISTRIBUTION OF CENTER YARDS BY QUALITY

SUM OF QUAUTY
SCORES

4.1
N OF
YARDS

(Tofirr-= 69)

.4
YARD QUAUTY CATEGORY
DESCRIPTION AND NUMBER*

5 - 6 9 1.

AM.

Excellent

7 7 2. Very good

8 17 3. Good

9 14 4. Average

10 9 5. Poor

11 7 6. Very poor

12 - 13 6 7. Bad

* The numbers assigned to each yard quality category have

been used as indices of mean yard quality reported in vari-

ous sections of the results. silt

It is clear from Figure 4 that each of these variables

,.ontributes to the general measure of yard quality. Although

we were arbitrary in our scoring system and sometimes failed
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that the dimensions selected provide a useful estimate of

relative spatial quality.

Figure 4

DISTRIBUTION OF CRITERIA OF HIGH QUALITY IN

THE YARD QUALITY CATEGORIES
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2 3 5

% yards with maximum organization
% yards with high + moderate complexity
% yards with variety above median

------% yards with no special problems
% yards with number units/child above median

MINNOINIMM.111Y111110 VE.11.M1111
ftWOIMMOIMMIIIRMWVIOMI... MN mMMINIOot.W.R+0011...10/MMEMMIMIII=MM

Two other summary methods for determining the relative

quality of space will be found in Appendix C. One relates to

indoor quality and the other to overall (indoor plus outdoor)

quality. (This is not a direct evaluation of center quality,
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but applies only to a single yard plus the indoor space with

which it is associated.) Our data for indoor space were far

more impressionistic and less detailed than that for outdoor

space, and for this reargon we feel our ratings on indoor and

overall quality are reliable only when categorized as above

or below the median found in the distribution of the total

sample. Although these ratings helped further our under-

standing of space, we feel the method of yard analysis out-

lined above is equally applicable to indoor space and can be

used to evaluate existing preschool space and to pinpoint

areas for improvement.

The space quality of centers was determined from the

mean quality of each center's yards. (When yards served dis-

proportionate numbers of children, scores were weighted ac-

cordingly.) Centers were arbitrarily placed in the quality

category closest to their mean yard quality. These center

quality categories are used in other chapters of this report.

In this chapter they are used only as follows: analysis of

variance was performed on categories of teacher and child be-

havior by center space quality categories, and we have desig-

nated those behaviors which were found to vary significantly

with quality of center space. However, in this chapter all

data reported are based on yards and their associated indoor

space, and teacher and child behavior which occurred in

yards.
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pii2dius.:.Relationship of Space Quality

to Other Physical Characteristics

Yard quality as measured was related to several other

setting variables. These included yard shape and composition

of surface; yard size, number of children and crowding; vari-

ables relating to indoor space; and kind of property (con-

verted or designed). These relationships will be discussed

below.

Yard Shape and Composition of Surface

We found that certain yard shapes and surfaces are as-

sociated with maximum organization while others are associ-

ated with minimum organization. The frequency in our sample

of the different yard shapes, and their relation to measures:

of quality are shown in Table 119.

TABLE 119

RELATIONSHIP OF YARD SHAPE TO SELECTED

MEASURES OF YARD QUALITY

MEASURE OF QUALITY

(N=69 yards)

YARD SHAPE
Irregular Oblong Square
(N=27) (N=26) (N=16)

Maximum organization 41.0% 30.0% 6.0%
Clear path 48.0 50.0 25.0

OW

Only one of the square yards was maximally organized.

The difficulty could well be related to Hall's observation

that in this country we tend to furnish a room by placing ob-

jects around the edges and leaving free space in the middle
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(Hall, 1966). When a yard is organized on this principle and

has both a long and short axis, the resulting free, central

area will tend to be elongated and pathway-like. When, how-

ever, the axes are of similar length, any empty central space

will be roughly circular or square, and, if large enough, act

as dead space. If an attempt is made to eliminate empty cen-

tral space by indiscriminately placing equipment over it, the

surface may well appear to be almost all covered and no clear

path will be apparent.

In the one maximally organized square yard, and in two

square rooms intended for free choice activity, we saw a

principle of organization which solves this particular prob-

lem. A rather large play unit was placed in a roughly cen-

tral position (outdoors it was a sand box; indoors a large

rug with rockers and books on it). The rest of the equipment

was located around the outer edges. The free space around

the central unit then functic4.ed as a pathway and in all

three cases the space was well organized.

The frequency in our sample of the different yard sur-

faces, and their relation to measures of quality are shown

in Table 120.

Quality varies with the composition of yard surface as

well as with yard shape. A combination surface is most often

associated with both clear path and maximum organization.

Natural and artificial surfaces rate lower on organization,

and artificial surface yards are more likely than other types

to suffer from lack of a clear path and lack of shade. Since
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an artificial surface cannot develop a visible pathway, clar-

ity depends heavily on placement of equipment and seems dif-

ficult to achieve. Natural surface yards do develop differ-

ences as a result of use, so paths can be less broad than in

artificial yards, and the placement of equipment is less cru-

cial. A combination surface offers unique support not only

to the development of paths, but to organization in general.

In contrast to the amorphousness of natural and artificial

surfaces, the combination surface provides an initial divi-

sion of the whole yard into rather large sub-areas, each of

which would be likely to suggest different activities and the

equipment appropriate to them. The edges provided by the

texture change become a major part of a path which both sep-

arates and connects. The result is organization of space and

of play ideas as well.

TABLE 120

RELATIONSHIP OF YARD SURFACE TO SELECTED

MEASURES OF YARD QUALITY

MEASURE OF QUALITY YARD SURFACE

(N=69 yards)
Na ural
(N=15)

Artificial Combination
(N=23) (N=31)

Maximum organization 20.0% 17.0% 42.0%
Clear path 40.0 26.0 58.0
No shade 20.0 65.0 19.0

Yard Size, Number of Children and Crowding

Initially we instructed observers to estimate yard

size. When we checked our estimates against the actual
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square footage of outdoor space in twenty-eight centers (38

yards), as obtained from the State Department of Social Wel-

fare, we found that we had typically under-estimated yards of

smaller sizes. We therefore re-evaluated the size of all

yards and formed three size categories: small (less than

2000 square feet), average (2000 to 4000 square feet), and

large (more than 4000 square feet). Four yards in the large

size category were over 10,000 square feet, and we relabeled

them as very large in estimating yard crowding.

All four yard size categories are represented with ap-

proximately equal frequency in the top two space quality cat-

egories. This finding suggests that adequate development of

all yard sizes is possible. However, when we examined the

two lowest quality categories, we found seven times as many

small, and four times as many large yards as compared to

yards of average size. Fifty percent of all large size yards

are in quality categories 3, 4, and 5, and seem to be in the

peculiar position of "looking too good." These particular

yards are relatively high on all measures of interest, and

the difficulty lies in the relatively large numbers of chil-

dren that play in them. About two-thirds are below the medi-

an in amount to do per child. (Twenty percent have 1.0 or

fewer units per child.) Large yards of low quality (catego-

ries 6 and 7) all present a barren aspect: they are very

little covered, have large amounts of dead svace, and are

very low in interest and amount to do per child.

Forty percent of all small yards are in the two lowest
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quality groups and have low overall interest as well as a

very small amount to do per child. (About forty percent have

1.0 or fewer units per child.) It is not that small size EsE

se presents a severe limit to the quantity of equipment, over

fifty percent of these yards are half or less covered with

physical objects and only seventeen percent are almost all

covered. However, both small and large size yards are more

crowded with children than are average size yards.

A measure of crowding was arbitrarily developed from

the relationship betweea yard size as categorized and number

of children as categorized. This allowed us to characterize

yards as not crowded, moderately crowded, and maximally

crowded.

The number of children in the yards ranged from seven

to forty.five with a median at fifteen, and quartiles at 11

and 25. We judged ten or fewer children to be appropriate to

any size yard; eleven to fifteen children to yards of average

or greater size; sixteen to twenty-four children to large or

very large yards; and twenty-five or more children to very

large yards. Using this scheme yards with ten or fewer chil-

dren could not be rated crowded; small yards with eleven to

fifteen children were rated moderately crowded; yards with

sixteen to twenty.four children were rated moderately crowded

if their size was average and maximally crowded if small;

yards with twenty-five or more children were rated moderately

crowded if they were large and maximally crowded if they were

average or small.
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We found crowding to be related to mean yard quality

and to yard size (see Table 121).

TABLE 121

RELATIONSHIP OF CROWDING TO YARD QUALITY AND SIZE

0.1.....11.111.01.1=11.1111,

YARD QUALITY
AND SIZE

NOT
CROWDED

MODERATELY
CROWDED

MAXIMALLY
CWWDED

(N=69 yards) (N=35) (N=26) (N=8)

.........111moingliwwwwwbadrommmors
Mean yard quality 2.9 3.7 5.2

Yarci size:
Small (N=17) 41.0% 35.0% 24.0% 100.0%

Average (N=35) 60.0 29.0 11.0 100.0%

Large and very large
(N=17) 41.0 59.0 0.0 100.0%

11111 41.111

Maximum crowding is decidedly associated with low spatial

quality, and although moderate crowding appears to serve a

useful purpose under some circumstances, there are other cir-

cumstances when it will interfere with children's interest

and involvement. (See discussion below under program format

and space, pp. 322-325.) Crowding also varies according to

size, with both small and large yarus more crowded than those

of average size.

Indoor Space

Three of the most important dimensions on which indoor

space was rated were (1) whether or not the space was func-

tional (whether the indoor space arrangement impeded or fa-

cilitated the usual course of events for children and staff),
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(2) the interest level (whether the relative amount of equip-

ment was average, above or below); and (3) whether or not the

noise level was unusually high.

The positive aspect of each of these dimensions of in-

door space decreases as yard quality decreases; in general,

yard quality predicts accompanying indoor quality as measured

by these criteria. (See Table 122.)

TABLE 122

RELATIONSHIP OF YARD QUALITY TO RATINGS OF

ASSOCIATED INDOOR SPACE

YARD QUALITY
CATEGORIES INDOOR SPACE

Functional
space

Interest,
average,
and above

Space,
not
noisy

(N=69 ards)

Excellent and very good
(1 + 2) (N=16) 81.0% 100.0% 94.0%

Good + average + poor
(3 + 4 + 5) (N=40) 50.0 70.0 80.0

Very poor and bad
(6 + 7) (N=13) 46.0 38.0 46.0

Mean quality is higher for yards associated with functional

indoor space, and functional space is far less likely to have

additional negative factors indoors (such as low interest,
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crowding or noise) than is non-functional space.3

We rated interest level indoors in terms of amount of

equipment that was present: below average, average, above

average. Yard quality and amount of complexity were strongly

associated with indoor interest level. (See Table 123.)

TABLE 123

RELATIONSHIP OP INDOOR INTEREST LEVEL TO

SELECTED MEASURES OP YARD QUALITY

MEASURE 91_21.A.LIT.Y INDOOR INTEREST LEVEL

Below Above
average Average average

5.1±62..zarcis (N=31) (N=22)

Mean yard quality 4.6 3.5 3.1

Low outdoor complexity
(3 or fewer complex and
no super-units) 93.0% 51.0% 41.0%

Noise Level of IndoorApace

Examination of the data on indoor space presented a

picture of unusually low overall quality (indoors and out)

associated with high noise level indoors. Using the method

detailed in Appendix C1 space which was below the median on

3In eight cases dbservers di3agreed as to whether or
not space was functional. Except for slightly higher mean
yard quality, functional space on which there was observer
disagreement does not appear to differ appreciably from non-
functional sp.ace. Although omitted from this table, such
space has been combined with that in the non-functional cate-
gory in the remainder of this report.



Noisy space indoors is associated with lower quality yards,

differentiated, and categorized according to whether or not

quality noisy space with overall low quality non-noisy space.

the indoor space was noisy. We then compared overall low
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summary measures of quality both indoors and outdoors was

as well as with greater stress in the yards, than is space

categorized as low quality but not noisy. There seem to be

more children in less space in the noisy than in the non-

noisy category with both crowding and numbers of children

higher.

In addition, yards associated with noisy space are de-

cidedly less interesting, and more frustrating in whatever

interest they do possess, than are yards from the non-noisy

category. In yards from both categories what little there is

to do is difficult to get to; neither has any maximum organi-

zation. But the more crowded conditions in yards in the

noisy category mean that there are relatively more children

in the empty space, so that equipment is even harder to get

to, is more likely to be occupied if and when a child reaches

it, and probably won't hold his interest very long anyway

(low complexity, lower variety, shabby equipment). The non-

noisy category has some advantage in lack of shabby equip.

ment, a somewhat greater variety of equipment, and somewhat

more to do per child. (See Table 124.)

Further, the number of persons present in noisy space

is likely to differ from that in space not rated noisy.

Eighty-three percent of yards in the former category, but
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only nine percent of yards in the latter, have more than one

teacher present. This striking difference for staff is ac-

companied by a less marked one for children, namely, children

in noisy space are somewhat less likely to be grouped by age.

An age range of 2 1/2 to 5 was found in over two-thirds of

the noisy space, as compared to just over half of the non-

noisy. Lack of age grouping would seem unusually stressful

where space is crowded and organization and interest are low.

Under these conditions children probably have difficulty get-

ting away from interfering younger children or overstimulat-

ing older ones, and conflict is likely to arise.

TABLE 124

RELATIONSHIP OF NOISE LEVEL IN LOW QUAUTY SPACE

TO SLLECTED MEASURES OF YARD QUALITY

=.1M,IamyNagamo,Istorm.aa-+NMwoorwsIassoMftw
MEASURE OF QUALITY NOISE LEVEL INDOORS

(N=23 settings)

Not noisy
(N=11)

Noisy
(N=12)

Mean yard quality 4.5 5.6

Yard with number of children
above median 63.0% 84.0%

Crowded yard 72.0 92.0

Shabby or broken equipment 0.0 33.0

Variety beXow median 54.0 75.0

1.0 or fewer units per child 36.0 58.0

IMINO/.0.1111INIONNEN10...ft!,=.44..damOosi

When more than one teacher is present, transgressions

by children appear more likely to be seen and acted upon.

Where space quality is low, it seems to us that the presence
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of more than one teacher may operate to zhe detriment of the

group and actually be the critical determinant for noise. If

teachers refrained from interfering in conflicts between

children (and thus contributing to the frustrations and limi-

tations that children are experiencing), it is quite possible

that a kind of hierarchy of strong versus weak, older versus

younger, might develop. As unpleasant as this may sound,

children would at least know where they stand. If Johnny

knows there is no sense in trying to get the red trike from

Mike, because Mike will hit him, conflict is less likely to

develop than if previous teacher intervention has led Johnny

to expect that if Mike hits him and he cries there is a good

chance that the teacher will get the trike for him. Without

teacher intervention, even if the older and stronger boys

take over most of the equipment, there will still be safe

corners of the yard where other children can congregate and

develop their own groups or find some way of moving up in the

hierarchy. It is not necessarily space alone, but the

teacher's response to space-induced behavior of children,

which appears to be causing much of the noise.

Kind of Property: Converted or Designed

When we examined this dimension we found that mean yard

quality and maximum organization were somewhat higher for de-

signed than for converted property. (See Table 125.) At the

same time, natural yard surfaces, with their virtual absence

of shade problems, are found primarily on converted prpperpy,
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while artificial yards, which have many shade problems, are

closely associated with designed property.

RELATIONSHIP OF KIND OF PROPERTY TO SELECTED

MEASURES OF YARD QUALITY

111.111111111111110111

Miwillem1111111.1.MINIMM1106111a1111111111.11111111Kal.

MEASURE OF gilua KIND OF PROPERTY

(N=69 settin.$)

Converted
(N=34)

Designed
(N=35)

Mean yard quality 4.1 3.4

Maximum organization 24.0% 34.0%

Natural surface 41.0 3.0

Artificial surface 11.0 54.0

No shade 26.0 43.0

The greater maximum organization on designed p, operty

is not related to the presence of more of those yard shapes

and surfaces which are easier to organize: both converted

and designed property have similar numbers of combination-

surfaced and irregular or oblong-shaped yards. It appears,

however, that while converted property has about the same

amount of maximum organization in oblong yards, it does not

have the same degree of maximum organization in combination-

surfaced and irregular-shaped yards as does designed proper-

ty. (See Table 126.)

We suspect that combination and irregular yards on con-

verted property have less potential for maximum organization

than do those found on designed property. The covered porch
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adjacent to a building designed as a day care center is quite

different in its implications from the driveway or cement

path near a converted house, and irregularity which is part

of a day care design may be quite different from the acci-

dental presence of a side yard.

TABLE 126

DEGREE OF MAXIMUM ORGANIZATION BY YARD SURFACE,

SHAPE, AND KIND OF PROPERTY

IMI0104100/411~1.10MIIIPIN0.01101111OMMISNININIMMIOMMINEMOR

YARD CHARACTERISTICS DEGRELOF MAXIMUM ORGANIZATION
Kind of Property

Converted Desi ned

Combination surface
Irregular shape
Oblong shape

31.0% (N=16)
31.0 (N=16)
30.0 (N=10)

53.0% (N=15)
55.0 (N=11)
31.0 (N=16)

Indoor space is decidedly better in designed property.

Roughly three-fourths of the yards on designed property are

associated with above average indoor space, while three-

fourths of the yards from converted property have below aver-

age indoor space.

Indoor space on converted property tends to be less

functional than on designed property. Although yard size and

numbers of children are similar, the amount of indoor space

is decidedly less for converted property than for designed,

and consequently, crowding results. (See Table 127.)
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TABLE 127

CHARACTERISTICS OF INDOOR SPACE BY

KIND OF PROPERTY

INDOOR CHARACTERISTICS_
KIND OF PROPERTY

Converted Designed

Sat.)-22.1112.M21
(N=35)

Mean amount of indoor space Limited Average

Not functional
Crowded

82.0% 20.0%
17.0'

......../1 111.ffiaros
vesdINI.W.MNOMODoll ,m.o....ftwmaawPOMMIMM....R..amomne.00,11. 111111=

findip2E_Ilelationship of Space Quality to

Structural and Organizational

Characteristics

In this sect3un we will discuss the differences in spa-

tial quality by center size and sponsorship, and by certain

characteristics of children, namely, ethnicity, socioeconomic

status and age.

Space Characteristics and Size of Center

There appears to be a consistent and pervasive rela-

tionship of center size to spatial quality. Yards from medi-

um size centers are of decidedly higher quality and have sub-

stantially more maximum organization, higher variety and com-

plexity, and larger amounts to do per child than yards from

either small or large centers. (See Table 128.)

Relatively large amounts of emptiness characterize

yards from both large and small centers; about forty percent
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of yards from small centers and sixty percent of yards from

large centers are relatively empty. Only nine percent of

yards from large centers are relatively full, while about

forty percent of the yards from small centers are in this

category. We observed that small centers often have large

amounts of simple equipment, thereby providing more units per

child than large centers, in which yards tend to be simply

equipment-poor.

TABLE 128

REUTIONSHIP OF CENTER SIEE TO SELECTED

MEASURES OF YARD QuALITY

.1111111011111111MOMNIMPIIIONOMWM1.11M1111.

MEASUNUEMILEEK CENTER SIZE

(N=69 ards)
Small
(N=l2)

Medium
(N=35)

Large
(N=22)

Mean yard quality 4.3 2.9 4.8

Maximum organization 8.0% 45.0% 9.0%
Variety above median 33.0 69.0 28.0
High and moderately high

complexity 17.0 63.0 23.0
Amount to do per child

above median 42.0 57.0 23.0

VIIftwimullION110.41...11141111m0111111.memmoymamillaial

The pattern in yards from large centers, unlike small

and medium size centers, contrasts strongly with the pattern

found in their indoor space. Small centers are consistently

inadequate, both indoors and outdoors, with eighty-three per-

cent of their indoor space below average. Roughly half the

indoor space associated with yards from medium size centers

is below average. However, only a third of the yards from



large centers have indoor space which is below average by our

criteria. The superiority of indoor space in large centers

leads us to believe that the yards have simply been forgot-

ten. It is possible that the exigencies of operating a large

center negate any opportunity for directors to become aware

of yards and how they are functioning. For a director in a

large center to see yards, she must set aside special time

and do a great deal of walking. In many large centers, no

yards can be s:len from the director's office, nor are all

yards visible from one centrally located doorway. In addi-

tion, yards cannot be observed casually throughout the day in

the course of the director's necessary indoor activities,

since the indoor space is very large, and the shortest walk-

ing distance through the building is generally far from a

windowed wall,

Although we have no directly relevant data, we are im-

pressed with the sheer amount of indoor space in some large

size centers. Many rooms are too large to be effectively

supervised if children engage in free choice or free play.

Additionally, the number of linear feet through which chil-

dren and staff must move in the course of a day impresses us

as formidable. It seems that the staff has the simple choice

between lining children up and leading them all at once

through the necessary distance, or using a special sort of

subtle manipulation which accomplishes this move by gradual

stages. A brief example of this subtle manipulation follows:

when children entered a large room first thing in the
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morning, they walked some distance to the first of six tables

where table toys were available. As more children arrived,

teachers set toys on the second table, then the third, and

cleared off the first, and then the second, table. Very

gradually, children were moved from tables near the entry to

tables closer to the spaces they would occupy when they were

formed into groups. Subtle manipulation puts strict limits

on the amount of freedom which can be granted children and

staff; many straightforward long walks may well result in ob-

streperous children and dissatisfied staff.

Another limit on amount of freedom comes from logis-

tical necessities in a center of large size. Groups of chil-

dren and their teachers simply must arrive at expected activ-

ities on time; the first group assigned to a toilet room can-

not be late without making other groups late in turn; snack

time must end in time for lunch procedures to begin; etc.

Quite apart from our criteria for evaluating indoor space,

the large amount of space Eer se and the large numbers of

children apparently act to impede freedom of movement and

freedom of choice for children and staff.

Spatial Characteristics and Sponsorship

Mean yard quality is only slightly related to sponsor.

ship, with proprietary centers of somewhat lower quality than

the other types. Differences in center size and kind of

property, however, are strongly related to sponsorship.

(See Table 129.)
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TABLE 129

RELATIONSHIP OF SPONSORSHIP TO YARD QUALITY, SIZE

OF CENTER, AND KIND OF PROPERTY

4.11%

YARD CHARACTERISTICS SPONSORSHIP

(N=69 yards)
Proprietary

(N=36)
Non-profit
(N=6)

Public
(N=27)

Mean yard quality 3.8 3.3 3.3

% of yards from:
Large centers 19.0% 17.0% 52.0%
Small centers 28.0 17.0 4.0
Converted property 83.0 0.0 11.0

4=11..

All yards from non-profit centers are on designed property

and two-thirds are of medium size; yards from public centers

are found primarily on designed property and are about equal-

ly divided between medium and large center size. Yards from

proprietary centers are found primarily on converted proper.

ty, about half in centers of medium size, thirty percent in

small centers, and twenty percent in large centers.

The converted property typical of proprietary centers

carries with it both disadvantages and advantages. Proprie-

tary centers have somewhat less maximum organization, and

far more below average indoor space. However, they are more

likely to have natural yards and fewer shade problems than

public centers. (See Table 130.)

While the size of yards does not differ by sponsorship,

yards from proprietary centers tend to have more children and

are therefore more crowded than yards from public centers.
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TABLE 130

RELATIONSHIP OF SPONSORSHIP TO MEASURES

OF SPACE QUALITY

299

1111110.1~11.~1,

MEASURE OF qEmsrx SPONSORSHIP

(N=63 ards)

Proprietary
(N=36)

Public
(N=27)

Maximum organization 39.0% 48.0%

Indoor quality below average 78.0 11.0

Artificial surface 11.0 70.0

Natural surface 39.0 4.0

Shade problems 17.0 52.0

Indoor space in proprietary centers is also more crowded than

in public centers. (See Table 131.)

TABLE 131

RELATIONSHIP OF SPONSORSHIP TO CROWDING

MEASURE OF CROWDING

(N=63 yards)

Number of children above median

Crowded yards

Indoor space crowded

SPONSORSHIP

Proprietary Public
(N=36) (N=27)

53.0%

58.0

53.0

37.0%

33.0

19.0

Centers under the two sponsorships differ markedly in

kind of equipment. Public centers in contrast to proprietary

centers characteristically have low numbers of simple
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units,
4 high complexity, and virtually never have shabby

equipment or below-average equipment indoors. The higher

complexity in yards from public centers results in their hav-

ing a larger amount to do per child. (See Table 132.)

TABLE 132

RELATIONSHIP OF SPONSORSHIP TO EQUIPMENT

CHARACTERISTICS

EMPMENT CHARACTERISTICS SPONSORSHIP

(N=63 ards)
Proprietary

(N=36)
Public
(N=27)

Number of simple units above median 70.0% 34.0%

High + moderately high somplexity 30.0 66.0

Shabby and broken equipment 22.0 0.0

Below-average equipment indoors 33.0 4.0

Amount to do per child above median 36.0 52.0

Many yards in public centers are subject to vandalism

and are consequently relatively barren. We have wondered if

it might be possible to develop a "moveable yard," in which

many types of equipment could be designed to be taken out in

the morning and put back in the late afternoon. This same

sort of procedure might be helpful in dual-purpose centers

4The number of simple units in a yard is not related
to mean yard quality. In some yards a large number of simple
units is the only source of interest, to some extent, the
presence of many such units is associated with an absence of
complex units. We recognize the value of simple units, our
emphasis on complexity stems from its relative absence in our
sample and the effects of this absence on children's and
teachers' behavior.
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where a play yard must also serve other purposes such as a

Sunday parking lot.

Socioeconomic Status, Center Sponsorship

and Spatial Quality

Yards were classified according to the SES of the

center's clientele. Centers under proprietary sponsorship

serve families from SES categories I, II and III; centers

under public sponsorship serve families only from SES catego-

ries III and IV. For both types of sponsorship, average yard

quality is higher with higher SES. (See Table 133.)

TABLE 133

MEAN YARD QUALITY BY SPONSORSHIP AND SES

SOCICECONOMIC STATUS
OF CLIENTELE 111111

MEAN YARD QUALITY

Sponsorship

Proprietary

SES I (N=7)*

SES II (N=19)

SES III (N=33)

SES IV (N=4)**

3.6

4.0

4.7 (N=10)

Imo 11100 111

4.1.111.1
Public

3.0 (N=23)

5.3

.11111111111001M11171,111. VII
* These 7 yards are from 4 centers.
** These 4 yards are from 3 centers.

MIMMNIM1/1. ,101111

Only proprietary centers offer sufficient range in SES

to permit extensive comparison on this basis, although some

differences also appear within public centers by SES level.

Yard quality is positively associated with SES of clients.
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Centers serving children from the highest socioeconomic cate-

gory have yards better in several respects than SES II and

III yards; organization is relatively high, crowding rela-

tively low, and there is characteristically less simple and

more complex equipment. (See Table 134.)

TABLE 134

RELATIONSHIP OF SES TO SELECTED MEASURES

OF YARD QUALITY

(Proprietary centers only)

MEASURE OF QUALITY SES

II III

(N=36 yards) (N=7) (N=19) (N=10)

Maximum organization 57.0% 37.0% 30.0%
Crowded 43.0 58.0 70.0

Number of simple units
above median 28.0 84.0 70.0

Super-unit or 4 or more
complex units 43.0 32.0 20.0

Indoor space in SES I centers is of unusually high

quality, exceptionally roomy and interesting with no exces-

sive noise and little crowding. Children in these centers

are provided with an interesting, well-organized, and shel-

tered environment. Not only does the indoors provide better

space than the outdoors, but few yards provide any contact

with activities outside the fence; in three-fourths of the

yards nothing can be seen from within the fence except the

center itself and the tops of neighboring buildings. Centers

serving children of lower socioeconomic level are more apt to
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offer glimpses of a lively outside world--a busy elementary

school yard or street. (See Table 135.)

TABLE 135

RELATIONSHIP OF SES TO SELECTED MEASURES

OF INDOOR QUALITY

(Proprietary centers only)

MEASURE OF QUALITY SES

(N=36 yards) (N=7) (N=19) (N=l0)

Above average indoor quality 71.0% 11.0% 10.0%
Above average amount of space 100.0 20.0 30.0
Average or above amount of

equipment 100.0 53.0 70.0
Not noisy 100.0 68.0 40.0

.10111111101111..
NIM11111wm Nmift=0111111.111=1If AlapolmilMNINNOMMIli

IMMININIIIMMINIMMIMorrNenaull VINNIIoMOIMMIINININ

Spatial Characteristics and Ethnicity of

Children

We examined space quality according to the ethnicity of

the children's groups: fifty-three yards had Caucasian, nine

Negro, six mixed ethnicity and one Mexican-American children.

(In the analysis we have combinee the mixed ethnicity and

Mexican-American groups.)

Yards serving Negro children are of distinctly low

quality. The great majority have minimum organization, two-

thirds are low on both measures of interest--complexity and

variety--and over forty percent have 1.0 or fewer units per

child. (See Table 136.)
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TABLE 136

RELATIONSHIP OF ETHNICITY TO SELECTED

MEASURES OF YARD QUALITY

MEASURE OF YARD QUALITY

(N=69 yards)

ETHNICITY

Caucasian Mixed Negro
(N=53) (N=7) (N=9)

Mean yard quality 3.6 2.9 5.1

Minimum organization 30.0% 28.0% 88.0%

Variety below median 49.0 43.0 66.0

3 or fewer complex, no super-units 56.0 42.0 77.0

1.0 or fewer units per child 21.0 14.0 44.0

MOM4m 4aN*MrieMamvNR

Two-thirds of the yards serving Negro children also are

associated with below average indoor quality. Both high

noise level and below average indoor equipment are particu-

larly prevalent. (See Table 137.)

TABLE 137

RELATIONSHIP OF ETHNICITY TO SELECTED

MEASURES OF INDOOR QUALITY

MEASURE OF INDOOR QUA.=

(Ef69 yards)

Below average indoor quality
Noisy
Equipment below average

MMOM.10/11.4014
41......

ETHNICITY

Caucasian Mixed
(N=53) (N=7)

49.0% 29.0%
15.0 0.0
21.0 28.0

Negro
(N=9)

67.0%
44.0
44.0

Only one yard--from an average size, single yard, non-

profit, designed center--serving Negro children is in the top
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quality category. Of the remaining eight yards, five are in

the two lowest quality categories and none are above category

four. In fact, although only nineteen perceit of all yards

in our sample were rated in the two lowest yard categories,

fifty-five percent of the yards with Negro children were so

rated.

Yards with Mexican-American and mixed ethnicity chil-

dren are usually found in average size public centers, which

tend to be of relatively high quality.

Spatial Characteristics and Age of Children

When we grouped yards according to the ages of the

children they served, we found the pattern presented in Table

138.

TABLE 138

RELATIONSHIP op AGE OF CHILDREN TO SELECTED

MWURES OF YARD QUALTTY

MEASURE OF YARD UAL T AGE= OF CHILDREN-

All
ages Twos Threes Fours

(N=69 yards) (N=30) (Nc17) (N=A2) (N=10)

Mtan yard quality 4.0 3.9 3.1 3.4

Crowded 67.0% 35.0% 32.0% 40.0%
Low complexity 57.0 76.0 41.0 50.0
Very law variety

(5 or less) 13.0 35.0 17.0 20.0

Yards which serve all ages of children are substantially
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more crowded than those which serve individual age groups.

Yards which serve younger children are decidedly the least

interesting; no yard for two-year-olds in our sample has more

than eight to ten different kinds of things to do and none

has more than three complex units or two super-units. Of the

seventeen yards for young children, ten have either none or

one complex unit and no super-unit, and nineteen have 1.5 or

fewer units per children.

While two-year-olds probably need a simpler environment

than older children, we have the feeling that many yards for

twos may well elicit and maintain what is commonly called

typical two-year-old behavior. For instance, we observed one

yard with one teacher and a free choice format, rated in

quality category 4, in which there were nine children, seven

simple units, one complex unit and no super-unit, 1.1 units

per child, and five kinds of things to do (variety). The

most important problem for children in this yard is finding

something interesting to do next. Because they are two and

one-half to three years old, "next" will come quite often;

and because of the minimum complexity, "next" will most like-

ly be a shift from unit to unit, rather than a broadening of

interest and involvement within a single (complex) unit. The

yard, in other words, offers little opportunity to increase

attention span. The low complexity also limits the amount of

parallel play that can occur in a setting where it will natu-

rally lead to cooperative play. Because of the small amount

to do per child, it is very likely that children will have a
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hard time finding the empty unit places from which to choose,

and will want what someone else has. It seems to us that

this yard makes it necessary for children to "learn to share

and take turns." In addition, children may be highly and un-

necessarily dependent upon the teacher in finding something

to do.

All age groups are represented in the highest yard

quality category, and though the numbers are small, the dif-

ferences in equipment are suggestive of an approach to age-

appropriate yard development. Nine yards in seven centers

were rated excellent (only one multiple yard center had all

its yards so rated).

In Table 139 real numbers, rather than percentages,

have been used to clarify the differences which exist, and to

give the reader some "feel" for what an excellent quality

yard provides. Yards for two-year-olds are distinguished

very clearly from the others by their lower total complexity.

Three and four-year-old groups, by and large, have many more

complex units and thus tend to have more to do per child as

well as somewhat higher variety. The two yards of excellent

quality which serve all ages will be discussed in detail in

the section on program format (pp. 322-323 below).

In two-year-old yards, high variety seems dependent on

careful selection of equipment, most particularly a careful

avoidance of duplication in simple units. It looks very much

as if what is important to space for young children is a re-

lationship between number of children and number of simple,
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complex and super-units which results in a relatively large

amount to do per child; and a definite but limited amount

both of complexity and variety. Complexity and variety prob-

ably have limits beyond which the yard will be too stimulat-

ing for younger children. But some complexity is needed to

(1) maximize opportunities for choice while keeping a limit

on variety, (2) provide opportunities to lengthen attention

span, and (3) provide constructively appropriate settings in

which children can meet.

TABLE 139

DIFFERENCES IN NINE YARDS OP EXCELLENT

QUALITY BY AGE OF CHILDREN

11.11111111110.111nMINMINIIMINININE1001101111.011111111.0.0yINIM11111.10Mr...00.4.10.

AGE OF
CHILD YARD CHARACTERISTICS

# of
chil-
dren

# of
teach-
ers

# of
sim-
pie
units

# of
con-
plex
units

# of Sum a
units com-

# of per plex
super- Vari- child plus
units et super*

Twos 13 2 12 1 2 10 2.5 20

Twos 9 2*** 6 3 1 9 2.9 20

Threes 11 1 5 8 2 9 4.1 48

Threes 19 2 28 4 2 11 3.2 32

Fours 12 1 2** 3 2 6** 2.5 28
Fours 18 1 9 8 2 12 3.5 48

Fours 12 1 7 5 1 10 2.9 36

All ages 32 3 32 6 1 10 2.1 32

All ages 35 4 13 11 3 13 3.6 68

Complex units are valued at 4 and super at 8 units
each.

** An adjacent yard for kindergarten children is often
used by this group.

*** This group does not routinely have two teachers. The
extra teacher was apparently present to help with a
fin er paintin activity.
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Teacher behavior in yards is related to yard quality.

As the quality of space decreases, the amount of nonroutine

encouragement decreases, while the amount of guidance and re-

striction increases. Table 140 shows these relationships.

TABLE 140

YARD QUALITY BY SELECTED MEASURES OF TEACHER

BEHAVIOR

(Pi ures are mean percentages)

OBSERVATIONS BY YARD

MALIEKSAE.:1922E....

(N=451)

TEACHER BEHAVIOR

Nonroutine
Encouragement Guidance Restriction

1. Excellent (N=82) 30.3% 24.6% 4.6%

2. Very good (N=51) 26.2 26.0 6.7

3. Good (N=92) 19.6 30.5 10.0

4. Average (N=93) 19.0 33.0 12.3

5. Poor (N=34) 18.4 29.8 11.2

6. Very poor (N=29) 16.9 40.5 9.0

7. Bad (N=70) 14.6 30.0 9.8

The decrease in amount of guidance in the bad qual.

ity category probably is related to the fact that eighty-

three percent of the observations in this category come from

three yards where outdoor activity was primarily teacher-

directed and highly organized.
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Teacher manner rated as sensitive and friendly and

children's responses rated as interested and involved de-

crease with decreasing yard quality. (See Table 141.)

TABLE 141

YARD QUALITY BY TEACHER MANNER AND

CHILDREN'S RESPONSES

YARD QUALITY CATEGORY TEACHER MANNER* CHILDREN RESPONSES*

(N=451 observations)
Ratings of Sensi-
tive and friendl

Ratings of Inter-
ested and involved

1. Excellent (N=82) 89.0% 85.0%

2. Very good (N=51) 87.0 67.0

3. Good (N=92) 55.0 49.0

4. Average (N=93) 56.0 62.0

5. Poor (N=34) 53.0 62.0

6. Very poor (N=29) 38.0 51.0

7. Bad (N=70) 46.0 43.0

Significant * .05 level (F ratio)
1111111.

Lessons Taught

The number of lessons taught also decreases with de-

creasing space quality. Lessons in consideration and crea-

tivity decrease the most, while there is a concomitant in-

crease in rules of social living. The reversal found in the

lowest quality category on number of lessons taught is re-

lated to the extensive use of teacher-directed activities in

half of the yards in this category. (See Table 142.)
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YARD QUALITY BY SELECTED LESSONS TAUGHT

IIIINIOWNINOMOMINIK liMallaYI.,111111101111101111111116.....4118116.0111,
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OBSERVATIONS BY
YARD QUALITY LESSONS TAUGHT
CATEGORY (As a pexcentage of total lessons taught)

(N=451)

Mean # Creativ-
lessons ity &
taught Consid- experi- Rules of Control
per era- menta- social and
obs. tion* tion livinaL restraint

1. Excellent
(N=82) 2.8 26.0% 21.0% 0.0% 2.0%

2. Very good
(N=51) 1.7 15.0 14.0 4.0 12.0

3. Good
(N=92) 1.6 6.0 19.0 8.0 15.0

4. Average
(N=93) 1.5 11.0 18.0 15.0 6.0

5. Poor
(N=34) 1.6 18.0 4.0 22.0 2.0

6. Very poor
(N=29) 0.8 4.0 9.0 23.0 18.0

7. Bad
(N=70) 2.1 4.0 2.0 18.0 15.0

Significant * .05 level (F-ratio)

It seems to us that there is a compensatory relation.

ship between lessons in consideration for rights and feelings

of others and in rules of social living. Where the quality

of the space is high and children are mostly interested and

involved, the teacher has time to observe her group and be

aware of children who need help in understanding and achiev-

ing their own and others' rights. The teaching of rules of

social living tends to rise in part, we think, as this "dis-

cretionary" time of the teachers becomes more limited, and
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spatial factors necessitate more and more frequent teacher

responses to children's behavior. Children need to "learn to

be nice to their friends" when the teacher does not have time

to spend with an individual child helping him recover his

"nice feelings." Children need to learn to "share and take

turns" when the space is so poor that there is not enough for

children to do and/or the teacher does not have time to help

children wait. There is, we think, this sense in which rules

of social living are a kind of "shorthand" for consideration,

and spatial factors can force the development of this short-

hand.

Lessons in creativity stay relatively high through

quality category 4, then decline while rules of social living

and control and restraint rise. To teach creativity is to

attempt to elicit (or give the child the opportunity to main-

tain his capacity for) a spontaneous individual response.

Creativity is not something that happens at a table activity

from 10:00 to 10:20 every morning and at no other time; it is

rather an overall attitude toward life and the world, which

if genuinely elicited and/or reinforced will tend to general-

ize and structure much of the child's behavior. But creativ-

ity needs two things beyond the teacher's activity in its be-

half--a setting which will support its manifestations

throughout the day, and some larger attitude to "socialize"

it, as it were. In the categories of lessons taught, consid-

eration for the rights and feelings of others is an attitude

which can consistently and reasonably be said to offer
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structure (i.e., limits within which a child can behave in

spontaneous, individual, and novel ways) for creativity.

Rules of social living, and control and restraint tend to op-

pose creativity--they say "No, you may not," and "This is why

you may not!" rather than helping children to find ways of

achieving their goals within the structure of consideration.

In the physical setting, complex and super-units with

their multiplicity of play ideas seem to us necessary for the

support of creativity. Overall high quality space is neces-

sary both to provide the teacher with sufficient discretion-

ary time to teach consideration, and to provide the children

with sufficient opportunities for creative play.

Children's responses are surprisingly high in quality

category 5, a finding which may relate to the very low amount

of creativity that is being taught. Teaching of both rules

and consideration is relatively high, and there is virtually

no attempt to make the setting do what it cannot do--support

creativity. We feel very strongly that space needs to be an-

alyzed for its capacity to support creativity, and if there

is lesser capacity, either space quality should be improved,

or creativity should not be taught.

Conflict

Several times we have suggested that spatial factors

can be the cause of conflict among children. The increase in

restriction and guidance, control and rules, which accompan-

ies decreasing quality of space supports our contention.

Previously we have suggested ways in which spatially induced
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conflict can be reduced, and we would like to put the impli-

cations of these suggestions into perspective.

As stated previously, our conceptual framework assumes

both that a balance of types of teacher behavior (encourage-

ment, teacher direction, guidance, restriction, and neutral

behavior) is necessary in fostering children's growth, and

that certain types of behavior, particmlarly nonroutine en-i

couragement, will predominate in programs which are optimal.

In suggesting that spatially-induced conflict can be reduced,

we are not implying that all conflict should be eliminated.

It should, however, be reduced to manageable proportions and

limited to that for which children themselves can generate

solutions. This is not to say that the teacher should re-

frain from offering needed help in developing solutions, but

spatial factors should not be permitted to force her into the

provision of arbitrary rules or whole solutions.

It seems to us that a meaningful kind of conflict does

occur in the highest quality yard group, and that children

are being encouraged to develop their own solutions. Twenty-

six percent of all lessons taught were consideration, and

fifteen percent and thirteen percent respectively were de-

voted to dealing with other children and self-sufficiency.

Restriction is not totally absent, although teaching of rules

is, and teaching of control is minimal. Children cannot deal

with other children or develop self-sufficiency without

learning to cope independently with conflict. The fact that

consideration is taught most frequently in yards of highest



quality suggests that, as with creativity, consideration for

rights and feelings of oneself and others provides the limits

within which the child's own solution to a conflict is ac-

cepted by the teacher.

When dealing with other children and self-sufficiency

are not taught within a framework of consideration (as would

appear to be the case in some of the lower quality yard

groups), we suspect that either some kind of hierarchical

"pecking order" will be likely to develop, or teacher inter-

ference (high restriction and control) will result in noisy

expression of general frustration.

Program Format

Characteristics of space in yards in the four program

formats are shown in Table 143. Yard quality is highest for

the free choice format, lowest for the teacher-directed for-

mats.

Over a quarter of the free choice yards are of excel-

lent quality, and none of bad quality; mean quality is high-

est for this format. Free play yards have equal though

small percentages of excellent and bad quality yards, and

mean quality is second highest. Teacher-directed yards have

a small percentage of excellent and a slightly larger per-

centage of bad quality and rank third in mean quality. Yards

with the teacher-directed/free play format have the lowest

mean quality, some yards of bad quality and no yards of ex-

cellent quality.
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TABLE 143

PROGRAM FORMAT BY SELECTED MEASURES OP

11110.111=11~../.

SPACE QUALITY

MEASURE OF QUAL_ITY PROGRAM FORMAT

Teacher-

(N=69 ards)

Free
play
(N=19)

Free
choice
(N=22)

directed/
free play
(N=15)

Teacher-
directed
(N=13)

Mean yard quality 3.8 3.4 4.4 4.1

Percentage of yards
rated:
Excellent 10.0% 27.0% 0.0% 8.0%

Bad 10.0 0.0 13.0 15.0

In general, small numbers of children in small and av-

erage size yards characterize the free choice format, large

numbers of children in average and large yards characterize

the free play format; and large numbers of children in small

and average size yards characterize the two teacher-directed

furmats. In addition, yards by program format vary both in

relative amount of crowding (number of children relative to

yard size) and relative amount of yard surface which is cov-

ered by equipment. The yards from teacher-directed formats

tend to be both crowded and covered with equipment; free play

yards tend to be crowded, but have least equipment coverage;

while free choice yards have almost no crowding, and equip-

ment coverage which is greater than found in free play, but

less than in the teacher-directed formats. (See Table 144.)
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YARD USE BY PROGRAM FORMAT
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USE CHARACTERISTIC PROGRAM FORMAT

(N=69 yards)

Free
play
(4=19)

Free
choice
(N=22)

Teacher-
directed/
free play
(N=15)

Teacher-
directed
(N=13)

Mean yird size*
Mean proportion of

surface covered**

Percentage: children
above median

Percentage: crowded

2.5

3.4

52.0%
53.0

1.9

2.8

14.0%
18.0

1.7

2.1

60.0%
80.0

2.1

2.5

77.0%
62.0

* Yard size: Small = 1, Average = 2, Large = 3, Very
large = 4.

** Proportion of surface covered from 5 point scale where
1 = almost all covered and 5 = very little covered.

It appears that the free formats typically have much

more empty space and more maximum organization than the

teacher-directed formats. Quite simply, it is far easier for

children to move around in free format yards.

There is consistent similarity in equipment character-

istics between free choice and teacher-directed formats

(about half the yards in the latter category actually provide

over twenty percent free choice in their programs). Yards

with these formats are high on complexity outdoors and amount

of equipment indoors, and low on number of simple units.

Free play and teacher-directed/free play formats are found in

yards low in number of complex units, high on number of sim-

ple units, and poor in indoor equipment. (See Table 145.)
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Space used for free choice tends to have equipment which pro-

vides more long-term interest, while space used for free play

provides less such equipment.

TABLE 145

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF EQUIPMENT

BY PROGRAM FORMAT

...01YAM
Noll11.1110.11.111.011,..x.MII=.1ftalm..1.=1.m/Mwrwr~ellogrOMMII

EQUIPMENT
CHARACTERISTICS PROGRAM FORMAT

(N=69 yards)

Free
play
(N=19)

Free
choice
(N=22)

Teacher-
directed/
free play
(N=15)

Teacher-
directed
(N=13)

4 or more complex
and/or super-unit

Number of simple units
above median

Indoor equipment
below average

37.0%

58.0

42.0

55.0%

36.0

9.0

27.0%

80.0

33.0

54.0%

38.0

15.0

.1MIIONENW,wilorwoore! IMMI.NM 4MI.E111=0 imilPUs~

In general, then, yards from the various formats can be

characterized as follows: free choice provides ease of move-

ment plus the kind of equipment that will tend to hold

children's interest the longest; free play provides ease of

movement and equipment which does not tend to hold children's

interest very long. The teacher-directed format provides re-

striction of movement but equipment which will hold

children's interest longer; and teacher-directed/free play

provides restriction of movement and equipment that will not

hold children's interest very long.
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Teacher Manner as a Criterion

We have assumed that when teacher manner is sensitive

or friendly, space is adequately supporting program format.

For example, if the teacher is expected to provide a free

choice program, she will experience difficulty and frustra-

tion in inappropriate space, and this will be manifested in

her manner. A description of those yards associated with

positive teacher manner should provide a picture of the kind

of space necessary for strong support of each program format.

In addition, teacher manner predicts children's re-

sponses, so sensitive and friendly teacher manner will be

found in conjunction with interested and involved children,

as well as with good space. We are, therefore, categorizing

the yards within each program format on the basis of teacher

manner, and will discuss the spatial characteristics associ-

ated with positive teacher manner in each format.

Center teacher manner is correlaed with both program

format and yard quality. Sensitivity and friendliness are

most characteristic of teachers in the free choice format,

least characteristic in the teacher-directed formats. Among

centers included in this chapter, those with free choice for-

mats have no insensitive teacher manner while those with

teacher-directed/free play have no sensitive teacher manner.

As shown in Table 146, where teacher manner is at its best

(sensitive in the free formats, and sensitive plus friendly

in the teacher-directed formats), all yards, regardless of

TI



program format, are of relatively high quality.

TABLE 146

MEAN YARD QUALITY BY TEACHER MANNER AND

(Percenta e of

PROGRAM FORMAT

ards in cate or in arentheses)
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CENTER RATING
FOR TEACHER
MANNER

(N=69 yards)

MEAN YARD UALITY
Program Format of Centers

Teacher-
Free Free directed/ Teacher-

play choice free play directed

(N=19) (N=22) (N=15) (N=13)

MIME

Sensitive
Friendly
Neutral
Insensitive

2.5 (32.0%)
3.5 (10.0)
4.7 (37.0)
4.2 (21.0)

(100.0%)

=11111111.110.1.11MINIMMINNIftwww

2.0 (50.0%) ( 0.0%) 4.0 ( 8.0%)

4.7 (14.0) 2.5 (13.0) 2.5 (15.0)

4.0 (36.0) 4.3 (53.0) 4.0 (46.0)

--- ( 0.0) 5.4 (33.0) 5.0 (31.0)

(100.0%) (100.0%) (100.07)

The highest quality yards differ by program format in some

important details of their space, which are discussed below.

Sensitive Teacher Manner--Free Choice

Yards with a free choice format and sensitive teacher

manner differ only slightly from our earlier characterization

of high quality space. They are usually well organized, have

high variety and high complexity (two-thirds of this category

have super-units) and are not crowded. These yards generally

have one teacher and children grouped by age. What seems to

be additionally crucial to free choice as it occurs in most

of these sensitive teacher manner yards are the number of

children and the number of units per child. With two
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exceptions, these yards have no more than fifteen dhildren

and with three exceptions (two of which are two-year-old

yards) have at least 2.5 units per child.

It is apparent that free choice can work most effec-

tively in a yard with one teacher when she is available to

supervise the special activity she has introduced. It is

necessary that (1) the rest of the equipment is very inter-

esting (complex and super-units); (2) the yard is easy for

children to move around in without bumping into one another,

and does not trap children in dead space (maximum organiza-

tion, no crowding, fewer children); (3) potential choices for

play among units are easy for children to see for themselves

(large amount to do per child and maximum organization). If

these conditions are not met there must be more staff in the

yard.

In two small, one-yard centers with children ungrouped

and more than one teacher, we found sensitive teacher manner

coupled with a free choice format. Although the sample is

too small to determine a clear pattern, we feel free choice

in this kind of setting is rather different. With fourteen

to fifteen children from two and one-half to five years old,

and high teacher warmth, the general atmosphere is of a warm,

lively home. There is a lot of child-child interaction, and

older children help fulfill the teacher's role by taking some

responsibility for the younger children. Much dramatic play

develops utilizing the assets of this wide age range. Prob-

ably special activities are introduced to substitute for the
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minimum complexity in the permanent equipment of these yards,

and do not serve quite the same purpose as in narrow age-

range, one-teacher groups with smaller numbers of children.

Sensitive Teacher Manner--Free Plax

In yards with free play formats and sensitive teacher

manner, numbers .71 children and yard size both tend to be

above average, and children are ungrouped. Although about

half these yards are moderately crowded, only one crowded

yard has less than maximum organization. One important char-

acteristic of these yards, which distinguishes them from all

other free play yards as well as from sensitive teacher man-

ner yards of other formats, is the large number of teachers.

The average number of teachers is 2A,per yard. In free play

a large number of teachers probably facilitates uninterrupted

child interaction with other children and teachers, while in

the best free choice yards the same objective is accomplished

both by the setting and by the necessity for the teacher to

stay with a special activity. Although the average number of

units per child is decidedly less in free play (1.7) than in

free choice (2.6), it is above the median; and these yards

have both moderately high complexity (one-third have super.

units) and a large number of simple units.

Two of these free play yards are of excellent quality,

have super-units, and are comparable to the best of the free

choice yards in all but two ways: they are moderately
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crowded, and one has only 2.1 units per child.5 It seems to

us that two necessary adjuncts of high child interest and in-

volvement are being achieved in these two free play yards in

a different way from their achievement in free choice yards.

The larger numbers of children and moderate crowding lead to

higher child-child interaction. This higher interaction

leads to sub-group formation in free play settings, while

teacher involvement with several children and a special ac-

tivity facilitates the same result in free choice settings.

In addition, what might be called the "total idea pool" of

the larger numbers of children in free play, coupled with

very interesting equipment, probably leads to as rich and

varied an experience for individual children as would the in.

troduction, day by day, of special activities in a free

choice format with smaller numbers of children.

Friendly Teacher Manner--Teacher-

Directed Formats

No yards with teacher-directed/free play format have

sensitive teacher manner, and only two of the fifteen have

friendly teacher manner. Since insensitive and neutral

teacher manner seem fairly characteristic of the teacher-

directed/free play format, the question arises as to what de-

termines the friendly teacher manner that does exist. In one

5These are the two yards of excellent quality which
serve all ages, which were referred to under spatial charac-
teristics and age of children (pp. 307-308).
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case, yard quality is very good and indoor quality is above

average. The space in this center has all the characteris-

tics of a free play format with a rating of sensitive teacher

manner. In this instance, teacher direction is coming from

another source: the director feels these children benefit

most highly from a teacher-directed program. In the second

case, yard quality is good, and incioor space below average.

It is our feeling that the unique skills and high energy

level of the head teacher (who provides a lot of the teacher-

directed indoor program), plus a relatively good free play

yard, combine to produce the friendly teacher manner. The

inadequate indoor space provides the teacher with the neces-

sity for using her unique skills (the children's high enjoy-

ment of group activities was unquestionable), and the good

front yard in which the teacher works provides her with res-

pite from the high level activity during the teacher-directed

group aspect of the format.

We have deferred discussion of the teacher-directed

format to the end of this section because it is our impres-

sion that it does not usually occur except under atypical

circumstances (e.g., remodeling, rainy days). Either there

seems to be an attempt to provide a free choice or free play

format and the space is forcing increased teacher direction,

or space is inadequate (or unavailable) to the free play as-

pect of what would otherwise probably be a teacher-directed/

free play format.

Our observations suggest that for the teacher-directed
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formats to work well, two things are needed: relatively good

space, either outdoors or indoors, which can support a free

format for part of the time, and high teacher energy to cope

with the teacher activity necessitated by any inadequacies of

space. (We have the feeliig that the teachers must have spe-

cial personality characteristics to function effectively and

happily under the demands of a teacher-directed format.

Those we observed not only seetaed to have a high energy lev-

el, but also appeared to experience a great deal of joy and

satisfaction in using this energy.)

It also appears that relatively good space can support

high teacher direction, if the staff so desires. However

(although we have no directly relevant data) we guess that

children would tend to resist a large amount of teacher di-

rection if excellent or very good quality space were present.

Natural Format Type
.6.wrml.0.110.P.Or

Considering the abovc discussion of program format,

space, and teacher manner, it 5eems possible to determine the

natural format type of a clnter. We believe space develop-

ment or redevelopment snould begin with this determination,

on the basis of the following questions.

First, in the light of stated philosophy and goals of

the center, how mach and what kinds of teacher-directed ac-

tivities do the staff wish to introduce? Second, given the

center size, space, and financial capability as it influences

staff training and amount of 'equipment, what are the
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practical limitations on choice of formats?

Our findings suggest criteria for answering each of

these questions. In the first place, we have found that high

interest and involvement of children and a high degree of

satisfaction for staff are rarely achieved in teacher-

directed formats. Young children and their teachers appar-

ently need a large measure of freedom in the daily program;

consequently most good programs will be free choice or free

play as defined by our criteria. Probably no more than one

and one-half hours per day should be devoted to teacher-

directed activities, exclusive of routines.

In the second place, practical considerations tend to

dictate the selection between free choice and free play for-

mats. Free choice, in small groups with one teacher, re-

quires both higher quality space and better qualified teach-

ers than free play. In a center with twenty-five to forty-

five children the decision may be made either to group chil-

dren by age, with one teacher to each group in a free-choice

format, or to keep all children and teachers together for

ungrouped free play. Equipping and staffing two or three

yards for free choice is more expensive than providing one

free play yard for the zame number of children. In a single

large yard, several less well-trained teachers, or one quali-

fied teacher with assistants, can support one another. The

larger number of children and wide age range contribute to

the interest level, and a greater variety of equipment is

possible since duplication for several yards is not necessary:
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Centers with fewer than twenty-five children are usual-

ly under some financial strain and have limited equipment.

They are likely to function best by keeping children in one

group with two teachers and introducing additional activities

day by day, in a free choice format. These activities will

contribute increased interest and points of focus for sub-

group formation and teacher-child interaction.

In centers with more than forty-five children, some

grouping becomes essential. The choice can be made, however,

between forming several smaller free choice groups or two

wide age range, larger free play groups. Considering the de-

mands which large center size puts on all staff, it may be

far easier to achieve good free play, which makes lesser en-

ergy demands on staff, than good free choice.

To a considerable extent the existing spatial arrange-

ments of the center must be considered in making decisions

about grouping. The indoor and outdoor divisions of space

will facilitate grouping in some centers and impede it in

others. Indoor space is particularly hard to change. To

keep children in separate groups indoors, acoustic as well as

visual separation is important; grouping within a single

space can usually be accomplished only through increased di-

rection or restriction.

When space is visually and/or acoustically single, and

center size small or medium, we feel children should be sep-

arated into groups only for similar and quiet activities, and

for relatively short periods of time. For the rest of the
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time, one group in which children are free to move around and

choose among activities will, we think, reduce excessive

teacher direction and increase both teacher satisfaction and

children's interest and involvement. When a center is large

and acoustically open, it is important that space be made

acoustically separate.

Outdoors, if separate groups of children must use ad-

jacent space, the boundary must be easily seen and understood

12y, children, and equipment must be equally attractive and in-

teresting in both places. Moveable ferces, saw horses,

solid-sided storage units and playhouses all can function as

satisfactorily as more conventional fences.

If the natural format type of a center suggests un-

grouped free play (or free choice), it is often necessary to

use separate rooms, and front, side, and back yards, as if

they were one. Doors can be removed, doorways broadened,

gates left open. Children are thus given freedom, indoors

and outdoors, to choose where they will play. This simple

freedom to move at will, to be finished with an activity when

they decide they are finished, and to choose another for

themselves, is, we think, very important both to children and

to staff. It puts responsibilities on the children that are

legitimately theirs, and removes unnecessary burdens from the

teacher.

Summary

A method was developed for rating the quality of day

care center play yards based on the degree of organization,
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relative amounts of two kinds of interest (variety and com-

plexity), the amount to do per child, and any special prob-

lems that were present. Quality categories were differenti-

ated on a seven-point continuum ranging from excellent to bad

quality. Indoor space was also rated on several variables

and the quality of yards was found to be positively related

to the quality of indoor space. Quality as measured was

found to be related to structural, organizational and behav-

ioral variables. Organization was found to be better in ir-

regular and oblong yards than in square yards, and yards with

combination surfaces are easier to organize than those with

only one type of surface. Designed property is slightly bet-

ter than converted property outdoors, and decidedly better

indoors. Large and small yards, especially the latter, are

of lower quality and have more crowding than average size

yards.

Medium size centers tend to be of highest quality both

indoors and outdoors. Small centers tend to be of low qual-

ity both indoors and out. Large centers tend to be inconsis-

tent, with lowest quality outdoors and highest quality in-

doors. However, the sheer size of the indoor area appears

to have a variety of negative results, so that indoor quality

is probably less than that which our criteria suggest.

Sponsorship is associated with characteristic differ-

ences in equipment and numbers of children; public centers

have space which is typically less crowded and more interest-

ing than the space in proprietary centers. Within the two
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major sponsorship categories, space is better in centers

serving families of higher SES. Mean yard quality is highest

in SES III public centers and lowest in SES IV public centers;

proprietary centers are intermediate, with quality declining

consistently from SES I to SES III.

Spatial quality also varies according to age and eth-

nicity of children. Space for two-year-Old children is typ-

ically of unusually low interest and of lower quality than

space for either threes or fours. Space used by children un-

grouped by age typically has relatively low quality (similar

to that found for two-year-old groups) and is decidedly more

crowded than sprxe used only by-age-grouped children. Three

ethnic classifications were used: Caucasian, mixed, and

Negro. Quality of space in centers which serve Negro chil-

dren is lower, both indoors and outdoors, than that found in

centers where ethnicity is mixed or Caucasian only.

Space quality clearly predicts differences in teacher

behavior and children's responses. High quality space is as-

sociated with sensitive and friendly teachers, interested and

involved children, nonroutine encouragement, and high numbers

of lessons in consideration and creativity. Low quality

space tends to have neutral and insensitive teachers and

children who are less involved and less interested; guidance,

restriction, and lessons in rules of social living tend to be

high.

Program format appears to be highly related to spatial

factors. In general, free choice yards provide high interest
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and freedom of movement; free play yards provide low interest

and freedom of movement; teacher-directed yards provide high

interest and restriction of movement; and teacher-directed/

free play yards provide low interest and restriction of move-

ment. However, whenever space offers strong support to pro-

gram format (as indicated by sensitive or friendly teacher

manner), yard quality and interest are consistently and rela-

tively high.

Conclusions
.....0.04.0RWM0.4140.104 110M16.01.a.a

We feel our data have shown not only that space strong-

ly influences behavior in day care centers, but also that

space itself is subject to influence by other factors, and

that by and large the staff has little or no awareness of

either influence.

For example, square yards probably would have the same

potential for maximum organization as other yard shapes if

organization of space were consciously understood and delib-

erately undertaken. Adults put things in space for children

to play with, but where things are put seems related to hap-

penstance structuring factors already present, rather than

any rationale determined from goals and purposes. Again,

centers of large size are established in order to use most

efficiently whatever money and ability is available. Center

planners are probably quite unaware that this desire for ef-

ficiency results in experiences for staff and children which

they may consciously eschew. Furthermore, the differences

found in type of equipment, indoor space, and type of
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property by sponsorship are probably related to budgetary ne-

cessities and purchasing policies, yet these circumstances

result in very different experiences for children which are

probably unintended by the staffs involved. Low quality in

yards for two-year-olds would seem to result from general as-

sumptions about children of this age. While these assump-

tions are probably largely accurate, when they are coupled

with a lack of awareness about space the result is straight-

forward lower quality.

Clues to the need for spatial improvement can be found

primarily in teachers' and children's behavior. Tired or ir-

ritable teachers; apathetic, hyperactive, or uninterested

children; high noise level, high restriction and direction,

and a large amount of teacher-directed activity all have a

high likelihood of being spatially induced. It seems to us,

therefore, very important for staff to become aware of how

space works, and to develop ways of using its influence to

human advantage. The advantage to be gained is dual, because

both staff satisfaction and children's involvement and inter-

est will be increased.

Short.term improvement, dependent only on the initia-

tive of the individual teacher in daily planning, can be ac-

complished in many centers simply through combining simple

units to create complex or super-units. Long term improve-

ment requires more complex planning, based on simultaneous

consideration of several dimensions of space quality. We

have spoken extensively of the necessity for determining the
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natural format type before space is developed (or redevel-

oped), and we suggest that a staff consider to what extent

their commitment to a teacher-directed formAt has come prima-

rily from their own personal experience with groups of chil-

dren in bad space.

After the format type is determined, a decision must

e made concerning the use of outdoor versus indoor space.

It is necessary to take into account both spatial factors and

climate in deciding which area to use and for how long. We

have seen a few centers where outdoor space is extremely lim-

ited. In these centers it is necessary either to increase

outdoor space, or to disregard the unique southern California

climate and use indoors more extensively. In other geograph.

ic areas, because of the climate, the outdoors may be usable

for only short periods of time during most of the year.

Where the use of outdoor space is limited, the major emphasis

in yard development should be on the maximum organization of

a large variety of primarily simple units, and tne provision

of space for those activities, such as wheel toys and digging,

which cannot take place indoors.

In the organization of either a room or a yard, it is

necessary to refuse the ease of linear development, where

placement of unit A leads to placement of unit B, and oo

forth. It is important to begin with separation into sub-

areas on the basis of quiet-active, vehicles-climbing, messy-

clean, etc. The divisions between these main areas quite

naturally become the major path. In the further development
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of these sub-areas, it is essential to provide for flexibil-

ity; potential units have a necessary place in all space de-

sign.

Our analyses have led over and over to the conclusion

that an increase in representations of the urban cultural

order--man-made things--will increase teacher satisfaction

and child involvement and interest. However, childten alsc

need experience with the "natural order" of the world. They

not only need dirt, grass, etc., in their setting, they need

the responsive encouragement that leads to the positive ex-

perience of dirt, grass, etc. As much of this natural order

as possible--animals, and trees, bushes, dirt, grass and all

their associated creatures, should be present and experienced

in day care centers. In one center in our sample, a section

of asphalt had been dug up and a small mud hole provided

where children could sit nt the edge and dig. (With a ratio

of one teacher to twelve to fifteen children in day care, it

may be too burdensome for staff to permit children in a mud

hole.) Many centers keep a patch of tough grass growing sim-

ply by keeping trikes off.

Centers also need to consider the opportunities for

privacy which they offer children. We saw provision for this

in very few centers. In one, late in the day several small

tables, each with a different activity, were set against the

fence. One chair was placed next to each table, with its

back to the rest of the yard. If two children wanted to be

together at a table, additional chairs were available, but
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the setting deliberately invited aloneness and privacy. In

several centers a few cots were relatively isolated at nap

time providing opportunities for the sorting out of the day's

happenings for a few children. This is still largely an out-

loud squirm-around activity for preschoolers, and apparently

when a child cannot readily learn to keep silent and lie

still at rest or nap time, his bed is set somewhat apart from

the others and he is allowed to continue /is usual pattern.

Most children, however, apparently either internalize or give

up this pattern in day care centers.

In conclusion, we feel that quality of space deter-

mines the amount of freedom which can be granted both to

teachers and to children. Space of high quality permits more

diversity and offers many more opportunities for experiences

which are highly personal and, therefore, meaningful. Con-

versely, space of low quality coerces teachers by forcing

them to assume responsibilities for order and activity which

could be given to children.

Applicability to Prnschool Settings in General

Although the concepts and ideas which have been pre-

sented were developed in a study of day care centersv they

have proved useful in understanding other preschool settings.

We have experimented in using our method of space analysis to

instruct Head Start trainees in principles of good use of

space. It has proved to be an effective and graphic method

for communicating basic features of use and organization and

for conveying to the teacher her responsibility for
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organizing space. In general, we have found that these con-

cepts are quickly grasped and easily used, perhaps because we

have put into words what many teachers and directors have al-

ways sensed and acted upon.

It is probable, however, that our method of space anal-

ysis is useful only to the extent that a staff has a clear

awareness of the purposes and goals of its program. Spatial

contents and configurations can be made to serve general

goals only if those goals are known in some detail. The de-

gree of organization and the size and shape of the space

which facilitates the supervision of fifteen or sixteen chil-

dren by one teacher will be different from the spatial

shapes, sizes and configurations needed where there are sev-

eral adults (e.g., in cooperative or teacher training

schools). While some provision for privacy or "aloneness"

for children seems very important in a day care center, care-

ful consideration of spatial support for child-child interac-

tion is of less importance, as the necessities of program

provide innumerable opportunities in this area. In a program

which meets two or three mornings a week the reverse is true:

while these children do need "safe places" (e.g., a swing)

from which to watch the group, they generally have ample op-

portunity at home for "aloneness." It seems to us, then,

that time, and energy and thoughtmust be devoted to investi-

gating and defining purposes and goals before space develop-

ment or redevelopment proceeds.



CHAPTER IX

EVALUATION

In this chapter we shall consider the question, when is

day care good care? Our bases for evaluation have been de-

scribed in Chapter II. We have said that day care should

function as a substitute for a good home, and that programs

which best assume this function will be characterized by a

rich and varied environment in which teacher manner is sensi-

tive and friendly and teacher behavior is high in encourage-

ment and balanced in the use of guidance, neutral behavior,

and restriction.

In addition, we have introduced the variable,

children's responses, specifically for the purposes of evalu-

ation, on the assumption that those teacher behaviors and

program arrangements which elicit positive responses from

children will tend to be most conducive to children's healthy

development. We shall examine the relationship of this vari-

able to characteristics of teacher behavior and to the pre-

dictive variables described in previous chapters. Then, we

shall select from our sample of day care centers those which

offer high and low quality of care as rated on the above cri-

teria, examine their characteristics, and consider the cir-

cumstances which might determine parents' opportunities to

obtain care of high or low quality.

337
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Children's Responses

Observers rated children's responses for each 20-minute

observation on a five-point continuum:

1. Disinterested, bored, restless, lethargic
2. Somewhat disinterested
3. Moderately interested and involved
4. Definitely interested and involved
5. Exceptionally interested and involved.

These ratings were based on a global judgment by the observer

of the responsiveness of all children for whom the teacher

was responsible, as indicated primarily by the extent to

which children were attentive, emotionally centered, and

spontaneously involved in ongoing activities. Ratings were

not made for certain routines such as nap time or transition-

al activities.

Ratings on children's responses for individual observa-

tions were used to develop summary ratings for centers, based

on the continuum just described. For every center the per-

centages of children's responses which fell into each of the

two lowest and highest categories (1, 2, 4, 5) were converted

into a point system, as follows:

#1. #2. Somewhat #4. Definitely #5. Exceptionally
Distinterested Disinterested Interested Interested

Under 6% 0 Under 10% 0 Under 20% 0 Under 10% 0
6 - 10% -1 10 - 19% -1 20 - 29% +1 10 - 14% +1
Over 10% -2 20 - 30% -2 30 - 50% +2 15 - 30% +2

Over 30% -3 Over 50% +3 Over 30% +3

Centers with a total of -4 to -2 were given a rating of

disinterested, bored, restless, lethargic; those with -1 to

0, somewhat disinterested, those with +1 to +2, moderately
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interested and involved; those with +3 to +4, definitely in-

terested and involved; and those with +5 and +6, exceptional-

ly interested and involved.

Throughout the remainder of the chapter, in order to

simplify the presentation, children's responses will be de-

scribed on a continuum from low to high. The reader is asked

to keep in mind that these terms are being used to refer to

degree of interest and involvement.

Patterns of Teacher Behavior and Center Program

We have previously described (in Chapter IV) the re-

sults of a factor analysis in which four patterns of teacher

behavior and center program were identified. Children's re-

sponses were highly related to the first pattern, but showed

little or no relationship to the other patterns. Factor

loadings for each pattern are shown below. Loadings are re-

lated to the poles which are not in parentheses. Positive

loadings indicate high responses.

Teacher Pattern Crillren1;:agls1;o!::1

Pattern I Encouragement -(Restriction) .70
Pattern II Conformity to Routine -.29
Pattern III Group Teaching -.05
Pattern IV Independence -.12

Factor Loading for
Center Pattern Childrenajlemomm
Freedom -(Restraint) .71Pattern I

Pattern II Active -(Inactive) Teacher Leadership .13
Pattern III Individual -(Gromp) Program .25
Pattern IV Direct -(Indirect) Style of

Superficial Involvement .07
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Space quality is directly correlated with children's

responses. Low quality space shows a factor loading of -.30

on Teacher Pattern I and a loading of -.57 on Center Program

Pattern I, both patterns which show high positive loadings

for children's responses. This relationship has been dis-

cussed previously in Chapter VIII. The first pattern for

teacher behavior and center program is presented in Table 147

with the behavioral variables as reported in Chapter IV.

111W

TABLE 147

PATTERN I: TEACHER BEHAVIOR AND CENTER PROGRAM

TEACHER BEIIAVIOR
ENCOURAGEMNT.-

RESTR I CT ION

Nonroutine encourage-
ment to individuals

All nonroutine en-
couragement

All encouragement
Approval/nurturance

to individuals
Consideration*
Creativity and experi-

mentation*
Total verbal skills

to individuals
Interpretive verbal

skills to individuals .47
All routine encouragement .34
Pleasure, awe & wonder* .33
Information exchange
to individuals .32

mrar...mamerwernoW4....alarAftimmal
Factor CENTER PROGRAM Factor

Loading FREEDOM-.RESTRAINT Loading

Sensitive teacher
. 89 manner

All nonroutine en-
. 87 couragement
. 81 Total encouragement to

individuals
. 68 Pleasure, awe & wonder*
. 53 Dealing with other

children*
. 52 Creativity and experi-

mentation*
. 48 Consideration*

Dealing with strong
emotions*

Rules of social living* -.31
Total restriction to

individuals -.57
All restriction -.62
Control and restraint* -.68

..m.m.r
*Lessons Taught

. 83

. /8

. 63

. 59

. 59

. 55

. 34

. 30

Teacher approval to
individuals -.37

Total guidance to groups -.45
Total guidance to

individuals
All guidance
Rules of social living*
Total restriction to

individuals
All restriction
Control and restraint*

-.60
-.66
-.68

-.84
-.86
-.86

'....WSWPawms
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It can be seen that children's responses are high when teach-

ers behave in certain specific ways. Positive responses from

children are highly related to encouragement, especially non-

routine encouragement. They are also related to teacher em-

phasis on verbal skills, and to lessons in consideration,

creativity, and pleasure, awe and wonder. They are negative-

ly related to restriction, guidance, and to lessons in con-

trol and rest:°aint and rules of social living.

The behavioral variables which have been described as

related to high children's responses, both for teachers and

for center program, are those which also have been cmsis-

tently predictive of sensitive teacher manner.

Structural Characteristics

Several structural characteristics--activity settings,

time of day, and age of children--are predictive of differ-

ences in children's responses. Table 148 shows the relation-

ship of activity settings to children's responses.

The table indicates that most activities are capable of

evoking the full range of zesponses, although some activities

clearly hold children at peak interest more easily than

others. Free choice consistently draws high responses. Free

play appears to hold less interest, but seldom evokes re-

sponses in the lowest category. Teacher-directed group ac-

tivities often draw relatively high responses, while teacher-

directed individual activities appear less interesting. The

routines of lunch and snack generally rate toward the lower

end of the continuum.
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TABLE 148

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHILDREN'S RESPONSES

AND TYRE OF ACTIVITY

CHILDREN'S
REPONSES TYPE OF ACTIVITY

(N=943
observ.)

Free
play

04=291)

Tch.-
Free dir.
choice group
(N=219) (N=208)

Very high 9.6% 21.9%
High 48.8 54.3
Average 28.2 20.1
Low 10.7 2.7
Very low 2.7 0.9

100.0% 100.0%

17.3%
36.5
30.2
10.6
5.3

100.0%

Tch.-
dir.
indiv.

Juice, Lunch
snack time

Clean-
up,
toilet

(N=126) (N=17) (N=56) (N=26)

13.5% 17.6% 8.9% 0.0%
34.9 17.6 28.6 26.9
23.8 29.4 44.6 38.4
23.0 29.4 14.3 26.9
4.7 5.9 3.6 7.7

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Children's responses show only limited relationship to

time of day. They remain fairly constant throughout the day

and obviously are determined primarily by other factors. It

can be noted that many high ratings occur for early morning

and also (perhaps surprisingly) for the late afternoon peri-

od. (See Table 149.)

TABLE 149

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHILDREN'S RESPONSES

AND TIME OF DAY
aall*liveusaaava. v,.........1.11111111.-

CHILDREN'S RESPONSES6.M1.NMNIIr!=
Before
9:00 A.M.

TIME OF
9:00 A.M.
lunch

DAY
Lunch
pre-nap

End of nap
to 6:00 PM

,(N=1557 observations) (N=179) (N=1082) (N=99) (N=197)
Very high 8.4% 12.9% 7.1% 18.3%High 57.5 38.8 28.3 43.1
Average 21.2 29.3 44.4 22.8Low 10.1 13.1 16.2 10.1Very low 2.8 4.9 4.0 5.6

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%======
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Children's responses are somewhat related to age of

children. The most positive responses are found for four-

year-old and mixed-age groups of children. The younger the

children, the less likely they are to be rated as interested.

(See Table 150.)

TABLE 150

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHILDREN'S RESPONSES

AND AGE OP CEILDREN

CHILDREN'S RESPONSES AGE OP CHILDREN

(N=1557 observations)
Twos
(N=364)

Threes
(N=201)

Fours
(N=341)

Ungrouped
(N=651)

Very high 9.3% 13.9% 16.4% 13.8%

High 36.3 32.3 40.8 46.1

Average 30.5 30.8 28.2 26.9

Low 17.6 15.9 11.4 9.3

Very low 6.3 7.0 3.2 3.8

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

410 NMOMIIMMIIIINPNINMOwnlimmmylimiloway
N111110111111=111M1110111111111M

Nrimmamift..rumnsmbftOMM. v.m..mwm

In general, while structural characteristics of centers

predict children's responses to some extent, it is apparent

that other variables of more importance, notably, aspects of

teacher behavior, intervene to influence children's behavior.

Since teacher behavior and children's responses are highly

related, characteristics of staff and organizational charac-

teristics of centers previously described as predictive of

teacher behavior are found also to be predictive of

children's responses.
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Characteristics of Staff

The relationship of characteristics of staff is sum-

marized below in Table 151 by showing the factor loadings of

these characteristics for Pattern I as described earlier.

All loadings show relationships with reference to the Freedom

and Encouragement poles of the patterns des,:ribed.

TABLE 151

STAFF CHARACTERISTICS RELATED TO PATTERN I:

TEACHER BEHAVIOR AND CENTER PROGRAM
.111MIMINNIKAIIIIIIINIIMIIMINIINIIMIINIVIIIIIIIIIMMI0111111111~11.1110.M1m11116.

TEACHER CENTER
STAFF CHARACTERISTICS PATTERN PATTERN

.01111111.WrisemallimillOMmollmml

Adult-centered role concept

Non-permissive attitude toward:
Affection
Dependency
Warmth
Aggression to adults

Arbitrary requests for obedience
Greater special training*

-.30 -.46

-.58
-.45
-.59
-.55

-.40
.40

_en
-.49

-.45
-.01

* For the center pattern it is special training of directors
which is rated.

The only characteristic which shows no loading for this

factor is special training of the director. As was indicated

previously, effective leadership within a center evidently

requires knowledge and abilities which are not acquired by

taking the same course work which apparently is effective in

modifying the behavior of teachers wkio work directly with

children.
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Organizational Characteristics

Behavior and characteristics of staff, both predictors

of children's responses, are not Jaidependent of organization-

al characteristics. These determine certain features of the

day care settings in which teachers and children interact, az

well as certain attributes of the people who will be in these

settings.

Responses vary by size of centers. No large center has

children's responses rated as very high. Over 40 percent of

large centers are rated below average in responses of chil-

dren. The entire range of responses is found for small cen-

ters, but the most common rating is average. Medium size

centers have the largest number of high ratings, and only one

out of the twenty-five medium size centers is rated in the

lowest category of response. (See Table 152.)

TABLE 152

RELATIONSHIP OF CHILDREN'S RESPONSES

TO SIZE OF CENTER

el011wieNor.oalWorIm.
CHILDREN'S RESPONSES SIZE OF CENTER

(N=50 centers)
Under 30
(N=11)

31 to 60
(N=25)

Over 60
(N=14)

Very high 18.2% 32.0% 0.0%

High 18.2 20.0 28.6

Average 36.4 16.0 28.6

Low 9.1 28.0 28.6

Very low 18.2 4.0 14.3

100.6% 100.0% 100.0%
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Grouping practice shows some relationship to children's

responses. Only one center which is basically grouped is

rated as very high in children's responses. However, consis-

tent grouping is used primarily in large centers, so that the

effects of grouping cannot be separated from those related to

size. (See Table 153.)

TABLE 153

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHILDREN'S RESPONSES

AND GROUPING PRACTICE
ANMINNISINNOINOIMION011.1111

CHILDREN'S RESPONSES GROUPING PRACTICE

(N=50 centers)

Basically
grouped
(N=12)

Occasionally
ungrouped
(N=29)

Ungrouped
(N=9)

Very high 8.3% 17.2% 44.4%
High 25.0 27.6 0.0
Average 25.0 20.7 33.3
Low 33.3 24.1 11.1
Very low 8.3 10.3 11.1

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Children's responses show little relationship to type

of service offered. Centers which offer only day care have

somewhat larger percentages in the categories of children's

responses rated above average, but these differences are not

extensive. (See Table 154.)

Possibly it is more difficult to offer a program elic-

iting high children's responses in centers which offer more

services (and hence may be more complex). However, limiting

service to one function obviously does not guarantee high

responses.



TABLE 154

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHILDREN'S RESPONSES

AND TYPE OF SERVICE

AIMMINOMMosim%i.IMM4,MMNIN4
CHILDREN'S RESPONSES 11Mme

(N=50 centers)

Very high
High
Average
Low
Very low

TYPE OF SERVICE
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Day care only
Day care and
nursery school

(N=38) (N=12)

23.7% 8.3%
23.7 16.7
21.1 33.3
23.7 25.0
7.9 16.7

176.7% 1.6376%

11111i111011111

Children's responses vary somewhat with sponsorship.

High children's responses are more characteristic of public

than of proprietary centers. Low responses occur with about

equal frequency for both. Taken as a group, children's re-

sponses in proprietary centers are most frequently rated as

average. The number of non-profit centers is too small to

permit generalization. (See Table 155.)

TABLE 155

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHILDREN'S RESPONSES

AND SPONSORSHIP

ammwommoorIr AIIIMIN....~=q1r

CHILDREN'S RESPONSES SPONSORSHIP

(N=50 centers)
Proprietary

(N=30)
Non-profit

(N=5)
Public
(N=15)

Very high 16.7% 40.0% 20.0%

High 13.3 0.0 46.7

Average 33.3 20.0 6.7

Low 23.3 40.0 20.0

Very low 13.3 0.0 6.7

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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Summary

In summary, both the characteristics of teachers and

those characteristics which alter settings in which teachers

and children interact appear to influence the ease with which

high responses may be elicited from children. In the next

section we will examine individual centers which are success-

ful or unsuccessful in eliciting positive responses from

staff and children.

Characteristics of High and Low

Quality Centers

High responsiveness of children, sensitive and friendly

teacher manner, and teacher behavior characterized by re-

sponsive encouragement are among the criteria we selected in

this s.udy for identifying good programs for children in day

care. Our analysis of data has made it clear that children's

responses and teacher manner are strongly correlated, and

that both are predictive of patterns of teacher behavior.

Further, some settings are much more likely than others to

elicit positive interaction of teachers and children and

thus, in our conceptualization, to suppoit good program.

In order to clarify these relationships, we have clas-

sified the centers in our sample in terms of their quality

based on children's responses and teacher manner. In the

thirteen centers designated as high quality, teacher manner

was rated as sensitive and children's responses as high or

very high, in the eight low quality centers teacher manner

was rated as insensitive and Jiildren's responses as low or

very low. We have compared these centers in terms of teacher
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behavior and setting variables, as discussed below.

To compare differences in teacher behavior we ranked

all fifty sample centers from high to low according to their

percentages of behavior in each of the major categories and

divided this ranking into thirds designated as high, medium,

and low. Table 156 shows differences in teacher behavior for

centers of high and low quality.

The most consistent and striking differences between

centers by quality are found in the categories of encourage-

ment, guidancf, and restriction. High quality centers char-

acteristically do not rank low in encouragement nor high in

guidance and restriction. Centers of low quality present the

opposite picture. Other categories of behavior do not appear

to be related to our criteria for quality.

Certain categories of lessons taught also vary accord-

ing to quality of center. (See Table 157.) The largest dif-

ferences are in rules of social living and control and re-

straint. In the category of control and restraint, the high-

est percentage for any center of high quality was eleven per-

cent and five of the thirteen had no lessons in this catego-

ry. Among centers of low quality the range was from eighteen

percent to forty-six percent. Differences also are apparent

in all other categories except for those dealing with physi-

cal skills and knowledge and awareness.

The frequency with which extremes in tempo were ob-

served also differed between the two groups of centers. In

centers of high quality the mean percentage of observations
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TABLE 156

TEACHER BEHAVIOR CATEGORIES BY QUALTTY OP CENTER

CENTER
QUALITY TEACHER BEHAVIOR

-Non-
Total routine
Encour- encour-
agement agement

Teach-
er di- Guid-
rection ance

Re.
stric-
tion

Neu-
tral

Verbal
skills

High quality
Proprietary
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6

Non-profit
117

H8

Public
H9
HIO
H11
H12
H13

Low Quality
Proprietary
Ll
L2
L3
L4
L5

Public
L6
L7
L8

0 4. 0 0 + - 0
+ + + - 0 - 0
0 0 0 0 0 + 0
0 0 - 0 - + 0
+ + 0 - a + 0
0 0 + + - 0 0

0
0

+ + - . 0 + +
+ + - - 0 0 0
+ + . 0 0 0 -
+ + 0 0 - + 0
0 + 0 0 . 0 +

a 0 + + 0
0 + 0 -

410 + - 0
+ - +

0 + + -

0 + 0
00 + 0 + 0

+ + 0 -

0, medium; +, high; -, low



TABLE 157

LESSONS TAUGHT BY QUALITY OF CENTER

(Figures are mean percentaps)
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LESSONS TAUGHT

(N=21 centers)

Physical Skills
Large muscle
Eye-hand coordination
Verbal-physical coordination

Social Skills
Rules of social living
Dealing with other children
Consideration

Intellectual Skills
Formal skills
Knowledge and awareness
Pleasure, awe and wonder

Self-Responsibility
Self-sufficiency
Creativity and experimentation
Control and restraint
Dealing with strong emotions

Can't Decide

CipNTER QUALITY

High
(N=13)

Low
(N=8)

410110401MIION

0.2% 0.5%
2.5 7.0
5.3 6.6

7.2 21.1
8.9 1.6

17 0 3.7

5.5 13.8
8.4 7.5

12.5 3.0

13.0 3.3
11.2 5.3*
3.3 25.9
1.1 0.1

16.7 11.2

*Excluding one center with a figure of 31%, the mean would
fall to 1.5%.
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rated as lethargic was 0.3 percent, in centers of low quality

7,0 percent. None of the high quality centers had any ob-

servations rated rushed, but low quality centers had 4.5 per-

cent such observations. The incidence of observed extremes

in tempo was virtually absent in centers of high quality,

while seven out of eight centers of low quality showed ob-

servations in which one or both of these extremes was indi-

cated.

Table 158 shows other selected characteristics by qual-

ity of centers. Although there is considerable range in

characteristics within categories, certain features are note-

worthy. For example, all types of program format may be

found in high quality centers, but free choice is most com-

mon. In contrast, free choice formats are not found in cen-

ters rated as of poor quality. Space in high quality centers

ranges from average to excellent (score 1 - 4 on the continu-

um) while in low quality centers it ranges from good to very

bad (score 3 . 7). No director in centers of low quality de-

scribed a role which was other than adult-centered. Finally,

no center of large size is found in the high quality group,

but fifty percent of the centers rated as low in quality are

large in size. Socioeconomic level or ethnicity of clientele

does not appear to vary by quality of center.

Summary

In summary, sensitive teachers whg tend to behave to.

ward children in an encouraging rather than a restrictive

fashion elicit strongly positive responses from children.
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TABLE 158

SELECTED CENTER CHARACTERISTICS BY QUALITY OP CENTER

CENTER
ulAux

0.11011.

SELECTED CENTER CHARACTERISTICS
Director's
role

ace conce t
Program
format Size SES

high quality
Proprietary

H1 free choice average

H2 tch.-dir./
free play

H3 free play
H4 free play

H5 free choice

H6

ESE:212fil
H7

H8

Public
H9

teacher-
directed

free choice

free play

free play

average
good

good

average

excellent

excellent

excellent

H10 free choice excellent

1111 free choice very good

H12 free choice

H13 free cho3ce very good

Low quality
Proprietary
Ll teacher- good

directed
L2 tch.-dir./ bad

free play
L3 tch.-dir./ bad

free play
L4 tch.-dir./ average

free play
L5 free play very bad

adult- small III
centered
semi child- medium II

centered
custodial medium II
semi child- medium II

centered
semi adult- small II

centered
child- medium II
centered

child- medium IV
centered
semi adult- medium II

centered

semi adult- medium
centered
child- medium
centered
semi adult- medium
centered
child- medium
centered
child- medium
centered

adult- medium I

centered
adult- large II
centered
semi adult- small III
centered
adult- small III
centered
adult- large II
centered



TABLE 158 (Cont.)

SELECTED CENTER CEARACTERISTICS BY Quurry OF CENTER
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CENTER
U&NALILY SELECTED CENTER CHARACTERISTICS

Director's
role

ace conce t
Program
format Size SES

Low quality (cont.)
Public

LO

L7

L8

free play average semi adult- medium III
centered

teacher- very bad adult- large IV
directed centered
free play good semi adult- large III

centered

This behavior is most likely to occur within a free choice

program format, and in medium-size centers in which space

quality is relatively good. On the other hand, insensitive,

restrictive teachers gain less response from children. Set-

tings characterized by large center size, relatively poor

physical space, and an adult-centered role concept on the

director's part are more likely than other types of settings

to elicit such teacher behavior.

There does not seem to be any consistent feature of

centers of high or low quality which would exclude any cate..

gory of parents from the possibility of enrolling their chil-

dren in either type of center. Neither sponsorship nor

socioeconomic level and ethnicity of clientele is clearly

predictive of differences in quality. Rather, chance factors

such as geographic accessibility appear to determine availa-

bility of high or low quality care.



CHAPTER X

GROUP DAY CARB AS A CHILD-REARING ENVIRONMENT

The kinds of behavior which come to characterize adult-

child interaction, either at home or in a day care center,

are those which make the process of living together at least

bearable for adults and safe for children. In either envi-

ronment, if these essentials can be met with time .and energy

to spare, consideration can be given to the developmental

needs of the individual child. The extent to which such con-

sideration can be provided depends in large measure on the

amount of flexibility which the setting offers to the adult

and the range of stimulating opportunities which it offers to

children. Flexibility and availability of stimulating oppor.

tunities appear to be highly interrelated; the presence of

one creates the circumstances which can provide the other.

Within this matrix the individual capacities and needs of

both adults and children will affect their ability to capi-

talize on the possibilities which exist.

Determinants of Flexibility and Stimulation

inlivas.anl.21LEaLL:EazimmanIE

We may speculate that flexibility and stimulation with-

in homes as child-rearing environments depend on a number of

characteristics, among them the following:

35:7
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phaiatl s.Eass. is generally recognized as important to

adult-child relationships. It is relatively difficult to

raise children in small apartments, relatively relaxing to do

so on farms. Spaciousness, accessible outdoor space, safety

and interest of the physical environment all serve as criter-

ia in this distinction.

The number and_g..i......S.L2LaL__huaiilt-aclultand adult-child

alasioaull are also relevant. In gener,41. an adult is

freer if not too many children must be cared for (although it

is probable that as the number of children declines toward

one, the intensity of the relationship may increase and coun-

teract the decrease in number). The availability of other

adults also has a freeing influence, provided the relation-

ship they offer is supportive. A mother with a husband who

gives her emotional support, even if he does not actually

help in the physical care of children, can probably be more

flexible in child-rearing than a divorced mother. Relatives

available for regular or occasional assistance also add to a

mother's flexibility.

Financial resources influence flexibility and range of

stimulation in child-rearing in various ways. One effect of

poverty is the limitation of choices within the social struc-

ture; not only in the purchase of goods, but also in access

to services (medical services, for example, and how long one

must wait to get them), the poor have fewer options.

Time schedules in homes where the mother does not work

are usually flexible. They may become more complex and
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demanding if older children must be transported to school, or

if a father works nights And must sleep during the day. Ma-

ternal employment, especially on a full-time basis, serves as

a particularly crucial interference with flexibility in

child rearing. The mother who must be f..-4t a place of employ-

ment within a set work schedule and who cannot take her child

with her is forced to provide substitute care conforming to

this schedule. The remaining time she spends at home with

children is likely to be constrained by the urgency of house-

hold tasks, schedules to be met, and tiredness.

Educational level, in a non-traditional society without

standardized procedures and goals for child rearing, probably

increases an adult's potential resources in coping with chil-

dren.

The existence of both part- and full-day nurseries in

contemporary society reflects the existence of home settings

characterized by reduced flexibility. Nurseries are found,

ordinarily, in urban areas where physical space in home and

neighborhood is limited and where relatives may be unavail-

able, or where small families have increased the intensity of

mother.child relationships beyond the comfort level. Centers

offering full-day group care represent a compensatory ar-

rangement for the extreme lack of home flexibility in child

rearing which results in some families from maternal employ-

ment.

The characteristics which make for flexibility and

stimulation in day care centers are, in many respects,
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similar to those described for homes. This similarity is not

surprising, since both have in common the function of provid-

ing a child-rearing environment. Our findings have indicated

that flexibility and stimulation in centers are predicted by

the following:

2221i12.2f.axsical space, as indicated primarily by

the degree of organization and interest of play areas.

Size of center, which determines the numbers of people

in the setting. In very small centers the number of adults

is so limited that flexibility probably is decreased. In

very large centers, the need to mesh schedules and maintain

administrative order works to limit the freedom of both

teachers and children.

gromilE.ErlaiEE, which determines the kinds of people

in a setting. When children are ungrouped, flexibility and

stimulation apparently are increased by the variety in age of

children and usually by the pooling of teachers, so that more

than one teacher is available within the setting.

EE21E!E.f2EM2I, which determines the amount of initia-

tive and activity which is required of teachers and permitted

to children.

Competence of staff, as indicated by clarity of role

concept and amount of special training. Flexibility appar-

ently is increased when the teacher's or director's role con-

cept is child-centered and is accompanied by attitudes of

warmth and preference for situation-centered authority.

Although both home and day care center share
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responsibility for the care of children, they differ in

other respects. First, the roles of the adults in these set-

tings differ. A mother at home typically has responsibili-

ties for a wide range of homemaking tasks in addition to car-

ing for children, while teachers are responsible only for

child care. This difference in roles, combined with differ-

ences in the number of adults and children in a home as com-

pared to a day care center, results in scheduling which is

more flexible in homes than in centers. In the home sched-

ules are ad hoc and designed to meet the exigencies of the

moment, while those in day care centers are subject to much

more planning and not easily changed to meet a momentary

need. Given these differences in the two environments, it is

probable that the needs of children can be met by both, but

that certain needs will be better met in one setting than in

the other.

It will be evident to the reader that the characteris-

tics we have described as fostering flexibility and stimula-

tion in homes are most likely, in contemporary American so-

ciety, to be found in middle-class homes in residential

neighborhoods. Consequently, our hypothesized contrasts be-

tween care at home and in day care centers and their presumed

effects on children are generalizations probably most appli-

cable to such homes. To the extent that the reader is disin-

clined to view such homes as providing relatively favorable

child-rearing environments, he may take issue with our selec-

tion of some of their characteristics as criteria for judging
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certain aspects of day care.

Further, as we proceed in the following section to dis-

cuss the liabilities of day care, a cautionary note is in or-

der. In the day care programs in which we have observed,

standards for health and safety and for conscientious care of

children are notably high. They clearly represent the out-

come of many years of effort to establish licensing and other

community standards, and we are appreciative of this fact.

It is precisely because basic standards in these programs are

adequate that we feel justified in giving extensive atten-

tion, in our evaluation, to more subtle considerations con-

cerning the nature of the group experience for the individual

child.

Potential Assets and Liabilities of.

Home and Day Care Environments

A good home, as we conceive it, offers to the child a

family and neighborhood environment rich in both cultural and

natural representations, in which he can move about to a con-

siderable extent according to his own inner time schedule.

Adults are present, engaged in various tasks, the child is

able to observe daily activities in the home and neighbor-

hood, and other adult roles while participating in trips to

stores and other community settings. Because adults at home

have other things to do, he is often out of their sight, con-

sequently he has opportunities both for privacy and for de-

ciding whether to conform to or break rules. These opportun-

ities to exercise initiative, in deciding what to do and
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when, whether to be alone or with others, and whether or not

to live up to adult expectations for his behavior, are used

by the child in developing his sense of personal identity,

his concept of who he is and what he can do.

In the home a child's self-knowledge is also fostered

through his almost unlimited access to an adult who can an-

swer his questions of the moment and who will respond with

warmth and concern to his attempts to comprehend the world

and give it form through language. Perhaps the strongest im-

petus toward growth is provided by his family's interest in

his individual style of development, their encouragement of

his new accomplishments, and their readiness to modify family

activities and schedules to meet his particular needs. Under

these circumstances it is clear to the child that he is im-

portant, and that how he feels and what he does matter to

others.

Homes may have disadvantages as well as advantages as

child-rearing environments. Chief among these are intensity

of interpersonal relationships, inconsistency in adult behav-

ior in relation to children, and a limited setting for social

interaction. Parents often find it difficult to be objective

in dealing with their children, who represent for them strong

sources of emotional gratification. They may misjudge some

needs of children while overindulging others, and the love

and anger they offer will reflect their own feelings of the

moment, which may interfere with a consistent response to a

child's behavior. Further, many homes offer young children
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only limited opportunity to develop new relationships with

other adults and children, and to gain confidence and skill

in leaving parents and forming friendships.

Day care centers have some comparative assets. They

can offer a setting in which children experience good physi-

cal care, a stability of routine, and consistency of disci-

pline within an environment which offers rich opportunities

for mastering a variety of social skills. These range from

social rules and elements of courtesy to real competence in

social interaction with other children, in which the child

learns both to exert himself and to give in without threat to

his self-esteem.

Furthermore, a good day care center offers an environ-

ment in which the variety of play materials and equipment is

superior to that in most homes. In such centers c! .7zbing ap-

paratus, swings, sand box, playhouse and a wide variety of

art materials, books, games, and puzzles are standard equip-

ment. The learning opportunities available to children in

such settings are many, particularly when a skilled teacher

is active to help children make full use of the environment.

On th: negative side, certain developmental experiences

are not easily provided children in group day care. Among

these are opportunities to be private, to observe the adult

world, and to test one's liw4ts of skill and competence.

Few day care centers offer opportunities to the child

for privacy. Individual children seldom are permitted to re-

main indoors if the group is outside. Most play yards are
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designed so that children can not go off into secret cran.

nies. During nap time cots are placed in an open room; pro-

vision of semi-privacy at naptime usually carries the conno-

tation of misbehavior. Typically, in day care, children are

not permitted to be out of adult view and consequently are,

in most settings, also continual/y accessible to other chil-

dren.

Opportv ities to observe the adult world also are dif-

ficult to provide. In very few centers are children taken on

excursions into the community; many do not permit children

outside the premises even for a neighborhood walk. If a cen-

ter does not have a view of the street, and if the cook,

handyman, and cleaning woman have no contact with children,

the children's experience is even more highly restricted.

Opportunities to test the limits of skill also appear

limited. For children of this age, skills usually are physi-

cal. Play equipment such as tricycles, swings, and jungle

gym are mastered relatively soon, and teachers often seem

overly restrictive toward any attempt to use them in unortho-

dox (and more challenging) ways.

All three of the experiences described are probably re-

stricted because of concern for safety. It is felt that

children must be within the teacher's field of vision, and

must not leave the premises unless the center carries special

insurance; that they should not be in dangerous places such

as kitchens, or near men working with tools. Finally, they

should not be permitted to engage in dangerous activities
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such as high climbing or fast running. .The restrictions just

described ordinarily are not found in..a home.

Reasons of safety, we suspect, are sometimes, offered as

a rationalization for limiting activities and behavior which

lead to discomfort among staff. Program in day care centers

appears to be marked by an absence of strong feelings and of

activities which might evoke them. This.absence is indicated

by the very low incidence of lessons in dealing with strong

emotions and the relatively low ,percentage (in most centers)

of lessons in pleasure, awe and wonder. Here again we felt

that many staff were afraid that open expression of strong

desires, in the form of anger, dependency, or abandoned exu-

berance, would lead to behavioral contagion and chaos.

Perhaps another explanation of the low-key tempo and

bland atmosphere of many:day care centers is due to the

smooth, predictable scheduling. It has struck us that one of

the advantages of a good home is that it is not programmed,

but is primarily a place where the mother .occupies herself

with a continual meeting of immediate needs, many of them

having little to do with children. In the course of this ac-

iivity she provides a child-rearing environment which has a

broad range of stimuli. It is often the circumstances which

are problems to her that provide opportunities for children

to see how the adult world operates and.that the unexpected

can be handled. The water heater, goes bad and brings a .

plumber to the house, the car breaks. down and; necessitates a

trip to the garage, groceries must be purchased to feed
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unexpected company, a gift selected, a neighbor is sick and

leaves her children for the day. Each of these events pro-

duces an input of novel stimuli. In contrast, a smoothly

running day care center can quite easily insulate children

from unplanned encounters; they may have no contact with the

kitchen, the street, or anyone coming in the front door.

This results in a monotony which must be as deadly for adults

as for children.

A marked absence of opportunities for privacy, observa-

tion of adult transactions, testing of limits, strong emo-

tions, and unexpected events would seem to limit a child's

chances for self-definition and a sense of identity and com-

petence. Nor does day care give children as much access to

adult attention as they would hav2 in a good home. Even in

the best of centers individual attention is limited, and in

those of poor quality it is almost non-existent unless pro-

cured by behavior which demands adult intervention. Perhaps

the greatest liability in day care placement lies in the

likelihood that neither parent or teacher will be able to pay

close attention to the individual unfolding and development

of the child. Only one teacher in our sample clearly de-

scribed keeping track of individual development as her most

important job. Yet it is precisely this kind of sensitivity

which enables a good mother to support and draw out a child's

potential.

We may conclude that except where teacher warmth,

skill, and adherence to dhild-centered goals are high and the
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environment offers a wide range of opportunities, placement

in group day care seems likely to reduce, rather than en-

hance, a child's sense of his own importance, and to offer

relatively limited experiences which foster a sense of self-

identity. At a very early age a child is expected to subor-

dinate his private needs to those of a group, to get along

with relatively little nurturance and personal attention, and

to adapt to being cared for by a series of adults. A day

care center in which these expectations predominate consti-

tutes an impersonal child-rearing environment.

Considerable learning must precede effective role func-

tioning in impersonal settings. Public schools expect chil-

dren of five nr six to have sufficient maturity to cope with

the demands of a task-oriented classroom. Younger children

are not, however developmentally ready to spend long hours

in an impersonal environment. The development of initiative

rather than guilt (Erikson, 1950) requires an environment

which is challenging and stimulating but also offers personal

support from dependable adults. For these reasons, we sug-

gest that attendance at a day care center, which involves

separation from home and family and a more complex set of

relationships than is characteristic of the home, is a poten-

tially stressful environment for young children.

The extent to which day care is stressful depends part-

ly on the quality of care and partly on the needs and capaci-

ties of the individual child. In the section which follows

we will consider the possible differential impact of day care
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upon children of different family and personal characteris-

tics.

Differences in Needs and Ca acities

of Children

Which children can benefit from day care? We are not

directly testing this question in the present study, and in

consequence our answers must be largely speculative. How-

ever, we have some information about the types of children in

day care, which, taken together with what we know about pro-

gram, gives us some basis for estimating outcomes.

We have assumed that day care functions both to substi-

tute for a good home, and to compensate for possible defi-

ciencies in the home environment by enriching children's ex-

periences in desirable areas. Of the types of individual

differences discussed below, family structure and status, and

ordinal position of the child in the family may be particu-

larly relevant to the compensatory function of day care,

while the child's age and temperament suggest the extent to

which day care may be appropriate for him.

Family Structure and Socioeconomic Status

The majority of children in public day care centers,

and some children in nearly all centers, come from one-parent

families. Children without a father at home seem most likeiy

to benefit from day care in centers where a husband-wife team

creates a home-like setting and provides a father-figure and

male model. In this respect it is important to note that
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public centers rarely have a man assuming an active role of

this type.

Children's needs may also vary with their families'

socioeconomic level. Children from families of low socioeco-

nomic status more often have more siblings and an absent fa-

ther. Because of the demands on the mother it may be diffi-

cult to provide a young child with the personal attention

which we have supposed necessary to facilitate his develop-

ment. For some children group care may be an improvement in

this regard.

The extent to which day care fosters self-esteem in

children is particularly relevant in relation to the socio-

economic level of the childts home. Compensatory education

preschool programs are operating on the assumption that rec-

ognition of oneself as a significant individual is one im-

portant prerequisite for later intellectual development, and

that children of poverty frequently are handicapped in devel-

oping such a sense of identity (Deutsch, 1963). If this as-

sumption is correct, then the lower the socioeconomic level

of the child's home, the more important it is that the center

meet developmental needs as we have outlined them, and that

teachers be perceived by the children as accessible to chil-

dren on an individual basis.

There are, of course, some children at all socioeco-

nomic levels who come from homes which are disorganized and

in which parents are unable to offer sensible discipline and

supportive warmth. A compensatory environment offered by the
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day care center may be expected to benefit some such chil-

dren.

Ordinal Position in the Family

In a previous study (Prescott, 1965), we found that day

care appears to be selective according to ordinal position in

the family. Most of the children in our sample were only

children or the youngest in a family with two or three chil-

dren. Birth order may have some relevance both to the

child's adjustment to day care and to the potential contribu-

tion of the group experience to his development.

An only child may benefit from an environment which

provides opportunities for participation with peers in a set-

ting where he can get a more realistic picture of his impor-

tance and of his rights and responsibilities. Youngeat chil-

dren may not benefit in the same way, but are perhaps rela-

tively adaptable as a result of their family position.

Age of Children

It has been frequently suggested in discussion of day

care standards that group care may be detrimental to very

young children, notably two-year-olds. Our data indicating

that four-year-olds were generally more interested and in-

volved than were younger children support this point of view.

Devel..."411,7 fm121.-1,Par-olds would seem most ready to
..VIldlaMiat to* W. I V

profit from an experience which provides a taste of life away

from home, especially if the adults in the setting are warm

and stimulating. Two- and three-year-olds are more
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vulnerable, they ordinarily have not yet established the

clear sense of self which gives the four-year-old his confi-

dence and exuberance.

Wide age range groups appear most likely to foster pos-

itive experiences for younger children provided adequate pro-

tection for their smallness can be given. Two- and three-

year-olds have more capacity for observing and imitating

models (older children and adults) than for sustained cooper.

ative Y with age-mates. The presence of four-year.olds

offers 1. a two-year-old challenge, occasional protection, as

in large families, and an idea of how big he may become.

Differences in Temperament

Individual children differ markedly in their sensitiv-

ity to stimuli. Just as a person who is relatively inuensi-

tive to pain may be said to have a high pain threshold, some

individuals have generally high sensory thresholds. They

contrast with others who react strongly to noise, motion, and

other types of stimulation and who may be characterized as

having low sensory thresholds.

Temperamental differences in children which appear

likely to affect their adjustment to day care include both

sensory threshcld and energy level. For example, children

with high energy levels and high sensory thresholds probably

would thrive on a rich day care program. Children with these

characteristics who come from homes where stimulation is lim-

ited and parental discipline is inconsistent or weak may be
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expected to benefit greatly from placement in a good day care

center.

Children with low energy levels and low sensory thresh-

olds, on the other hand, might find the environment over-

whelming and respond with apathy. Those with high energy

levels and low sensory thresholds probably would be overstim-

ulated. In general, we would hypothesize that children with

low sensory thresholds would not do well in day care.

Placement of Children in Day Care

While inappropriate placements of children in day care

doubtless occur, we suspect that both initial and continuing

enrollment of a child in day care reflects a self-selective

process which involves both mother and child. As long as the

choice of group day care is made by the family, the mother is

relatively free to assess her own child's readiness and abil-

ity to cope with long separation and group experience. Many

children who would be overstimulated or severely threatened

by group day care are probably never enrolled at all. For

those who do enter a program, their behavior following en-

rollment provides an important cue to both parents and

teachers in indicating the wisdom of placement. The child

who reacts with intensive separation difficulties, frequent

illness, or chronic misbehavior will probably be withdrawn at

the initiative of either the family or the center staff.

Perhaps the child most in danger is the apathetic child who

causes no problems and may go almost unnoticed in some cen-

ters.
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It is, therefore, very important that group day care be

a resource for families which is utilized Py choice. "A good

'mandatory' day care program is a contradiction in terms."
1

Conditions for Good Da Care

Good day care depends on three factors: the range of

stimulating opportunities offered by the environment, the

flexibility permitted to staff, and their personal competence

in mediating between environmental opportunities and the de.

velopmental needs of children. The circumstances under which

day care will function as a good home substitute, and under

which program will vary to meet the varying needs of chil-

dren, are predictable.

In summary, the kind of environment provided by a given

day care center will depend on certain specific administra-

tive decisions (notably those concerning size of center,

physical plant, number of staff, qualifications of staff) as

well as on program goals. Physical space and the equipment

within it can facilitate or hinder teacher behavior of dif-

ferent sorts. Teacher behavior reflects both what the indi-

vidual teacher is able to do (in terms of her personal and

professional qualifications) and what she is allowed to do

(within the center's administrative framework). Other pres-

sures such as availability of funds, and demands, or the la'a

1Statement of National Committee for Day Care of Chil-
dren; for complete reference see Chapter I, p.6.
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thereof, from clients will help to determine both what the

center can afford to do, and what it must do to retain its

clientele. In the next chapter we will consider ways in

which intervention, on various levels, might increase envi-

ronmental stimulation, flexibility, and competence of staff.



CHAPTER XI

INTERVENTION

Our ultimate goal in this study has been to recommend

types of intervention which have potential for improving day

care centers as an environment for children's growth. We be-

gan our research with the general hypothesis that the inter-

actions which we observed among teachers and children are not

chance occurrences, but are closely tied to the varied as-

pects of the social and physical setting in which they take

place. We proposed that program is structured by settings,

both physical and interpersonal, by staff attitudes and

director's leadership style, and that these characteristics

are in turn influenced by the professional preparation of

staff and by sponsorship and other organizational character-

istics.

Of the many variables we have examined, the majority do

in fact predict differences in day care program. Wheri rela-

tionships among variables are predictable, intervention which

effects change in any one variable in an interrelated pattern

should result in eventual change in other variables as well.

Not all, however, offer fruitful possibilities for interven-

tion. Structural variables, in particular, often cannot be

radically altered. Day care, as a setting for child rearing,

appears to have certain built-in assets and limitations which

374
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can be ,aost advantageously met by frank recognition of their

existence, and by careful consideration of the possible ef-

fect on the child of the total environment (center and home)

thus provided.

In the light of our criteria for evaluating day care,

it is evident that intervention to improve day care program

will be directed toward providing those conditions under

which teacher-child solidarity is enhanced. Good day care

for children is personal, concerned with individual children

and their private needs and emotions. It will capitalize on

those features of day care which can easily be offered, name-

ly, a good social experience in a rich environment, and it

will incorporate, in so far as possible, those features which

are not easily included in a day care setting, such as priva-

cy, observation of adult roles, expression of strong emotion

(both negative and positive), and self-regulation.

Some types of change can be implemented by a director

and teachers at the level of the individual center in its on-

going operation. Other changes are determined by decisions

which have been or will be made outside of the center. In

the discussion which follows, we shall first consider changes

which can be made within the center by its staff. Then we

shall examine decisions which are made outside of the center,

but which appear to establish limits on what will later hap-

pen within the center. Finally, we shall consider some of

the forces which now mediate between the center and the com-

munity or which might more effectively do so if they were

mobilized.
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ElaaltaalLtlia.521ata

Organization of physical setting, program format, and

deployment of staff and children within available space and

time all reflect decisions made by the director and her

staff. Changes can be initiated at any point, since the

several factors are interrelated. It is important, however,

that the staff begin any planning for change with a clear

understanding of the experiences which their center does pro-

vide for children. One way to achieve this is to examine

systematically all of the activity settings which the center

provides, and the potential of each for meeting children's

needs. Our categorization of activity settings has been pre-

sented in Chapter V; it includes both the essential settings

of lunch, juice time, nap, toileting/clean-up time, and the

optional settings of free play, free choice, and teacher-

directed individual and group activities. The balance among

the latter categories is subject to director and teacher de-

cision, resulting in what we have called differences in pro-

gram format.

For each setting these questions can be asked: What

experiences are the children having? To what extent does the

experience differ for various children? To what aspects of

the setting is the teacher paying attention? What behavior

characterizes most of the teacher's time (i.e., encourage-

ment, guidance, etc., or non-communicative activities such as

housekeeping chores)?

Within each setting there have appeared to us to be
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certain dimensions of flexibility. These are (1) the ar-

rangement of the physical space, (2) the deployment of teach-

ers and other staff within that space, (3) the grouping of

the children, and (4) the scheduling of the activity. For

most settings any or all of these factors might be altered,

producing a marked change in the experience which a given

setting provides.

To make this description more specific let us take the

setting of lunch, which occurs in every day care center. We

would not have believed at the beginning of the study that a

lunch time might have so many variations. (In fact, we rec-

ommend visiting other centers as a means of visualizing the

many choices possible to a staff within a center.)

Lunch can be a formal time where all children eat in

the same room, where talking is kept to a minimum so that the

noise level will be low, and where most conversation is ini-

tiated by the teacher to ask if a child wishes more food or

to offer reminders about table manners. If everyone must

finish at the same time, there is an awkward period at the

end of lunch while the fast eaters wait for the stragglers

to finish. In this arrangement the teacher is primarily con-

cerned with physical needs and with manners and rules of so.

cial living. If the room is small, the placement of teachers

at the tables injudicious, or the spacing of the tables close

enough that children from one table can touch those at an-

other, the result may be increased noise level and much re-

strictive activity on the part of teachers.
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Sometimes lunch is served in small rooms or in alcoves

which create an atmosphere of privacy. Invariably, this ar-

rangement leads to more conversation. We have seen teachers

who use the serving time to do a great deal of informal

teaching. They might ask how many plates need to be filled,

what we are having for lunch, whether peas are a vegetable or

a fruit, and so on.

Other teachers use the lunch period to encourage chil-

dren to verbalize their experiences of the morning, their an.

ticipated plans for the coming weekend; as children finish

eating they are encouraged to participate in the conversa-

tion. We saw one group which was cozily ensconced in a room

just large enough to fit them, with a teacher who was a very

good listener. As they finished lunch a question was raised

about a boy no longer in their group. This led to a long

discussion of being sick, dying, etc., giving the teacher

many opportunities to clarify mistaken ideas which the chil-

dren had. The physical setting plus a sensitive teacher

built in opportunities for serious conversation.

Other centers use lunch as a time for displaying compe-

tence and hospitality. We have seen children take turns

waiting on tables, scraping their plates and wiping the ta-

bles afterwards, thus permitting staff time to be used for

other purposes. We have also seen children seated at small

tables holding no more than four children and permitting more

table conversation among all children than can usually be

tolerated if everyone eats at a big table.
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The period before and after lunch time is even more

variable among centers. Some centeis schedule a rest period

which comes after morning clean-up and before lunch. To get

through clean-up and to get all children to lie on their cots

usually takes a great deal of guidance and restriction by

teachers. Toward the end of the rest period some children

invariably begin to fall asleep and have to be awakened. It

would seem more sensible to encourage efficiency in the rou-

tine of clean-up by following it with an activity which is

genuinely pleasurable to children, such as favorite songs,

stories, or quiet conversation with their teacher in a cozy

corner. In addition, one way of making day care more person-

al is to build solidly on the pleasures of communal eating by

making pleasant not only the lunch time, but also the periods

immediately preceding and following it.

While essential settings like lunch cannot be omitted,

it is clear that what takes place within them is subject to

substantial modification. The day's optional settings offer

even more opportunity for modification, because staff have

not only the choice of what is to happen within these set-

tings, but also the choice as to how often a setting will be

offered or whether a given optional setting will be used at

all. As we have discussed previously, optional settings dif-

fer in the amount and kinds of coercion and freedom which are

experienced by the teacher and the children within the cen-

ter.

For example, teacher-directed group activity settings
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demand that children sit in close proximity to one another,

and do not disrupt the activity by talking or moving out of

the small space momentarily designated as theirs. This set-

ting demands from children a certain ability to inhibit spon-

taneous motor responses, a task which some children find dif-

ficult. On the other hand, it does not ordinarily demand a

response from a child, but rather permits him freedom to ob-

serve, to let his mind wander, or to respond (as in singing)

as an anonymous member of the group. Such a setting is dif-

ficult for a highly active child who is overstimulated by

close physical proximity to others, but it is probably un-

stimulating for an apathetic child with tendencies to day-

dream. It may be an ideal setting for a shy, self-conscious

child who can both observe and participate safely in a group

response. As we have already indicated, it is a setting

which demands a high degree of activity on the part of the

teacher. There is evidence in our data that teacher-

directed settings (together with free choice settings) are

most likely to provide stimulating experiences for children

in the form of lessons taught and verbal skills. At the same

time, these settings are difficult to sustain with young

children; teachers are less likely to offer encouragement and

more likely to become insensitive while conducting teacher-

directed activities. These findings suggest that suc activ-

ities have value provided they are not carried on too ex-

tensively.
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A teacher-directed individual activity setting is more

demanding for both teacher and children. Each child must

follow directions and produce a response which is within the

framework of teacher expectations. Within this framework,

pasting is relatively undemanding, with teacher direction and

child response primarily concerned with keeping pazite and ma-

terials within the limiting boundaries of a piece of paper.

However, if the finished product must resemble a pumpkin the

teacher has complicated her role. Children may now, much

more easily, initiate responses which lead to failure, or

which may be interpreted as defiance. Children who are com-

pliant and easily adapt to structuring provided by adults

may find this a rewarding setting in which the end product is

enhanced by teacher direction. Children who find it diffi-

cult to produce the appropriate response, possibly because of

inadequate skills or a need to initiate on their own, may

find this a setting which demands that they accept failure.

In free choice and free play settings, children are ex-

pected to take the initiative in choosing among a variety of

possible learnings. Such settings can provide a welcome

change for both children and teachers following teacher-

directed activities, as well as having basic ..."1-c 'If their

own.

It is our impression that free play offers a very bene-

ficial environment when it occurs within the combination (of-

ten a chance combination) of good physical space, a group of

children who get along well together, and sensible
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scheduling. To function successfully in a free play setting,

a child must be able to take the initiative in finding things

to do, and to be in the presence of other children without

interfering in their activities. The emphasis is on sponta-

neous interaction among children and the opportunity for de-

veloping social skills is great. The teacher has substantial

freedom to relax and to pay attention to individual children,

as long as group play goes smoothly. However, where space is

poor or individual children disruptive, apathy, bLllying, or

overstimulation of some children may characterize this perk&

In free choice settings the teacher, having taken the

initiative in selecting and preparing special activities,

typically takes a more active role in encouraging children's

participation. In some cases her encouragement may verge on

manipulation, and neither teacher nor children are quite

clear about who is making the choices; where this occurs, the

alternation of authority and freedom which characterizes

teacher-directed/free play programs would seem to offer a

healthier environment for growth. In general, however, free

choice program has rated highest on all our criteria. Carry-

ing it out requires both good space, to support the play oc-

curring concurrent with the special activities, and competent

staff.

Simplification and Enrichment

Flexible space arrangements and grouping practices give

staff in a center a basis for flexible planning to meet
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children's needs. Within all settings, both optional and es-

sential, it is poss4ble for staff to plan the physical space

and grouping of teachers and children with the goal of either

simplification or enrichment for children. When a teacher

simplifies, she regulates, either for the group or for an in-

dividual child, the complexity of the surroundings.

Children need a simplified environment when they are

feeling little, tired, unhappy, or out of control. Simplifi-

cation consists in reducing the number of stimuli and alter-

native choices; practically, it can be provided by isolation

and privacy, by supportive individual attention from an

adult, or by firm enforcement of limits in a non-punitive

manner. 1
In day care such feelings are most likely to be

prevalent in the early morning and, especially, at the end-

of-the-morning lunch and pre-nap period. (We would expect

late afternoon to be another such time, but our data on

teacher behavior and children's responses did not seem to

bear out this expectation.)

1
A warm lap with enclosing arms is probably the simpl-

est possible environment for a small child. Some teachers in
day care express the feeling that if laps were made available,
teachers would be continually smothered. But teachers who do
hold and hug seem to survive happily and undamaged. It is
impnr+Ant tn roarngn47p +/Int no hePithy rh416 wanfc to bf, held
all the time, and that if the teacher with a dozen children
is known by them to be available for hugging when needed, it
is statistically unlikely that all twelve will be feeling de-
pendent simultaneously. It is, furthermore, possible to take
turns on laps and being little and loved, just as it is on
tricycles and being big and powerful.
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When a teacher enriches, she acts as an innovator. En-

richment consists of adding to the environment by providing a

wider range of experiences, sometimes by increasing the num-

ber of choices at any given time, but more often by providing

or introducing experiences not previously offered (i.e., by

adding novelty). A change from a teacher-directed to a free

choice program format would increase opportunities for choice.

The addition of animals to the play yards or water to the

sand pile, changing the table arrangement, eating hamburgers

outdoors, or having a policeman visit all would provide nov-

elty.

Sometimes a teacher may both simplify and enrich simul-

taneously. To return to our lunch time example, presented

above, it seems likely that grouping children with one adult

at small tables spatially separated from other tables has the

virtue of simplifying the interpersonal and physical environ-

ment for children at a time of day when they are tired. At

the same time, this arrangement can be utilized by individual

teachers for enriching children's experience through conver-

sation and informal teaching.

Both teachers and children can become bored and apa-

thetic in environments in which nothing unpredictable ever

happens, and not only teachers, but children as well, can

make real innovations in the program. One way to make inno-

vation by children possible is to avoid making many absolute

rules which apply to all children all the time. For example,

across-the-board prohibition of walking up the slide reflects
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the teacher's concern that children not bump into each other

while sliding and, perhaps, her general sense of fitness:

slides are for sliding. But for a four and one-half year old

with two years' experience in day care there is no challenge

in sliding; he is looking for new worlds to conquer. His

cognitive awareness that a slide is also a ramp which can,

with skill, be climbed will lead him to innovative behavior

which does not really pose much of a threat to group safety.

Two-way traffic on slides is quite possible if smaller chil-

dren going the usual direction learn to wait occasionally for

a big one coming up, and if the big one pays attention to

those about to slide. In the process, everyone's ability to

make fine distinctions is sharpened; learning that "you may

not walk up the slide when someone is in the way" stretches

a child's cognitive and perceptual capacities far better than

learning "you may not walk up the slide, period."

Of course, there probably will be some children who,

because of lack of physical competence or social responsibil-

ity, should not be permitted this particular innovation.

Teachers who work with young children can be expected to have

some skill in judging developmental readiness, and they

should have freedom to compensate for the "groupness" of day

care by making some decisions suitable to the situation and

the child. Children can understand rules of this sort, and

learn more from them than from rules which apply to all chil-

dren without regard to the differences among them. Overt

recognition of differences in competence gives children a
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clearer sense of who they are, how they are like and differ-

ent from others, and what they have to look forward to as

they grow.
2

Novelty can be introduced not only through the initia-

tive of teachers and children, but also through planning and

policies designed to incorporate chance external events into

the program. We have previously suggested that some centers

appear to benefit from the presence of a lively elementary

school yard or busy street, visible through the fence. Vis-

itors to the center, whether repairmen, student observers, or

a mother not in a hurry to leave, can be capitalized on rath-

er than kept inaccessible from children. (We observed in one

center in which the coffee pot was on in the early morning,

the husband and wife directors were sitting drinking coffee

2It is our impression that the same general goals of
increasing the child's sense of identity may be accomplished,
from quite a different base, in some centers in which the
common factor is a strong religious orientation. Where it is
understood that one may be good or bad, and the child is giv-
en opportunities to develop and exercise conscience within
this framework, he may sometimes choose to innovate by being
bad. If adults are consistent, punishment will follow, but
ideally it will be a sympathetic punishment based on the as-
sumption that all of us are sinners, and we all need to keep
trying to be good. In these circumstances it will be clear
to the child that what he does makes a difference. While
concomitant negative effects, such as overdevelopment of
guilt, may be found within such settings, we suggest that
children's developmental needs are often better met in this
type of framework than in those highly impersonal settings
in which there is no good or bad, love or hate, merely subtle
manipulation of children who gradually learn that you can't
beat the system, or make a real impact on it whatever you do.
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as children arrived, and mothers were encouraged to stay for

a cup--thus beginning the day with a relaxed transition be-

tween home and center.) Personnel with regular tasks of in-

terest to children--cook, housekeeper, custodian--can be

available to be watched and talked to by individual chil-

dren. 3

In all of the preceding discussion we have tried to de-

scribe the amount of choice open to the teacher; to indicate

some criteria which might govern her choices, and to suggest

that a teacher's choices, at any given time, are determined

by her perception of the desirability of simplifying or en-

riching the environment. Throughout this discussion the ex-

istence of flexibility has been assumed. Among the factors

which contribute to flexibility for staff in day care, space

arrangement and grouping of children are of particular im-

portance. For example, privacy, which is difficult to

achieve for children in day care, can be obtained in some

settings by capitalizing on the difference in height between

children and adults. Three-foot partitions, storage shelves,

or other equipment can provide private corners for children

while enabling teachers to retain their responsibilities for

3,

The concept of milieu therapy, which has developed in
the institutional treatment of the mentally ill, has some
relevance for day care. It emphasizes the potential thera-
peutic impact on the patient of relationships with all those
in his milieugardeners, attendants, cooks, as well as psy-
chiatrists. In day car,a all those in the child's milieu are
in a position to contrioute to his learning and sense of
security.
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supervision. A similar effect can be achieved by placing

toys on tables or in spaces which hold only one child. Mov-

able screens, which can be placed temporarily to enclose an

area for a child who needs to play alone, add to the teacher's

capacity for meeting individual needs. Screens or irregular

cot placement at nap time can also offer privacy at a time of

day when it may be most beneficial to the child.

Program settings in which children are ungrouped by age

rated relatively high on our criteria, probably because of

the opportunities they offer for both enrichment and simoli-

fication. On the one hand, the presence of both older and

younger children broadens the range of play possibilities;

on the other, the availability of more than one teacher makes

it possible to meet children's needs for individual attention

as they arise. These advantages can be utilized in essential

as well as in optional settings; for example, if bathrooms

are small, one teacher can be stationed in the bathroom to

receive children individually as they finish toileting and

give them individual attention in washing up. (In one center

this was also lap-sitting time.) If, however9 children are

ungrouped a large part of the time, the balance provided by

scheduling some small-group activities during the day prob-

ably will help refresh both teachers and children.

Improving Communication

All of these variations in program are dependent upon

decisions made by the staff within the center; only they can

capitalize on the possibilities which are available. To the
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extent that a director and teachers are able to examine pro-

gram consciously in terms of experiences it offers children,

they should be better able to communicate with each other and

work together in carrying it out. Of equal importance, they

should also be able to communicate more effectively with par-

ents. Close relationsh3ps between home and day care always

have been considered of great importance. The Child Welfare

League Standards for Day Care Services (1960) recommend pre-

admission counseling, parent education, parent group meet-

ings, and evaluation conferences by the staff on the problems

of individual children. In actual practice we have seldom

found, either among the centers visited luring this study or

those contacted previously, any organized attempt to work

with parents. It is our opinion that this lack of communica-

tion is due primarily to an uncertainty on the part of both

the parents and personnel within the center as to how they

might profitably share in child rearing.

We have no doubt that large numbers of parents approach

selection of a center with apprehension. Personnel in the

licensing department have reported that they constantly re-

ceive calls from parents who want more than a listing of cen-

ters, they want the department to recommend a ood day care

center, and ask many questions about what to look for. A

mother who chooses to work has few traditions or guidelines

which define her rights and obligations upon placing her

child in care. Unless parents are very confident and perhaps

aggressive, we suspect that they accept whatever structuring
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of relationship the director gives.

It is our opinion that the primary focus of home-center

relationships is indeed to promote integration of home and

day care center, but that this can best be done by staff who

have examined their program with objectivity and can give the

parent specific information on what experiences it provides

and, more importantly, what experiences it does not provide.

Conversely, center staff need to have, in their mind's eye, a

picture for each child of his home life and the experiences

which it is providing. Another advantage of building rela-

tionships by focusing on the contribution which each environ-

ment offers is that it gives both parties to the communica-

tion the role of contributor and avoids much of the tension

and guilt which easily arises when the emphasis is on people

rather than settings and experiences.

Role of the Director

The role of the director in implementing flexibility

and communication at all levels is crucial. If care of chil-

dren is to be personal and meaningful, it must also be spon-

taneous and innovative. If it is both of these, the program

will not be smoothly predictable nor predictably beyond crit-

icism. The director not only must take responsibility for

the decisions which she makes, but also must constantly com-

municate her reasons and convictions as to why children's

needs are more important than efficiency. Specifically, we
4

feel that she must take major responsibility for initiating

communication with parents, and for interpreting and
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defending (if necessary) policies, practices, and needs to

decision-makers outside the center.

With her own staff group, her role of providing enrich-

ment and simplification of the environment for all staff is

not unlike a teacher's responsibilities toward children.

Teaching in day care can be monotonous and boring unless bal-

anced by participation in center planning, opportunities for

some contact with other adults, and the professional stimula-

tion of visiting other centers and participating in opportun-

ities for in-service training. The director's role of situ-

plification require3 a sure administrative hand which will

clear away obstacles to personal solidarity between staff and

children.

Plannin: Outside the Individual Center

While some types of change can be implemented by a di-

rector and teachers at the level of the individual center in

its ongoing operation, other changes imply long-range plan-

ning by those responsible for the establishment and design of

day care centers. Long-range planning can begin either with

settings--the physical organization of the center--or people

--the staff and their qualifications.

Although we have been successful in this study in dis-

covering intercorrelations among many of our variables, in

most cases we cannot be certain about the direction of influ-

ence of one variable on another. Some such questions of

"which came first?" have logical answers; for example, the

behavioral setting provided by physical space can influence
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teacher manner but not, directly, vice versa. The relation-

ship between the director's concept of her role and the or-

ganization of space is less clear, however, does an adult-

centered director organize her surroundings in particular

ways, or do space limitations lead a director to adult-

centered goals, or is a circular process involved? To the

extent that there is circularity, effective intervention

could be 4nitiated at any point.

We shall place emphasis in this section on three var4.

ables which are stronly predictive of program quality and

which appear to "come first" in making it possible: physical

space, center size, and the qualifications of staff.

Physical Space

We have made a number of detailed recommendations in

Chapter VIII concerning spatial planning in day care centers,

consequently, in this chapter we will simply restate our

principal findings. The selection of sites for day care cen-

ters is crucial to their later quality. For example, many

locations for day care centers recently established under the

poverty program seem to be chosen with little concern for the

problems which stem from inadequate yards, lack of shade, and

nonfunctional indoor space. If a day care program must share

facilities (such as those of a church) it may be severely

hampered in organizing space and finding adequate storage.

The location of centers in areas where a natural envi-

ronment cannot be provided also limits opportunities for a

rich program. Good spatial organization is more easily
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achieved when yards include a combination of both natural and

artificial surfaces. In general, space quality is higher in

settings designed to be day care centers than in those which

have been converted to this use; however, converted centers

are more likely than designed centers to possess combination

surfaces and also adequate shade.

These findings suggest that designers of centers should

incorporate the natural features of the site, particularly

trees, into the plan whenever possible, and should refrain

from covering the entire yard with asphalt. On the other

hand, the possible advantages of converted centers should not

be discounted, and good planning for the use of the existing

spatial arrangement may compensate for its limitations.

In many instances designed centers suffer from some! of

the same limitations found in facilities converted from other

uses. For example, glass walls, which present safety prob-

lems to teachers of young children, are found not only in

"store-front" centers but also in recently designed facil-

ities intended solely for day care. Consultation between

designer and day care staff at an early stage in the planning

should help to eliminate such inappropriate features.

Center Size

Our findings indicate that program quality is highest

in centers of moderate size. Quality decreases in large cen-

ters in spite of the presence of other characteristics

(teacher training and attitudes, high quality space) which

are ordinarily indicative of program quality. Apparently the
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inherent complexity of organization in large centers serves

to negate the potential effects of a favorable staff and set-

king; sheer size operates as a coercive factor to limit posi-

tive behavior by teachers.

These findings clearly recommend against the establish-

ment of day care centers serving more than approximately six-

ty children, unless personnel and facilities of unusual ex-

cellence are available. It appears that it is particularly

important that the director of a large center be a person of

exceptional competence.

Program quality also decreases in small centers. This

decrease is, however, almost invariably associated with the

presence of other variables predictive of low quality. Small

centers were most likely, in our sample, to have untrained

staff and crowded facilities.

While some small centers may be permanently marginal

economically, it is our impression that small centers may

have the greatest potential for improvement, with even limit-

ed intervention, directed perhaps primarily toward physical

organization. Some centers which appear to provide very good

home-substitute care are those with untrained staff working

with rela-dvely small numbers of children in home-like set-

tings. To some extent, it appears that small centers can be

competently administered by individuals whose understanding

of young children is intuitive rather than taught. It is es-

pecially as the size and complexity of the task increase, in

larger centers, that the special skills of staff and their
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ability to communicate assume increasing significance.

Special Training of Staff

Program quality increases as the amount of special

training of teachers and directors, especially teachers, in-

creases. This finding generally supports the efforts of li-

censing agencies and professional organizations to establish

higher standards for the preparation of teachers. Few day

care personnel now employed have full professional prepara-

tion as this has been defined by national professional organ-

izations (cf. p. 16 above); consequently, our data are not

adequate to establish the importance, or lack of importance,

of this level of educational background. They do, however,

provide support for the value of existing, less ambitious

in-service collegiate programs designed specifically for

nursery and day care teachers.

Efforts by licensing, sponsoring and professional agen-

cies to upgrade course requirements for day care staff, and

initiative of staff themselves in acquiring continuing educa-

tional background, are clearly supported by our data. Day

care teachers whose special training for their task has been

considerable tend to provide higher quality programs for the

children in their care.

Our data are not really adequate to clarify the type of

preparation most appropriate for directors of day care cen-

ters. Teachers function effectively to the extent that they

are capable of facilitating learning experiences for children,

but directors are effective to the extent that they are able
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to facilitate good teaching by the members of their staff.

It is our guess that effective direction depends on two fac-

tors, the ability to make clear decisions, and at the same

time to remain open to and to encourage reactions from staff.

Also, good directors seem to be highly committed to the im-

portance of childhood experiences in shaping adult personal-

ity and are willing to capitalize on any opportunity which

will make the day care experience more effective. Certainly

the selection of a director or any personnel on an adminis-

trative level will be crucial to future program. A director

must know about program for children of nursery age, but she

also must have administrative ability combined with a high

degree of sensitivity.

We originally hypothesized that competence of staff in

day care would increase with educational level. Although our

sample does not permit an adequate test of this hypothesis,

it seems to us likely that professional preparation, as pre-

viously defined, may be of particular importance in giving a

director confidence and a broad basis for making choices.

The Role of Licensing and Other Legislation

Legal requirements provide the framework within which

day care programs develop, setting minimum standards to be

met by all centers. The efficacy of these standards was evi-

dent to the observers in this study; we saw no centers in

which children were obviously abused, or in which their

health and safety were not well provided for.
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The more intangible aspects of program quality in day

care cannot be guaranteed by legislation. The consultant

role adopted by the California Department of Social Welfare

which licenses the majority of our sample centers is an im-

portant one in this regard. Although not all directors in

our study welcomed the advice of licensing personnel, we were

impressed with the large number of directors who named them

as people to whom they could go for help and advice. When

licensing staff are well-qualified, they are able not only to

provide an invaluable source of advice to established cen-

ters, but also, and perhaps more important, to screen and

counsel individuals who wish to establish centers. In this

process, they are in an important position to communicate in-

formation about conditions of program quality such as those

discussed above.

Of the other legal requirements to which centers may be

required to conform, zoning codes should be mentioned. In

many cities, day care centers may be limited to commercial

areas. This limitation has implications for quality of care

if commercial land is at a premium, since the amount of

space a day care center can afford to use under these circum-

stances is likely to be minimal. Moreover, restrictive zon-

ing may prevent the establishment of centers in neighborhoods

where they are needed.

Professional Influences

At present, little documented information is available

on the nature or effects of decision-making which occurs
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outside of centers. Legislative decisions may well have con-

sequences which were unintended or meet with opposition from

unexpected sources. There is, however, a notable lack of

professional unity among those directly concerned with the

practice of day care, consequently they lack an effective

voice with which to respond to outside decisions which affect

the services they offer.

In many professions strong and well-organized profes-

sional groups serve to mediate between practitioners and pub-

lic. For example, the American Medical Association and the

Bar Association are active in promoting their interests at

many levels. They interpret the nature of the services they

offer to the public, lobby at the legislature, and establish

the standards by which individuals are admitted into the
ON*

profession and retain membership in it. In contrast, day

care as a profession is weak and fragmented, for reasons

which stem from diversity of concerns and lack of a common

base of preparation. There are, however, organized groups

within day care and nursery education which might function in

stronger and more effective ways if more were understood

about the relationship of day care to society at large.

At present some of these groups are concerned with set-

ting professional standards, upgrading the skills of those

currently in the field, and interpreting their function to

the general community. They can become more effective in

this role only as they gain a broader base of support among

all those actually engaged in day care, and as they are able

(



to develop more generally understandable ways of defining

just what day care is and does.

399

A goal of this research is

to contribute new insights toward this definition.



CHAPTER XII

CONCEPTUAL IMPLICATIONS

In the two preceding chapters our aim has been to pre-

sent our findings concisely and simply, in terms of their po-

tential practical application by persons directly concerned

with day care and its improveithmt. In this final chapter we

feel free, consequently, to review the process by which our

variables were selected and the extent to which they proved

useful, and to discuss our findings in terms of their impli-

cations for further conceptualization and research, Since we

are indulging ourselves, some of the discussion will be spec-

ulative; but it relates, throughout, to our interest in tying

empirical findings to useful conceptual systems and to value

orientations.

2,12/.92mas a Chil4-rear;!...u.Emironont

Our goal in this research has been the understanding of

a type of child-rearing environment. In what ways, we have

asked, are environments which serve the same functions alik

and different? To what extent are the developmental needs of

children, and the individual needs of particular children,

met by different day care environments? And what are the

factors which support or undermine the capacity of an envi-

ronment to provide for developmental needs?

400
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There are, as we originally hypothesized, distinct pat-

terns of teacher behavior and center program in day care,

Both individual teachers and center staffs taken as a group

differ in their overall level of activity and in their style

of interaction with children. The most stable features of a

teacher's behavior are (1) act2-ity level, as indicated by

amount of verbalization and number of communicative episodes,

(2) emphasis on activity directed toward groups or toward in-

dividual children, and (3) the frequent use of either encour-

agement, with accompanying lessons in consideration and crea-

tivity, or restriction, along with lessons in control and re-

straint. Pew teachers use both encouragement and restriction

extensively, rather, they utilize one in the absence of the

other. Teachers who emphasize group-directed activity are

more likely to use restriction than encouragement, and they

tend to maintain a relatatively high level.of activity. How-

ever, teachers who direct their attention primarily to indi-

viduals, especially within a free play format, may exhibit

behavior anywhere within the possible range.

Consistency of teacher behavior within centers can be

seen as patterns of center program, which we have described

as characterized by either freedom or restraint. Differences

in teacher behavior and in program format may reflect indi-

vidual teacher choice or program goals set by the director.

Commonly, however, they appear to be the inadvertent result

of setting factors which coerce teachers to behave in ways

(active, restrictive, group-directed) which serve to
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compensate for inadequacies of the setting.

We have been able to predict teacher behavior on the

basis of setting variables, chief among them the quality of

physical space and the size of the center. Inadequate space

can force teachers to active interference with children's

choice a activities. Staff preoccupation with adaptation to

a bureaucratic structure (an apparent characteristic of most

large centers) also limits the quality of teacher-child in-

teraction. Teacher competence, as predicted by special

training, can be exerted only within the limits provided by

the setting.

We feel that we have achieved substantial success in

identifying certain factors which predict quality of day care

program. We are very much aware, however, as is true in any

research, that our choice of variables is to some extent ar-

bitrary, there may well be other variables of importance

which we have neglected. We do believe that the open-ended

theoretical approach which we have employed, as described in

the section which follows, has been useful in expanding the

range of variables included in the study.

Selection of Variables in the

amlx.of Environments

The number of possible approaches to the study of an

environment is staggering, and throughout the study one of

our major concerns has been to find conceptual frameworks

which would keep us from being overwhelmed by the amount of

data which could or should be available. In each step of
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theory which appeared helpful and these, in turn, have sharp-

ened our conception of data which should be obtained.

The approach to the theoretical analysis of data de-

scribed by Joseph Bensman and Arthur Vidich (1960) has seemed

particularly well adapted to the rather flexible design of

the nresent research. This approach is essentially unsystem-

atic and heuristic. In it the relevance of a variety of

available theories to the research problem is considered at

each stage of the investigation: in stating the problem,

gathering data, analyzing and evaluating findings, and re-

porting results. As the researcher checks his data against

a number of perspectives in theory and discerns the theoreti-

cal possibilities of them, he discovers novel and previously

unspecified relationships.

Our original selection of variables for defining day

care settings was made on the basis of several conceptual

schemes. Erikson's developmental theory (1950) guided us in

identifying the types of adult-child interactions which might

be most important. Barker's psychological ecology (Barker

and Wright, 1954) led us to examine the regulating features

of behavioral settings and the number of people in them. The

basic sociological covcept that social position variables

serve as determinants of individual and group behavior influ-

enced us to consider socioeconomic status, ethnicity, educa-

tion, and center sponsorship as predictors of day care pro-

gram. We also considered previous studies of the effects of
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parental attitudes on child rearing and teacher attitudes on

teaching, many of which carry the methodological assumption

that attitudes are predictive of behavior, in our decision to

include measures of the attitudes of day care personnel.

In the course of the research we became convinced that

our original measures of spatial characteristics were inade-

quate to describe the aspects of physical space which our ob-

servers were seeing in action. Consequently, we decided, as

described in Chapter VIII, to place increased emphasis on

settings as regulative of behavior. In developing a concep-

tualization of this emphasis we returned to Barker's writ-

ings, as well as to a variety of other sources including the

architectural literature. Our introduction, midway in the

research, of an elaborated scheme for describing physical

space has, we believe, greatly enriched the validity and com-

prehensiveness of our findings. In this instance the prelim-

inary empirical findings, supplemented by unsystematic im-

pressions, led us to develop what we feel is the most origi-

nal conceptual scheme in this study.

Our data on attitudes of day care staff enabled us both

to explore the interrelationship of several attitudinal di-

mensions and to examine the extent to which expressed atti-

tudes of teachers and directors were predictive of observed

teacher behavior. We did find that significant behavioral

differences were associated with contrasting attitudes and

that the clearer the attitudes, the stronger their ability to

predict behavior. Since the absolute magnitude of the
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differences was not large, however, investigation of possible

intervening variables which interfere with putting attitudes

into practice was a logical next step. It proved a fruitful

step as well, since several setting variables, notably center

size and physical space, were found to be more useful than

expressed attitudes in the prediction of teacher behavior.

The social position variables which we included almost

as a matter of course have not, with the exception of special

training of teachers, proved to be of major importance in

predicting day care program. Our utilization of Miller and

Swanson's conceptualization of entrepreneurial and bureau-

cratic child-rearing patterns (1960), with the expectation

that it should explain differences by center sponsorship,

proved of only limited relevance. We hypothesized that each

type of center would tend to reflect the values inherent in

its sponsorship, along the lines proposed by Miller and

Swanson. While these are complex, they were expected to in.

clude an emphasis on authority as morally given in proprie-

tary (entrepreneurial) centers, as compared with a situation.

based emphasis in public (bureaucratic) centers.

We did find that permissive, situational-based atti-

tudes toward authority were largely limited to staff in pub-

lic centers. However, public and proprietary centers were

similar in the proportion of their teachers who expressed a

preference for arbitrary authority, and in all types of cen-

ters this attitude was more characteristic than a clearly

situation.based approach. Few differences in actual teacher
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behavior were predicted by sponsorship.

On the other hand, the extent of bureaucratic organiza-

tion within the center, as indicated by its size, was found

to have a marked effect on day care program. The larger the

center, the less the likelihood of responsive interaction be-

tween teachers and children. This relationship holds in

spite of the tendency for large centers to have better

trained staff and somewhat better facilities. Apparently

center size operates in a notably coercive fashion to limit

flexibility of teacher performance.

This finding is not unexpected in terms of the ways in

which social organizations are known to function. Small

groups can operate informally, but as size increases, more

formal structuring is necessary to efficiency. Bureaucratic

organization, which by rationalizing tasks and personnel re.

cruitment standardizes operations so that individual members

can be efficientiy replaced, is the most economical social

structure for the accomplishment of tasks on a large scale.

Further, within limits the larger the organization, the more

economical its administration.

However, the strengths of bureaucracy give rise to its

weaknesses. The individual member is merely a cog in the

machine; he is expendable, in that he can be easily replaced.

As many industrial studies have shown, individuals do not

necessarily work well under these conditions; to work well,

the person needs to feel his uniqueness is valued. Effective

large-scale organizations thus must make some allowance for
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the development within them of primary groups--face-to-face

units in which members respond to each other in terms of who

they are, not only what they can do.

We have found it helpful to examine the extent to which

primary-group solidarity characterizes teacher-child groups

in day care in terms of Bales' conceptualization of the in-

teraction process in small groups (1950). We had hypothei,

sized that day care centers in which teachers assume a prima4

rily inscrumentall task-oriented role would be characterized

by arbitrary authority, adult-centered role definition, re.

striction, control and restraint, associated with relatively

low response from children. These dimensions were in fact

clearly associated. We also expected to find, and did find,

some centers in which teachers emphasized their relationships

with children, assuming an expressive, morale-building role

as indicated by encouraging teacher behavior, sensitive

teacher manner, and interested and involved responses from

children. These centers may be described as characterized by

teacher-child solidarity.

This conceptualization, together with several others

developed in the course of the study, has been helpful to us

in translating Erikson's rather general developmental theory

(1950), from which we have derived evaluative criteria based

on children's needs, into specific ideas directly applicable

to day care environments. Thus ue can say that a day care

environment in which teacher-child solidarity is absent is

not conduc4ve to children's healthy development. Day care is
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potentially a stressful environment for young children, in-

volving both separation from the family and a complex set of

relationships. Consequently it is essential that the teacher

in day care minimize its stress, as far as possible, by as-

suming a primarily expressive role. It is more important

that the teacher pay attention to children's feelings than to

externally set tasks.

Our own observations and consideration of empirical

findings have led us to develop a conceptual framework de-

signed to identify the ways in which a teacher in day care

operates and the circumstances under which she is able to do

so. As the study progressed we found ourselves increasingly

impressed with the usefulness of Barker's concept of behavior

seting as a unit within which we could evaluate both the be-

havior of teachers aild the experiences of children. Further-

by identifying settings, it became possible to compare

similarities in program rmong centers. The opportunity to

consider similarities also permitted us to perceive the vast

differences within settings which were comparable, such as

lunch, fre choice, etc. It was at this point that we began

to realize the importance of the arrangement of physical

space within the activity setting.

The outcome of this analysis led us to a consideration

of flexibility and novelty. In stating that program is char-

acterized by the degree of flexibility which settings offer

teachers and teachers offer children, and by the range of

stimulation provided to children, we have described two
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dimensions. The first, flexibility--coercion, can be applied

both to settings and to teachers. Some settings coerce cer-

tain types oi teacher behavior; others permit relative flexi-

bility. Within coercive settings teachers are limited in the

nature and range of choices which they can make available to

children; within more flexible settings, center staff can

choose to offer children more or less freedom. (Some will

choose, in terms of their own goals, to offer less.)

The second dimension can perhaps best be described as

monotony--novelty when applied to settings, and as simplifi-

cation--enrichment when applied to teacher behavior. The

teacher may enrich any setting by introducing novelty into

it, and she can regulate the environment provided for indi-

vidual children by reducing choices or by changing or extend-

ing environmental possibilities.

High quality of day care program appears to depend on

settings which offer ample flexibility to teachers, and on

teachers who can accomplish their purposes by choosing ap-

propriate activity settings and effective arrangements of

space and objects within them, and by helping children to

regulate their choices within these settings.

As the relationship of the teacher's role and the set-

tings in which she must function became clearer, we found it

easier to compare, in our minds, the differences in settings

offered by home and day care. The recognition of these dif-

ferences, in turn, clarified some of our own value orienta-

tions and biases. Although our preference for a
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developmental point of view which emphasizes the autonomy,

initiative, and growth of self-esteem in the young child was

clear from the start, our biases in favor of children who are

spontaneous rather than docile, imbued with a strong sense of

self and a need for privacy as well as sociability, and able

to respond with curiosity to their environment came most

clearly into focus during our consideration of home and day

care environments. Our vague uneasiness that day care might

not provide adequate opportunity for the expression of per-

sonal desires and strong emotions now assumed a more objec-

tive formulation.

Directions for Further Study

As our understanding of importance of setting factors

increased, our realization of the importance of decision-

making on many levels also increased. In this study, we have

concentrated on the characteristics of the individual day

care center, considering the type of environment it provides

for child rearing, and the setting factors predictive of dif-

ferences among centers. We have not, however, gone far in

exploring the broader environmental factors which determine

these predictive variables; thus we have identified center

size ld spatial organization as predictive of program qual-

ity, but we as yet know little about the circumstances which

determine them. Further research should, we believe, be cen-

tered on the decision-making process at two levels.

First, what external factors determine the
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characteristics of day care centers? We see a need to ex-

amine the processes by which day care, as a social institu-

tion within the larger society, adapts to its environment.

Little is generally known about decisions which determine the

size and location of centers, the content of training pro-

grams now offere, or the ways in which individuals become

professionally involved in day care.

Second, within the center staff group itself, how are

decisions made? What effects will staff-induced changes in

the environment have on their own behavior? We are planning

a study focused on experimental change of spatial organiza-

tion in a group child-rearing environment, hypoOmizing that

consultation with teaching staff in order to improve space

will result in change in three a..pects of behavior in space;

the teacher's subjective satisfaction, the behavior of

teachers working in the space, and the level of children's

interest and involvement in play.

Finally, there are the unanswered questions concerning

the effects of day care placement on individual children,

whose temperament, family circumstances, and experiences in

the day care setting will vary widely. Although answers to

these questions may appear to be noctinteretAing and

important, our feeling is that their ultimate usefulness is

closely tied to an understanding of the environments which

have produced these effects.

The function of social, work, according to James Plant

(1966), has been "to assist the individual to make an

TI
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adjustment to the total environment"; and hopefully social

wwk also accepts the more radical function of seeking to al-

ter environments which do not permit individuals to realize

their full potential.. The field of child welfare, in partic-

ular, is concerned not only with children who have difficulty

in adjusting to ordinary environments, but also with children

whose special needs reflect abnormalities of their home and

neighborhood environments.

For these reasons it seems that social work as a pro-

fession should understand, in very specific terms, the kinds

of adaptations which various environments are demanding and

the richness of experience which they offer. Rapid social

changes are constantly producing environments in which people

must function without adequate previous experience. Any

knowledge which can make the effects of environments on human

beings more predictable appears to us as most useful.
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INTRODUCTORY LETTER TO DIRECTOR

Dear

We are conducting a study of program in day care centers
which is financed by a grant from the Research Division of
Children's Bureau of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, Washington, D. C.

The purpose of this study is to learn more about the similar-
ities in environment which are provided by group care setus
tings for preschool children and, also, the ways in which en-
vironments may differ according to such characteristics as
physical setting and choice of activities. It is one of a
group of long.range research studies sponsored by the
Children's Bureau designed to learn more About the specific
nature of a variety of environments common to children.

Your school was selected for inclusion in the study through
a random sampling of schools in Los Angeles County 1411h of-
fer a full day program for preschool children. Within the
near future a member of our staff will call you to make an
appointment for a brief interview, at which time we will de-
scribe our research procedures.

This study is not sponsored by or associated with the Licens-
ing Division of the Department of Social Welfare, the Board
of Education Child Care Centers, the Dey Care Division of the
Children's Bureau, or any group which is currently working on
Standards for Day Care. As a research study all information
will remain confidential and anonymous. Although the study
is housed at Pacific Oaks, it is not affiliated with the
Pacific Oaks Children's School or its division of Community
Service.

We hope, as a professional person, interested in contributing
to knowledge in the field of nursery education (especially
when combined with a day care function), you will welcome
this opportunity to share your experience with us.

Sincerely,

(Mrs.) Elizabeth Prescott, Research Director

(Mrs.) Betty Jones, Research Associate
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APPENDIX A2

DIRECTOR INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Name: School:Iawh..me..o.mmrs.mhymrlibuyrrrNwrrorm+unI.N.II.
Address: Telephone:

1. When was this school established?
2. How many children are now
3. Is this your average enrollment?
4. What are the hours that the scharITTRIT--------
5. How long have you been the director?
6. (If non-profit) Do you have a board or OVITOITEFTIFTE'

whom you report? (If so, describe.).
7. How do you have the children grouped?
8. How many teachers do you have?
9. When you need a new teacher, ii517-a575U75-nalf75firroT7

ing one?
10. Is there iRYTEing you consi er unique or unusua a ou

this school, such as facilities, program, training, or
type of children?

11. What do you hope therialaren win-FETIFOrarESET277761:7-
periences here?

12. What activities t Prike a mapart ot your time?
13. Do you have any regular contacts with the children?

13. (If so) What are they?
14. Do you have conferences and/or-EFETEW7WarTEUF-------6

staff? 14a. How often?
15. How do fair-EOM it if you feel a teacner s peffarmance

is highly unsatisfactory?
16. How do you feel about teachMT-EBIBIlirainren of-EUE7-

ging them or showing affection?
17. How do you recommend that teachers handle it when a Child

sticks close and demands attention?
18. In general, how important do you think it is tor children

to obey? 1.8a. Why do you feel this way?
19. Sometimes rain-gill get angry at his mother or te-icriT.

and hit or kick her or shout angry things at her. How
much of this sort of thing do you think adults ought to
allow in a child of nursery age?

20. What do you see as your most important job in supervising
the (center) (school)?

21. If you had a question abiitrnatrcerzi
of the school, such as a problem with a child, a ques-
tion about curriculum, or an administrative matter, to
whom would you turn for advice?

11%.111001.1111.111110110.00.
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Now we would like to get some background information

about you, so we will know in what ways you are like or dif-

ferent from other directors in child care centers.

22. What is your age?
23. Have you worked firmaher day CEFFTEETFErniTEFFEr''''

schools? 23a. For how long?

24. What was aninrest grade in school TEF.Tyoteasare-47'

raliriorTESTA: Major:

25. What special training (if any) have you had for this job?

MEET' AMIETTffition:

DEVelopment: OTEFr:

Is Director: Negro Caucasian Spanish Speaking

Other
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EXPLANATORY LMTTER TO TEACHER

We are conducting a study of program in day care centers
which is financed by a grant from the Research Division of
Children's Bur:eau of the Departnent of Health, Education,
and Welfare, Washington, D. C.

The purpose of this study is to learn more about the similar-
ities in experiences which are provided by group care set-
tings for preschool children andy also, the ways in which
experiences may differ according to such characteristics as
physical setting and choice of activities. It is one of a
group of long-range research studies sponsored by the
Children's Bureau and is designed to learn more about the
specific nature of a variety of environments common to chil-
dren.

Your school was selected for inclusion in the study through
a random sampling of schools in Los Angeles County which of.
fer a full day program for preschool children. During the
next week or two, members of our staff will visit your group
to zample activities and program.

We are trying, by a rather complicated coding schedule, to
keep track of the experiences of the children. To accom-
plish this a staff member will visit your group for ten
twenty-minute periods on days prearranged with your director.
When we are visiting groups we try to remain as unobtrusive
as possible. We prefer not to talk with you or the children
during this twenty-minute coding period. If a child does
come over to talk with us, however9 we do not mind. Please
feel free to speak with us before or after our sampling peri-
od. If at any time our presence or choice of location inter.
feres with your responsibilities to the children, do not hes-
itate to speak with us or with your director. Before we have
completed our work at your school, a staff member will ar-
range for a short (10 - 15 minute) interview with you. At
this time we welcome any questions or suggestions about our
procedures.
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Teachers who are not accustomed to having an outsider in

their group sometimes discover that initially they feel a

bit self-conscious. If you feel this way at first, you may

find it helpful to remember that we are not evaluating or
writing down what you say. We are only recording general

categories of activities which will be treated statistically.

Neither your name nor that of your school will be used (by

us) in the final publication, and, of course, none of our

records is available to or discussed with directors, Child

Care Personnel, or the Department of Social Welfare.

We hope, as a teacher, interested in contributing to knowl-

edge in the field of nursery education (especially when com-

bined with a day care function), you will welcome this op-

portunity to share your experience with us. Since this is a

three-year study, the results will not be available for some

time, but we will let you know where they can be obtained

when the study is completed.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Prescott, Research Director

Betty Jones, Research Associate



Name:
Address:

APPENDIX A4

TEACHER INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

11111111.1111111, iii=111111.01111.0110.~........

School:
Telephone:

1. How many children are enrolled in your group?
2. What are their ages?
3. What hours do you work.
4. How long have you taughT-TE-FHTF-ge=7
5. What do you hope the children will get olirlairEgFIF--'-''

experiences here?
6. How do you feel about a faZITEFTFITigaing chitdrenF

hugging them or showing affection?
7. How do you handle it when a child stias close and''''

demands attention?
8. In general, how importani7:.io you fhink

to obey?
Wh7 do you feel this way.

9. Sometimes a child will get iiiii775=177155ffiiniFTEXERFF
and hit or kick her or shout angry things at her. How
much of this sort of thing do you think adults ought to
all w in a child of nursery age?

10. What do you see as your most impoifFTE-365-17-guperVrinq
children?

,=111INEWMINMIMWIIWII1110=111114011111.1111MNIJIMINI.110111111.10.1111NO

Now we would like to get some background information on you,
so that we will know in what ways you are like or dif-
ferent from other teachers in day care centers.

11. What is your age?
12. Have you worked i775THEF-UirEiFF-EaTiFi-WF-nursefF----'

schools? For how long?
13. What was tErEIghest grade in school that you com-

pleted? -,:....01...........orn
Date: nme of-garacirr Major:

14. What special training (if any) have you had for this job?

aere:

TEM: AUffarinli

olic=nreTeritiraent:

Is Teacher: Negro Caucasian Spanish Speaking
Other11...11=1111

418
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DIRECTOR - TEACHER

(ro be used if the Director also functOns regu1arly as a

teacher)

Name:
Address:

419

School:

1. Haw many children are enrolled in your group?

2. What are their ages?
3. What hours do you work.
4. How long have you tauglifirTE=1737677
5. Who plans the daily activities for the

6. What do you see as your most important job in supervlslng

children?

iliplim



APPENDIX B1

CO-OCCURRENCE OF LESSONS TAUGHT

Lessons Taught Lessons Taught
Ranked #2_Ranked #1

Large muscle skills

Eye-hand coordination

Verbal-physical
coordination

Rules of social living

7.7% Verbal-physical coordina-
tion

15.4 Pleasure, awe and wonder
7.7 Creativity & experimenta-

tion
7.7 Control and restraint
7.7 Can't Decide

53.8 No lessons taught

5.9 Rules of social living
5.9 Consideration

35.3 Formal skills
5.9 Pleasure, awe and wonder
5.9 Creativity and experi-

mentation
41.2 No lessons taught

2.9 Eye-hand coordination
2.9 Rules of social living
5.8 Consideration

14.7 Formal skills
5.8 Pleasure, awe and wonder
8.8 Control and restraint

58.8 No lessons taught

7.1 Verbal-physical coordina-
tion

3.6 Consideration
10.7 Formal skills
5.4 Knowledge and awareness
1.8 Pleasure, awe and wonder
7.1 Self-sufficiency
1.8 Creativity and experimen-

tation
26.8 Control and restraint
35.7 No lessons taught
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Lessons Taught
Ranked #1

Lessons Taught
Ranked #2

Consideration
Formal skills
Knowledge and awareness
Self-sufficiency
Creativity and experimen-

tation
Dealing winth strong

emotions
No lessons taught

Dealing with other
children

Consideration

Formal skills

Knowledge and awareness

7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
23.1

14.4

31.7

1.8
1.8
1.8
4.1

1.8
7.3
7.7
27.3

15.4

31.0

8.4
11.3

12.7
8.4
7.0
4.2

4.2
43.7

1.9
3.7
7.4

7.4
5.6

18.5
11.1
1.9

3.7
38.9
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Large muscle skills
Eye-hand coordination
Rules of social living
Dealing with other

children
Formal skills
Pleasure, awe and wonder
Self-sufficiency
Creativity and experimen-

tation
Dealing with strong

emotions
No lessons talght

Eye-hand coordination
Verbal-physical coordina-

tion
Rules of social living
Knowledge and awareness
Pleasure, awe and wonder
Creativity and experimen-
tation

Control and restraint
No lessons taught

Large muscle skills
Eye-hand coordination
Verbal-physical coordina-

tion
Rules of social living
Dealing with other chil-

dren
Formal skills
Pleasure, awe and wonder
Creativity and experimen-

tation
Control and restraint
No lessons taught



Lessons Taught
Ranked #1

Pleasure, awe and wonder

Self-sufficiency

Creativity and
experimentation

Control and restraint
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Lessons Taught
Ranked #2

2.7 Large muscle skills
2.7 Eye-hand coordination

18.9 Verbal-physical coordina-
tion

10.8 Consideration
2.7 Formal skills
18.9 Knowledge and awareness
5.4 Self-sufficiency
5.4 Creativity and experimen-

tation
32.4 No lessons taught

4.5 Eye-hand coordination
4.5 Verbal-physical coordina-

tion
2.3 Rules of social living

13.6 Dealing with other chil-
dren

4.5 Consideration
2.3 Formal skills
2.3 Pleasure, awe and wonder
9.1 Creativity and experimen-

tation
2.3 Control and restraint

54.5 No lessons taught

6.4 Eye-hand coordination
6.4 Dealing with other chil-

dren
12.9 Consideration
9.7 Formal skills

12.9 Knowledge and awareness
12.9 Pleasure, awe and wonder
3.2 Self-sufficiency
3.2 Control and restraint

32.3 No lessons taught

1.8 Large muscle skills
1.8 Eye-hand coordination

21.4 Rules of social living
1.8 Consideration
7.1 Formal skills

10.7 Knowledge and awareness
55.3 No lessons taught

Dealing with strong Not selected as a first
emotions choice



Lessons Taught
Ranked #1

Can't Decide
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Lessons Taught
Ranked #2

No lessons taught

0.7
6.4

8.5
3.5

10.6
9.9
4.3
2.1
5.0
5.0

5.0
39.0

0.8

2.1
1.3
6.3
2.3

2.5
2.2
1.2
1.2
3.5
3.0

5.2
0.1

68.1

Large muscle skills
Verbal-physical coordina-

tion
Rules of social living
Dealing with other chil-

dren
Consideration
Formal skills
Knowledge and awareness
Pleasure, awe and wonder
Self-sufficiency
Creativity and experimen-

tation
Control and restraint
Nu lessons taught

Skills involving large
muscles

Eye-hand coordination
Verbal-physical skills
Rules of social living
Dealing with other chil-

dren
Consideration
Formal skills
Knowledge and awareness
Pleasure, awe and wonder
Self-sufficiency
Creativity and experimen-

tation
Control and restraint
Can't decide
No lessons taught
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COMPLETE LISTING OF FACTOR LOADINGS ON FOUR TEACHER

BEHAVIOR PATTERNS FROM FACTOR ANALYSIS

CATEGORIES OF
TEACHER BEHAVICR

(N=104 Teachers)

Non-Communicative

All Behavior Directed To:
Individuals .25 .90 .21 -.11
Subgroups .06 .30 .17 .13
Groups -.24 .02 .72

CEigenvalues:

TEACHER BEHAVIOR PATTERNS

8.93
II

7.46
III
4.70

IV
2.61]

. 10 .01 -.41 .47

Encouragement
All encouragement
All nonroutine encouragement
All routine encouragement
Approval/nurturance to

individuals
Nonroutine to individuals

. 81

. 87

. 34

.24

.15

. 31

.26

. 17

. 5

. 68 .15 .00

.89 .20 .11

-.09
.03

-.29

-.06
-.01

Teacher Direction
Teacher suggestion to

individuals .10 .21 .63 -.29
Teacher approval to

individuals -.16 .22 .59 -.16

Guidance
All guidance -.18
Total guidance to individuals -.08

Restriction
All restriction
Total restriction to

individuals

-.62

-.57

.76 .27 -.01

.83 .12 -.02

. 59 -.07

-.10. 63

Neutral
All neutral .19 .84 -.20 .13
Information exchange to

individuals .32 .77 .05 .05
Care of physical needs to

individuals -.01 .51 -.55 .22
Total neutral to individuals .21 .81 -.30 .17
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CATEGORIES OF
TEACHER BEHAVIOR

(N=104 Teachers)
(Eigenvalues:

425

TEACHER BEHAVIOR PATTERNS

8.93

Verbal Skills

All verbal skills .10
Interpretive to individuals .47
Total verbal skills to

individuals .48

itessorrauht
Physical skills

Large muscle .05
Eye-hand coordination -.13
Verbal-physical coordination -.19

Social skills
Rules of social living -.31
Dealing with other children .28
Consideration .53

Intellectual skills
Formal skills -.16
Knowledge and awareness .11
Pleasure, awe and wonder ,33

Self-Responsibility
Self-sufficiency .16
Creativity .52
Control and restraint -.68
Dealing with strong emotions .23

Total Lessons Taught .11
No Lessons Taught -.02

Predicvive Variables
Sponsorship .10
Hope for children's

experiences -.30
Emphasis on educational

content -.20
Attitude toward affection -.58
Attitude toward dependency -.45
Warmth -.59
Explained or arbitrary

requests -.40
Permissiveness toward

aggression -.55
Most important job -.34
Teacher's role content -.29
Special training .40
Space group ..30

II
7.46

III
4,70

IV
2.61)

.12 .64 -.08

.59 .19 -.15

.42 .47 -.20

..28 .18 .13
-.07 .16 ..ir
-.13 .54 .11

n25 .34 .15
-.10 .01 .36
.12 -.05 .39

-.03 .67 -.06
-.04 .34 .00
-.11 .24 .24

.03 -.21 .59
-.04 -.12 .22
.31 .01 .01

-.04 -.14 .50
.25 .58 .71

-.25 -.51 -.67

-.13 -.23 .40

-.07 .21 .00

-.13 .14 -.07
.00 .14 -.12

-.03 .08 -.06
-.04 .11 -.14

-.12 .03 -.14

-.04 -.01 -.12
.00 .11 -.09

-.10 .06 -.03
.01 -.01 .24
.10 .03 -.19



TEACHER BEHAVIOR
CATEGORIES OF

(Eigenvalues:
(N=104 Teachers)

21221LIELLIE
Teacher verbalization
Tempo
Children's responses
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TEACHER BEHAVIOR PATTERNS
IV

8.93 7.46 4.70 2.61j

.06 .61 .45 -.15
.40 .45

.70 .04 .11
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FACTOR LOADINGS ON FOUR CrNTER PROGRAMS ANALYZED ACCORDING

TO TEACHER BEHAVIOR AND LESSONS TAUGHT

CATEGORIES OF
TEACHER BEHAVIOR CENTER PROGRAM PATTERNS

II III IV

(N=50 centers) Eigenvalues: 10.56 5.62 3.63 2.60

Non-communicative .18 .44 -.27 .30

Communicative to:

Individuals .11 -.05 .82 .34

Subgroups .16 .55 .08 -.18

Groups -.27 -.31 -.18

Encouragement
All routine encouragement .07 .07 -.01 -.84

All nonroutine encouragement .78 .12 .45 .02

Routine to individuals .07 .08 .05 -.83

Total to individuals .63 .11 .40 -.11

Teacher Direction
All teacher direction -.10 -.82 -.50 -.16

Teacher suggestion to
individuals .11 -.82 -.09 .13

Teacher approval to
individuals -,.37 -.58 -.15 -.04

Total to individuals -.05 -.89 -.13 .10

Total to groups -.13 -.46 -.69 -.28

Guidance
All guidance -.66 .32 -.35 .15

Total to individuals -.60 .26 .00 ,19

Total to groups -.45 .01 -.70 .07

Restriction
All restriction -.86 -.01 -.04 -.05

Total to individuals -.84 -.06 .06 -.07
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CATEGORIES OF
TEACHER BEHAVIOR

(N=50 centers)

428

CENTER PROGRAM PATTERNS

Eigenvalues: 10.56

1111NOMIIIMIYIMINIMMINMII.11011111101110111111NI

Neutral
Information exchange to
individuals

Care of physical needs to
individuals

Total to individuals

Verbal Skills

All verbal skills
Total to individuals
Total to groups

aucmistytma (ranking)

Physical skills

.01

. 16

. 13

Large muscles .17
Eye-hand coordination .01
Verbal-physical coordination -.03

Social skills
-.68Rules of social living
.59Dealing with other children
. 34Consideration

Intellectual skills
Formal skills
Knowledge and awareness
Pleasure, awe and wonder

Self-Responsibility
Self-sufficiency
Creativity and experi-

mentation
Control and restraint
Dealing with strong emotions

Global Ratine
Teacher manner
Children's responses

-.26
.07
. 59

. 18

.55
-.86

. 30

. 83

. 71

II III IV
5.62 3.63 2.60

-.18 .46 .43

.50 .03 .48

.28 .30 .64

-.65 -.12 -.44
-.56 .42 -.23
-.41 -.66 -.33

.31 -.13 -.08

-.04 .05 .00
.06 -.30 .06

-.02 -.44 .12

-.32 - .14 -.11
.19 .13 .18
.04 .58 .1I

-.50 -.34 -.24
-.50 .41 .03
.15 -.23 -.07

.46 -.04 .37

.26 .44 -.10

.17 -.10 -.22

.16 -.12 -.15

.03 .22 .05

.13 .25 .07
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Equipment and Determination of Variety

List of kinds of equipment reported by observers
* Categoryused in-determining variety

A. Simple

LARGE ROCKERS* AND
SMALL ROCKERS*
Rocking boat
Cradle board
Teeter-totter
Bench glider
Spring horse

CLIMBING UNITS* AND HANGING
AND SWINGING UNITS*

Climbing steps
Jungle gym
2 ramps with bench between
Monkey bars
Tree stump
Jumping board
HangArg
Rings

SWINGS*
Swings, double and single

WHEEL TOYS* ("vehicles" re-
porteJ too often by observers
to allow divizion into several
categories)
Trikes
Pedal car
Wheelbarrow

SLIDES*
Sliding pole
S13.4e
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"EMPTY HOUSE TYPE" no idea*
Large hollow empty crate
Crawl barrel, tunnel

"EMPTY HOUSE TYPE" idea*
Playhouse empty
Tent, teepee
Stripped car, "stagecoach's

train; etc.--no props.

SINGLE PROPS*
Saw horse
Moveable partition
Board
Playhouse equipment--
1 pieceno props

Sandbox or sand table--
no equipment

MISCELLANEOUS
Merry-go-round*
Ball, tether ball*
Tire (s)*
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(Cont.)

B. Complex and

HOUSE TYPE*
Playhouse--well stocked
Stripped car, "stagecoach";

train--with props
Playhouse equipment--one

piece with props or sever-
al pieces

Table with dolls and doll
clothes

Stuffed animals
Empty playhouse, .raised and

reached by ladder
Theater

BUILDING EQUIPMENT*
Building blocks
Group of wood crates--
manipulatable

Saw iloes with boards and
boxe-

Pile of bricks

430

Super-units

ART ACTIVITIES* (includes
flannel and chalk boards)

TABLE TOYS*

MANIPULATABLE CARS, TRUCKS,
FIGURES, ETC.*

BOOKS*

DIGGING AREA AND EQUIPMENT*
Sand, dirt, water, on

ground or table

ANIMAL* with or without cage

WATER PUMP witN water*

CLIMBING TREE*
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APPENDIX C2

Summary Rating of Indoor Space

The indoor space accompanying each play yard was rated

on several dimensions. One relates to interest level (rela-

tive amount of equipment); one to basic organization (whether

or not the total indoor space arrangement is functional); and

all others to various spatial qualities (such as crowding and

high noise level), which we feel affect the extent to which

children and staff can use the existing interest and organi-

zation.

These ratings were summarized both to provide a measure

of indoor quality and to be used as part of an overall space

quality rating. Because our criteria for indoor space are

far more impressionistic than those used in rating outdoor

space, a more detailed analytic scheme was not used.

A. Indoor organization: based on sum of sub-scores for neg-

ative factors defined as follows:
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Definition of negative factor sub-score

A) Space not functional or observers disagree
as to whether space is or is not
functional* 1

B) Crowding factors
a) Rated as crowded on observations from

center
19 - 29% of time
29% or more 2

b) Number of children relative to amount
of space
moderately crowded 1

maximally crowded 2

c) Amount of space cramped or limited--
one room--children grouped 1

d) 60 or more children grouped, space
accoustically single

C) Noise level high

1

1
2

* The rating of inddor space as functional was based on the
observer's judgment of whether the total space arrangement
facilitates or impedes the usual course of events for the
staff and children. In eight cases observers either dis-
agreed on this rating, or reported that although the space
was non-functional, staff effort eliminated any negative ef-
fect on the children. However, except for certain very spe-
cific instances, this ambiguous category does not appear to
differ appreciably from space which is clearly non-
functional. In the analysis, unless otherwise indicated, we
have grouped the two into one category of non-functional
space.
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Sum of sub-scores of . Indoor

mative factors organization score

0 1 20

1 2 19

2 . 3 3 19

4 - 6 4 11

B. Indoor intest: based on amount of equipment (this is

based on observer impressions and cannot be defined

with accuracy).

Definition Indoor interest score

Equipment above average 1
22

Equipment average 2 31

Equipment below average 3 16

10.11110111.110.4011111111110711111111111,1

The general measure on indoor quality is based on the

sum of scores for organization and interest, as follows:

Sum of Scores

2 - 4
5 -

Indoor quality

Above average
Below average

38
31
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APPENDIX C3

Summary Rating of Outdoor Quality for Use

in Measuring Overall Quality

We simplified our original analysis of yard quality

with the aim of providing a combined measure of overall space

quality, both outdoor and indoor. Our rating schemes were

derived largely from inspection of the frequency distribu-

tions of the data; categories are defined so as to yield com-

parable N's in each. Ratings made on this basis thus divide

our sample approximately at the median and first and thisd

quartiles, with respect to space quality.

Outdoor space was rated in terms of accessibility and

interest level as follows:

A. Accessibility of equipment: relationship between organi-

zation and amount to do per child.

Sub-score for
Definition otdoor quality

Organization maximum 1
Organization moderate or minimum;

1.6 or more units per child 2
Organization moderate; 1.5 units or less per child 3
Organization minimum; 1.5 units or less per child 4
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B. Interest of Equipment

Sub-score for

Definition ArOrmsmIlledma...m4..mrdimmomm

outdoor ualitz

Yard has super-unit
Yard has 4 or more complex units*

and no super-units
Yard has 3 or fewer complex units**

and 11 or more simple units and/or
variety rated 8 or more

Yard has 3 or fewer complex units, 10 or
fewer simple units and/or variety 7 or less

loNft.....swimame.0.111.roMMONNEP0MOMOMMillMINI
* 2 or more in yards for younger children
** 1 or none in yards for younger children

1

2

3

4

The summary rating of outdoor quality is based on the

sum of accessibility and interest sub-scores as follows:

Sum of sub-scores Outdoor quality cateory N

4 or 5
6 or 7
8 to 12

High 19
Moderately high 16

Below average 34
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Overall Quality

The following characterization of overall quality is

based on the relationship between a yard and its associated

indoor space. There are six major and one minor quality cat-

egories.

Characterization of Overall Space Quality

(N's in parentheses)

Characterization of
714a4IMV0/T=all 4-.e gralitv % Crowded*

High quality outdoors; above average
indoors. (N=11) 18.0% 1.5

Moderately high quality out; above
average indoors. (N=14) 26.0 2.7

Above average outdoors; below average
indoors. (N=9) 33.0 3.4

Above average indoors; below average
outdoors. (N=10) 40.0 5.1

Below average indoors and outdoors;
not noisy. (N=11) 72.0 4.5

Below average indoors and outdoors;
noisy. (N=12) 92.0 5.6

Low quality plus noise in;
moderately high quality out. (N=2) ...... 2.5

MilmWmotts...M.1.111INYMMOIN
* Both percent of yards crowded and mean yard quality were

introduced as a rough check on the validity of the scheme.
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Check List for Rating Space

SPACE ANALYSIS

1. Does the yard have sub-yards?
2. Which yard is being described?

Entire yard Sub yard
3. Number of adults Wirabarfo superviii7Enr--'
4. Number of children using yard at one time?

5. Age of group using yard?
6. Yard size--estimate--

a. Very small, approximately room size, 10 x 14 sq. ft.

b. Small, 15 x 30 or 40 sq. ft.

c. Average, 1/2 a city lot.
d. Large, lot size
e. Very large, larger than 50 x 125 sq. ft.

7. Yard shape (roughly)
square , oblong , irregular

8. Boundaries drma--
Mostly physically defined,
Mostly physically defined,

cause yard is very large
of yard invisible.

Not defined physically in some
9. base

Proportion of total yard area covered by
and their boundaries.

1. Almost all 4.

2. About 2/3 5.

3. About
b. Uncovered yarTraWa..space

objects.
1. Natural (grass, weeds, dirt, etc.)

2. Artificial (asphalt, cement)
3. Combination--yard impresses one as having both

natural and artificial base

437

a.

b.

C.

Yard
a.

and easily seen.
but not easily seen be-
of yard shape makes part

large part.

play units

About 1/3
Very little.'

not covered by physical

wiimilnirms
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10. Sketch the pathway--indicating approximate width (or

widths).
11. Relation of inside to outside space.

a. Inside space opens immediately to outside

b. Inside has cloLa access but not directly open

c. Inside and outside are separated

12. Problem areas.
a. Arrangement of equipment creates conflict--

Describe:
b. Teacher interpnlITI5EBruse crerfa7151717:7=

Describe:
c. Yard has specia prob_ems i.e., ac 0 sla e

broken equipment, noise level, etc.)
Describe:

13. Inside space
a. Is inside space footage adequate?

1. cramped 4. roomy, spacious
2. somewhif---- 5. exceptionally

limited large

3. average
b. Noise level,Tirs-ne

1. high, deafening__
2. average
3. no probia--

c. Equipment
1. Inadequate__
2. Less than aver-a-ge_
3. Average
4. More than average
5. Extensive

d. Relation
1. Is space functional?

14. Can children see beyond the fence7 (Describe briefly)

01. 1104.1116.1011,

11.1.11111Mme

Comments: ArvoomovompowowArsomma..., ewasomeash~~....me. um. Iwa Nomer.awrowwww0 AenweImmammomomm........

* * *

..W 111.Peor.a
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DBSCRIPTION OF PLAY UNITS

439

Note: List each play unit by name; if it has a physical top,
roof, back, and/or sides, and whether fixed or not.

Simple ComplQx. Super-unit Potential

Potential--
super-unit--
Describe:

Boundaries
without
content

2/ contents
without
boundaries
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